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BostonAcoustcs

new
Boston T1000.
A higher level of sonic architecture,
The

Announcing the Boston Acoustics T1000 tower speaker
system. It elevates stereo music reproduction to a new,
rarified level of realism. Yet its slender tower architecture requires very little floor space.
We engineered the T1000 in a distinctive new way. Our
new midrange driver is large, letting it reproduce far
more of the important mid -frequency information than
a smaller driver can. In addition, we placed it- and our
CFT-5 dome tweeter - in the highest portion of the
tower. As a result, all the directionally important mid
and high frequencies emanate together at ear level.
Just as with live music.

This unique architecture also frees the dual woofers to
concentrate on bass reproduction alone. In fact, the
Boston T1000 lower system lets you enjoy the entire
tonal range of music, including the very lowest octave.
With a wide dynamic range that does full justice to
digital sources. And with stereo imaging that's pinpoint precise.
For a descriptive T1000 brochure, just send us your name
and address. Boston Acoustics, Inc., Department AT,
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960. (617) 532-2111.

Silent
Running.
CARVER'S FAMOUS TUNING TECHNOLOGY
TAKES TO THE ROAD WITH THE ONLY AM/FM
TUNER CASSETTE DECKS CAPABLE OF CUTTING

MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE UP TO 92.9°/o!
The new TX -Seven and TX -Nine audiophile
autosound decks employ the same Asymmetrical
Charge -Coupled FM Stereo Detector circuitry as
Carver's revolutionary TX -11a home tuner. They also
incorporate an ingenious automatic computer logic -

controlled antenna switching system that further
vanquishes multipath distortion.
In point of fact, no other autosound decks in the
world - regardless of price - even begin to approach
the TX -Seven and TX -Nine's ability to maintain a
hiss -free, glitch -free FM listening environment in
your car.
COMPUTER LOGIC -CONTROLLED

DIVERSITY ANTENNA SWITCHING DRIVES
AROUND MULTIPATH. One way to get temporary
relief from interference at home is to move the
antenna around slightly. Instead of physically moving your car antenna, the TX -Seven and TX -Nine use

computerized circuitry to switch between two separate antenna one out -of -phase and one in -phase
vYjth incoming FM signals.

When multipath occurs, a special "smart" circuit
automatically switches (at the speed of light) to the
other antenna, automatically correcting phase and
eliminating the multipath before you ever hear it.
What little multipath distortion gets through this
smart antenna system runs headlong into the
remarkable tuner innovation High Fidelity Magazine
described as '..diStinguished (by) its ability to pull
clean, noise -free sound out of weak or multipathridden signals."
Alone, without antenna diversity switching, the
TX -Seven and TX -Nine's Asymmetrica Charge Coupled FM Detector Circuitry delivers a net noise
and distortion reduction of 93535/Together, they set
a new standard for clear, clean FM autosound
reproduction

REAL WORLD CONFIRMATION. Both decks
were tested on a torturous 6 -mile course near the
Carver factory which could regularly trigger at least
287separate multipath occurrences in conventional
autosound FM tuners.
The TX -Seven -and TX -Nine with Asymmetrical
Charge Coupled FM Detectipn and diversity antenna
system, reduced multipath occurrences to an avercurse while listening to
age of two during the sa
the sA_mestationsi.--

FACTORY-LOADED WITH EXTRAS.The fifteen
random presets on the TX -Seven and TX -Nine are
incredibly easy to set. Just press the button marked
BEST and the logic circuitry automatically selects
the fifteen strongest signals and locks them in on the
presets. Plus you can select another fifteen on your
own!
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Naturally both decks are metal tape compatible
with Dolby® noise reduction and have auto -reverse
transports, separate bass, treble, balance and
loudness and four-way fader controls. All tuning
and transport functions are signalled with a gentle
"beep" that keeps your eyes on the road, not on the
compact, ergonomically -styled deck.
There's even a security code system that renders
the TX -Seven or TX -Nine inoperable to anyone but
you, and a quick removal system so you can slip out
your TX -Seven or TX -Nine in seconds for storage in
trunk or house.
THE BEGINNING OF THE PERFECT AUTO -

SOUND LISTENING ENVIRONMENT. Visit your
Carver dealer soon and experience the TX -Seven
and TX -Nine. Out of hundreds of the only tuner/
cassette models available, they are the only ones
which can truly put you in the driver's seat of a
unique, interference -free musical experience.
Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Licensing Corp.
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He's good. But can he remember
785 of your favorite songs?

This Magnavox compact disc player can.
In fact, the top -rated CDB650 is the on'y CD
you can program to play 785 selections. As
you build your library, just program in your
favorite selections from each disc in any
order you want. The CDB650 will never
forget them. Because it's the only CD with

Favorite Track Selection. With FTS, the
memory remains forever, even during power
outages, even if it's ur plugged. And it comes
with full -function remote control.
With 4 times over -sampling and digital
filtering, all you hear _s the absolutely
flawless reproduction of sound. What else

would you expect from the people who
invented CD technology?
The CDB650. Unforgettable.

Flawless sound. The ultimate memory.

Nobody puts it together like MAGNAVOX.
Enter No 18 on Reader Service Caro
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& 1987 Analog& D,g1tal Systems Inc

The laws of woofer design present
two options: cleaner deeper bass or
just plain louder bass. ADS Linear
Drive woofer plays deep and tight
because cone travel is long and controlled. Takes full advantage of the
wealth of bass on CDs. You'll not only
hear the difference, you'll keel it too.

A different breed of crossover. All components are computer -grade and mounted on 'military spec' glass -epoxy
board. Hand -built to rigid tolerances. Computer designed
for smooth phase and frequency response. Results in precise imaging with remarkable breadth and depth.
Series 2 soft -dome tweeter. Design fine-tuned by 16,000
data point computer analysis. Low -mass moving system
and narrow magnetic gap for high efficiency and accurate
transients. ADS High Gravity cooling fluid ensures exceptional power handling and dynamic range.

The guts: Inside every ADS speaker you'll
find drivers conceived, engineered, and built
by ADS.

Conceived to be accurate, uncolored, and
thoroughly reliable.
Engineered using proprietary computer
analysis, to yield extraordinary performance.
Built with precision and care unequalled
in Europe, the Far East,anywhere in the audio
industry.

Two new towers of power. L990 3 -way and L690 2 -way.
Extra volume of tower enclosure provides deeper, more
powerful bass. High frequency drivers set in line with the
listener for ldelike, precise imaging. Similarly priced bookshelf speakers cannot compare.

Not every speaker maker builds its own
drivers. None builds them as carefully as we
do. That's why ADS speakers are picked as
reference monitors by the premier CD label.
That's why the new level of accuracy
CD provides can be heard best on
ADS speakers.
The glory?
Waiting for you at your ADS
dealer. Because while we can tell
you how beautifully we build
them, only he can show you how
much better they sound.

Typical voice col. on left. ADS'
version on right. Smooth, tight windings and longer col; mean a:curate
transients, low distortion. Coil always
remains under stric: amplifier control.

lot ADS Stifflite® woofer cone. Stiff, to push
more air without warping. Light, to accu-

rately reproduce even the most subtle
transients. No other cone material balances these crucial
properties as well
as Stifilite.

A

For more fascinating cletaL in ADS ;peakt,ts,
see your local ADS dealer. It you don't know
who he is, call us at 800-345-8112, in PA.
800-662-2444.

SIGNALS & NOISE

LEDE R Article Not Authorized
Dear Editor:

The two articles entitled "Build a

Live End/Dead End Listening
Room" in the December and Janu-

ary issues of Audio, authored by
William R. Hoffman, constitute significant damage to the good name,
trademark, and technical reputation
of my client, Mr. Don Davis.
Mr. Hoffman is not an accredited
Live End/Dead End designer. He
has no connection with either Mr.

Davis, Syn-Aud-Con, or any accredited LEDE® designer.
The article describes conventional absorption techniques and misla-

bels them LEDE. The techniques

described are not LEDE design
techniques and do not meet published LEDE criteria.

In the first article, in addition to

the improper use of LEDE, each

Sounds Collectable was started last
spring. The purpose behind this quarterly magazine is to provide space for
private record collectors so that they
may get in touch with one another and
exchange information and records for
the overall enjoyment of the hobby. We
are endeavoring to build "a service for
collectors-by collectors." In the main,
this would cover hard -to -get and deleted -from -catalog recordings, ranging
from 78s to the earlier micro -grooves.
Musically, we wish to cover classical
music (solo instrumental and orchestral) to, say, the Hollywood sound stage musical. We are nonsponsored
and operate only in our spare time on a
nonprofit basis.
Anyone-and we do mean anyoneliving anywhere in the world can join in
the fun. If any of your readers would
like a sample copy of our somewhat
primitive but (we think) friendly magazine, they only have to ask.
Russell Barnes
42 St. Leonard's Ave.
Blandford Forum
Dorset DT11 7NY
England

caption to each illustration is incor-

rectly labelled. Also, the room labelled "an LEDE demonstration
room" is not remotely qualified.
We believe this is a case of trademark counterfeiting.
We request that Audio publish in
equally prominent editorial space a
full refutation of these articles as

having anything to do with legitimate LEDE design.

We wish to reiterate that these
articles constitute serious damage
to our client's worldwide classes on
LEDE by presenting a totally false
picture of the design process.
Richard H. Montgomery
Montgomery, Elsner & Pardieck
Seymour, Ind.

Editor's Note: Mr. Davis has promised a full refutation of Mr. Hoff man's article for publication in a future issue.-E.P.

Taking Issue With Measurements
Dear Editor:

In your November 1986 issue, Len

Feldman reported the results of his
tests of the dbx DX3 CD player. While
most of Mr. Feldman's measurements
confirm our experience, two measurements, those of amplitude linearity and
stereo separation, differed significantly
from ours.

First, he reported that -80 dB signals were reproduced at -68.4 dB.
Our measurements indicate that -80
dB signals are reproduced at levels
very near to -80 dB when the signal

itself-and only the signal-is measured. However, if a broad -band mea-

surement is made, readings from -60
to -80 dB may be obtained because
of the presence of out -of -band interference at 88.2 kHz.

Calling All Collectors

As Mr. Feldman noted during his

Dear Editor:

square -wave tests, the DX3 uses digiI obtained brief details about Audio tal filtering with two-times oversamfrom the very helpful staff of the Ameri- pling and a gentle, third -order analog
can Embassy in London. hope that filter (for better phase linearity). The
I

you can find a little space within the two-times oversampling produces an
pages of your publication to mention inaudible 88.2 -kHz component which
what we are attempting over here in is attenuated to below -50 dB by the
Great Britain.
6

analog filter. A broad -band measure-

ment of the -80 dB signal level will
pick up some of this 88.2 -kHz signal
and result in erroneous readings. We
are certain that the DX3's linearity is
much better than was apparent from
Mr. Feldman's testing.
Stereo separation is also subject to
misinterpretation from the same cause,
and we think that this too is the reason

for the differences between Mr. Feld -

man's measurement of 65 to 54 dB
separation and ours of 90 dB. We have

measured channel separation of

at

least 90 dB in many DX3 CD players,
and we believe that the same inconsequential out -of -band frequencies pro-

vide the answer to the question Mr.
Feldman himself raised regarding his
measurements.
It is interesting to note that proper
testing of digital equipment requires

not only greater resolving power on the
part of the test equipment, to cope with
digital's wide range and flat frequency

response, but also extra care in the
interpretation of test results. As Mr.
Feldman himself has taken pains to
point out, CD players, including the
DX3, produce out -of -band components that can easily interfere with
measurements but do not correlate
with the audible performance which
might be inferred from those measure-

ments. We are still learning the best
ways to measure digital equipment.
This learning process is, after all, one

of the things that keep audio (as a
hobby and an industry) so interesting.

By the way, Mr. Feldman did express a desire to see dbx produce an
accessory box offering compression
for use with any CD player (especially
for automotive use). Last June we intro-

duced two such products for home
use, the 1BX-DS and 3BX-DS, which
offer compression as well as four other
signal -processing circuits. Similar to

that of the DX3, their compression is
dbx's professional OverEasy (gradualonset) circuit, variable from none to
2:1, with a fixed 6 dB of gain added to
the lower end of the dynamic range.
This compression is very useful when

making tapes for the car as well as
when using Compact Discs for background music.
Leslie B. Tyler
Vice President, Engineering
dbx
Newton, Mass.
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ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF 4 KEF

Anyone can build a good prototype. The real challenge is assuring
the quality 01 everyday production.
That's why KEF have the most
stringent production test programme
in the industry.
'We test each individual Reference Series driver for amplitude
response with respect to frequency.
The computer collates the tested
drivers and crossovers into left and

right pairs that match to betterthan
±0.5dB. This accounts for KEF's spoton stereo imaging. Then we test the
completed pairs for frequency and
phase response against the original
prototype.
'We keep all this data by
serial number on permanent file.

The Speaker
Engineers

If a driver should ever need replacement, we can supply an exact
duplicate.

`Our testing may seem fanatic* but its
the only way to guarantee performance:
-Frank Me.,icks, iciiwouCi ion FAIGINFER
REFERE \CE MODE'. 107

KEF Beet ariaLtd. Tad, Madstene. Kent ME It 63,
KEF ElecIrcroG ri-nrc.ralpc., 1.120-K SutlyfioN Ct-A-,!hantilly. VA 22021 703,E31-8810
rirrouripmturt. 01:16KITINSide 51067E1.5490
Srnyt1 33tald EqUirlIrl, Ltd 591 Rue du Parc

STEP-UP to the demonstrably superior PERFORMANCE and unsurpassed FLEXIBILITY
of our complete line of AFFORDABLE Stereo
Separates. Audio components designed to
complement, enhance and improve your
present system.
Our new power Mosfet High Current and Class
"H" Signal -Tracking Amplifiers, all manufac-

tured by Soundcraftsmen in the U.S.A., are
the most advanced Stereo and Professional
Amplifiers available. Our 205 -watt amps begin
at only $449.00, up to the massive 900 -watts per -channel-@ 2 -Ohms Pro -Power Eight, at less
than 78C per watt!
Our four extremely versatile Preamplifiers
range in price from $299.00 to $699.00. These
Unique Equalizer/Preamplifiers and Straight Line Preamplifiers offer features such as 97dB phono S/N, Exclusive Auto -Bridge
circuit for Triple -Powered Mono Operation of
Stereo Amplifiers, and Exclusive 0.1dB Readout Differential/ Comparake Unity Gain Controls for precise in/out signal matching.

And for a real "Musical High" enhance your
system with the addition of one of the World's
Most Accurate Real -Time Analyzers or Equalizers. Not only the ultimate in Frequency Control
capability (up to 22dB gain per octave) but
also a 100 -LED display panel AND an incredibly accurate 0.1dB readout capability!

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-555-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator!'
COLORADO
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Colorado Springs
ME SOUND SHOP

MASSACHUSETTS

Wrangell
WRANGELL DRUG

Boston
ENCORE AUDIO

ARIZONA

Denver

Olendale
SAG STEREO

WAXMAN'S

CONNECTICUT

Chicago
MARTROY ELECTRONICS
MUSICRAFT
Dekalb

Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

Bristol
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS

ALASKA

NO. CALIFORNIA
Chico
GAG STEREO

DanburyARSTCN

STUDIOS

Newington
TUNXIS ELECTRONICS
Waterbury

Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION
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HOUSE OF AUDIO
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AMERICAN VIDEO CENTER
Sacramento
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WORLD ELECTRONICS
San Francisco
AUDIO VIDEO CENTER
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San Jose

LZ. PREMIUMS

00. CAUFORNIA
Cerritos
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Costa Mesa
ATLANTIC MUSIC
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Goleta

HOUSE OF AUDIO
Hollywood
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OF CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
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BEL-AIR CAMERA
Mission Viejo
VIDEO LASER
Montebello
SML, INC.

Newport Beath
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Ontario
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)

West Hartford
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AUDIO PLUS

Dartmouth
MIKE ROSE ENT.
Sunderland

Gurnee

SCIENTIFIC STEREO

OPUS EQUIPMENT
Peoria
ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

MICHIGAN

FIDELITY SOUND
Pasadena
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
San Bernardino
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
San Diego
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Santa Ana
FIDELITY SOUND
Torrance
STEREO HI-FI CENTER
Van Nuys
FEDCO (MEMBERS ONLY)
Westminster
MANCHESTER MUSIC
Whittier
HI Fl HAVEN

Springfield
REEL TO REAL DESIGNS

Grand Rapids
ELECTRONIC SOUND EQUIPMENT
Livonia
CARTEL DISTRIBUTING
Marquette
AMERICAN TV

INDIANA

MINNESOTA

New Haven
HJS SOUND
South Bend
TWIUGHT ZONE
West Lafayette
VON'S ELECTRONICS

Duluth
TEAM ELECTRONICS

Naples
STEREO GARAGE

Lexington
THE STEREO SHOPPE
Louisville
HI -FIDELITY, INC

GEORGIA
Atlanta

AUDIO UNLIMITED
STEREO DESIGNS

°Tall'EREI) SHOP
Warner Robbins
WORLD HIFI

HAWAII
Hilo

YAFUSO T.V. APPUANCE
Honolulu
VIDEO UFE
Lihue. Kauai
JACK WADA ELECTRONICS
Wailuku, Maui
ADRIAN'S ELECTRONICS

Midvale
INKLEY'S

DRUCKER

1:1171810CNVIECTION

SOUND SHACK

Eugene

PECAR ELECTRONICS

IOWA
OKer7Fort
GRIGG'S MUSIC
Mapleton
BRENNER'S

KANSAS
Overland Park
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
Salina
DEL'S 7V
Wichita
AUDIO PLUS

KENTUCKY

LOUISIANA

Litchfield
QUALITY STEREO

MISSISSIPPI
Gulfport
TIPPIT'S MUSIC

MISSOURI
Chesterfield/St Louis
INSTANT REPLAY
Kansas City
SOUND DYNAMICS

NEBRASKA
Lincoln

UGHT & SOUNDS FANTASTIC

HEW HAMPSHIRE
New London
NORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

NEW JERSEY, SO.
Cherry Hill
WIDE WORLD ELECTRONICS
Wildwood
SEASHORE STEREO

NEW YORK CITY,

BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY
Klamath Falls
HIGH COUNTRY RECORDS

Glen Cove, NY
ISLAND AUDIO
Woodside, NY
LEONARD RADIO
Brooklyn.

ENV

St. George
ARROW AUDIO

VERMONT

Hermitage

lieSOUND CO.
McKeesport
HI fl CENTER
Philadelphia
RADIO 437
SOUND OF MARKET
SOUND SERVICE

NEW YORK

fllaiH

Plattsburg
GREAT NORTHERN STEREO
Syracuse
MORRIS ELECTRONICS
SUPERIOR SOUND
Watertown
HAPPY EAR STEREO

Reading,

-UPSTATE

JUNCTION
Shalington

PHOENIX HI Fl

WEST VIRGINIA

Santurce
R. F. ELECTRONICS

High Point,
Winston-Salem.

Columbia
NORTON STEREO

Morgantown
THE SOUND POST
Princeton
THE SOUND POST

AUDIO -VIDEO CONCEPTS

Greenville
DON JONES STEREO

Appleton

Myrtle

Glendale
SOUNDSTAGE

Goldsboro
PRO SOUND
Hendersonville
PRO SOUND & ELECTRONICS
Hickory

SOUTH CAROUNA

THE arICTRONIC SHOP

MC LAUGHUN'S TV

Parma
DESIERO ENT.

Hag

rlrIGLIwRni NJ

ILl
A '.11jCI CORP.

MILLMAN'S STEREO

WISCONSIN
AMERICAN IV

Madison
AMERICAN TV
Oshkosh

Arlington
SOUND IDEA
Beaumont
BROCK AUDIO
Corpus Christi
SOUND VIBRATIONS
El Paso
SOUND ROOM
Fort Worth
SOUND IDEA
Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Newark,DRE

Olympia
DESCO ELECTRONICS

Fayetteville
DUALITY SOUND
Greensboro,

Bowling Green
HART AUDIO
Canton
METRODYNE
Cleveland
B&B APPLIANCE
OHIO SOUND
Lima
HART AUDIO
Middleburg

DRUCKERS

WASHINGTON

Yakima
STEREO FIRST

ELECTRONICS LTD.

Hawthorne. NJ
THE SPEAKERMAN
Little Falls, NJ

n

LERMA AUDIO
Falls Church
AUDIO BUYS
Richmond
GARY'S

PUERTO RICO

Boundbrook, NJ
PRANZATEW'S STEREO
Bronx, NY

Annapolis
MIO SHIPMEN'S STORE
Baltimore
STANSBURY STEREO
Frederick
THE ELECTRONIC SHOP
Gaithersburg
AUDIO BUYS

MIIAg

NORTH CAROUNA

SOUND REPRODUCTION

BREMEN ENTERPRISES
Bronx,

ELECTRONICS UNLIMITED

SOUNDER

groan

MARYLAND

St. Thomas, U.S. and
British Virgin Islands

Spokane

Bloomfield. NJ

New Orleans
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY
TULANE STEREO

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Willow Grove

ligYeaeNERATION
Lake Charles
SIGHT A SOUND
ENT. CENTER

Brattleboro
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

Sharon
ELECTRONICS LTD.

VliBtRoreTsHoZRN N.J,
CRAZY EDDIE
Belmar. NJ
SOUND SYSTEMS

INKLEY'S

Bloomsburg
WEINER'S PRO AUDIO
CiUtNNmRtErlICTRONICS

RAVOIANORY

San Lake City

PENNSYLVANIA

Baton Rouge
NEW GENERATION
Cowngton
NORTHSHORE AUDIO

West Palm Beach

Orange

SOS AUDIO
STEREO PLAZA

MERKELS

Fort Lauderdale
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
yers
Fort
STERNEiARAGE
Fort Walton Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
Hollywood+Hialeah
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE
Lakeland
THE SOUND FACTORY
Melbourne
AUDIO MART
Merritt Island
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
Miami
AUDIO PLUS
LA MIRAGE
LAS FMRICAS
MIAMI HI Fl CENTER

S11EPMIlIjr1HOP

Bountif ul
INKLEY'S

OREGON

Quincyy

Clearwater
DALTON AUDIO VIDEO

sAlinAflu)gilane
lNS

UTAH

Oklahoma City
JOHNSON TV & SOUND

Burton
STEREO VILLAGE
Detroit

FLORIDA

AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS
MARKETPLACE ELECTRONICS

OKLAHOMA

THE LAST DETAIL
VICMARR STEREO
Staten Island,
CLONE AUDIO
Woodbridge, NJ

Anderson
ANDERSON ELECTRONICS

Orlando

New York, NY
CANAL HI Fl
CRAZY EDDIE
LEONARD RADIO

WhAVE ACOUSTICS

ilat'ilaJOVEi CUSTOM STEREO

AUDIO PLUS

Shelby

TENNESSEE

Graf aCnAMERA & SOUND

Nashville
AUDIO SYSTEMS

Waukesha
AMERICAN TV

ADVISE

Warren
ELECTRONICS

LTJ.

1MA

SOUND IDEA
Midland
FOLDER'S ENTERTAINMENT

San Antonio
CCR ELECTRONICS
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1987 BUYERS' GUIDE to SEPARA ES
19" RACK -MOUNT AUDIO COMPONENTS FOR THE SERIOUS AUDIOPHILE
A CONDENSED GUIDE LISTING FEATURES, SPECIFICATIONS, SIZES AND PRICES...
DifferentiaUComparator® circuitry for Unity Gain setting

to within 0.1db accuracy for highest Dynamic Range

Power Amplifiers

capability. THD and IMD 0.01% at 2 V; S/N 114dB at full
output; input imp 47,000 ohms.
19"W a 51/4"H x 11"D, 16 lbs.
$599

DC2215 Differential/Comparator®

Equalizer,599

Stereo 10 -band, with Differential/Comparator® True -Unity -

A5002 Power Amplifier, Class -H Vari-Proportional
circuitry and Autobuffer for continuous operation into
PRO -POWER FOUR, MOSFET stereo power amp
300 Continuous RMS Watts per channel (di 4 ohms,
205 Continuous RMS Watts per channel (4) 8 ohms, 20-

20kHz, 450 Watts RMS @ 2 ohms, 900 Watts RMS
@ 4 ohms Bridged. THD < 0.05%, Hum and Noise:
-105 dB, Front Panel switching for 2 pair of speaker systems. 40 -LED 0-1600 Watt Power Meters.
$749
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 30 lbs

PRO -POWER THREE MOSFET stereo power amplifier, same as Pro -Power Four, except no 40 -LED power
$649
meters. 30 lbs

2 ohms. Features auto crowbar protection circuit for output protection without current limiting; 40 -LED 0-1,000
Watt power output Meters; Front -Panel switching for 2
pairs of speakers; True Clipping indicators; Input Level
controls. Output power 250 W/ch into 8 ohms, 375 W
into 4 ohms continuous RMS, 20-20,000 Hz at <0.09%

THD; S/N >105 dB; slew rate >50 V/microsec; TIM
<0.02%.
19"W x 7"H x 12"D, 50 lbs

$899
A5001 Power Amplifier, Same as A5002 except no
$749
Meters and no Input Level controls 50 lbs

PRO -POWER EIGHT MOSFET stereo power amp.
600 watts per channel continuous RMS power into 4
ohms; 375 watts per channel continuous RMS power
into 8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz with no more than 0 05%
THD; 900 watts per channel RMS into 2 ohms, Freq.
resp. 20-20,000 Hz ± 0.1dB; S/N -105dB; slew rate
50V/m.sec; TIM unmeasurable; IM 0.05%.
19"W x 51/4"H x 161/2"D; 67 lbs

$1,399

A2502 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo with 40 LED 0-500 Watt power Meters. Features Front Panel
switching for 2 pairs of speakers; Input Level controls;
True Clipping indicators. Output power 125 W/ch into

8 ohms, 190 W/ch into 4 ohms, continuous RMS,

± 0.1dB; S/N>105dB; slew rate 50 V/microsec;

20-20,000 Hz at <0.05% THD; S/N >105 dB; damping

TIM unmeasurable; damping factor 200.
81/2"W x 5"H x 12"D; 22 lbs

factor 200.
19"W x 51/4"H x 101/2"D, 30 lbs.

$549

$649
A2801 Power Amplifier. Same as A2502 except no
$549
Meters and no Level Controls, 28 lbs.

.S.wrroxiCw.

Signal Processors
$49

PCX-2 19" Rack Mounting kit for two PCR800 or
$49
PM840's, 2 lbs

'1

2dB readout and a 0.1dB readout Differential/
Comparator.) Pink -noise generator, 10 -octave Real -Time

Bridging switch on rear panel. TIM <0.02%; 250 W/ch
into 8 ohms; 375 W/ch into 4 ohms continuous RMS,
20-20,000 Hz, THD <0.09%.
$1,199
19"W x 7"H x 12"0; 52 lbs.

FREE:
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

Disc Player and Video/Audio inputs. Phono preamp has
Variable Cartrdige Loading (50-800 pF, 100/47,000 ohm);

phono level controls for adjustable ±20 dB gain; MC
variable reluctance or MM cartridge inputs; 3 -way Tape
Dubbing; 2 external Signal -Processor Loops; conven-

tional line outputs plus separate Autobridge Line Outputs for Mono Bridging of Most Amps; EQ S/N 114 dB;
Passive -Coil

filters with 15 dB boost or cut for each

octave, max 22 dB; Differential Comparator circuitry for

True 0.1 dB Unity -Gain EQ balancing; includes Fre-

built-inc9o9n-

for mono bridging of most amps. Features 2 external
signal -processor loops; 2 phone inputs; 2 tape inputs
with 3 -way dubbing; phono S/N 97 dB, THD 0.01%;
12 dB EQ boost and cut for each octave, max. 18 dB;
Differential/Comparator circuitry for 0.1 dB Unity Gain;
includes Frequency Spectrum Analyzer test record and
instant reset Computone charts.
19"W x 5t/iti"H x 11"D, 19 lbs

DX4000 Preamplifier. Same as DX4100

Center frequencies 32, 64, 125, 250, 500, 1k, 2000,

loops.

4,000, 8,000, 16,000 Hz: display accuracy 0.1dB; Auto Scan sweep rate 0.1-10 secs/octave: Mic. preamp input
impedance 2K ohms; Frequency response 20-20,000 Hz
± 0.1dB; includes 20 -Band all -Passive -Coil Equalizer,

19"W x 31/2"H x 11"0, 15 lbs

Differential/Comparator readout accuracy LED's for

2 -ohm operation; 40 -LED power output Meters from 0.02
up to 2,000 Watts; Truclip indicators for each ch; Mono

DX4200 Preamplifier/Equalizer, with Compact

Display with Adjustable Decay rate, Mic. preamp, input
for analysis for any Signal Processor, Autoscan mode.

with boost/cut range ± 15db, max. 22db, 0.1dB

DDR1200 Power Amplifier, with 100 -LED frequency
spectrum analyzer display. Features Class -H VariPortional circuitry; Autobuffer circuitry for continuous

$299

ventional line outputs plus separate bridging line outputs

most accurate (0.1dB) Real -Time Analyzer/Equalizer.
The first and only analyzer with: Two independent realtime analysis systems, (a Direct 100 -LED display with

watts per channel continuous RMS 20-20,000 Hz into
8 ohms <0.05% THD; TIM unmeasurable; S/N -105dB;
$499
81/2"W x 5"H x 12"D; 22 lbs

max 18 dB.
19"W a 31/2"H x 9^D, 13 lbs

DX4100 Preamplifier/Equalizer, with

-

st-wo.

AE2000 Real Time Analyzer/Equalizer, Worlds

PCR800 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo, 205

Equalizer.399

Same as DC 2215 except equalizer filter circuits have
op -amp synthesized inductors. THD and IMD <0.01% at
2 V; S/N ratio 106 dB at 10 V; boost/cut range ±12 dB,

quency Spectrum Analyzer test record and instant reset
Computone Charts.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 20 lbs.
$699

PCX-1, 5V4" x 19" Rack Mount/Cabinet kit, for
PM840, shown installed. 11 lbs.

DC2214 Differential Comparator

Preamplifiers

PM840 Power Amplifier, MOSFET stereo, features
no -current -limiting power supply, 300 w/p/c RMS into
4 ohms; 450 w/p/c RMS into 2 ohms; 205 w/p/c into
8 ohms @ <0.05% THD; Freq. resp. 20 to 20,000 Hz

Gain circuitry for Input -to -Output balancing accuracy to
within 0.1dB. Equalizer fitter circuits use precision wire wound Passive -Coil inductors for high gain, low noise
and distortion. Front panel controls include Tape monitor, LED defeat/EQ defeat and EQ Tape Record. THD
and IMD <0.01% at 2 V; S/N ratio 144 db at 10y; boost/
cut range ±15 dB, max 22dB. Includes Frequency Spectrum Analyzer Test Record, Computone Charts, Cables.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 17 lbs.
$399

instantaneous and precise in/out signal ballancing, THD
<0.01%, TIM unmeasurable, Hum and Noise -114dB at
full output. EC) Bypass/Defeat, Monitor and Record
selectors on front panel.
19"W x 51/4"H x 11"D, 21 lbs
$799

$549
without549

graphic equalizer but with 3 external signal -processor

$399

DX3000 Preamplifier, Inputs for CD player, Video/
Audio, Tuner, Phono, Two Tape Decks with dubbing,
Bass and Treble controls, and signal processor loop.
THD -0 01%, S/N 95 dB.
19"W x 21/4"H x 10"D, 10 lbs
$299

Tuners

_c...
T6200 AM/FM Stereo Digital Tuner Digital quartz

DC4415 Third -Octave Equalizer, stereo with 21
controls/channel. Center frequencies 40, 50, 63, 80, 100,
125, 160 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1,000, 1,600,
2,500, 4,000, 6,300, 10,000, 16,000 Hz: Features EC)
defeat; Infrasonic filter; Tape Monitor and Tape Record;

PLL tuner with 16 Station presets, 5 -digit Station Readout, Auto -Scan tuning, active High Blend filter. Broad Band AM switch, 19^ rack -mount front panel. IHF sans
1.6 AV; S/N 75 dB; distortion 0.08%.
.$299
19"W x 23/8"H x 12"D, 10 lbs.

16 -PAGE, FULL -LINE, FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, AND $19.95 SYSTEM -EVALUATION KIT: 1-12" LP Spectrum Analysis Test Record. 2 -sets of Computone Charts. 1 -Connector Cable for comparison test. 1 -instruction
folder for use with your present stereo system. JUST WRITE TO US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD
for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.

MAGNEPLANARR
TRANSPARENT

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

SOUND
Vanishing Species
Q. Are there any companies left that

produce a good, reliable 8 -track record/playback deck?-Tim Ehler, Early, Iowa

A. The 8 -track cartridge deck
seems to have gone the way of Elcaset, quadraphonic equipment, and the
dodo bird. It is extinct, or nearly so.
The cassette deck has replaced it for
reasons of performance, convenience,
and reliability. The 8 -track cartridge
system was never considered a highfidelity medium, whereas the cassette
for some years now has become increasingly so.

However, a few 8 -track cartridge
players are still around. Radio Shack
stores, for example, carry some.

Copying "Ancient" Discs
I have inherited a pile of records
of ancient vintage, including 78s, 45s,
331/2s and 16s, as well as a number of
cassettes. I have a record player (Garrard Zero 100) that operates at 45 and
Q.

331/3 rpm, an open -reel deck that oper-

ates at 17/8, 33/4, and 7Y2 ips, and a
cassette deck that operates at 1'/8 and

Is there any way to use my
record player in the making of tape
33/4 ips.

copies of 78s or 16s? And is there any

way for me to use the tape decks to
copy the cassettes?-John S. Carroll.
Ventura, Cal.
A. To copy your 78s you will have to
locate a turntable that operates at that
speed. A few such are listed in Audio's
1986 Annual Equipment Directory (Oc-

tober issue). Considering the age of
your present turntable, it might be advisable to get a new one that incorporates the 78 -rpm speed.

An actual photo
taken through the
voice/grid diaphragm
of a Magneplanar
loudspeaker

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

To copy your 16 -rpm (actually 162/3 rpm) records, play them at 331/3 rpm,
which doubles all frequencies, and
dub onto tape (cassette or open -reel)
at 33/4 ips. Then you can play the tape
back at 17/8 ips, which halves all frequencies, thus restoring the music to
almost its original form. I say "almost"

because equalization errors occur
whenever a recording made at one
speed is played back at a different
speed. Because each frequency is
doubled or halved by the change in

practice, however, the frequency devi-

ations that result may not be bothersome, especially since so much of the
material on 162/3 -rpm discs was not of
spectacular fidelity to begin with.
To copy cassettes, play the cassette
on your cassette deck at 17/8 ips and
copy onto the open -reel deck at either
33/4 or 71/2 ips; 7Y2 ips is best. Play the

open -reel copy at the chosen speed
and dub onto your cassette deck at
1'/e ips.

Dubbing -Deck Drawbacks
Q.

I wonder if you can explain

something that seems puzzling. I recently invested a considerable sum in
a new stereo system which includes an
excellent cassette deck. However, the
deck does not have the facility to inde-

pendently make copies of my friends'
tapes, and I find this limits the usefulness of the system. I have noticed that
many of the low-priced systems advertised by department stores these days
offer dual cassette decks with highspeed dubbing. One would expect the
more expensive components, such as

mine, to offer more facilities. But it
seems that very few of the audiophile quality decks contain the dubbing facility. Why is this?
Auto -reverse is another feature offered by many of the department -store
systems, but rarely by the audiophile quality decks. It is rather galling to in-

vest a good deal of money in equipment such as mine and then have to
do without the useful facilities offered
by much cheaper systems.-John Mason, Darien, Conn.

A. To make a cassette deck that
works well in all respects-frequency
response, distortion, noise, motion, es-

sential features, etc.-requires much
art and a substantial number of controls and annunciators which take a
good deal of room. To get that performance with two decks in one frame-a

dubbing deck-becomes a difficult,
expensive, and nearly prohibitive task.
To my knowledge, no dubbing deck
has yet been acclaimed as matching
the performance and features of sin If you have a problem or question on tape

playing speed, the playback equalization circuit applies the boost or cut that

recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York. N.Y. 10036. All

would normally be used for the frequency an octave higher or lower. In

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

10

letters are answered. Please enclose a
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Sansui's SX-700 is the most intelligent choice
fcr upgrading your system or beginning a
new one.
Sansui takes performance to heart. That's why our
new SX-700 AM -FM stereo receiver belongs at the
heart of your system. With solid power,* it easily
handles the surges and dynamic highs of digitally sourced music.

Engineered for performance and designed for
durability, the SX-700 has a metal chassis, cover
and faceplate, not plastic like some of our competitors. It also features solid feel knobs and buttons, which let you know at first touch that the
SX-700 is a first class performer.
Put Sansui's SX-700 at the heart of your system
and get pure performance without missing a beat.
The idea is just as smart as it sounds.
40 watts per channel, minimum RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms at
20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.041% THD.

WOW 1111111111111111141

Start smart with this
pure performance receiver.
Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071, CarE on, CA 90746

Matthew Polk's Magnificent Soundirg New SDA 2A

SDA 2A

$499.00 ea

Digital Disc Ready

Matthew Polk stands proudly alongside the latest version of his Audio Video Grand Prix Award Winning

The Magnificent Sound of Matthew Polk's
Extraordinary New SDA 2A
Puts the Competition to Shame!
"It has the ability to make your
previous favorite speaker sound almost second rate"
Stereo Review Magazine

atthew Polkas magnificent sounding new 3rd generation SDA 2A
incorporates many new advances
pioneered in his top -of -the -line Signature
Edition SRSs. It achieves stunningly lifelike musical reproduction which would
be remarkable at any price but is simply
extraordinary at $499. each. Stereo Review
said, "listen at your own risk." Once you hear
them you'll never be satisfied with anything
else!

Polk's Revolutionary 1i -tie
Stereo SDA Breakthrough
The magnificent sounding new SDA 2A
incorporates Polk's revolutionary 'True Stereo
SDA technology. This patented, critically acclaimed, Audio Video Grand Prix Award win-

ning breakthrough is the most important
fundamental advance in loudspeaker technology since stereo itself In fact, the design
principles embodied in the SDAs make them
the world's first and only True Stereo speakers.

The Most Extraordinary Value
in High End Audio Today
The new SDA 2As, like all the current SDAs,
incorporate the latest 3rd generation SDA
technology developed for Matthew Polk's Signature Edition SRS and SRS -2 including 1: full
complement sub -bass drive for deeper, fuller,
tighter and more dynamic bass response; 2:
phase coherent time -compensated driver
alignment for better focus, lower -coloration
smoother, clearer, more coherent midrange
and improved front -to -back depth and; 3:
bandwidth -optimized dimensional signal for
smoother high -end and even better soundstage
and image. The new SDA 2A is the finest
sounding and most technologically advanced
speaker ever produced at its extraordinarily
modest price. It sounds dramatically better than
speakers from other manufacturers that cost 4
times as much and more and is, at $499 ea.,
truly the speaker of your dreams at a price you
can afford.

"Breathtaking... a new world
Why do Polk SDAs always sound better than
conventional speakers? When conventional
of hi fi listening." Stereo Buyers Guide
loudspeakers are used to reproduce stereo
The spectacular sonic benefits of SDA
both speakers are heard by both ears causing
technology are dramatic and easily heard by
a form of acoustic distortion called interaural
virtually anyone. Reviewers, critical listeners
crosstalk which cuts down stereo separation,
and novices alike are overwhelmed by the
obscures detail and interferes with the proper
magnitude of the sonic improvement achieved
reproduction and perception of imaging, and
by Polk's SDA technology. Stereo Review said,
spaciousness. Polk SDAs are designed to elimi- "These speakers always sounded different
nate interaural crosstalk so that each speaker is from conventional speakers - and, in our view,
only heard by the one correct ear (i.e. left
better -as a result of their SDA design."
channel/left ear, right channel/right ear), like
All Polk's SDAs, including the new 2As
headphones. The result is dramatically improduce a huge lifelike three dimensional sonic
proved stereo separation, detail and threeimage which will amaze you. You will hear for
dimensional imaging. In order to accomplish
the first time instruments, ambience and subtle
this each SDA incorporates a separate set of
musical nuances which are present on your
drivers which radiates a special dimensional
recordings but masked by the interaural cross(difference) signal which cancels the undesirtalk distortion produced by conventional speakable interaural crosstalk coming from the
ers. Stereo Review said, "Spectacular...literally
wrong speaker to the wrong ear. High Fidelity
a new dimension in the sound...the result is
called the results "Mind Boggling".

always better than would be achieved by conventional speakers". High Fidelity said, "Mind
Boggling...Astounding ... Flabbergasting...we
have yet to hear any stereo program that doesn't
benefit". With SDAs every instrument, vocalist

"Mindboggling,
Astounding,

Flabbergasting"
Higb Fidelity Magazine

and sound becomes distinct, tangible and alive;
allowing you to experience the spine tingling
excitement, majesty and pleasure of live music
in your own home.

Other Superb Sounding Polks
From $85. to $1395. each
No matter what your budget is there is a
superb sounding Polk speaker perfect for you.
Polk's incredible sounding/affordably priced
Monitor Series loudspeakers utilize the same
basic components as the SDAs and begin as
low as $85. each. The breathtaking sonic
benefits of Matthew Polk's revolutionary True
Stereo SDA technology are available in 5 SDA
models priced from $395. to $1395 ea.

"You owe it to yourself to

audition them"

polk
The Speaker Specialists
5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Md. 21215

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 1 1 0.
Enter No. 27 on Reade' Service Card

High Fideliry

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound
better. Use the reader service card or write
to us for more information. Better yet, visit
your nearest Polk dealer today. Your ears
will thank you.

®

Making a dubbing deck that
works well in all ways is
a difficult, expensive, and
nearly prohibitive task.

gle-transport decks which merit the
term high fidelity.

the long dimension of the tape). To do

so in both directions of operation, in

Dubbing decks are forced to take the case of an auto -reverse deck, becomes difficult and expensive. In the
cost and/or space. One of these is case of a "department -store deck"
any number of shortcuts for reasons of

omission of noise reduction, either alto-

gether or in part; if a dubbing deck
does provide NR, it may offer only
Dolby B NR, and not the more advan-

tageous Dolby C or dbx NR. Such
decks may not provide appropriate

with auto -reverse, it is quite likely that
its high -frequency response suffers.
If possible, I suggest that you cornpare the results of a department -store
dubbing deck with the results obtained
when you use your deck together with

bias and equalization for all tape types. another high -quality deck to copy a
They frequently use automatic level tape.
control instead of the more desirable
manually operated record -level con- At Home with Digital
trols; correspondingly, they may omit
Q. When will it be possible for the
record -level indicators. They do not of- consumer to record digitally? Would

fer separate record and playback cassettes be used, or some other meheads, which permit superior performance and the ability to monitor the
tape as it is being recorded. And so

dium? What might the cost be in the
first year or two?-Ron Brinton, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

forth.

A. Consumer digital recording sys-

To preserve high -frequency re- tems have been available for several
sponse requires very accurate azimuth years in the form of PCM adaptors,
alignment of the tape heads (i.e., keeping their gaps exactly at right angles to

which convert analog audio signals to
digital and format them for recording

on a VCR. Some 8 -mm VCRs can also
record digital soundtracks (or, in some
cases, digital sound alone), but with a
lower S/N and more limited frequency
response (15 kHz) than CD players or
PCM adaptors can achieve.
Digital audio tape (DAT) formats us ing cassettes smaller than today's analog cassettes have been developed for

consumer use and may well become
available in 1987. There are two pro posed standards, involving stationary
versus revolving heads, but it appears
that the revolving -head (R-DAT) version will be the first, and perhaps only,

one to reach the market. My best
guess is that R-DAT machines will initially cost upwards of $1,000.
Recorders for digital audio disc exist, though in limited numbers and not
in forms compatible with CD. One such
recorder, for broadcasting, uses computer-type floppy disks and records for

only a few minutes per side; another

uses two-sided optical discs larger
than the single -sided CD.

You have spent a considerable amount of time and
money in selecting the best audio-visual system. Now

you can make it complete by adding the ultimate
component. Control. With state-of-the-art electronic
products that put you in charge of your audio-visual
environment. With a touch of your fingers. Wherever
you are.

Niles Audio Carporation.
Speaker, recording, and source switchers as well
as other high quality accessories. Beautifully styled
and solidly designed to provide you, the audio-visual
enthusiast, with the ultimate component. Control.
Without it, no system is truly complete.

niles
rir

nv

_- audio

P.O. Box 160818, Miami, Florida 33116/(305) 238-4373

Write or call today for our free catalog.
Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card

Revox

cassette transport
turns pro.

For consistently superior results in home audio recording, you need a professional
tape transport. So we put one
in the Revox B215 cassette
deck. Our company philosophy would allow nothing less.
Studer Revox of
Switzerland is the world's
leading supplier of audio
tape decks to recording
and broadcast studios.
Every transport we build
adheres to the same strictly
professional design criteria.
The B215 is no exception.
1. A Die -Cast Aluminum Alloy

Chassis-Stamped or rolled
metal is not acceptable because it could warp or bend
over time; also, it cannot be
milled and drilled with the required precision. The B215
chassis reflects the same massive stability seen in every
Studer Revox recorder right up
through our $70,000 24 -track
machines.
2. Direct Drive Motors-The only

alternative is belts and gears,
both of which degrade performance over time. To avoid such
compromises, the B215-and
only the B215-has four tape
drive motors: two quartz -locked
Hall -effect motors for the dual
capstans, and two microprocessor -controlled DC spooling
motors.

3. An Azimuth Stable Headblock-

This is difficult to achieve in

the cassette format because
the headblock must move in
and out of the cassette shell.
Nearly all other decks use an
inherently unstable "sled"
mechanism. But the B2I5 uses
a pivoting die-cast headblock
mounted on precision bearings
(.001 mm tolerance) to assure
the stability required for optimum high frequency response.
4. Gentle, Safe Tape Handling-An

on -board microprocessor (one
of three) monitors all tape motion in the B215. Optical servos
govern the spooling motors to
give constant winding speed,
controlled tape tension, and smooth tape
wrap. The motors
gently slow the tape
just before the end to
prevent tape -stretching

ierks. Tape damage of any kind
is virtually impossible.

Such uncompromisingly
professional transport design
brings extraordinary performance to the home recordist:
incredibly low wow -and -flutter,

extended frequency response,
and consistently repeatable
results time after time, year
after year.

For one astute listener's
evaluation of the B215's sonic
qualities, please note the review in Volume 8, #7 of Stereophile. Reprints are available on

request to the address below.
REVox

Studer Revox America, Inc.,
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville,
TN 37210/(615) 254-5651
Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card
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AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Volume Settings with
Remote Control
Q. I am using an equalizer in the
tape loop of my integrated system.
This equalizer is equipped with a remote control which enables me to ad-

pacitance is not formed between the
two terminals. Rather, it is formed between that wire and the surrounding
conductor, which serves to mount the
capacitor to the cage and also serves

just the volume of the entire system via
the equalizer. At what approximate setting should I place the volume control
on the integrated amplifier to achieve
the best sound from the system over-

capacitors are constructed, you can
realize that their capacitance is very

as its ground point.
Now that you understand how such
low, measuring only a few pF. Because
of the low output capacitance of 'most

a/P-Bill Jacques, Phoenix, Ariz.
CD players, the capacitive reactance
A.
believe the exact setting of the offered by the feed -through capacitor
volume control on your integrated am- won't affect the frequency response.
plifier is not critical. I suggest that you
set it to a point where, with the equaliz- Separate Mono Amps
er's remote volume control adjusted to
Q. What hardware is required for a
its maximum, the program level from system using separate monophonic
the loudspeakers is just a bit too high. I power amplifiers for each of the two
I

suggest this setting to account for vari-

channels, as opposed to a stereo pow-

ations in volume among various pro- er amplifier? How must such a system
gram sources.

be interconnected?-David C. Ben-

nett, Elizabeth City, N.C.
Feed -Through Capacitors
A. There is no special arrangement
Q. I obtained a service manual for needed just because a system includes two
understanding of its operation. I am er amplifiers rather than a single sterpuzzled about the nature and use of eophonic power amplifier. Make the
one component, shown to be a "feed - connections in the same way that you
through" capacitor. The circuit boards would when connecting a stereo amare surrounded by a perforated cage, plifier to the rest of your system. All you
which I assume is used to shield the need are interconnecting cables. In
player's circuitry against r.f.i. or to pre- the case of a stereophonic amplifier,
vent r.f. from escaping. The feed - the cable connecting it to the preamplithrough capacitors are mounted on the fier may be a "two -in -one" type. Beback of the cage. Within this cage are cause of the physical separation besoldered wires which are really the au- tween the mono power amplifiers, you
dio output connections from the player. may need two separate cables to
The capacitor extends through the make connections to them. If you are
cage, and the output cables are sol- not involved with exotic bridging or
dered to the capacitor terminals, which special phase -reversing systems, this
are on the outside of the cage.
is all there is to it.
These feed -through capacitors are
definitely different from the output cou- Amplifier Hum,
pling capacitors, which are located on Speaker Connections

one of the circuit boards. Why are

there feed -through capacitors when
there are already output coupling capacitors?-Kenneth Beers Jr., Akron,
Ohio

A. Feed -through capacitors are
used as r.f. bypass capacitors. In your
player, they are used to prevent any r.f.
from the player from entering your audio system. They do not block d.c., as
output coupling capacitors do. The terminal which connects the output signal

from the circuit board to the terminal
on the outside of the cage is really one

straight piece of wire. Therefore, ca16

Q. When I first turn on my music
system, there is no hum; after a few

other set of speakers, marked "Red"
and "Black." How would I connect either of these pairs of speakers to this
amplifier?-Bobby Ball, Dewitt, Va.
A. First, let's look at the hum problem. Sometimes, as tubes warm up,
their electrical characteristics change.
It may be that such changes are causing the hum. Many amplifiers and preamplifiers have hum -balancing adjust-

ments. If your equipment has such a
control, turn it a bit one way or the
other and see whether this eliminates
the hum.
Not having heard the hum, I have no
way of knowing whether it is 60 or 120
Hz. If it is 60 Hz, then it is most likely

associated with the filament circuitryas just discussed. If it is 120 Hz, then
the power supply's electrolytic capacitors are involved. Such capacitors can
change value when voltage is applied.
It is not common, but
have seen it
happen. If the amplifier is old, replace
all of the filter capacitors in its power
supply. Don't forget those interstage
decoupling capacitors.
Your letter does not say if this is an
integrated power amplifier. If you are
using a power amplifier with a preamplifier, disconnect the power amp from
the preamp and note if the hum still
occurs. If it does not, you should concentrate your energies on the preamplifier, performing the same maintenance as described for an amplifier.
As for loudspeaker connections, the
exact connections will depend upon
I

the impedance of your loudspeakers. If
their impedance is 8 ohms, use the 8 ohm connection. If 16 ohms, then the

16 -ohm connection is to be used. In

either case, consider the terminal
which is marked with its impedance to

be the "hot" terminal. The terminal
marked "main" is the ground or common terminal.

minutes of operation, there is. This hum

Regarding the loudspeakers themcan be affected by the adjustment of selves, "red" or "plus" indicates the
the bass tone control. I have checked terminal to be used for the "hot" amplithe tubes in my system, and they are fier connection, and "black" or "minus"
all okay. Do you know what the prob- indicates the "common" connection to
lem is?
the power amplifier.
A
Also with regard to this music system, there are, on the back of the pow-

er amplifier, terminals to which the

loudspeakers are to be connected.
These are marked "Main," "8 Ohms,"

and "16 Ohms." My speakers are
marked "Plus" and "Minus." I have an-

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All

letters are answered. Please enclose

a

stamped. self-addressed envelope.
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"How Much Do I Have To Spend For Good Speakers?"
Audio engineers find good-

formula is to spend twice as much
for your speakers as your amplifier.

everything. But they agree that speak-

Spend less and you probably won't

natured arguement in just about

potential of your

ers are the most important part of
your system and create the greatest

realize the full
system.

sonic difference.

The issue is really one of
value. Once you're in the proper

it makes good sense to
have good speakers. And that makes
Yes,

us happy at KLIPSCH because making good speakers is ou only business.

But for the next few moments, forget
this is a KLIPSCH advertisement and
consider how your system compares
with what many experts describe as
an "ideal balance.It

Some suggest that 40% to
50% of a basic system's cost should
be allocated to speakers. Another

price range, a little shopping will help

you find the speakers that give you
the most for your money. Compare
various models for sensitivity, free dom from distortion, smoothness of
response, wide dynamic range, quality
of cabinetry, critical acclaim, a time-

honored design - all are important
characteristics. While you're shopping,

you'll note that it's tough to find one
speaker that wins in every category.
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

Until you discover KLIPSCH.

So how much should you
spend for good speakers?
Decide for yourself
at your nearest
KLIPSCH dealer.

He has an excellent
KLIPSCH model in
virtually every price

range. To find him,
look in the Yellow
Pages, or call toll
free, 1-800-223-3521
KLIPSCH kg4° PICTURED ABOVE

klipsch
A LEGEND IN SOUND'

P.O.BOX 688 HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

BIG MEDIUM, SMALL START
factors put together, that single element in our "picture" has an enormous
importance in determining the very
shape of audio.
I

have mentioned that after

1946,

that turning -point year, the .newly
launched television operation began to

take over for everything in consumer
electronics, all the way from the 78
phonograph record to the movies. And
somewhere, lost in the big shuffle, both

AM and FM radio struggled to find
even the simplest means for continued
existence. It was a bizarre time indeed,

though all the media eventually did
survive. I think what needs to be said,
then, is a bit about that early TV, back
at its very beginning on our air-and
here I can return to my own memories.

As you may easily guess, a lot of
promoters or would-be promoters in
the last pre -WWII years were aware
that television was on the way and
would likely become a big thing once
the technical difficulties were solved
Iam slightly vague as to what spe- complete as we know it today. Vora-

cies of audio was promoted for the
first regular on -the -air television
broadcasts in this country at the time
of WWII-was it already FM? But I still
retain my astonishment from that day

cious is the word for TV.

If our modest little FM audio could
now take over just the older, lower TV

channels, excluding all of the higher
UHF area, we could provide many

at the voracious appetite for sheer more than 1,000 full -width audio chanbandwidth that this new broadcast nels for FM radio, each one of them
monster displayed, in those early years
when the rank and file of us first got to

capable of everything in the way of hi-fi

set eyes on a real TV picture with

radio spectrum. Call it 100 to 1.
This, you can see, is one of those "all
natural" physical setups which, like the

sound. Definitely there came the grand

stereo that is now heard on the FM

reorganization that ended old -band
FM radio, as recounted here earlier. laws that govern automobile speed
And in that big shake-up was created and stopping distance, underlie vast
the present or "new" FM band, in the areas of our daily activities. Of course,
higher megs. It was plonked down the professional broadcast engineer
right in the middle of the TV spectrum,

with the numbered TV channels on
both sides, which seemed very odd to
most of us. If you tuned your new -band

FM off the ends of the assigned frequency range, you could pick up TV
audio. You still can.
What explained it was a matter of

relative proportion. For that new FM,
with its boasted "100 -channel" profusion (I'm merely quoting the public ar-

knows all about it, and the audio engineer too, if he has done his proper

homework. But the public? Who
knows. The exact figures are not important outside the lab; the general
principle, though, explains a lot that we
should know about broadcasting, and
also, of course, about all the later for-

mats for audio and video that involve
recording and playback. Parameters
differ. The basic relationship does not.
guments of the day), one single TV
Video continues to demand enorchannel

was pre-empted out of the

mous bands of available space as

baker's dozen set up. Within the con- compared to audio by itself, minus picfines of that single TV channel the en- ture, wherever we may turn, whatever
tire FM radio spectrum was placed, the medium. Along with all the other
8

for mass production. Exactly as in FM,
the probability of war was not consid-

ered. Nobody wanted to admit the
chance of an event as unsettling as
that, and so business went right ahead
(along with increasing "defense" preparations) straight from the fatal day for
Poland in the autumn of 1939 until the
war caught up with us on December 7,

years of frantic development, in every non-military field you
1941. Two

can imagine.
But TV really wasn't that far along. It

was only black and white, of course"only" being an anachronistic term,
since we thought B & W was just fine.
More important, TV began life in huge
floor consoles that enclosed tiny little
picture tubes almost ridiculously small.
War or no war, TV wasn't yet ready to
go boom on the economic scene. The

war not only gave FM a lot of time to
experiment but continued the exist-

ing-and huge-AM radio system for
another five years, roughly speaking,
before there was a major shift and TV
came blasting in.
The pre-war promoters were right

about TV's possibilities. But they
seemed, abysmally, to have ignored
one major factor, exactly as FM and

Major Armstrong did. FM stations
sprang up; applications for outlets
piled sky-high in those late years of
war denial. All these promotions as AUDIO/MARCH 1987
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THE GIANTS OF JAll HAVE NEVER
SOUNDED BETTER.
AN IMPORTANT NEW SERIES FOR ANYONE WHO IS
SERIOUS ABOUT THEIR MUSIC.
Columbia Rec3rds is proud to introduce the first releases in a
continuing series of landmark jazz albums digitally remastered for
Compact Disc, LP and Cassette.

The original album artwork has been retained. And liner notes-

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
MILES DAVIS
BENNY GOODMAN
THELONIOUS MONK

documenting the historical importance of these classic recordingsare based on both original material and new research.
Columbia Jazz Masterpieces. Keeping Jazz History Alive For
Everyone-In State- Of -The- Art Sound.

THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET

SARAH VAUGHAN

COUNT BASIE

ERROLL GARNER

DUKE ELLINGTON

CHARLES MINGUS

BILLIE HOLIDAY

LOOK FOR OVER 60 RELEASES
COMING THIS YEAR!

COLUMBIA JAll MASTERPIECES

-

A CONTINUING SERIES OF DIGITALLY REMASTERED ORIGINAL RECORDINGS.

ON COLUMBIA COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS AND CASSETTES.
u. undemarks el CBS Inc

1!-h. CBS
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Early TV sound? I wish
I could say more. It was,
all things considered,
quite adequate in a mono
sort of way.
sumed that the new media-FM or
At first, glanced only casually, sat
TV-would be theirs for the asking, down and looked a while, then went
I

once the moment arrived. What they all
failed to see was that the existing net-

quate in a mono sort of way. Yes, the
people talked. That was the essence of

about my business. But as we know, TV. And it was live, as the movies were
television is insidious, even a 6 -inch not. Straight from the station in real
works and their close associates, like diagonal. To lose your attention, it has time, never recorded. (That came laMa Bell with its telephone cables, to get down almost to postage -stamp ter.) If a man spoke to you, he was right
would grab television whole, to replace size. My attention began not to be lost. there at the very moment, perhaps a
AM radio on a nationwide basis. There I'm always aware of and interested in few blocks away down the street. That
would be no room for the small opera- the way media are used for effective, gave a new immediacy that reached its
tor, in either FM or TV.
i.e. dramatic, presentation. I became greatest impact when the big sports
And so, as I've mentioned before, fascinated with TV, but not, as you will broadcasts came in, years later.
the little FM station at which I worked be thinking, because of its astonishing
So just picture the scene as
was officially a would-be television out- power. It was exactly the opposite-its watched that little screen in the late
fit. I'll call it Metro Television, just to uncanny ineptitude at that stage of its
'40s, in the lobby of Metro Television,
protect myself from long -departed existence. You wouldn't believe it.
the FM station. The set is tuned to CBS
ghosts. For our owners, FM was merely
Have you any idea how far televi- and on comes a drama-a radio play,
a way (to say it once again) to hold a sion, with all its enormous faults and its only now it has pictures. There is that
place on the air, to keep a foot in the pall of vacuity, has actually come from blank wall again, maybe with a differbroadcast door. What else? There was its beginnings as a communications ent picture, the same old chair and
indeed television during the war. But it medium? Beyond belief.
couch and table-and those doors.
didn't come from us. We purveyed the
The few stations then on the air Out of door left comes actress A. She
finest existing audio-and that was it. were, of course, network. The big radio spouts her lines to actress B, emerging
Now, we did indeed have to do powers had set up pilot plants, so to from the right door. After a bit, the plot
something to make ourselves look speak-not merely in FM radio, as was calls for somebody else and out he
vaguely like a television station. After necessary for the smaller aspirants, comes from the same old place, that
all, there was our public image to con- but in actual TV. The networks could all -but -visible closet behind. Actress A
sider. So one day, shortly after I hove do it-we couldn't. These pilot stations is finished-she retires back. into her
on the scene with my first radio pro- were, exactly as we were in FM, non- door on the left, and the play goes on. I
grams, a monster console appeared in commercial, on a very small scale, op- am hypnotized. Because, minute after
our downstairs reception room. It was erated by hook and by crook on tiny minute, time passes and there she is,
a television set! ("TV" had not yet be- sustaining budgets. But they were actress A, scrunched up inside that
come a common term, nor the British there, on the air, and they could popu- stifling closet behind the left door! Will
"telly.") It was RCA's very best, with late the few existing publicly sold re- she ever get out? She has to be there.
the aforementioned tiny tube, think ceivers with actual pictures.
When the poor soul finally emerges,
maybe 6 inches diagonal, protruding
What you saw, then, aside from early give a sigh of relief-I thought she
through the startlingly large front area newscasting (just a man reading a might suffocate.
of the furniture housing. Did they really script against a blank background)
That, repeated a thousand times,
need all that console space? With was what amounted to a small apart- was TV drama in the '40s. In a few
tubes, probably yes. Television de- ment, rebuilt into a makeshift studio. days you got to know every cranny of
mands, or did demand, space in more There was a main "stage" or room, and those foursquare studios, all too obvithan one way.
various doors, always the same, giving ous and immovable, always the same.
None of us had ever set eyes on access to some very restricted areas It was awful. There was no television
actual TV before, some 20 -odd souls behind stage. I sensed that there must technique; they just didn't know what
including the station engineers and an- be at least 3 feet of cramped closet to do with the medium.
nouncers. So you can imagine the im- space back there, where the particiThen one day, to my astonishment, a
pact of that thing, sitting right there pants-the actors and performers and live show came on featuring two musiwhere everyone had to pass it to go whatnot-had to conceal themselves, cians at two keyboards-and suddenanywhere at all. It was, as they say, the and from which they made their en- ly, marvelous angle shots of hands,
cynosure of every eye. Including mine. trances and exits.
fingers, heads, a pure fantasy to real,
You will, of course, understand that
Scenery? The most rudimentary, on live music. I was entranced. I immediI

I

I

even in the busiest of offices or studios

the order of a very amateur improvised

there is a vast amount of play, so to theatrical show. A drape here, a chair
speak. Times of waiting, of indecision,
of coffee breaks and restroom visita-

and table, a couch, maybe one picture

were supposed to be impressed. It ran
all day and evening for us, so long as
there was a broadcast signal.

set up that sort of thing.

on a wall just to look homey. No outdoor scenes. We didn't have TV out-

ately wrote an enthusiastic letter to
CBS TV, all 15 feet or so of it in that
studio. Do you know, a few days later I

got a perfervid reply from the station
tion plus plenty of just plain goofing off.
crew, almost weeping with thanks. It
That television was very well patron- doors, short of some enormous van full was the rare viewer like myself who
ized-and not by the outsiders who of equipment-and it was not a time to kept the CBS TV people faithful to their

20

Sound? I wish I could say more. It
was, all things considered, quite ade-

art through such perilous times! I wish I
had that letter now. It bore, thought,
the marks of tears.
A
I
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SAME GREAT TASTE
AN EXCITING NEW PACK.

9 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

.76116L.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
1986 R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

THE RIGHT OF ASSEMBLY
ted that it was a decided advantage, in
developing new designs and circuit to-

pology, to be relatively free of cost
constraints. With costs subsidiary to
results, a more open-minded, aggressive, and exploratory attitude towards
innovative ideas and topologies is possible, always with the goal of optimum
performance.
The first stage of manufacturing for

all Levinson products is a check of
incoming parts. Many high -quality
parts are used, and a number of them
are purpose-built for Levinson. These
include special high -precision potenti-

ometers and toroidal transformers.
High quality notwithstanding, all parts
are checked for dimensional accuracy,
electrical performance, and adherence
to specifications. Tolerances for resis-

tors and capacitors are checked and
matched where desired.
An ML -7A preamp being tested in the Levinson facilities

0

ver the years, certain products

pects and how they were made. Rehave earned a reputation as cently I was invited to visit the new Mark
the very best that money can Levinson plant in Middletown, Connectbuy, and their names have become icut, and herewith are some of my imsynonymous with high quality. One of
the most obvious and best known of

pressions and experiences.

these products is the legendary RollsRoyce motorcar; others in this exalted
category are such sybaritic essentials
as Purdy shotguns and Patek Philippe
watches. People buy these ultra -ex-

30,000 square feet of space in several
modern buildings situated on 12 acres
of park -like land. The buildings contain
the administrative offices, laboratories,
and production facilities for all Levinson
products. The complex is also the headquarters for Madrigal Ltd., the distributing company for Mark Levinson products as well as importer of audio components from Meridian, Accuphase, Jadis, Cabasse, Lurne, and Carnegie. The

pensive products because they are
precision -made from the very finest
materials, with much hand-crafted
construction and immaculate finish.
Another allure of these products is their
long-term reliability and performance,

The Mark Levinson plant occupies

their sheer elegance, prestige and buildings were formerly owned by a
pride of ownership, and, admittedly, French oil -exploration company, and

even snob appeal.
In the relatively short history of highfidelity sound, no audio component has

attained the lofty stature of a RollsRoyce. However, since the emergence

of high -end electronics, there have
been a number of expensive, well -designed audio components whose makers have aspired to a very high level of
quality. I think it is safe to say that Mark
Levinson is among those companies

which have assiduously pursued the
goal of making audio components with

matic flexure!
Chairman of the board Sanford Berlin
and president Mark Glazier guided me
through all the Levinson facilities while

explaining their philosophy. They are
committed to the manufacture of musi-

cally accurate preamps and power
amplifiers, not to units which sound
oration. This philosophy was further ex-

pounded on in discussions I had with
been interested in their technical as- chief engineer Kevin Burke. He admit22

sembled from the inspected parts,
then individually or wave soldered, and
then inspected with high -power threedimensional microscopes for shorts or
other flaws. The p.c. board work is as
good as or better than Mil -spec, and in

fact the plant can qualify for military
defense production. All Levinson products are hand-crafted, with teams assigned to make p.c. boards and other
subassemblies for a specific product.
All subassemblies are electrically and
mechanically checked from approved

engineering blueprints and samples.
Thoroughness extends to documenting the assembly history of each p.c.
board lot. All metalwork-including
chassis, faceplates, heat -sinks, etc.-

is checked for dimensionality to ensure
one of them has concrete walls and a accurate assembly, and particular atconcrete floor several feet thick! This is tention is given to Levinson's special
now undergoing renovation as the new anodizing treatment and engraving.
Levinson sound room. Obviously, this Faceplates are rejected if even the tinikind of structure will avoid all diaphrag- est flaw is detected.

uncompromising standards of high good because of some "pleasant" colquality. Having used a number of Levinson units for some years, I have always

Levinson makes all of their own high -

precision p.c. boards. These are as-

A team assembles a particular
preamp or power amplifier, and then
elaborate testing to specifications begins. After a burn -in period, thermal
and electrical cycling of the unit is performed. A final check of specifications

and inspection of metalwork is done,
and the unit undergoes listening tests
at operating temperature.
As you might expect, laboratory research into all aspects of audio is virtu-

ally the lifeblood of a company like
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Dynamically

Different.
THE CARVER M -500t MAGNETIC FIELD
POWER AMPLIFIER LEADS AN INDUSTRY
TREND TOWARDS MORE USEFUL DYNAMIC
POWER FOR MUSIC...AND YET STAYS WELL
AHEAD OF ITS INSPIRED IMITATORS.
With its astonishingly high voltage; high output
current and exclusive operatior features, the M -500t
sets standards yet unequaled in the audio community. A conservative FTC sine wave output of 251
watts per channel belies its incredible ability to satisfy peak musical transients demanding far more
power. In fact, the M -500t provides more power,
more current and more voltage than any comparably priced amplifier ever offered.
POWER EXPRESSED BY THE DEMANDS OF
MUSIC. The Carver M -500t responds to musical
transients with 600 to 1000 watts of dynamic power,
depending on speaker impedance. The gulf between
FTC and dynamic power ratings reflects Bob Carver's insistence that amplifier design should fit the
problem at hand: The need to reproduce music with
instantaneous, stunning impact.
The individual leading edge attack of each musical note lasts less than 1/1000 of a second, yet
forms the keen edge of musical reality which must
be present if true high fidelity is to be realized. It is
especially necessary with the increased dynamic
capabilities of Compact Discs and video Hi-Fi. In
ordinary amplifier designs, the vast amounts of
power required is provided by bulky, expensive
.ver supplies and huge output transformers.

THE MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER
SOLUTION. Rather than increase cost, size and
heat output with massive storage circuits, Magnetic

Field Amplification delivers instantaneous high peak
and long-term power from a six -pound, four -ounce
Magnetic Field Coil, Shown below are the 40 -pound
toroid coils from a pair of $7000 esoteric power
amplifiers. In front of them is the M-500t's Magnetic Field Coil capable of delivering TWICE the
output current :'±-100 amperes at 10% regulation!)
for exceptionally precise control of voice coil motion.

Thus Carver's remarkable patented design not
only lets you enjoy the stunning sonic benefits of
simultaneous high current and voltage in a compact, cool -running component, but enables you to
afford audiophile -level power as well.
POWER WITH FINESSE. While the M -600t isn't
the only amplifier with aggressive output capabilities,
it is one of the few that tempers brute power with
sophisticated protection circuits beneficial to both
the amplifier and your loudspeaker system. These
include DC offset, short circuit and power interrupt
systems, as well as two special computer -controlled
speaker monitor circuits which protect against
excessive high frequency tweeter input and overall
voice coil thermal overload.
Output is continuously monitored through
dual lightec infinite-resoluticnVU-batlistic meters

which can react to musical transients as brief as
1 milrisecond.
In addition, the M-500t's lack of external fan noise
is complimented by internal circuitry with the best
signal-to-noise ratio of any production amplifier.
Better than 120dB. And, unlike any other amplifier
in its price or power ranges, the M -500t is capable of
handling problematic speaker loads as low as 1 ohm.
It may also be used in a bridged mode as a 700 watt
RMS per channel mono amplifier without any
switching or modification.

MUSIC IS THE FINAL PROOF. Specifications
aside. final judgment of any amplifier must be based
on musicality.
Bap Carver has carefully designed the M -500t
with a completely neutral signal path that is utterly
transparent in sonic character, resulting in a total
lack of listener fatigue caused by subtle colorations
exhibited by many other amplifiers, regardless of their
power rating. A veil will be lifted between you and
your musical source as the most detailed nuances
are revealed and delivered with proper impact.
We invite you to audition the M -500t at your nearest Carver dealer soon. Against any and all competition. We believe that you will be pleasantly surprised
at just how affordable this much power, musicality
and accuracy can be.
SPECIFICATIONS: POWER, 251 watts/channel into
8 ohms 20Hz to 20 kHz, both channels driven with
no more than 0.15% THD. Instaneous Peak power,
1000 watts into 2 ohms, 950 watts into 4 ohms, 600 watts into 8 ohms

Long Term Sustained RMS power, 500 into 2 ohms, 450
into 4 -ohms, 300 into 8 ohms, 1000 watts bridged mono into 4 ohms,

900 watts bridged mono into 8 ohms Bridged Mono RMS
Continuous Power, 700watts continuous into 8 ohms. Noise,
- 120dB IHF A -Weighted. Weight, 25 lbs.

It 11111111Eth,.

VER,CAR
POWERFUL

PO Box 1237. Lynnwood ;e W),16

MUSICAL
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ACCURATE
evolution
Distributed in Canada by technology

As might be expected,
laboratory research is
virtually the lifeblood of
a company like Levinson.

Levinson. Levinson is enjoying great

Model 20 embodies much innovative
circuitry, including high -current, low the pure Class -A Model 20, a direct impedance driver stages; a precision
development of this time-consuming thermal -tracking bias circuit; a heavily
research. Even at $9,600 per mono - biased, low -impedance output stage,
block pair, Levinson is selling all the and a highly refined soft -clip circuit.
Model 20 amplifiers they can make, Further technological advances inboth in this country and abroad. The clude a high -current -capacity unregusuccess with its new flagship amplifier,

The best of both worlds

.

.

lated power supply, with separate
components for positive and negative
lines ("rails"); fully electronically regulated, independently tracking power supply rails for all stages, including the

output; extensive bypass capacitor
techniques; the elimination of impedance -smoothing output Zoebel networks to maintain a high damping fac-

tor over a wide bandwidth, and full
protection and dissipation circuitry

.

which does not interfere with sonic per-

The Accuphase DP -80 CD transport combines with the DC -81

formance. The Model 20 has a rated
output of 100 watts into 8 ohms and
200 watts into 4 ohms, and will deliver
400 watts into 2 ohms with a THD of

digital processor to constitute the first CD player designed
without any compromises in the effort to reproduce music.
While other audiophile companies sell modified machines
manufactured by others, Accuphase has spent several years
developing their own machine, combining the best available

less than 0.4%.

Levinson's newest amplifier is the
Model 23. A dual -monaural design on
a single chassis, it incorporates many

components and technologies from around the world. Weighing over sixty pounds and utilizing discrete components for
the most precise digital to analog conversion yet achieved, the
DP-80/DC-81 will stand as a musical reference.

of the refinements that resulted from
research on the Model 20. The Model

Some of the most sophisticated expressions of CD playback
technology have been designed for recording studio or radio
station use. The complex control facilities required only for

23 is a Class -AB amplifier with a rated

output of 200 watts into 8 ohms and

professional audio applications have been omitted in the

400 watts into 4 ohms. It has a current

DP-80/DC-81 playback system because they would be a barrier between a music lover and his goal of enjoying reproduced
music. Unlike any machine in this price range, the Accuphase

output of about 50 amperes. Part of
this

is due, no doubt, to the hefty

1,250 -VA toroidal transformer. The
Model 23 employs a modest amount of
negative feedback and can safely op-

CD player has been designed with the single goal of sonic
excellence.

erate into load impedances as low as 1

ohm. Its price is $4,400, and it will be
available as you read this.
I listened to the Model 23 and found
it an exceptional performer, with tight,
deep bass, a good sound stage, and a
lovely, smooth top end. However, good
as it is, it simply isn't in the ultra -perfor-

mance league of the Model 20. had
the Model 20 at home, teamed with the
I

great ML -6B preamp, and I drove Dun -

tech Sovereign loudspeakers with it,
using MIT double "shotgun" speaker
cable. This combination produced a

truly extraordinary sound, with exPrice: $7000

It is no surprise that Accuphase is the company that built this
superb component. As a company that combines the purist
vision of small American and European companies with the
technical facilities for research and development, parts selec-

tion, and quality control of much larger corporations,
Accuphase is uniquely capable of taking the newest technology to the very limits of its capabilities.

tremely clean bass reaching down to
subterranean levels, a very broad
sound stage, depth that clearly delineated the layers of the orchestra, and
the most refined, sweetest, smoothest,
and most harmonically correct top -end
I have heard from any amplifier. On the
evidence of the Model 20's sound, one
has to conclude that the extensive re-

search devoted to this truly musical
amplifier, and the expensive, painstak-

2({CCUp[ICISe
Exclusive U.S.Distributor MADRIGAL, LTD., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

ing, hand -crated construction that
ITT TLX 4942158

went into it, have paid off handsomely.
Now if we could all just find a way to
win the lottery
Al
.

Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
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Critics call

Shure HTS 5000
Home Theater
System

the best.
It is rare in audio to find a clearcut

"best" of anything, but in film
surround decoders, the Shure is
a handS-down winner"

-Stereophile
"We've yet to see another Dolby
Surround processor that does its
job as well or as thoroughly as
this one."

-High Fidelity
"...rnta:h higher quality of sound
than in most Dolby Stereo theater
installations."

-Audio
...a decoder .. that sets a standard
in this field."

-Stereo Video Guide
"...designed to duplicate quite
closely the exact relationship found
in the sound track of the movie."

-The New York Times
"...guarantees Dolby surround as
well as stereo and mono synthesis
with.. adjustments to match...
any room."

-Chicago Tribune
"...includes a directional circuit
which increases the directional

Step beyond ordinary
Dolby Surround' processors.
The Shure HTS 5000 Home Theater Sound *stem.

Enjoy the thrill of genuine Dolby motion picture sound
in your living room. No other home system comes close.

perception of the strongest signals.
This is the innovation that truly
istinguishes the Shure unit from
li the others."

-Suono
It seems to do just about
rything necessary for the reproduction of current Dolby surround encoded films, as well as spatially
enhancing the playback of converttionat stereo and mono....

-Sound & Vision
"...logic circuitry makes the performance of the Shure HTS 5000
very close to that of a professional
Dolly! Stereo system."

-AUD1Oreview

==

==

This fine product is distributed exclusively thnnigh Shun. ULTRA Gmup dealer,
For the name and Ioratio n of your nearest dealer. coil (312) K66 -2b08.

Dolby Surround. is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporaillm

Enter No. 33 on Reader Service Carr

DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

MINDING YOUR P's AND Q's
9
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lectively referred to as the PQ subcode.
In the audio format, only the P and 0 bits

'

are used; the remaining six bits comprise the "user field" and are available
for other applications. The eight sub code bits are used as eight different
information channels, with each frame
containing one P bit, one Q bit, one R

t

bit, etc. Since there is only one subcode
bit per channel in each frame, subcode

data is assembled eight bits at a time,
from 98 successive frames, to form a
subcode block (Fig. 2).
The start of each subcode block is

signalled by a synchronization word
consisting of two sync patterns, So and
S1. Because the signal has already un-

dergone a process called eight -to fourteen modulation (EFM) by this
point, these are 14 -bit patterns. There
are 267 "legal" EFM patterns, but only

256 of them correspond to possible
values for the eight -bit data which ex-

isted before EFM encoding. The So

If you read this column regularly
(and
know you do), you've folI

and S1 patterns are two of the 11 EFM
patterns which have no eight -bit equivalents; this ensures that the sync pat-

dom-access, stand-alone, compact terns cannot be confused with sub storage medium. Similarly, think of code data during playback.

lowed me through some of the star- your CD player as more than an audio
tling twists and turns of emerging Com- component. It is a data retrieval depact Disc technology. Recently, we've vice; only a minority of its circuitry is
observed that the CD-ROM and CD -I devoted to the analog audio signal. In
formats will promote the Compact Disc a CD-ROM drive, the audio section is
in entirely new markets, to entirely new omitted entirely and replaced by a
users. For example, corporate data computer interface.

bases, telephone books, automobile
A CD is thus much more than a renavigation, and interactive fiction cording. It contains an encoded data
could all be considered candidates for structure complete with all the informathat 12 -cm disc.
tion the player requires to decode the
In order to appreciate some of the contained data. Many of the player's
potentials of the emerging CD formats, operational features-such as timing,
it's important to shed the stereotypical addressing, and indexing-derive their
(pun intended) ideas of what a disc intelligence from special control infor-

can and cannot do. An often overlooked part of the CD system, the sub code, can help demonstrate the openended nature of the format.

To begin our perspective -broadening exercise, try to purge yourself of all
thoughts of LPs and tapes. Those ana-

log audio -storage media are far re-

mation encoded on the disc. The control information is hidden in the sub -

rate. Each CD channel contains
44,100 16 -bit (two -byte) audio samples every second, so the byte rate is
44,100 x 2 x 2, or 176.4 kilobytes/S.
There are 24 audio symbols in every

frame, so the frame rate is 176,400
divided by 24, or 7,350 Hz. Because it
takes 98 frames to make one complete

subcode block, the subcode block
rate is 7,350 divided by 98, or 75 Hz.
That is, there are 75 subcode blocks
every second.
Figure 3 shows some of the information contained in the P and Q subcode
channels of an audio CD. The P chan-

nel primarily carries flag bits used by

code on every CD.
All data on an audio CD is arranged
into frames, as shown in Fig. 1. The

the player to control the optical pickup.
These flags designate the start of each
track and the lead-in and lead -out arframe structure is used to distinguish eas on the disc. The lead-in and lead among audio data, parity information, out signals tell the player where the
the synchronization word, and the sub - music program begins and ends.
code. The 27 -bit sync word, both 96 A repeated pattern of ones in the P
bit. data words, both 32 -bit parity channel indicates that the next track is
words, and two of the eight subcode about to start. This start -flag signal is

moved from the bit stream encoded on
a CD. Try not to think of the CD as an
audio medium at all. Rather, consider it
as general storage for numerically rep- bits are all used on a disc for audio
resented information. The fact that reproduction.
most CDs today have used an audio
The eight subcode bits contained in
signal to modulate the bit stream is every frame are assigned letter desighappenstance. The CD is simply a ran - nations from P through W, and are col26

Subcode data accumulates at a rapid

equal in length to the pause between
tracks but is no shorter than 2 S; if a
pause of less than 2 S occurs between
two tracks, the start flag will begin before the first of those tracks has ended.
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THE CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB HAS THE MUSIC YOU WANT
WITH - --PHIL CaLUR5440

JACO MUM

TAKE ANY 3 FOR $1
4;4,

rii717V,

lit

THE NEWS

PAUL SIMON
N

t

344622. Anita Baker Rapture. #1 album.
Includes smash hit Sweet

345785. Top Gun Soundtrack. #1 album!

314443. Neil Diamond's
12 Greatest Hits, Vol. 2.

343327 Wynton
Marsalis-Jolivet/Tomasi:

345827 Bob James and
David Sanborn -Double

343251. Bach: Goldberg
Variations. Glenn Gould.

Trumpet Concertos.
Philharmonia Orchestra.
(Digital -CBS
Masterworks)

Vision. Joined by Al

(Digttol -CBS

Jarreou, others. Includes

Masterworks)

Since I Fell For lb).

(Warner Bros)

287003. Eagles -Their
Greatest Hits 1971-1975.

339226. Gershwin,

343095. Philip Glass
-Songs From Liquid

Lyid Eyes; bke It To The
Limit; etc. (Asylum)

M. Tilson Thomas, Los
Angeles Phil. (Digitol-

Days. Lyrics by Paul
Simon; David Byrne; etc.
Featuring Linda Ronstadt.

346767 Johnny Mathis

CBS Masterworks'

(CBS)

326629. Bruce
Springsteen-Born In the

219477 Simon &

Remostered-Columbia)
337519. Heart. Top 10

U.S.A. (Columba)

Hits. El Condor Paso;
Bridge Over Troubled
Waters; etc. (Columbia)

(Columbia)

(Columbia)

Love; much more! (Elektra)

346957 Steve Winwood

308049. Creedence

319996-399998.

-Back In The High Life.

347492. Glenn Miller
Orchestra -In The Digital
Mood. (Digital-GRP)

Motown's 25 *1 Hits

(Island)

From 25 Years. (Motown)

293597 Led Zeppelin -

Boston. (Epic)

246868. Jim Croce Photographs And
Memories -His Greatest

Clearwater Revival
Featuring John Fogerty/
Chronide. Greatest hits.

Houses Of The Holy.

291278. The Doobie
Brothers -Best of the
Doobies. (Warner Bros.)
273409. Horowitz Plays
Favorite Beethoven
Sonata.

Melodic invention! Much
Loter; Melodlque; more.
(Digital -Columbia)

(Atlantic)

350736. Rolling Stones Rewind. (Rolling Stones
Records)

348987-398982. Linda
Ronstadt-'Round
Midnight with Nelson
Riddle and His
Orchestra. (Asylum)

339044. Mozart:
Symphony No. 401n
G Minor. Bovanon Radio
Symphony. (Digital -CBS
Masterworks)

269209. Boston -

Horowitz, Piono.
(CBS Masterworks)

346023. Genesis Invisible Touch. (Atlantic)

345777 Peter Gabriel So. Includes
Sledgehammer; In Your
Eyes; morel (Geffen)

346478

344721

347571

3479551

348706. Wynton
Marsalis -J Mood.

-10Powf---
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(Fantasy)

Rhapsody In Blue;

343582. Von Halen-

Second Rhapsody; etc. -

Hits. (Salo)

5150. (Warner Bros.)

346536. The Monkees
-Then And Now.. The

345553. Branford
Morsolis-Romance for

334391. Whitney
Houston -Whitney

Saxophone. Top 10!
English Chamber
Orchestra. (Digital -CBS
Masterworks)
347054. David Lee Roth
-Eat 'Em and Smile.

Houston. Greatest Love Of

Yankee Rose; Goin Crazy:

All; etc. (Arista)

more. (Warner Bros.)

Coming; more. iColumbo)

263293. Bolling: Suite
For Flute & Jazz Piano.

341073. Steely Dan A Decade of Steely Don.

Rampal, Bolling.
(CBS Masterworks)

Nineteen; more. (MCA)

Best Of The Monkees.
Includes the new hit: That
Was Then, The Is Now; etc.
(Arista)

336222. Dire Straits Brothers In Arms. A ts I
album! Money For Nothing;
others. (Warner Bros.)

retRF:aiblie

342097 Barbra
Streisand-The
Broadway Album.
Somewhere; Something's

Reeling In The Yecrs; Hey

Garfunkel's Greatest

Songs. (Digitally

Album. What About Love;
Never; etc. (Capitol)

321570. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 5, Op 67
Schubert: Symphony

316604. Tchaikovsky:
1812 Overture; Marche
Slave; Beethoven:
Wellington's Victory. Lorin
Moazel, Vienna Phil.

No. 8. Lorin Macizel,
Vienna Phil. (Digital -CBS

(Digital -CBS

Jacket Required. Album

Masterworks)

Masterworks)

333286.

Phil Collins

-No

of the Year! (Atlantic)

BILLY JOEL

CYNDT LAUPER

-Most Requested

348649. The Pachelbel
Canon And Other Digital
Delights. The Toronto

Chamber Orchestra
(actial-Fanfare!

VO.Y0 MA
LORIN

M k kZEL

COMPACT
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349324

347039

The age of CD sound is here -and you
have a practical new way to find the CDs
you want. As your introduction to the CBS
Compact Disc Club, you can choose any
3 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00. Fill in and

mail the application -we'll send your CDs
and bill you for $1. You simply agree to buy
2 more CDs (at regular Club prices) in the

next year -and you may then cancel your
membership anytime after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four
weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the
Clubs music magazine, which describes the
Selection of the Month for your musical
interest...plus many exciting alternates. In
addition, up to six times a year, you may receive offers of Special Selections, usually at
a discount off regular Club prices, for a total
of up to 19 buying opportunities.
If you wish to receive the Selection of the

Month, you need do nothing -it will be
shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail it
by the date specified. You will always have
at least 10 days in which to make your

348458

346643

347153

decision. If you ever receive any Selection
without having 10 days to decide, you may
return it at our expense.
The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices,
which currently are $14.98 to $1598 -plus
shipping and handling. (Multiple -unit sets
may be somewhat higher.) After completing
your enrollment agreement you may cancel
membership a: any time; if you decide to
continue as a member, you'll be eligible for
our money -saving bonus plan. It lets you buy
one CD at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the
Club's operation with your introductory
shipment. If you are not satisfied for any
reason whatsoever, just return everything
within 10 days and you will have no further
obligation. So why not choose 3 CDs for

Selection with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in both

DIGITAL AUDIO

T CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB, 1400 N. Fruitridge
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined
in this advertisement. Send me the 3 Compact Discs listed here and
bill me only $1.00 for all three. I agree to buy two more selections
at regular Club prices in the coming year -and may cancel my
membership at any time after doing so.

$1 right now.

ADVANCE BONUS OFFER: As a special
offer to new members, take one additional
Compact Disc right now and pay only $695.
It's a chance to get a fourth selection at a
super low price!

346312

numbers.I

1

SEND ME THESE 3 CDS:

My main musical interest is (check one): (But

0 ROCK/POP

Mr.

/ may otwoys choose from any cotegory)

0 CLASSICAL

Mrs.
Miss

Lou Norm

Pr.nrf wit NORe

Apt

Address
City

Zip
Slate
Do you have a VCR? (Check one.) 0 Yes 0 No
Do you have a credit card? (Check one.) 0 Yes 0 No

204/5117

ADWOCE BONUS OFFER: Also send me
o fourth CD ngkt now at the super low price
of lust $695, wnich will be billed tome.

CBS CONIPM7 DISC CLI: B: Thrre Haute, IN 47811 L

oiler is not cro:lable in APO, FPO, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rica Please write for
details of alternative oiler
This

Note We reserve the right to request acicittionnl int OrIllallOn
or reject any application.
CH5/C2

CN6/C31

Try not to think of the CD
as an audio medium at all.
Rather, consider it as
storage for numerically
represented information.
If one track is cross -faded into another, 99), how long each lasts, and their
with no intervening pause, the start flag starting times .(measured from the be-

read during disc initialization, before
the disc begins playing, so that the
player can respond to any programming or program searching that is requested by the user. Also, most play-

begins 2 S before whatever point the

ginning of the disc). The TOC is reproducers consider the start of the peated continuously throughout the

second track. The player counts start lead-in, and the data is repeated three
flags to locate any particular track.
times in each TOC. This information is
During audio tracks, the P subcode
channel carries a series of zeros, ex-

cept when the start flag for the next
track has begun. The lead-in is also
encoded as a series of zeros in the P
channel. The lead -out includes both
repeated ones and zeros, alternating
at a 2 -Hz rate.

The Q code is more sophisticated.
Each Q -channel subcode block (Fig.
4) contains 72 bits of Q data plus 16

ers can display this information.

41I

=
0
C.3
CO

SYNC

g

AUDIO DATA

PARITY

(27)

(8)

(96)

t32)

A

DIO DATA

PARITY

(96)

(32)

bits of CRCC (cyclic redundancy

check code) used for error detection,
four "address" bits, four bits of control
information, and two sync bits.
Of the four control bits, only three
have defined uses so far. Bit 1 indicates whether the recording has two or

291 BITS 1 FRAME

Fig. 1-One frame of data on an
audio CD, before EFM encoding.

four channels, allowing for players
which would automatically switch their
outputs from stereo to quadraphonic
sound. (I know of no such players yet.)

Bit 2 is undefined. Bit 3 is used to

P

Q

R

S

T

U

permit or deny digital copying; it can
be used to activate or disable the CD

V

w

0

So

So

So

So

So

1

Si

Si

Si

Si

Si

So
Si

So
Si

SO

player's digital output or could regulate

the ability of digital recorders to copy
the CD's data directly. Bit 4 indicates
whether the current track is encoded
with pre -emphasis, a high -frequency

boost used to reduce noise;

if pre -

emphasis is in use, Bit 4 switches the
player's de -emphasis circuits on to restore flat frequency response.

3

98

FRAMES

SUBCODE BYTE
93

The "address" bits tell the player

94

96

lished.

A Mode 1 Q -channel data field al-

ways contains track numbers, time
within the track, and absolute time from

95

97
P

0

R

depends on whether it occurs during
the lead-in or during the music. In the
program areas, Mode 1 indicates that

T

S

UV

w

SYNC PATTERN So = 00100000000001

the beginning of track 1; it also contains other information whose meaning

'SYNC

2

how to interpret the 72 bits of Q -channel data which follow. So far, three in-

terpretive modes have been estab-

S1

1

SYNC PATTERN S1 = 00000000010010

r

the 0 -channel data contains index Fig. 2-A subcode block is
numbers within the track, as well as the

timing information. During the lead-in
(track 00, absolute time 00:00), it indicates that the Q channel contains the
disc's table of contents (TOC), which
tells how many tracks there are (up to
28

assembled from the subcode bits
of 98 successive data frames
before being divided into 98 -bit frames
for each subcode channel. The
beginning of each block is marked by
two unique sync patterns.
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THE INS AND OUTS OF A SONIC TRIUMPH.

NMm

wrat

I

removable radios must endure.
This was a combination of many
They included the legendary T-10 II
things. Long and intense product review
Tuner for the most satisfying, noise -free
sessions. Critical testing of alloys for
reception of any tuner on the road.
durability and conductivity. Throwing
And at what might be considered
good prototypes away because they
the weakest link in the chain, the conweren't good enough. And in the end,
nection between dash and radio, Alpine
emerging with three removable FM -AM
placed a new multi -pin connector with
tuner/cassette players worthy of the
a life expectancy of 25,000 cycles (in
name Alpine.
and out of the dash = 1 cycle) with no
The problem wasn't making these
degradation of signal.
units removable. It was making them
What was an idea has become a
sound absolutely magnificent
triumphant reality:
regardless how many
three sonically sutimes they had been
perior removable
removed (progressive
_.,
radio/cassette
Alpine is standard equipment in the Lamborghini Countach
sound degradation
players that are Alpine -quality down to
being the most common failing of
the last circuit. And built for the long,
removable radios).
long haul.
To this end, Alpine technicians
You can now hear the new Alpine
employed in these new units their most
Removables,
the 7385, 7284 and 7283,
reliable tape mechanisms, engineered
at
your
nearest
to maintain precise tape -head alignment
Alpine specialist.
despite the typically rough handling

ALPINE

c 1987, Alpine Electronics of America, 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, California 90501 (213) 326-8000
Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card

Audio CDs contain six as
yet unused subcode bits;
the designers guessed that
some unspecified space
might come in handy.
The indicated time -within -track is set

within -track is set equal to the length of

to zero at the beginning of each track
(including the lead-in and lead -out areas) and is increased during the track
to show elapsed time (Fig. 3). At the
beginning of a pause, however, time -

the pause, and is decreased during
the pause until it reaches zero at the
end of the pause. Absolute time stays
at zero throughout the lead-in, then increases continuously, right to the end

DATA RECORDING AREA

PROGRAM AREA

MORE THAN 2 5
LEAD-IN

MUSIC TRACK 1

2 to 35

MUSIC TRACK 2

MUSIC TRACK 3

2 to 3

PAUSE

I)-C TRACK 4 LEAD -OUT

2 So

21035

25

P CHANNEL
102$

_-/
00

TRACK
NO.

INDEX

A'

01

00

01

02

00

02

01

02

03

03

..1-ACTUAL PAUSE
03

Ot

02

44.

04

01

Ol

TIME

a

SET TO ZERO

IN

TRACK

ABSOLUTE
TIME

SET TO RAUSE LENGTH

SET TO ZERO

)r

SET TO ZERO

absolute time are expressed in minutes, seconds, and frames; a frame is
equal to 1/75 S.
Mode 2 and Mode 3 Q -channel data
fields are both optional. Mode 2 contains the catalog number of the disc in
52 -bit UPC (Universal Product Code)
bar-code form. Mode 3 data, which is
present only in the program area, gives
the ISRC (International Standard Re-

cording Code) for each music track.
The ISRC number gives the country
code, the owner code, the year of recording, and a serial number. If Mode
2 or Mode 3 is used, it must appear in
at least one out of each 100 subcode

AA

NO.

z

of the lead -out. Time -within -track and

P.

blocks.
Every audio Compact Disc contains
additional data capacity in the guise of
the other six subcode bits (designated

R through W). They account for about
20 megabytes of storage and are available for video information. The original

disc designers guessed that a little

spare room of unspecified space
Fig. 3-Relationship of P and Q
subcode information to the lead-in,

might come in handy some day. On
the other hand, they may have goofed,
wasting gobs of optical storage capacity forever.

music, and lead -out tracks on an
audio CD.

The P and Q subcode bits are important in playing back music, but the

R through W bits are recorded with
zeros on most audio discs. With the
advent of CD -I, the relatively crude R
through W subcode may never be extensively commercialized.
The PQ subcode is thus special

data, plucked from the bit stream.
cr)

z

C.>

(2)

.

cc

LLI
CC

0
L.)

0

(4)

(4)

0 DATA

CRCC

(72)

(16)

It

gathers control information from the bit
stream to inform the player of parameters relevant to decoding.
I hope that with your new insight into

the secret dealings of the subcode,
you've come to appreciate a CD as
more than just a recording. It is an
intelligent, self -directed storage sys-

tem, somewhat like a self -reading,
smart book. The player knows how to
read, and the subcode tells it when to
turn the pages. What is written on the
98 BITS 1 SUBCODE FRAME

Fig. 4-Data structure of a Q subcode
frame. The meaning of the Q data
depends on the mode, which is
indicated in the "Address" field, and
on the frame's location on the disc
(see text).
30

pages is entirely up to the software
producer. With that in mind, surely the
wide diversity of CD applications becomes apparent.
Next time someone asks, "Oh, is that
your CD player?" you should answer,
"No, that's my information retrieval system." Because that's a better description of what you've got.
A
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YOU'LL FIND THE MOST ADVANCED CAR AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY AT THESE ALPINE SPECIALISTS:
ALABAMA: Anniston Sound
Performance Auburn Audio
Warehouse Birmingham Sounds
Great, The Car Stereo Shop
Cullman Stereo Center Decatur
Southern Sound Dothan Sight &
Sound Gadsen Sound Performance
Huntsville Sound On Wheels
Mobile Ken's Car Tunes
Montgomery CKR Automotive
Products The Record Shop
Pelham The Car Stereo Shop
Roanoke Audio City
Sheffield Manhattan Audio
Tuscaloosa Kincaid TV & Service
Center

ALASKA: Anchorage Cartunes
Fairbanks Roars Music
ARKANSAS: Arkadelphia K C
Audio Video Center Camden K C
Audio Video Center Crossett
Music Marl El Dorado Music
Man Fayetteville Stereo One
Ft. Smith Stereo One Little
Rock Car Tunes Magnolia Music
Mart Corp. Mountain Home
Hubens Radio & TV Pine Bluff
Music Mad Searcy Soemart
Computer & Electronics
ARIZONA: Flagstaff Sound Pro
Glendale Twentyf irst Century
Lake Havasu City Sound Bank
Lakeside Specially Electronics
Mesa Twentyfirst Century
Phoenix Jerry's Audio For Your
Car Twentylest Century Prescott
Smith Electronics Tempe Twenty lest Century Tucson Audio
Emporium, Clas,c Car Sounds
Yuma Warehouse Stereo
CAUFORNIA: Alhambra Audio
Specobst Anaheim Anaheim Hills
Car Stereo, Henry's Auto Sound
Antioch Pao-elle Antioch Music
Auburn Auburn Car Tunes Azusa
Al & Ed's Autosound Center
Bakersfield Trans Lex Travelin'
Bellflower Long Beach Auto Radio
Berkeley Franks of Berkeley Brea
California Mobile System Buena
Park Hen ry's Auto Radio Canoga
Park Car Fidelity Cerritos Your
Sound Chico How's That Sound
Chula Vista Mad Jacks Clovis The
Sound Shop Compton Al & Ed's
Autosound Center Concord Auto
haus Automotive Corona Del Mar
Pao -le Coast Auer. Video Costa
Mesa Car F dry ity. Long Beach Auto
Radio Covina Whistle Stop Daly City
Matthew's TV & Stereo Del Mar

Rancho Auto SON. Dublin Mobile
Acoustics El Centro Kukuk's Warehouse Stereo El Tom Henry's
Encinitas North County Stereo
Encino Car Fidelity, Sound Factor
Escondido Auto Security Sound,
Mad Jacks Eureka Eureka Car
Stereo Fairfield C&M Stereo
Unleroted Fremont Mobile
Acoustics Fresno Banana's Hi Fi
Gardena Allen's Electronics In
Motion Gilroy Hague Bros. Auto
Stereo Glendale Valley Landau
Goleta Creative Stereo Hacienda
Heights Audio Alert Concepts
Hanford Mid -Valley Automotive
Hayward Autohaus Automotive
Hemet Auto Sound Hollywood Car
Fidelity Huntington Beach Henry's
Auto Stereo Indio Auto Sound
Inglewood Al & Ed's Autosound
Center La Mesa Mad Jacks Lafayette
Creative Car Stereo Laguna Beach
Laguna Stereo Lancaster California
Sound Works Larkspur Mann Auto
Stereo Lamdale Al & Ed's Auto
sound Center Crazy Stereo Liver.
MOM Persons Car Stereo Long
Beach Long Beach Auto Radio Los
Altos Dealer Car Stereo Los Angeles
Al & Ed's Autosound Center, Aulo

SlereoWarehou.,B&M Electronics,
Beverly Hills Auto Stereo, Columbia
Auto Stereo. Electronic Entertainment. Florence Car Stereo, Fur ftlen.

Paris Audio, Rodeo Auto Acres.
cones Lynwood Century Auto
Stereo Manteca Pierson's Car
Stereo Merced Sound Encounter
Mission Viejo Century Auto Stereo
Modesto Paradyme Montclair
Whistle Stop Monterey Park Al
Ed's Autosound Center Moreno
Valley Auto Sound Napa Autohaus
Automotive N. Hollywood Al & Ed's
Autosound Center, Car Fidelity
Sound Factor Norco Auto Sound
Oakland Auto Radio Headquarters
Oceanside Mad Jacks Orange
Speakerworks Mobile Oxnard
Breakers Stereo Palm Desert Auto
Sound Palm Springs Auto Sound
Pasadena Al & Ed's Autosound
Center Pomona Auto Sound Porter.
ville Perfect Sound Redding How's
That Sound Reseda Auto Sound
Engineering Riverside Auto Sound
Rolling Hills Estates Palos Verdes
International S. Lake Tahoe El
Dorado Audio Sacramento Para,
dyme. Stereo Showcase Salina
D&R Car Stereo San Bernardino
Auto Sound San Carlos Auto Sound
Specialist San Diego Mad Jacks.
Radio Man San Francisco Peter's
Auto San Gabriel Audio Concepts
San Jose Century Stereo, Dealer's
Car Stereo San Luis Obispo Car
Stereo Stores San Mateo Pan Auto
Sound San Rafael Mann Auto
Stereo Santa Ma Auto Stereo
Sound Center Santa Barbara
Creative Stereo. Santa Barbara Auto
Stereo Santa Cruz House Of Sound
Santa Maria Creative Stereo, Lombards Electronics Santa Monica Al
& Ed's Autosound Center Car Fidel.
ty. Sale c Sound Santa Rosa Santa
Rosa Cartunes Seaside Kar Tunes
Sherman Oaks Al & Ed's Autosound
Center, Andy's Auto Radio Simi
Valley Soundtique Auto Stereo
Stockton Paradyme Consumer Eryctronics. Rolling Sounds Susanville
Electronic Butterfly Thousand Oaks
Oaks Auto Radio Torrance Installa-

so- Audio t'r
DeKalb
Appretree Stereo Downers Grove
Safecar Elmwood Park C nis:
Touch Car Care Highland Park
Autosonics, Coiumbia Audio Vide:.
Jacksonville Music World Jot In
Video Joliet Stereo Systems
Kankakee The Shoppe Lansing
Unttek Electron is Moline Ram
Automotive Mount Prospect Mobile
Music Mt. Vernon Dons Stereo &
Speed Center Naperville Stereo
Systems Niles United Audio Cen

TENNESSEE: Chattanooga The

r

,np
Muse Hut Upland
Vallejo Stereo Showcase Ventura
Creative Stereo, Mentz Stereo
Victorville Incredible Sounds
Visalia Lees Stereo W. Hollywood
Rodeo Auto Accessories W. Los

Angeles Al & Ed's Autosound Center

Walnut Transonic International
Walnut Creek Walnut Creek Auto
Radio Whittier Speakerworks
Whetter Woodland Jerry's Auto
Stereo Yuba City Jerry's Auto
Stereo Yucca Valley Car Stereo
Specialties
COLORADO: Arvada Soundtrack
Aurora Soundtrack Anon Mountain
Music Boulder Listen Up, Soundtrack Colorado Springs Sound
Shop, Soundtrontx Denver Listen
Up. Soundtrack Durango Gran. phone Ft. Collins AudioJenct on
Glenwood Springs Stereo Unlimited
Grand Junction The Sound
Company Greeley Soundtrons
Littleton Soundtrack Longmont
Odin Sound Pueblo Soundtronix
Steamboat Springs Yampa Valley
Sound Co Sterling Kaned Sound
Empor Inge Thornton Soundtrack
Vail Mountain Music
CONNECTICUT: Avon Hi Fr Stereo,
House of Avon Canton Jo-Dis
Sound Center Danbury Carston
Stereo East Berlin Cartunes Enfield
Jo -De Sound Center Fairfield
Audiodesign Glastonbury AutoIideliry Greerrivich Auto Sounds
Groton Leiser Sound Hartford
Jo-Gi's Sound Center Manchester
Jo -Ore Sound Center Milord
Installation Unlimited New Haven
Audio Etc . Champion Auto Sate,
New London Jo -Do- Sound Cent:':
Newington Hi -Fr Stereo House
North Haven Jo -De Sound Center
Norwalk Audintronics. JoDis
Sound Center Norwich hese,Sound Norwichtown Leiser Sound
Old Greenwich boa 000m Stamford
Fairfield Stereo Stratford West,
cNester Stereo Waterbury Jo -Ors
Sound Center Waterford Tweeter
Etc West Hartford Jo -Die Sound
Center Westport Westchester Stereo
DELAWARE: Dover Sound Studio
Newark Sound Studio Wilmington
Sound Studio
FLORIDA: Boca Raton Verne Electronics Bradentom Stereorama
Brandon Stereorama Clearwater
Stereorama Coral Gables Florida
Car Sounds. Sound Advice Ft.
MeYersStereoGarageitlatglerdele
Sound Advice Ft. Pierce Sound
Shack FtWalton Beach Professional
Auto Radio Gainsville Couch Electronics Hialeah Welder Electronic
Hollywood Sound Advice Jacksonville Audio Tech, Audro-Tech
Regency. Discount Sound. Discount
Soundeackson, Hoyt HI Fi Center
Lake Wales Carousel Records Lake
Worth Audio Advisors Lakeland
Carousel Records Longwood Audio
Garage Marathon Sound Source
Miami Electronic Consumer, Florida
Car Sounds Las Fabricas, Metro
Electronics. Olson Electronics,
Preston Electronics, Sedoris Electronics, Sound Advice, Sympathetic
Ear. Welder Electronic N. Miami
Cadronics N. Miami Beach Sound
Advice Naples Stereo Garage
Newport Richey Stereo Specialltes
Orange Park eked. TeChOrlando
Audro Garage Panama City Wan
sound Stereo Pensacola All Pro
Sound Pinellas Park Car Stereos
Unlimited. Stereorama Rockledge
Car Radios USA Sarasota Stereorama S. Daytona The Car Stereo
Company St. Petersburg All Stales
Redo Stuart Fox Audis, Sunrise
Sound Adel, e Tallahassee The
Stereo Store Tampa Sound Advice.
Stereo -area Of Tampa Vero Beach
Audiohouse W. Palm Beach Sou
Advice West Melbourne Street
Sound Winter Haven Carousel
Records Winter Park Audio Garage
GEORGIA: Atlanta American Radio.
Spectrum Sound. Stereo Designs
Augusta Stereo City of Georgia
Brunswick H & H Service Store
Chamblee American Radio
Columbus Aerie; Connection
Comelia Vaughn Muse Dalton
Sound Service Decatur American
Raclin Dublin World H. F. Gainsville
Electronic Sales Jesup Radio Shack
La Grange R T R tended Lawrence.
ville Sound Pro Lilbum Sound Pro
Marrietta Amer eon Radio Milledgeville World Hi Fi Rome World HI Ft
Roswell American Radio Savannah
Radio Tape Center Southland
Sound Thomasville Hi Fr Sales S.
Service Tifton Bergers Audio & TV
Valdosta Stereo Connect Ion Warner
Robbins World Hi Ft Electronics
HAWAII: Aiea Electronic Entertainment Hilo Htlo Audio Honolulu
Auto Audio. Electronic Entertain
ment. Island Sound Kahului Der
rosin Entertainment Mika Car
Tunes Lihue Auto Systems Kauai
Wailuku Electronic Entertainment
IDAHO: Boise Sound Pro Coeur D'
Alegre American Telexes., Idaho
Falls Phase Four Stereo Lewiston
Steiner Electronics Moscow Aspen
Sound Inc Nampa Jamison 's Music
West Pocatello Phase Four Twin
Falls A.A. Warehouse
ILLINOIS: Algonquin Team El,

tries Alsip Car-Tronics Anon
Reliable Stereo & Video Arlington
Heights Columbia Audio 01000
Aurora Stereo Systems Belleville
Audio Musicale Carbondale
Nalder's Stereo Champaign Good
Vibes Sound Chicago Automotive
Sound Systems Capitol Service.
Mobile Muo-c, United Audio
Centers Danville Elude Car Stereo
Decatur Apple Tree Stereo Deerfield

ems Normal Appletr, Stereo Pala
tine Auto Sound Peoria Team of
Peoria Quincy Muse World 1st In
Video Rockford Apo -Or, Stereo,
Columbia Audio Older, Schaumberg
United Audio Centers Spring Valley
Audio Labs Springfield Sundown
Doe St. Charles Autobahn Services
Sterling Sterling Electronics Vernon
Hills Untied Audio Centers Villa
Park Hi Fr Hutch Westmont So -Inds
Deluxe

INDIANA: Bloomington Alan Audio
Cannel Sound Productions Evansville Risley Audio Ft Wayne
Classic Stereo Pak Highland Road
Concepts Indianapolis Audio Elec.
Ironies, Ovation Areto Sound
Productions Jasper Add. Word
Marion
Madisonville RI
ClaSSC Stern Mishawaka Auto
Muncie Classic
Radio Spero
Vibes
Stereo S. Lafayette
:rye
Sound South Bend
Stereo -Pak Terre Haute Audio

". Vincennes Record
IOWA Ames r. rt

..

ex. Motors

Carroll Sound & Service Cedar
Rapids Sudo Room Centerville
enl, Stereo TV & Appliance
Davenport Audio Odyssey Des
Moines Audio Lab. Stereo Sound
Studio Dubuque Audio Room
Ft Dodge Sound Word Iowa City
Audio Odyssey Of Iowa Keokuk

Music World 1st In Vt.,' Mason
City Mason City Sound World
Sioux City Felanz Electrones
Spencer Carey's TV & Stereo Storm
Lake Sound & Service Waterloo
Team Electronics
KANSAS: Arkansas City Sparks
Music Dodge City Cartunes
Emporia Audio -Video Connection
Garden City Team Electronics Great

Bend Audio Electron, Hutchinson Hayes Sight & Sound Lawrence
Kees Record & Stereo Manhattan
Rolling Thunder Overland Park
Brands Man Stereo. Santa Fe Auto
Sound Topeka No -wry Wichita
Rolling Thunder
KENTUCKY: Bardstown Mr Music
Bowling Green Poston Electronics
Corbin Sounds Around Town
Elizabethtown Replay Florence
&Rhein -Sound Lexington (Hatton
Audio, Superb Sound Lexington
London Sounds Around Town
Louisville Audio Video by Design.
Music Cite Sound Factory Murray
Sunset Blvd Muse Owensboro
Risley Electronics Paducah Risley
Electronics Pikeville Audio Conneclion Prestonsherg B&W TV
Appliance
LOUISIANA Baton Rouge David's
Car Stereo & Comm Gretna Campo
Appliance, Stereo VI liege Harahan
Mobile One Lafayette Ricky Smith
Audio. Sound Electronics Lake
Charles Classic Audio Systems
Mandeville Campo Appliance New
Iberia Viilage Sound Center Ruston
Music Mart Corp. Shreveport
Stereo & Record Center Slidell
Campo Appliance
MAINE: Bangor Radio City
Camden Harbor Auer. & Video
Lewiston Radio CIty S. Portland
Great Northern Sound Co
MARYLAND: Annapolis Space ways Sound Baltimore Carsounds,
Discerning Ear, Stansbury Stereo
Center Bethesda Auto Sound
Systems Columbia Car Stereo
Systems Frederick The Electronic
Shop Hagerstown Hunt Audio &
Associates Langley Park Audio
Associates Laurel Audio ASSOCI
ales Lutherville Gramophone
Perry Hill Stansbury Stereo
Center Rockville Audio Associates. Auto Sound System, Greg's
Auto Sound Salisbury Sound

Stud. Timonium Carsounds
Waldorf Car Tee
MASSACHUSETTS: Ashland Crea-

tive Car Stereo Billerica Mobile
Automotive Boston Nantucket
Sound, Tweeter. Etc Braintree
Nantucket Sound. Tweeter,

Etc.

Brockton Soundtrack Audio
Burlington Tweeter Etc Cambridge
Tvoeter, Etc Chestnut Hill Tweeter.
Etc Danvers Rich', Car Tunes,
Tweeter Etc Dedham Tweeter, Etc.
Fitchburg Music Forum Framingham Nature Sound, Tweeter, Etc
Framington Auto Stereo Place
Gardner Music Forum Greenfield
Long Radio Muslc Store Hyannis
Nantucket Sound, Tweeter,

Etc.

N. Attleboro Audio Concepts
N. Dartmouth Riches Auto Radio
Northampton Long Radio Nonvood
Northeast Security & Stereo
Peabody Nantucket Sound Pittsfield
Sound Saugus Nantucket
Tay
Sound, Northeast Security &
Stereo Shrewsbury Leiser Sound,
Rayco Car Service Springfield
Long Radio Of Springfield
Stoneham Auto Sound North
Waltham Waltham Camera &
Stereo Watertown Beaconwood
Acoustics, Rich's Cadunes
MICHIGAN: Allen Park Car Tunes
Stereo Center Ann Arbor Hi Ft
Buys Bay City Olson Auto Radio.
Superior Sound Bartley Car
Tunes Stereo Center Birmingham

rank Drayton Plains DIA e
Sound E. Lansing Hi el Buys
Flint Custom Auto Sound
Grand Rapids Classic Stereo
Jackson Jackson Auto Sounds
Kalamazoo Classic Stereo
Lansing HI Ft Buys, Skory Auto
Sounds Marquette American TV
Midland Hi Fi Buys Muskegon
Langlos Stereo Petoskey Kurt,
Music Port Huron The Van Shop
Saginaw Olson Auto Radio St.
Joseph To -County Audio Traverse
City Kurtz Muse Warren Radio
Frank Westland Car Tunes Stereo
Center Ypsilanti Future Sound &
Communication
MINNESOTA: Alexandria Audio
Concepts Barter Stereo I
Bemidji Team Electronics
Brooklyn Center Audio King
Burnsville Audio King Duluth
Stereo I Edina Auden King
Fairmont Midwest Satellite Audio
& Video Fargo Stereo I Fergus
Falls Team Electronics Golden
Valley Audio King Car Stereo
Center Grand Rapids Team
Electronics Hibbing Train Fee
Ironies Hopkins Transportation
Electronics Mankato dud. Kong
Maplewood Audio King Car Stereo
Center Minneapolis Audio King
Minnetonka Audio Kure Rochester

Sudo King Roseville Fwd. ewe
St. Louis Part Audio King Elec
hones St. Paul Audio King St.
Virginia Team Elec.
Cloud '
Witmer
ill Image
It re
Led Audio
Winona /
MISSISSIPPI. Columbus Audio
An.
Greenville Cadunes
Gultport tette Appliance, Empress
ego Hattiesburg Hi Ft
01 M
Cruet,' Jackson Automotive Audio
Laurel I -If Ft Croon' McComb Custom
Audio Natchez Sound Circuit
Oxford Sights & Sounds Pascagoula
Empress Audio & Video Toledo
Audio Advantage Vicksburg Sound
Circuit
MISSOURI: Cape Girardeau Stereo
One Columbia D&M Sound Kansas
City Brands Mae Stereo Kirksville
Wrights Stereo Knob Nosier
Gambles Lebanon Sight & Sound
Poplar Bluff American Hi Fi Rolla
End Of The Rainbow Springfield
House of Sound St. Louis Hi Ft Fe
Fum, Sound Central Sunset Hills
Hammond Electronics West Plains
Huberte Radio & TV
MONTANA. Billings Sound Pro
Bozeman Sound Pro Butte Ossello's
Great Falls Rocky Mountain HI Ft.
Sound Pro Havre Northern El,trorocs Helena Sound Pro Missoula
Electronic Pads
NEBRASKA Columbus Columbus
Music Co Kearny Midwest Audio
Lincoln Stereo West N. Platte Team
Electronics Norfolk Mid City Stereo
Omaha Custom Electronics. Stereo
West York Midwest Audio
NEVADA Las Vegas Import Audio
Reno Car Audio Systems.''Such a
Deal" Electronics
NEW HAMPSHIRE: Concord Audio
Of New England Exeter Auto Sounds
Of New Hampshire Keene Sound
Power Laconia Aunt° Of New
England Manchester Campus HI Ft.
Tweeter Etc Nashua Tweeter Etc
Newington Tweeter. Etc Rochester
Campus Hi Ft Salem Cuomo's
W. Lebanon Car Sounds
NEW JERSEY: Belleville Zippos
Car Stereo Cherry Hill Auto Sound
Delaware Soundworks Deptford Hi
Ft Connection E. Brunswick Atlantic
Stereo Edison Z.ppos Car Stereo
Hasbrouck Hts. Saddle Brook Stereo
Howell Fidelity Car Stereo Marlton
HI Ft Connection Millbum Proles.
stonal Audio Minehill knee( Electronics Morristown Headquarters
Sound Express N. Plainfield
Audio 22 Neptune Auto Audio
Newton Portray Sound Paramus
Leonard Radio, Stereo WarehouseRabson's Pleasantville Fidelity Car
Stereo Ramsey Rolling Tone
Raritan AC Audio & Video Ridge.
field Galaxy Sound Ridgewood
Motoring Images Scotch Plains
Kartunes Shrewsbury Monmouth
Stereo Tom's River Rand's Camera
& HI Fi Trenton Hal's Stereo Sound
Center Sound Automotive Universal
Stereo Union City A&D Auto Stereo
Sound Waterford Works Van House
Coach West Caldwell Semen Sound
Westwood Crusin Music
NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque Was,
Coast Sound Systems, Hudson's
bud. Center Carlsbad Beason's
Clovis Towne Crier Farmington
Sound On Wheels Gallup Uncle
Howatte Calluses Las Cruces
The Sound Room Raton Odyssey
Music Roswell Street Sounds Santa
Fe West Coast Sound Systems Taos
Sue Pasa Music & Electronics
NEW YORK: Albany Jo -Des Sound
Center Allegheny Sound Track
Amherst Amherst Electronics
Auburn Mayco Radio Batavia Un,
corn Record & Audio Bay Shore
Papa Angelos Discount Boonville
Adirondack Music Bronx
Auto Radio, Professional A..
Brooklyn Phis Auto Rade.
Warehouse-Rabson's Corning
Chemung Electronics Eastchester
Auto Concepts Elmira Chemung
Electronics Freeport Rogers Stereo
Fresh Meadows Sound Stage Audio
Garden City Car Tunes Auto Stereo.
Stereo Warenouse-Rabsone Glenn
Falls Audio Genesis Greece Stereo
Shop Hartsdale S&I Electronics
Henrietta Stereo Shop Hicksville
Audio Designs. Designations
Huntington Station Audio Break
throughs Ithaca Chemung Electronics Sound Image Kingston Auto
1

I

-

i2,1,,itr Manhasset Ast It

Breakthrough, Mt. Kisco Four
Wheel Sound Mt. Vernon Central
Stop Car
Lock Co Manuel Sr
Rai. New York Leonard Radio,
Sound Stage Audio, Audio Salon
N. Syracuse GP Enterprises
Oneonta Stereo Lab Patchogue
Square Deal Plattsburgh Great
Ncrdhern Stereo Whse. Port
Jefferson Designatron's Stereo
Store Poughkeepsie Sound On
Wneets Riverhead Showtime Stereo
Rochester Stereo Shop
Rosedale ST Sound Unlimited
Salamanca Sound Track Saratoga
Springs Le Sounde Schenectady
Apollo Sales St. James Konslant
Ascii,. Staten Island Clone Audio
Syossett American Soundcraft
Syracuse GP Enterprises. Gordon
Electronics Valley Stream Stereo
YesrehouseRabson's Vestal Gordon
Electronlcs Wappinger Falls Sound
Odyssey Watertown Northern
E ectronics White Plains Audio
Experts, Westchester Stereo Whitesboro Adirondack Music Williams vile Stereo Advantage Woodside
Leonard Radio
NORTH CAROUNA: Asheville Mr
Lids Chapel Hill Stereo Sound
Charlotte Carolina Car Stereo,
So-1nd Systems Concord Carolina
Car Stereo Conover &Orpheus
Durham Dashboard Stereo, Vickers
Audio Fayetteville Sound Systems
Goldsboro Pro Sound Greensboro
Audio Video Concepts Sound
m

Systems. Stereo Sod Goldsboro
Fro Sound Company Greenville
Todd's Stereo Center High Point
Audio Video Concepts Jacksonville
Onslow Audio Center Kinston
Stereo Concepts Morehead City
Anderson Audio Morganton Macs
TV New Bern Anderson Auden
Raleigh Audio Express Roanoke
-oday's Electronics Roanoke
Rapids Today's Electronics Rocky
Mount Microwave World Wilmington Atlantic Audio Wilson Modern
Stereo Winston Salem Stereo
Sound, Audio Video Concepts.
stom Car Hi Fr
NORTH DAKOTA: Bismark Pacific
Sound Dickson Music Hut Grand
Forks Team Electronics Jamestown
Music Corner Langdon Easy Way
Minot The Stereo Shop Williston
Team Electronics
OHIO: Akron Audio Craft. Golden
Gramophone Cincinnati Sight In
Sound Cleveland Audio Craft B&B
Appliance Columbus Hammond
Electronics Dayton Stereo On
Wheels Elyria West Com Audio
Findlay Audio Craft, Soundtrek
Gallipolis Bob's Electronics Heath
Hammond Electronics Lima Class,
Stereo Mansfield Hammond Electronic, Mayfield Hts. Audio Craft
Mentor West Com Audio Middleburg Heights B&B Appliance
Milford Sight In Sound Minster
Gudorf & Sons N. Canton Hammond
Electronics Parma West Com Audio
Toledo Audio Craft, Car Stereo One
Westlake Audio Craft
OKLAHOMA: Bartlesville The Sound
Station Durant Rick Mackey Sound
Center Enid Sounds Incredible
Guymon Sound Service Lawton
Audio Tech Moskogee Sound World
Oklahoma City Dawn Stereo
& CB. Ponca City Sounds Incredible
Shawnee Audio Express, Rave Sound

Stillwater Custom Car Stereo Tulsa
Imperial Sound, The Phonograph,
Ltd Weatherford Phil's Stereo
Warehouse Woodward Gels Store
OREGON: Beaverton Chelsea Audio
Bend The Stereo Plant Corvallis
Good Guys Stereo Eugene Good
Guys Stereo. Stereo Lon Grants Pass
Sheckeils Stereo Klamath Falls
The Sound Chamber Medford
Sheckells Stereo Portland Chelsea
Audio Salem Focus Electronics
The Dalles LUIZ Enterprises
PENNSYLVANIA Allentown Sasso
lras Audio Altoona Sound Concepts
Bloomsberg Webbers Pro Audio
Bryn Mawr Sassafras Audio Camp
Hill The Stereo Post Chambersburg
Soo -Ise Electronic Connellsville
The Electronic Tree Ephrata Stereo
Barn Erie PJ 's Auto Sound Feasterville Sassafras Audio Gibsonia
Listening Post Greensburg Pat's
Stereo Harrisburg The Stereo Post
Hazetton Jannen Systems Indiana
Sound Concepts Jenkintown
Sassafras Audio Johnstown Gary's
Entertainment Store Kingston
Summit Audio Lancaster GNT
Stereo, The Stereo Post.Troon Yacht
Lebanon The Stereo Post Lewisburg M&M Stereo Equipment
Monroeville Auto Communications,
Listening Post Montgomeryville
Sassafras Audio Natrona Hts. Sound
Shack Philadelphia Sassafras Audio,
Tepper Auto Sound Pittsburgh

Leon -too P,t Pottstown Audio

s

e

State College'
Upper Darby
Washington s
Williamsport A

Reifiton GNT Stereo
I' ley House
Veto Radio

r
.

York

RHODE ISLAND. Cumberland
E Providence
Si ere Units
Tweeter Etc Providence Tweeter
xfid, Tweeter
Etc Warwick
tied
Etc Westerly L.
SOUTH CAROLINA Anderson
MUSIC Mochas Charleston Dash,
board Stereo Columbia Music

Radio Clinic Cookeville Network
Entertainment Jackson Save A tot
Auto Johnson City Mr Toads KingspUnort Mr Toads McMKnoxville

innville Netd.y/Ward
work Entertainment Memphis New
Car Stereo, Save A Lot Auto
Murfreesboro Audiornaster, Nashville Karco Auto Audio. Network
EntertarnmentNicho&On's Stereo,
The Car Stereo Shop
TEXAS: Abilene Bunkley's Sound
System Addison Earmark Amarillo
Soundroom of So. Western Music
Arlington Hawk Electrontes, Sound
Idea Austin Audio Video, Road
Sounds Bay City Car Stereo Center
Beaumont Brock Audio Brownsville
El Arca Electronics, Panorama
Electronics Bryan Road Sounds
College Station Audio Video Corpus
Christi Tape Town Auer° Dallas
The Car Stereo Store, Hawk Electronics Del Rio Western Auto Eagle
Pass Trevino Music El Paso Casa
Sonrdo. Music Systems, Sound

Room El,tronics Fort Worth Hawk
- Sound Idea Galveston
renter Graham Layf mid
Car St
Mus. HoustenAutoEntertainment,
Stereo, Fingers Fero--

ittertainrnent Sheffield
Humble Fingers Furniture
Hurst ix
d idea UM Jackson
eters; Center Laredo Audio
,

.

Systems. Ramirez Tire Center Long.

view Stereo & Record Center
Lubbock Hi Fidelity of Lubbock
Marshall Stereo & Record Center
McAllen El Centro Sound Center,
Showery Stereo. Sound Centers of
the Valley Midland Electronics See
vice Center Nacogdoches Spinet
Music Odessa Electronics Service
Center Pampa Hall's Pasadena
Coopers Custom Audio Ctr., Fingers
Furniture Richardson Earmark
San Angelo Source Box San Antonio
Stereo Design, Classic Car
Bior
Audio, Mobile Hi Fi San Marcos
Dtsccwery Audio Video Sherman
The Audio House Temple Road
Sounds Texarkana Texarkana Audio
Center Tyler Stereo & Record
Center Victoria Parris Electronics
WWI, Jacks Stereo Wichita Falls
Audio Sound Systems
UTAH: Logan Lynn's TV & Stereo
Murray Car Concepts Ogden Hi Fi
Shop Provo Boyers Automotive
Center Salt Lake City Broadway
Music, Standard Audio & Hi Fi
St. George Arr. Audio Vernal The
Dirk Lambrum Company
VERMONT: Rutland Sound Directions S. Burlington Great Northern
Stereo
VIRGINIA: Arlington Audio Associates Blacksburg Scotty's Radio &
TV Bristol Mr Toads Charlottes,
ville Auto Sound of Virginia, Stereo
Types Collinsville Holdeens Colonial
Heights Auto Sound of Virginia
Danville Sounds Unlimited Fairfax
Audio Associates Falls Church Car
Stereo Systems Franklin Audio
Showroom Fredericksburg Contemporary Sounds Harrisonburg
Ace Music In Electronic Lynchburg
Doris Car Stereo Manassas Automotive 111.F. Newport News Go Ho
Auto Audio Pulaski Scotty's Radio
& TV Radford Scotty's Radio &
TV Richmond Auto Sound of
Virginia. Lindsay/Ward Roanoke
Hendren's, Scotty's Radio & TV
Springfield Audio Associates,
Greg's Auto Sound Vienna Greg's
Auto Sound Virginia Beach Audio
Connection, Go Ho Auto Audio,
Videorama Auto Audio Winchester
Sound City
WASHINGTON: Bellevue Magnolia
Hi Fi, Northwest Audio Video Bellinglmm Sound Advice Bremerton
Evergreen Audio Everett Sound
Advice Federal Way Sound Advice
Kenmore Sound Advice Kent
Northwest Auto Sound Longview
Sound Aulhooty Lynnwood
Magnolia Hi Ft. Northwest Audio
Video Moses Lake Performance
Auto Sound Olympie Desco Elec
Ironies Seattle Cartronics, Magnolia
Mobile Electronics, Northwest Aulo
Sound Spokane Discover Audio
Tacoma Automotive Sound. Mag.
nolo HI Ft Tukwila Magnolia HI Ft,
Northwest Audio erldeo Wenatchee
Performance Auto Sound
WEST VIRGINIA Barboursville
Pied Piper Huntington Pied Piper

Nra...;,t!7:es.\'71'dde<I,'VrZetd
Mt. Hope Pied Peer Wheeling
Windmill Electronics
WISCONSIN: Appleton Sound
World Eau Claire EME Audio
Systems Fond Du Lac Wisconsin
Electronic Glendale Photo -Scan
Of Wisconsin Green Bay Sound
World, Mentz AudioNideo la
Crosse Sound World Madison
American TV Mihraukee General
Electronics Neena American TV
Oak Creek American TV & Appliance Oshkosh Exclusive Company
Pewaukee Amerces TV Racine
Al's Auto Stereo Sheboygan Gene's
Sound & Camera Thiensville
D & D Sales Wausau Sound World
West Bend Exclusive Company
Wisconsin Rapids Wisconsin
Electroo-Cs
WYOMING: Cheyenne Electronics
Unlimited Gillette Murphy Sight Si
Sound, Sound Pro Laramie New
Music Box Riverton Sound Room
Rock Springs Faroe Music

Machine. Roger, Derr. Greenville
Musto Machine Hilton Head Southland Sound Rockhill Tares Sumter
OK Tire Stores
SOUTH DAKOTA: Aberdeen

World Electronics Rapid City Team
Electronics Sioux Falls Audio King

C 1986 Alpine Electronics of America, 19145 Gramercy Place, Torrance, California 90501 (213) 326-8000

ALPIN E.

ESB Speakers

Masters ofMusic

ESB Speakers

"Quite an accomplishment!'
-Stereophile Magazine

They may appear to be conventional
loudspeakers, but your ears will tell you
that the new ESB reproducers are something completely new...and superior.
Even the best of conventional loudspeakers inevitably distort spatial perspectives; the reproduced sound stage is
cramped, skewed, two-dimensional, or
grossly exaggerated. ESB, using proprietary phase/dispersion driver control
techniques, is able to recreate in time
and space the sound of the original
musical event. EsB's Distributed Spectrum Radiation technology recreates the
original musical sound stage.
Do -It -Yourself Listening Experiment

We suggest a simple, convincing twostep experiment of ESB'S Distributed
Spectrum Radiation technology.
Experiment 1. Listen to a pair of ESBS
from a normal centered listening position while playing a good recording of a
voice accompanied by acoustic instruments. Volume should be adjusted for a
natural, live -performance level. The

voice will be precisely localized in
acoustic space. You will hear its vertical

So does). Gordon Holt, editor of
America's first audiophile publication -

and lateral position, and its depth. The

Stereophile Magazine, who wrote:

locations of the instruments to the right,
left, and behind the vocalist will be
similarly easy to pinpoint.
Experiment 2. Leave your seat and walk
towards the right or left side of the room.
The musical image will maintain its
perspective, as it would at the live event.
You'll find that you can listen from
virtually anywhere in the room without
alteration of the original acoustic sound
stage. (A few "sound -all-around" systems permit off -center listening, but at
the expense of precise image localization.
Speakers designed for localization from
a fixed central listening position inevitably suffer sound -stage collapse into
the right or left speaker when you move
off center.)

"The first thing! noticed about the ESB 7/06
was its tonal accuracy. My God, does this
thing have correct tonality!"
"I don't believe I have heard any system that
reproduces instrumental timbres so truly."

"Overall balance is superb."
"The extreme high end is remarkably open

and detailed."
"The system's low end is, or can he if the music

Overall Sonic Quality

We appreciate that recreating the
original musical event involves more
than stable and accurate stereo imaging.

For a set of all three color wall posters, send a check or money order for $15. to:
Mondial Designs Ltd., 2 Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 (914) 693-8008

so demands, positively awesome! Big, deep

and solid, with equally good rendition of
impact and continuous bass."
".. . the ESB 7/06 is immensely exciting to
listen to. One reason
dynamic range. From the uay the orchestra
opens up and projects uben all the instruments
cut loose., it sounds as if it had a built-in
iolume expander!"

-Imaging is quite specific, very stable, and
as mentioned previously, stays put across a
wide listening area."

The ESB 7/06 systems reviewed by
Mr. Holt are $ t Boo each. But the same
Distributed Spectrum Radiation technology responsible for its superb performance is also available in the $350
ESB 7/10. In fact, there are six different
ESB models scaled to suit your musical
requirements and budget.
We invite you to perform ESB s spatial definition experiment at the following select audio dealers. We are convinced that once you hear
the original musical event recreated by ESB, you will be satisfied with nothing los

California
San Francisco, Stereo Store
Foster City, Digital Sonics
Westminster, Audio Today
Irvine, SoundQuest

Georgia
Savannah, Audio Warehouse

Michigan
Ann Arbor, Sound Associates
DeWitt, jemstone
Flint, Stereo Center

New Jersey
Cliffside Park,
Entertainment Environments
Montclair, CSA
Paramus, Leonard Radio
New York
Manhattan, Leonard Radio
Queens, Leonard Radio
Pleasantville, Audio Excellence
Newburgh, Randzins
Wappingers Falls, Randzins
North Carolina
Charlotte, Higher Fidelity

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Sassafras
Montgomeryville, Sassafras
Jenkintown, Sassafras
Bryn Mawr, Sassafras

rim

South Carolina
Charleston, Audio Warehouse
Texas
Beaumont, Brock Audio

Virginia
Alexandria, Excalibur

MONDIAL
ESB Speakers are imported by
Mondial Designs Ltd.

Washington
Tacoma, Stereo Shoppe
Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card

SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

TROUBLE OR NOTHING
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R-DAT and Copy -Guarding
4.1% tariff on machines with chips
The prospect of R-DAT home
which would prevent such copying.
recorders that can make perfect
(Such an anti -copy system has been
digital copies makes record -company developed by CBS and endorsed by
executives perfectly sick. They fear
the Recording Industry Association of
that DAT's recording quality will not
America.) The bill did not pass, but
only encourage home taping of
the issue was scheduled to come up
commercial recordings but will also
again when Congress reconvened in
encourage professional record
January. The European Economic
pirating. And the very last thing they
Community has already informed
want is a system that could make
Japan that DAT machines may be
digital -to -digital copies from CDsexcluded from the Common Market if
that would be like putting a "Take
they are not rendered incapable of
Me" sign on a studio master tape.
copying copyright material.
Last year, a bill was introduced into
Meanwhile, Chris Byrne of Akai
the Senate by John Danforth (R-Mo.)
America told an industry meeting that
which would have placed a
the public would never accept a
prohibitive 35% duty on DAT
copy -guard system that prevented
machines that were capable of
making digital -analog-digital copies.
copying CDs, while imposing only a
He did suggest that a system to

News and Notes
It may soon be possible to buy
Japanese -made CD players with
Kodak optics made in the U.S.
Kodak's first such product, a single
aspheric lens designed to replace the
three -element lenses now in use,
became available to player
manufacturers last October. More
optical products for CD will become
available this year.

Despite all the excitement
generated by the Compact Disc, only
6.4% of U.S. families owning stereo
equipment had CD players by mid 1986, according to a poll conducted
last year by Newsweek magazine.
Nevertheless, that's more than 3.5
times as many as in 1985, when the
figure was only 1.8%. Among
34

audiophiles, of course, CD has made
greater inroads-in 1985, for
instance, 44% of Audio's readers
owned CD players.

In Boston, engaged couples can
register their preferences not only in
china, silverware, and linens, but in
Compact Discs as well. A local store,
Boston Compact Disc, maintains the
registry.

The speed of sound, which was
determined in 1942 to be 741.5 mph,
has now been recalculated and found
to be 0.4 mph slower. The acoustical
rule -of -thumb figure of 1 foot per
millisecond is therefore more accurate
than ever: Sound actually travels
1.087 feet/mS, almost 0.04 inch per
second slower than was previously
believed.

prevent digital -to -digital copying be
added to CD software and DAT
recorders. Byrne predicted that DAT
would sell mainly as an ultra -portable
playback system.
In December of last year, top
Japanese electronics executives
representing the EIAJ (Electronic
Industries Association of Japan) met
with the International Federation of
Phonogram and Videogram
Producers (IFPI) to discuss the
problem. European and American
record companies and European
electronics manufacturers supported
the IFPI's position that DAT should not
be allowed into the U.S. or Europe
without a built-in copy -prevention
system. The Japanese representatives,

however, declared that the EIAJ had
no intention of incorporating such a
system, which would infringe on
consumers' rights.
Even the rudimentary precaution of
not allowing DAT machines to record
at a CD -compatible sampling rate of
44.1 kHz may not last. In addition to
the Sony professional R-DAT deck
reported on by Bert Whyte in his
column last month, several Japanese
companies reportedly showed CD compatible R-DAT recorders at last
fall's Japan Electronics Show.
Conceivably, R-DAT could wind up
as a system of unrestricted
versatility-but with its marketing
restricted to the Far East.

Australia's first CD plant, the first
in the Southern Hemisphere, is
scheduled to open this month. The
Disctronics Ltd. plant should be
producing more than 7 million discs a
year by the end of 1987. At least
three other companies have
announced plans to produce CDs in
Australia as well.

The latest use of ceramics in
audio is for making cassette shells,
now available from Sony in Japan.
Presumably, the ceramic shells will be
immune to heat -induced warping.
The silvery CD is now available
in gold from Mobile Fidelity, for under
$30. The company claims that the
usual aluminum coating oxidizes and
that gold's greater reflectivity reduces
dropouts by 90%.
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Jolly Good Fellows
Last November, at the 81st
convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, Richard C. Heyser became
the Society's President -Elect.
Mr. Heyser, a Senior Editor of Audio,
is best known in the field for his
development of Time Delay
Spectrometry, now used in speaker
testing and acoustical analysis in
many countries. He has been
engaged in research with the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena,

How Good Is "Good"?
I say the Model X cartridge sounds
"superior." You say the Model Y
sounds "excellent." And Charlie, over
there, thinks that the Model Z sounds
"ideal."
Peter, who's heard none of these
cartridges, wonders which of the
three sounds best. He'll have a devil
of a job figuring it out, according to a
recent paper in the SMPTE Journal,
published by the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers.
In "Graphic Scaling of Qualitative
Terms" in the November 1986 issue
of the Journal, Bronwen L. Jones and
Pamela R. McManus of the CBS
Technology Center reported on an
international experiment in which test
subjects were asked to show in what
order they ranked subjective rating
terms like the ones mentioned above.
They were also asked to show how
far apart they placed these terms on
a linear scale.
The article shows that the
difference between subjective rating
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Cal., since 1956 and is a member of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) as well as
a Fellow of the AES.
At the convention, Audio Associate
Editor B. V. Pisha was named a
Fellow of the Society. The honor was
awarded in recognition of his
"contributions to audio component
testing and evaluation." He has been
interested and involved in audio for
60 years, and engaged in audio
testing since 1953. He first wrote for

this magazine in the early 1950s,
becoming a Contributing Editor in
1973 and being named Associate
Editor in 1984.
This brings the number of AES
Fellows on our masthead to five. In
addition to Heyser and Pisha,
Associate Editors Bert Whyte and
Edward Tatnall Canby and
Contributing Editor John M. Eargle
are Fellows. Audio's founder, the late
C. G McProud, was also a Fellow of
the Society.

terms depends on where the raters
come from and how the rating words
are presented. For example, test
subjects in the Eastern U.S.
considered "ideal" and "superior" to
be just about the same, and better
than "excellent." But subjects in the
West and in Cleveland considered
"excellent" to fall between the other
two ratings, with "ideal" best and
"superior" worst of the three. Subjects
in Pittsburgh, however, considered
"excellent" the highest praise.
For the U.S. as a whole, "superior"
came out on top, with the other two
ratings tied for second place. In Italy,
on the other hand, "eccelente"
ranked highest, followed by
"superlative" (at the same graph level
as "superior" here). "Ideale" ranked
far behird our "ideal" and "excellent."
Furthermore, it makes a difference
whether subjects are given a list of
words and asked to rank them all or
are presented with words one by one.
Changing the way in which the words
are presented doesn't change the
order of their rankings, but does
change the distance that raters put
between them.
So which of the three cartridges
should Peter buy? Naturally I'd
recommend the Model X; it was the
one I called "superior," and to us
Easterners that's about as good as
things can get. In practice, though,
Peter should pay more attention to
such factors as how each will work
with his tonearm, and what each
costs, than to his friends' opinions. All
three terms connote very similar
levels of quality, well above what any
of us would call merely "good" or
"fine."

CD Goes to New Lengths
A Swedish record company, BIS,
tried to bring out a two-hour CD last
year, according to Which Compact
Disc?, a British publication. To get
around CD's playing -time limit of just
under 75 minutes, BIS recorded one hour -long monophonic programs in
each channel. Polygram, however,
refused to master and press the BIS
recording because it failed to conform
to the CD.standards. At last report,
BIS was still looking for a pressing
plant for the disc.
Island Records and Jive Records
had better luck. They produced the
first CD "singles," selling for £5.75
(about $8.25) apiece, about twice
what 12 -inch phono singles sell for in
Britain. Island's "Angeline," by John
Martyn, held five tracks and played
for 25 minutes; Jive's Ruby Turner
disc, "If You're Ready (Come Go with
Me)," played for 15 minutes. The
discs were the standard 12 -cm
diameter. While CD players' tracking
systems (which start at the center of
the disc and stop when they reach
the outer rim) could cope with smaller
diameter recordings, few players'
loading systems could do the same.
Meanwhile, sales of 45 -rpm singles
are dropping rapidly. According to a
story in The New York Times, singles
are surviving mainly for jukeboxes
(whose numbers are shrinking) and
for promotion of specific songs. With
the coming of CD jukeboxes and,
perhaps, greater numbers of CD
singles, these reasons for the 45's
survival may disappear. The 45's
immediate replacement, however,

may be the "cassingle"-a short
recording on cassette tape.
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Illusions For Stereo

Headphones
DR. DIANA DEUTSCH

Early on around this magazine, there was a sort of Occam's
Audio Razor: "If a piece of gear measures well but sounds
bad, it is bad, but if it sounds good and measures poorly, it's a
good piece of gear." The idea behind the quasi -motto was to
free one's ears, and perception, from the tyranny of meters.

Over the last four decades, lots of midnight oil has been
burned trying to make measurements mean something, which
usually wound up as an attempt to make gear which already
sounded good also measure well. On the hi-fi end of things, at
least, not much effort has been spent on what it means to

"sound good," or "hear well," or simply "hear."
How we hear is an endlessly fascinating subject for some
few audiophiles, most of whom know how easily any of the
senses-and hearing is no exception-can be fooled. Indeed,
stereo sound is an illusion. If, however, you have ever listened
to a discussion of how one hears at a hi-fi store, audio club or

even a learned society convention, you have already found
out how few people are truly knowledgeable in this area.
In an effort to free us from the tyranny that the ear is an
infallible judge of sound, I am proud and pleased to present

0
C

0

0030
C

an article, with an illustrative Eva -Tone SoundSheet, by one of

the few true authorities in this field, Dr. Diana Deutsch, on
what a curious thing it is, our sense of hearing.-E.P.
In increasingly large numbers, people are choosing to listen to music
through stereo headphones. This
development has occurred despite the
fact that most recordings are not de-

ears of a dummy, and two very similar
recordings are produced from these,
differing only as would the sound sig-

nals arriving at the ears of a listener
situated in the same position. When

signed for headphone listening, but these recordings are played back
rather to be played through loudspeak- through stereo headphones, remark-

ers. It is a happy coincidence that ste- able realism is obtained.
reo recordings sound acceptable eiThere is, however, another use of
ther way. Yet the creative opportunities stereo headphones which takes us in
provided by headphone listening have the direction opposite that of increased
only just begun to be explored.
realism, to an unexpected and paraOne highly successful use of head- doxical world of illusion. Rather than
phones involves binaural recording. presenting highly similar signals to the
Two microphones are placed at the two ears, entirely different signals are
36
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presented. Effects obtained with this
technique are not only startling to ex-

Dr. Diana Deutsch has been a member of the research faculty of the University

perience, but also demonstrate certain

psychology frbm that institution. She is the founding editor of Music Perception,
a journal published by the University of California Press; coauthor (with J. A.
Deutsch) of Physiological Psychology (Dorsey Press, 1966; Second Edition,

properties of the hearing mechanism
which might otherwise have passed

of California, San Diego, since 1970, the year she was awarded a Ph.D in

1973), and editor of The Psychology of Music (Academic Press, 1982). In

unrecognized.

Let us begin with a very simple

time an 800 -Hz sine -wave tone is deliv-

addition, she is an active member of the Acoustical Society of America and has
served on the Advisory Council of the International Association for the Study of
Attention and Performance. She is a Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science and of the Society of Experimental Psychologists.
Recently made a Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society, she was guest editor

ered at equal amplitude to the other
ear. When this combination lasts for

journal (Vol. 31, No. 9, Sept. 1983).

sound pattern, which is illustrated in
Fig. 1. A 400 -Hz sine -wave tone is de-

livered to one ear, and at the same

for a special issue, entitled "Auditory Illusions and Audio," of the Society's

1
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the other examples, that the loudspeakers on your system are turned
off, and that the channels are carefully
balanced for loudness.)

cz_

Fig. 1 -400 -Hz sine -wave tone
delivered to left ear and 800 -Hz tone
to right ear.
0
0

several seconds, most people hear
both the high tone and the low one,
and can localize them correctly.
Now let us consider a variant of this
pattern which I devised. (See Deutsch,
D., "An Auditory Illusion," Nature, Vol.
251, 1974, pgs. 307-309.) For the first
250 mS, the 800 -Hz signal is present-

ed to the right ear and the 400 -Hz

Surprisingly, this simple pattern is
almost never heard correctly, and in-

stead gives rise to a number of illusions. Most people obtain a percept
such as illustrated in Fig. 2B. This con-

sists of a single tone which switches
from ear to ear; as it switches, its pitch

simultaneously shifts back and forth
between high and low. In other words,
the listener hears a single high tone in
one ear which alternates with a single
low tone in the other ear.
Clearly, there can be no simple basis for this illusion. We can explain the

perception of alternating pitches by
signal to the left. The tones then inter- supposing that the listener hears the
change positions, so that for the next tones presented to one ear and igr
250 mS the 400 -Hz signal is presented
to the right ear and the 800 -Hz signal
to the left. The tones then switch back
to their original positions, and the procedure is repeated. So, as illustrated in

Fig. 2A, each ear receives a pattern
that consists of two tones presented in
alternation. Yet when the right ear re-

ceives the high tone, the left ear receives the low tone, and vice versa.
This pattern is given in Sound Example
1. (Be sure, when listening to this and
7; 7 LEFT

J= RiGMT

nores the others. But then we cannot
explain why these tones should appear
to be switching between ears. Alternatively, we can explain the perception of
a single tone which alternates from ear
to ear by supposing that the listener is

constantly shifting his attention between left and right. But then the pitches of the tones shouldn't change with
changes in their perceived locations.
The illusion of a single tone that alternates simultaneously both in pitch and
in location presents us with a paradox.
The effect becomes even stranger
when we consider what happens when

240

the earphone positions are reversed.
The ear that had been hearing the high

tone continues to hear the high tone,
and the ear that had been hearing the

low tone continues to hear the low
tone! This creates the peculiar impres-

SOUND PATTERN

sion that the high tone has migrated
from one earphone to the other, and
that the low tone has also migrated in
analogous fashion. The best way to
experience this effect is to switch the
earphones around several times while
the pattern is playing, and ask yourself
each time which ear is hearing the high

tone. Most people find that the high
PERCEPT

Fig. 2-Octave illusion pattern, with
400- and 800 -Hz tones first delivered
to left and right ears, respectively,
and then interchanging positions
every 250 mS (A); and the most
common percept resulting from that
pattern (8).
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tone appears to stay in one ear and the
low tone in the other ear, regardless of
how the earphones are positioned.
Another interesting thing to try at this

point is to begin by listening to the
illusion in stereo, and then change the
setting to mono, so that both ears now

receive both channels. At this point
your percept should change dramati-

cally: You should hear a single complex tone coming simultaneously from
both earphones, together with clicks
occurring four times per second. (The
clicks are due to the transients pro-

duced by switching the signals between 400 and 800 Hz). Then change
the setting back to stereo, and the illusion should reappear. Sound Example
2 presents the pattern in stereo, then in
mono, and then in stereo again.
How can we account for this illusion?
Clearly, there is no simple explanation.
But if we assume that separate brain

mechanisms exist for deciding what
sound we hear and for deciding where
the sound is coming from, we are in a

position to advance an explanation.
The model is illustrated in Figs. 3 and
4. To obtain the perceived pitches, the
frequencies arriving at one ear are at-

tended to, and those arriving at the
other ear are suppressed. However,
each tone is localized at the ear receiv-

ing the higher frequency signal,

re-

gardless of whether a pitch corresponding to the higher or the lower
frequency is in fact perceived.
Figure 3 illustrates the model for the
case of a listener who perceives the
pitches corresponding to the frequencies delivered to his right ear. When a
high tone is delivered to his right and a

low tone to his left, he hears a high
tone, because this is delivered to his
right ear. He also localizes the tone in

his right ear, because this ear is receiving the higher frequency. But when
a low tone is delivered to the right ear

and a high tone to the left, he now
hears a low tone, because this is deliv-

ered to his right ear, but he localizes
the tone in his left ear instead, because

the left ear is receiving the higher fre-

quency. So he hears the entire sequence as a high tone to the right
which alternates with a low tone to the

left. You can see that reversing the
earphone positions wouldn't change

this basic percept (the sequence
would simply appear to be offset by
one tone). However, Fig. 4 illustrates
the same model for the listener who
perceives the pitches corresponding
to the frequencies delivered to his left
ear instead, using the same localization rule. You can see that the identical
pattern is now heard instead as a high
tone to the left alternating with a low
tone to the right.
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Right-handers and left-handers differ statistically in
terms of where high and low tones appear lo be localized.

In a more extensive study, I divided

In order to test this hypothesis, I devised a new pattern, illustrated in Figs.

the population of listeners into three
5 and 6. You can see that one ear groups on the basis of handedness,
receives three high tones followed by Using the Varney and Benton handedtwo low tones, while simultaneously the ness questionnaire shown in Fig. 7.
other ear receives three low tones fol- People scoring at least nine out of 10
lowed by two high tones. This basic "rights" were designated rightpattern is repeatedly presented, with- handers, those scoring at least nine
out pause. It was found that, indeed, out of 10 "lefts" were designated leftmost people perceived a pattern of handers, and those with eight or fewer
pitches corresponding to the frequen- "lefts" or "rights" were designated
cies presented either to the right or to mixed -handers. Each group was then
the left. That is, they heard a repeating

pattern that consisted either of three
high tones followed by two low tones,
or of three low tones followed by two
high tones. Also in confirmation of the
model, each tone was localized in the

further divided into two on the basis of
whether or not the listener had a left- or
mixed -handed parent or sibling.
Js

ear receiving the higher frequency, re-

gardless of whether a pitch corresponding to the higher or lower frequency was in fact perceived.

.1

more I,kely to hear the high tone on the

right than were mixed -handers, and
mixed -handers were more likely to do
so than were left-handers. And for all
three handedness groups, those without left- or mixed -handed parents or
siblings were more likely to hear the
high tone on the right than were those
with left- or mixed -handed parents or
siblings. (See Deutsch, D., "The Octave Illusion in Relation to Handedness

and Familial Handedness Back J.
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So when a low tone was heard, it
appeared to be coming not from the

rer

earphone which was in fact delivering
it,

,,,
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This six -way division was found to
correlate with how the octave illusion
was perceived. Right-handers were

but from the opposite earphone.
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When a listener who heard the pitches
delivered to his right ear was present

ed with channel A to his right and

STIMULUS

channel B to his left, as shown in Fig. 5,

he heard three high tones to his right
alternating with two low tones to his

reversed, as shown in Fig. 6, this listener now heard two high tones to his
right alternating with three low tones to
his left! So the procedure of reversing

the earphone positions appeared to

J

RLR LRL

left. When the earphone positions were

PERCEPT

LOCALIZATION

COMBINED

PERCEPT

Fig. 3-Perceived pitch and localization for "right -eared" listener.

cause the channel to the right to mys-

Js LEFT

teriously drop a high tone and the
channel to the left to mysteriously add
a low tone! (See Deutsch, D. and P. L.
Roll, "Separate 'What' and 'Where' Decision Mechanisms in Processing a
Dichotic Tonal Sequence," Journal of
Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, Vol. 2, 1976,
pgs. 23-29.)
There is yet another surprising aspect to this illusion: Right-handers and
left-handers differ statistically in terms

Jr. R1G1:F
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STIMULUS

of where the high and the low tones
appear to be localized. In one study,
had people listen to this pattern with
earphones positioned first one way
and then the other. Most right-handers
I

heard the high tone on the right and
the low tone on the left, with earphones

placed both ways. But left-handers
didn't show this tendency.
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Fig. 4-Same as Fig. 3 but for "left -eared" listener.
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Ihe

octave illusion pattern may be heard in analogous
fashion to the way that we see ambiguous figures.

ground," Neuropsychologia, Vol. 21,

sphere). But this is true of only about
1983, pgs. 289-293.)
two-thirds of left-handers, the remainHow do these findings relate to the ing one-third being right -hemisphere
organization of the brain in relation to dominant. We also know that people
handedness? In the large majority of with left- or mixed -handers in their imright-handers, the left hemisphere of mediate family are less likely to have a

the brain is dominant (i.e., speech is

processed primarily
) . LEFT

in

pattern of dominance typical of right-

this hemi- handers than those with only right-

. RIGHT
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either remains the same or changes
only slightly as the tone appears to
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termittent low tone in one ear. Yet other
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people find that the pitches of the
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PERCEPT

scribed; for example, the high tones
may have a flute -like quality and the

pass from one to another within a few
seconds and describe the pattern as

constantly changing its character. A
considerably higher proportion of lefthanders obtain complex percepts than
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Fig 6-Same as Fig. 5 but with earphone positions reversed.
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sound quality are sometimes de-

percepts of the illusion are

RiGWT

..r)

r

to change with continued
listening. Large differences in timbre or

typically unstable, so a person may

240

.)

toneps appear

low tones a gong -like quality.Complex

Fig. 5-Three high tones followed by two low tones delivered to right ear,
simultaneous with three low tones followed by two high tones delivered to
left ear.
).

two of which are illustrated in Fig. 8.
ear and whose pitch shifts back and
forth by a semitone, together with an
intermittent high tone in one ear. Another person might hear a high tone
alternating from ear to ear, with an in-

r

). LEFT

shift in location. Other people obtain a
number of different complex percepts,
For example, one person might hear a
low tone which alternates from ear to

SOUND PATTERN

JiJiJ ,4)

handers in their family. So this pattern
of results indicates that we tend to lo calize the tones in this illusion in accordance with our patterns of hemispheric
dominance.
Now, the perception of a single high
tone in one ear which alternates with a
single low tone in the other ear is most
commonly obtained. But some people
experience quite different illusions.
Some hear a single tone which switchesJ from ear to ear, and whose pitch

iJ

do right-handers. This second handedness correlate is probably based on
another relationship between handedness and brain organization. It con cerns the degree to which one hemi-

sphere of the brain is dominant over
the other. In right-handers, there tends
to be a pronounced dominance of the
left hemisphere, but in left-handers,
patterns of dominance tend to be less
pronounced.
The illusion is sometimes perceived
in a way that is analogous to the perception of ambiguous figures in vision.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, the high tone
may first be heard on the right and the
low tone on the left. Then after a few

seconds, the high tone will switch to
the left and the low tone to the right.
After a few more seconds, the tones
will interchange positions again, and
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

so on. In a similar way, if we scrutinize
the Necker cube of Fig. 10, it will appear to switch back and forth in orientation, so that the front face periodically changes places with the back one.
If you consistently hear the high tone
on the right and the low tone on the left

er than earphones? One experiment to
investigate this question was per-

formed in an anechoic chamber. The
listener was first positioned so that one

speaker was exactly on his right and
the other exactly on his left, as shown
in Fig. 12. When the octave illusion was

when the stereo channels are in bal- played, a high tone appeared to be

ance, you might find that you can
achieve a "Necker cube" percept instead by gradually altering the balance
so as to increase the amplitude of the
signal to the left ear relative to the right.
At some stage, the high tone will suddenly appear to switch to the left and

the low tone to the right. Having
reached this stage, shift the balance
back a little so as to reduce the amplitude of the signal to the left ear, until
the tones appear to return to their original locations. By shifting the balance

back and forth in this way, you may
find a point of equilibrium at which the
tones will appear to spontaneously interchange locations in space.
Playing with the octave illusion in this
fashion is rather like scrutinizing some
of Escher's woodcuts. Take, for example, his "Regular Division of the Plane
III," shown in Fig. 11. In the uppermost
portion of this picture, the black horsemen clearly provide the figure and the
white horsemen the ground. In the lowermost portion, this situation is re-

coming from the speaker on the right,
and it appeared to alternate with a low
tone coming from the speaker on the
left. As the listener turned slowly, the
high tone remained on his right and the
low tone on his left. When, however,
the listener came to face one speaker,
with the other exactly behind him, the

1. With which hand do you write?
2. With which hand do you use a tennis
racquet?

Right

Left

Either

Right

Left

Either

Right
Right

Left
Left

Either
Either

Right

Left

Either

Right
Right

Left
Left

Either
Either

Right
Right

Left
Left

Either
Either

Right

Left

Either

3. With which hand do you use a
screwdriver?

With which hand do you throw a hall?
5. With which hand do you use a needle
4.

in sewing?

6. With which hand do you use a
hammer?
7. With which hand do you light a match?
8. With which hand do you use a
toothbrush?
9. With which hand do you deal cards?
10. With which hand do you hold a knife
when carving meat?

Fig. 7-Varney and Benton handedness questionnaire.

versed. But in the middle, there is a
region of ambiguity in which your perception alternates between these two
interpretations.

What happens when the pattern is
played at different speeds? Sound Example 3 presents the pattern first at the

original tempo of four tones per second. Then the tempo is gradually increased to 20 tones per second, and
finally it is slowed down to one tone
every four seconds. You can hear the
illusion sharpen as the tempo is increased, and gradually deteriorate as
the tones are played more slowly. At
the slowest tempo, both of the simultaneously sounded tones may be heard.

LEFT

J. RIGHT

JJJJJ.11JJJJJJJJJ
240

J

J

Id

4

r $rrrrrrrr4r r

4)

I

r r r

Fig. 8-Two alternative percepts obtained from octave illusion pattern.

We may next ask what happens
when the alternating tones are not in
octave relation. Sound Example 4 presents the pattern with tones related by

a minor third. You can hear that the
impression is quite different, though an
illusion is still produced.
What happens when the sounds are
presented through loudspeakers rath-
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J = RIGHT

J=240
0

j

j

4
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j

Fig. 9-Possible instability of percept obtained from octave illusion pattern.
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illusion abruptly disappeared; a single
complex tone was heard instead, as
though coming simultaneously from
both speakers. But as he continued to
turn, the illusion abruptly reappeared,
with the high tone still on his right and
the low tone on his left. In other words,
after he had turned 180°, it appeared
as though the speaker that had been
producing the high tone was now pro-

Fig. 10-Necker cube, illustrating
instability of visual percept.

ducing the low tone, and that the
speaker that had been producing the
low tone was now producing the high
tone!
The effect also works in certain non-

I

11111

II !Ill! III

anechoic environments, though the
acoustics of normal rooms can degrade the illusion considerably. The
following demonstration is, however,
generally very successful: Begin by listening to the pattern with earphones in

their usual position. Then, while the
pattern is playing, slowly remove the
earphones and bring them out in front
of you, as illustrated in Fig. 13. If you
obtain a clear and consistent illusion in

the first place, you will probably find
that you can bring the earphones out a

considerable distance before the effect disappears. There is another point

of interest here. Once the illusion is
lost, it is necessary to return the earphones considerably closer (if not right
back onto your ears) before it is recaptured.

What happens if, instead of two al-

ternating tones, we present a more
elaborate pattern? To examine this,
question, I devised the pattern shown
in Fig. 14A and given in Sound Example 5. You can see that this consists of
a major scale whose successive tones

alternate from ear to ear. The scale is
played simultaneously in both ascending and descending form; when a tone
from the ascending scale is in one ear,
a tone from the descending scale is in

the other ear. Figures 14B and 14C
show the ascending and descending
components separately, and you can
see that the pattern shown in Fig. 14A
is produced by the superposition of the
patterns shown in Figs. 14B and 14C.

This sequence is played repeatedly

without pause. (See Deutsch, D.,
"Two -Channel Listening to Musical
Scales," Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 57, 1975, pgs.

Fig. 11-Escher woodcut, "Regular Division of the Plane Ill," illustrating
ambiguity of visual percept.
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1,156-1,160.)

This scale pattern also produces a
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Reversing the earphone positions does not usually reverse
the apparent left/right location of tones.
phonically separated loudspeakers in
normal room environments. You may
want to listen to Sound Example 5 this

(a)

way, making sure you are situated

0

(b)

roughly equidistant from the two loudspeakers. Whether or not the spatial
effect works convincingly in your environment, you should certainly experience a perceptual reorganization of
the melodic lines, such that when the
channels are played together in stereo,

the melodies that you hear are quite
different from those that you hear when
each channel is played separately.
Variants of the scale illusion can easily be produced. For instance, Sound
Example 6 presents a two -octave ma- Fig. T3-Octave illusion can be
jor scale pattern, switching from ear to sustained even with earphones in
ear (or from loudspeaker to loudspeak- front of listener.

(c)

Fig. 12-Octave illusion using
loudspeakers, with speakers exactly
to left and right of listener (A), with
speakers exactly in front of and
behind listener (8), and after listener
has turned 180° (C).

er) in the same way as before. This
pattern is illustrated in Fig. 15. When
the two channels are played together
in stereo, most people hear a higher
scale which moves down an octave
and back, and they simultaneously

LEFT

a lower scale, which moves up an
octave and back, with the two meeting
in the middle. But when you play each

analogous fashion.

ones.

The ways in which the higher and
lower tones are heard again correlate
with handedness. Right-handers tend
to hear the higher tones on the right

Similar effects can even occur in listening to live music. Figure 18 shows a

alternates in converse fashion. A similar arrangement holds for the viola and

hear only the higher tones, a larger

cello parts. However, the voices are
generally heard instead as illustrated

The scale illusion often works well

on the right side of Fig. 18. It remains a
mystery whether Tchaikovsky intended

with sounds presented through stereo-

to create an illusion here, or whether
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jjJ
Same sound pattern showing how

it is composed of scales.

JJJJ

Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony. As you
can see, the theme is formed of notes

tones, and little or nothing of the lower
tones. Interestingly, among those who
rectly.

SOUND PATTERN

passage from the last movement of

handers don't show this tendency. which alternate between the first and ,
Some people hear only the higher second violins, while the second voice

number are able to localize them cor-

IGNT

J = 240

channel separately, the tones are innumber of different illusions. The one stead heard to be jumping around over
most commonly experienced is illus- a large pitch range. Sound Example 7
trated in Fig. 14D. A perceptual reor- presents another variation, a one -ocganization occurs such that a melody tave chromatic scale which alternates
corresponding to the higher tones ap- from ear to ear in the same fashion, as
pears to be coming from one ear- shown in Fig. 16. As yet another variphone, and a melody corresponding to ant, Sound Example 8 presents a two the lower tones appears to come from octave chromatic scale which alter- b
the other. When the earphone posi- nates in the same fashion. This examtions are reversed, the higher and low- ple is illustrated in Fig. 17. For all these
er tones usually maintain their appar- variants (as well as for the original illuent locations. So again, the procedure sion), it is interesting to listen to each
of reversing the earphone positions channel separately, and then to graduappears to cause the higher tones to ally equalize the balance of the chanmigrate from one earphone to the oth- nels and experience the two melodic
er, and the lower tones to migrate in patterns transforming into different

and the lower tones on the left, but left-

0

PERCEPT

Fig. 14-Scale illusion using one octave major scale. Sound pattern
delivered to right and left ears (A),
based on ascending and descending
scales (8 and C), produces an
illusory percept (D).
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Despite our conscious knowledge of an illusion, we may
often continue to perceive what we hear incorrectly.
; . RIGHT

. LEFT
J

he expected listeners to hear this passage as in the written score.
Why should we experience this illusion? Because of the complexity of our
sound environment, we cannot rely on
classical localization cues alone (such
as differences in amplitudes and arrival times at each ear) to determine the
locations of simultaneously presented

: 300

SOUND PATTERN

f" -r r

J

rfr

r

r r

d-iJ

sounds. Therefore, other cues must
also be taken into consideration. One
such cue is similarity of frequency
spectrum: Similar sounds are likely to
be coming from the same source, and
different sounds from different
sources. So with patterns such as we
have been considering, it makes sense
to conclude that tones in one frequency range are coming from one source,

and that tones in another frequency

range are coming from a different
source. We therefore perceptually reorganize the tones on the basis of this

PERCEPT

interpretation.
There is an interesting visual analog

Fig. 15-Scale illusion using two -octave major scale.

of this effect. In Fig. 19, we see a
photograph of a hollow mask, taken
. LEFT

from the inside. Although the features
of the face, such as the nose, are projecting inward, away from us, we perceive the face as projecting outward,

;. RIGHT

J= 400

towards us. Our expectations that
faces should project outward are so
strong that we perceive this picture

J4

SOUND PATTERN

quite incorrectly. Further, we continue
to do so despite our conscious knowledge of the illusion.

So far, we have been considering
cases where the sounds presented
through the two earphones (or loudspeakers) are simultaneous. What
happens when time differences are indevised two simple melodic patterns and
asked listeners to identify on each trial

troduced? In one experiment,

I

which one they had heard. The pat-

PERCEPT

Fig. 16-Same as Fig. 15 but using one -octave chromatic scale.

terns are shown in Figure 20.
In one condition, the tones comprising the patterns were presented to the
two ears simultaneously, as shown in
Fig. 21A. Under these circumstances
the patterns were easy to identify, and

performance on the task was very
good. Ina second condition, the tones
were switched haphazardly between
the ears, as shown in Fig. 21B. As can

be heard in Sound Example 9, the
switching procedure made the task
much more difficult. Most people found
that their attention was directed to the
44
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Ja

RIGHT

J = 400

sounds coming from one earphone or
the other, and it was very difficult for
them to integrate the two into a coherent melody.
A third condition (Fig. 21C) was ex-

SOUND PATTERN

actly as the second, except that the
melody was accompanied by a drone.
Whenever a tone from the melody was
in the right ear, the drone was in the left
ear, and whenever a tone from the mel
ody was in the left ear, the drone was
in the right ear. So sounds were again
presented to both ears simultaneously,

even though the melody was still
switching from ear to ear, exactly as
before. As can be heard in Sound Ex-

PERCEPT

Fig. 17-Same as Fig. 15 but using two -octave chromatic scale.

ample 10, the presence of the drone in
the opposite ear caused the sounds to
merge perceptually, so that the melody
could easily be identified. Performance
in this condition was again very good.

In a fourth condition, shown in

Fig.

21D, a drone again accompanied the
melody, but it was presented to the
same ear as the melody component.

r

Deutsch, D., "Binaural Integration of

Melodic Patterns," Perception and
Psychophysics, Vol. 25, 1979, pgs.
399-405.)

This experiment shows that when
signals are coming from two different
locations, temporal relationships be-

7

tritrn

4
4

ear at a time. As you can hear in Sound

Example 11, it was again very difficult
to integrate the different sounds. (See

7

..).$1

-

r

°f &tr.!

lc)/

7

r
from Butler; 1979

Fig. 18-Passage from last movement of Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony,
showing separate parts for first and second violin, viola, and cello (left), and
how these parts are usually perceived (right).

tween them are important determinants of how they are perceptually
grouped together. When both ears receive input simultaneously, integration
of patterns is easy. But when sounds
arriving at the two ears are clearly separated in time, we instead focus attention on one ear or the other, and find it
much more difficult to combine the two
into a single perceptual stream.

What happens in the intermediate
case, where the signals to the two ears

are not strictly synchronous, but instead overlap in time? In a further experiment, I found that this intermediate
case produced intermediate results.

Identification of the melody with a
strictly synchronous drone in the opposite ear was easiest. Next easiest iden-

tification of the melody was with an
asynchronous drone, while the worst
results were with no drone.

Why should the perceptual system
function in this fashion? Temporal relaAUDIO/MARCH 1987

Fig. 19-A visual example of
perceptual rearrangement: Hollow
mask appears to project outward.
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tionships between sound signals provide important cues as to whether they

a
b

J,

are coming from the same source or
from different sources. So we should
expect that the more clearly signals at
the two ears are temporally separated,

J)

the more we should treat them as coming from separate sources, and so the
more we should tend to group them by
spatial location. If such grouping were
strong enough, it should prevent us

Fig. 20-Simple melodic patterns
used to examine effects of time
differences on perception.

from linking together sounds arising
from these different sources.

To place these findings in a more

J = LEFT

Condition

Error Rate

a.

(Chance . so%)
1

5.7 0/0

general context, we may note that the
composer Berlioz has argued for the
compositional importance of spatial arrangements. As he wrote in his Treatise on Instrumentation:
I want to mention the importance of

the different points of origin of the
tonal masses. Certain groups of an
orchestra are selected by the composer to question and answer each
other; but this design becomes clear
and effective only if the groups which

are to carry on the dialogue are
placed at a sufficient distance from

each other. The composer must

b.
2

4010/0

therefore indicate in his score their
exact disposition. For instance, the
drums, bass drums, cymbals, and
kettledrums may remain together if
they are employed, as usual, to strike
certain rhythms simultaneously. But if
they execute an interlocutory rhythm,
one fragment of which is given to the

bass drums and cymbals, the other
to kettledrums and drums, the effect

C.

61°/.

would be greatly improved and intensified by placing the two groups
of percussion instruments at the opposite ends of the orchestra, that is,
at a considerable distance from each
other.

The experiments that we have been

d.

describing indicate that spatial arrangements of instruments should in-

54.7°/.

Fig. 21-Patterns of Fig. 20, with tones presented to two ears simultaneously
(A), switching haphazardly between ears (B), switching haphazardly and
accompanied by a drone in the opposite ear (C), and switching haphazardly
and accompanied by a drone in the same ear (D).
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deed have profound effects on how
music is perceived. When a rapid pattern of tones is distributed between two

sets of instruments, and these tones
are clearly separated in time, we may
be unable to integrate them so as to
form a coherent melody. If, however,
the tones overlap in time, such integration is more readily achieved. But there
is a trade-off: As the temporal overlap
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

he spatial arrangements of instruments should indeed
have profound effects on how music is perceived.

is increased, our ability to identify the
locations of the different sounds decreases, and when the tones are simultaneous, spatial illusions tend to occur.
Let us finally return to the question of
how perception of simultaneous tones
is affected by whether the higher tone
is to the right and the lower to the left,

PODIUM.:;.

10z4vs

BASSES

1.64,

or vice versa. As we have seen in the

octave and scale illusions, right-

;:

handers tend to hear the higher tones
on the right and the lower tones on the

OBOES

:

L' BASSOONS

left,

right/low-left" type tend to be correctly

localized, and combinations of the
"high-left/low-right" type tend to be
mislocalized. Other recent experiments have shown this to be true in

4-

0

,

regardless of their actual locations. So combinations of the "high-

FLUTES

CLARINETS

.

HORNS

'904,

TRUMPETS

more general settings also. And in furfound that, in addition,

ther study

I

there is an advantage to the "high- Fig. 22-Seating plan for Chicago Symphony, as viewed from rear of stage
right/low-left" disposition in terms of
how well the pitches of the tones are
perceived. (See Deutsch, D., "Dichotic

Listening to Melodic Patterns and Its
Relationship to Hemispheric Specialization of Function," Music Perception,
Vol. 3, 1985, pgs. 127-154.)
Now, to the extent that effects of this
sort occur in listening to live music, we
may advance the following line of rea-

TRUMPETS

tliB041

HORNS

soning. In general, seating arrangements for contemporary orchestras are

trI

such that, from the performers' point of
view, instruments with higher registers
tend to be to the right, and instruments

L' CLARINETS

BASSOONS .1

FLUTES .1.

OBOES

with lower registers to the left. As an
example, Fig. 22 shows a seating plan

for the Chicago Symphony, viewed
from the rear of the stage. In the string
section, the first violins are to the right
of the second violins, which are to the
right of the violas. These are:in turn, to
the right of the cellos, which are to the

'

cc

Rs?.

POE

right of the basses. In the brass section, the trumpets are to the right of the
trombones, which are to the right of the
tuba. Notice also that the flutes are to
the right of the oboes, and the clarinets
to the right of the bassoons. The same

general principle holds for choirs and
other singing groups. Since it is important that the different performers in an
ensemble should be able to hear each
other as well as possible, we may conjecture that this type of arrangement
has evolved by trial and error because
it is conducive to optimal performance.
But this presents us with a paradox.
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Fig. 23-Same as Fig. 22 but as viewed from audience.

Since the audience sits facing the orchestra, as shown in Fig. 23, this left right disposition is, from their point of
view, mirror -image reversed: Instruments with higher registers are now to

registers which are to the audience's

right should tend to be poorly perceived and localized.
It is not at all clear what can be done
about this. We can't simply mirror -im-

age reverse the orchestra, because
isters to the right. So from the audi- then the performers wouldn't be able to
ence's standpoint, this arrangement is hear each other so well. Suppose,
such as to cause perceptual difficul- then, that we turned the orchestra
ties. In particular, instruments with low 1800, as a whole, so that the players
the left, and instruments with lower reg-
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f a familiar melody is played with its notes displaced in
different octaves, people will be unable to recognize it.

taves in this fashion. Listen to this ex-

ample, and try to identify the tune.
Then listen to Sound Example 13,
which presents the same melody without the octave -randomizing transformation. Finally, listen to Sound Example 12 again, and you will find that the
melody is now much easier to follow.
This little experiment can also easily
be performed by anyone with access

to a musical instrument. Make sure,
though, that you don't give your subjects any hints as to what the melody
is, and that you scramble the octaves
very well, or they might recognize the
melody on the basis of a small part that
was left intact. Also, choose a melody
that is as free of rhythmic cues as pos-

sible, or they might be able to make

the right guess on the basis of the
rhythm alone. If you follow this procedure, it's pretty sure to work!
A

Fig. 24-One way to optimize the left -right arrangement of an orchestra, both
for the players and the audience.

had their backs to the audience. This you may want to try the experiment
wouldn't provide a solution, because anyway.

then the brasses and percussion

would be closest to the audience, and
so would drown out the strings. Suppose, then, that we "retrograde -inverted" the orchestra so that they had their

backs to the audience, with the

Finally, I should mention that most of

the perceptual effects described here
occur even though the listener has full
information as to what the sound pattern really is. There are other cases in
listening to music, however, in which

brasses and percussion farthest away prior knowledge of the music has a
and the strings the closest. This profound influence on how it is perwouldn't provide a solution either, be- ceived. One such effect, which I origicause then the conductor wouldn't be nally demonstrated using the tune
able to hear the strings, and so "Yankee Doodle," is particularly strikwouldn't be able to conduct efficiently. ing. If you play a well-known melody,
One solution (suggested by my col- but displace its individual notes at ranleage Robert Boynton) would be to dom into different octaves, people will
leave the orchestra as it is, but have be unable to recognize the melody unthe audience hanging upside-down less they are given clues on which to
from the ceiling! (See Fig. 24.) This base a hypothesis (such as its rhythm,
solution is, however, unlikely to be its contour, and so on). But if you give

popular with concert -goers! On the the listener the name of the melody
beforehand, this problem essentially

other hand, for the case of sounds reproduced in stereo, an obvious suggestion presents itself: Try reversing
the channels on your system. This solution is not without its drawbacks; the
music won't sound the same as in concert halls, and the arrangement will be
unfamiliar even as a reproduction. But
48

disappears. (See Deutsch, D., "Octave
Generalization and Tune Recognition,"

Perception and Psychophysics, Vol.
11, 1972, pgs. 411-412.)
Sound Example 12 presents another

well-known melody, with its tones
placed haphazardly in different oc-
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INTERVIEW

PART

Treasured
Island Chronicles
TED FOX
In this conclusion of a two-part interview, Island Records'
Chris Blackwell discusses the currents and eddies in the pop

music stream from the late '60s to the mid -'80s, when his
roster included acts as diverse as The Wailers, Roxy Music,
Frankie Goes to Hollywood and King Sunny Ade.
Did you ever feel that your loyalties were divided in the '60s between your rock
groups and the Jamaican music you began with?
The artists from Jamaica I was involved with as artists during this period were
Jackie Edwards, Millie Small, and Jimmy Cliff. A little bit Toots [Toots and The
Maytals], also. Other than that, it was just [distributing their] records. I knew Toots
then, but really wasn't that involved in his career. Nobody really toured other
than Jimmy Cliff or Millie. If there was a relationship, it would exist between me
I

and Jamaican producers like Coxsone Dodd, Duke Reid, or these various
characters. When I got involved in the rock side with Traffic and everything,
I

didn't involve myself at all with Jamaican music. Over a couple of years, I hardly
even heard a Jamaican record because I was so involved in the other side.
Had you gotten bored with the sound?
I didn't get bored with it. It was more a matter of working with artists on the touring

side-and management. It was just creatively rewarding to be working with
artists in all aspects of their careers. We did it totally ourselves. Also, rock was the
growth side of the company. It was more that it took me, rather than me driving it.
AUDIO/MARCH 1987
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If you're successful in something, then
people shower you with opportunities.

gangster, if need be. But he was a
street poet. He, Bunny [Livingston, la-

Let's talk about how you got back to

ter Wailer], and Peter Tosh. They all
had this "f -you" type of attitude, but
they were great. They weren't scary,
but they had the essence of what any

Jamaican music. How did you become
involved with the great film The Harder
They Come?
It was`partly written by a friend of mine,
Perry Henzell. We'd been friends from
kids in Jamaica. I'd been involved with
him over the idea of doing a Jamaican

film, and he always wanted to do it
about this famous gangster character
that existed in the late '40s and early

band should have-an attitude. A
band should know. They should have
their fingers on the pulse. A band like
that is going to know what the public

wants because they are the publicmuch more than anyone in the record
company.
had always been told
I

'50s in Jamaica. During the course of a

conversation with another friend of
ours, Dickie Jobson, a guy who directed another movie called Countryman,

it was decided to get Jimmy Cliff to
play the lead. He was the hottest Jamaican act at that time. He'd just had

Wonderful World, Beautiful People.
Perry particularly liked the look Jimmy
had on the album sleeve. was also
one of the major investors in the film.
I

Bob Marley: "A rebel, a gangster,
a street poet," says Blackwell.

I DON'T THINK
people will buy a sound
in general. They will
buy an act, and once
you have it working,
you get more credibility
to break other acts in
that scene.

What was the state of the Jamaican
music scene in 1970?
The music was selling a lot in England.
It was one of its most creative periods.
There were lots of producers making
records. It was the start of deejay music; all the kinds of sounds that are in
contemporary black music today pretty much started in Jamaica. Dub music. Deejay music. Rapping music.
wasn't really that involved, other than
being involved a bit with Perry in the
I

This was one of the groups that people
didn't want to deal with; just like in The

Harder They Come, it was too much
trouble. That was the reputation The
Wailers had. Nobody wanted to work
with them. The trouble was that they

knew what they wanted, and they
didn't want to be treated like gardener
boys, which is how the artists in Jamaica were generally treated. So I made a
deal with them, and again everybody
told me was crazy.
gave them
I

I

£4,000, cash, to go and make an album
for Island.

Didn't you have to buy out their contract with CBS?
Yeah. They'd gone to CBS because
they were with Johnny Nash, and he
had a production deal with CBS. Everybody felt that the £4,000 would go

fact, Jimmy Cliff left and signed with
EMI.
was very upset at him leaving
because, with the film, I'd now gotten
back into Jamaican music and gotten

and I'd never have an album. I felt that
the only way to work with them was to
. You know, companies always say,
"Trust us, sign here." Sometimes you
can get badly burned by it, but sometimes it's good to put the trust out first.
don't say that The Wailers necessarily
trusted me initially. But think I had a

excited about it again. I was spending
more time in Jamaica. See, if I were to

reputation for being reasonably fairmore fair than most of the other peo-

selling and marketing of The Harder
They Come. Around that same time, in
I

spend a month in Chicago, I'd come
up with some acts from Chicago. I'd

.

.

.

I

I

ple, let's say. A few months later, I went

him before. Bob came in, and Bob was
that character that Jimmy Cliff played

down to Jamaica and they picked me
up at the hotel where I was staying.
went to the studio and they played me
the Catch a Fire tracks and vocals.
still think it's one of the best records
we've ever put out. Because gave
them my trust, I knew that every penny
of my money was put into that record.
Was it your intention to break reggae
music as a big new sound?
No. It was my intention to break Bob
Marley, initially. You have to start with
one particular act to be your flagship. I
don't think people will buy a sound in

in the movie. He was a rebel. He was a

general.

get involved, and see shows, and hear
people. I was excited about where we
could go with Jimmy Cliff from this film.
I'd

figured out in my head exactly

where one could market and promote
him. But we fell out because he felt that
I had not done well enough for him.
I was so upset, and really wanted
I

another act to get into, and then Bob
Marley walked in. had released his
records in England, but I'd never met
I
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I

should never deal with those guys.

I

I

I

I

think they will buy an act,
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and if that act has a different sound,
they will look for other acts that have

no head problems because it had taken ages for him to get where he was.

that sound. So when Bob was starting
to happen, much of our promotion was
"Bob Marley, The Harder They Come,

On the 1980 tour in Europe, he was
always the first person on the bus in
the morning. Unbelievable. Not one
scrap of "big star" business-except
that he was a disciplinarian. If somebody behaved badly, he would get

reggae music, Jamaica." It made
sense then to sign and develop some
other Jamaican acts, because at the
same time we were bringing journalists
down to Jamaica to see Bob and see
and feel the music, they might do an
interview with Toots or Third World or
Burning Spear or whoever else. Once
you have one act and it's working, you
get more credibility to break other acts
in that scene.

figured that Bob Marley could become as big an artist as Jimi Hendrix,
as big as Muhammad Ali. think he
would have been. He was somebody
who was just growing. The last album
was done and I said, "I think we need
two up -tempo tunes to balance out the
I

I

very tough about it.

Initially, you didn't intend to produce
Marley's records, right?
Right. Initially, I intended to work on the
mix, which is what I did on all of them
except Survival. From the beginning,
intended to work on the post -production of the record, after the basic tracks
had been done. Then I'd come in and
get involved and possibly suggest that
I

another vocal be done or that some
instruments be overdubbed. Bob basi-

cally did all the tracks and the vocal
arrangements. He would fill up the music completely, with horns going all the

overall feel of the album." He never

way through, backing vocals all the

said yes or no; he just acknowledged. I

way through. He would produce alt the

went away to Nassau, came back
three days later, and he'd recorded

parts and ideas he had, then let me

two songs, "Could You Be Loved" and
"Coming In from the Cold." He'd prob-

ably had them for ages. He had so
much material in him. He was just becoming bigger and bigger. And he had

mix it. Then I would send it to him and
he would say, "You left out a good part
here," or whatever. Then I'd remix if he
wanted me to.
On Catch a Fire, which is his most
rock record, I worked a lot on the pro -

Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare played with The Compass Point All Stars

Jimmy Cliff, who played the lead in
The Harder They Come.

diction side. I put the synthesizer on a
couple of tracks and a rock guitarist
named Wayne Perkins on a couple.
felt the first Wailers record needed to

I

have musicianship in it, rather than just
have rhythm and vocals. Reggae nev-

er had solos. You see, reggae music
up until The Wailers was seen as a kind

of novelty music in Encland. They'd
have semi -comedy records. There was
never any respect for the music or. its
musicianship. felt that fhe musicianI

ship was so extraordinary. When
signed the group, they were called

I

Bob Marley and The Wailers, but when
put out the first record called it The
I

I

Wailers. I've been blamed for changing The Wailers' name to Bob Marley
and The Wailers. It wasn't like that.
When there were problems with Peter
and Bunny, I put it back as Bob Marley
and The Wailers.

Peter Tosh accused you of making
Bob the star.
That's true. You see, I could never get

on with Peter because he would say
something and then not do it, whereas
Bob and Bunny would really live up to
their word. So once I saw how it could
really happen and I realized that Bunny
didn't want to tour and that Peter was
pretty much decided to
erratic,
change the group's name back to Bob
I
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Do you think he was ill-advised about
his medical problems?
Yes, he was definitely ill-advised. But
on the other hand .
In 1977 he had
.

.

.

other main problem that Toots had is
that when Bob broke, synonymous with
reggae were dreadlocks and the Rasta
culture. Now, Toots is a Rasta, but not

this accident. He was told he had a the sect that believes in growing your
[cancerous] lesion on his toe, and it hair. So his hair is really tight, and his
should be checked every three style suddenly became a sort of oldmonths. We took him to a doctor in fashioned look. In terms of marketing
London first, and he said it should be and getting the kids involved in the
amputated, and a doctor in Miami said
it should be amputated. Then a doctor
came from Jamaica-Babylon doctors,
you know-and he said, "You
shouldn't cut off your foot."
Because it was against the Ristafarian
creed?
don't know, but the Jamaican doctor
recommended that it was not a good

fashion aspect, we weren't able to do

idea for him to have his toe cut off.
guess one is inclined to take that kind

cause they had worked with Peter
Tosh, and Peter and didn't get on.
They were in a kind of alternative

I

of advice. Really, this whole thing kind

of faded from memory for all of us.
heard something about it, but never
I

I

Grace Jones, whom Blackwell took
from disco queen to New Wave act.

realized how important it was. I guess

if one had chased him up there and
had it X-rayed, and had it checked
every three months ..
But nobody
.

Marley and The Wailers, and then
eventually drop The Wailers and really
go after Bob Marley alone.
There seemed to be an initial surge in

it.

I

wasn't able to, and there hasn't

been anybody else, as yet. But boy, he

is a totally true person. A wonderful,
wonderful person.

Let's talk about Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare, and what they do as
producers.
got involved with them quite late beI

I

camp. It took a long time before I start-

ed working with them, but I'd known
them a little bit for ages. They had
tremendous ambition. They are like
Bob in a sense. They want to be num-

.

ever chased him or did anything about
it. Everybody kind of forgot there was a

problem. That was really what hap-

Robert Palmer "doesn't play the
music business career game."

pened. And he ignored it.

the reception of reggae when The

Did reggae lose a lot of its impetus

Harder They Come came out. Then it

after he died?

seemed to come back again very Yes. It's a tiny country, Jamaica, two
strong in the late '70s. Is that how you
remember it?
Bob really broke strong in England in
'76 or '77. He did a concert in London
that really broke him. He was also big
in America. That was around the time

million people. Its music scene lost its

of an album called Rastaman Vibration. That was the highest chart entry
he ever had; it got to number eight in
America. It was very important to him
to do well. He wanted to be number

Marley did; he's not as clear. Jimmy's
always been a little confused and not
sure of which way to go. Toots is classic. But the thing about Toots is, he is
so real in what he does that he is not
really so easy to market and promote.
Whereas his style is sort of in the style
of James Brown, he doesn't have the

one, there was no question about that.
He wanted to be as successful as pos-

sible, but on his own terms. He

leader-the leader who was so far
ahead of the rest.
Was anyone as good as Marley?
I think Jimmy Cliff is really talented. But

he doesn't have the focus that Bob

wouldn't run around and over -promote
himself. He very much had a sense of
a long-term career.
Did his increasing involvement with the

kind of discipline that James Brown

Rastafarian movement cause prob-

best recordings are his most raw, natural ones, the early ones, which were all
one -take records. think it's also the
band. Early on he had a band that was
all enthusiastic and had great life. He's

lems for you?
No, not really. There were more problems caused by conflicting Rastafarian
sects which were vying for his involvement. That really caused a lot of aggravation for him in the last few years of
his life.
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has

.

.

.

knowing how to pace the

show, how to build the show. And that

also goes for the recordings. Toots'

I

never been able to find a band since
that early one which has the same kind
of enthusiasm, drive, and energy. The
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ber one; they want to work all the time.
Whatever happened to your attempts

wanted to join another band called Vinegar Joe. told him I was much more

to put them together with James

interested in him as a solo act. However, he didn't feel ready to make a
record on his own yet. Finally, about
1974, he came to see me and said he
was ready to do his own record. He
said he really wanted to do a record

I

Brown?

It didn't work very well. The idea was
Jerry Wexler's son Paul's. He was kind
of my assistant while was working
with The Compass Point All Star Band.
That was a band with Sly and Robbie
that put together for the Grace Jones
record Warm Leatherette. That's when
started working with Sly and Robbie.
It was a great band, and such an origiI

I

I

nal sound that we felt all we needed
was for someone to come in and we
could work with their trip and enhance
it and really give it something extra. It

really didn't work with James Brown
because he wouldn't record any song
unless he at least had a piece of it. Sly
and Robbie loved the idea of working

like The Meters did. So we sent him to

New Orleans to work with [producer]
Allen Toussaint. He cut the first album
there with the New Orleans musicians

and some of the people from Little
Feat. That was Sneakin' Sally Through
the Alley. It was one of the more successful first albums we've ever had. He
did six or seven more albums until Riptide, which is his biggest so far.
How would you characterize him?
His records have been varied because

he's really almost a musicologist. He

with James Brown because he is a

collects records from all over the

hero of theirs, but it wasn't something
they were going to give up their songs
for. The other problem was that Robbie
and James Brown didn't hit it off at all.
Robbie is a very tough guy, a lot like
Bob, a sort of street fighter. It just didn't
click. We tried some sessions and they

world-al kinds of outlandish records

were no good. We gave the tapes
back to James Brown.
While your main interests in the mid -

'70s were in reggae, you also signed
Roxy Music at that time.
Roxy Music was brought to us by the
managers of King Crimson and Emerson, Lake and Palmer. When first
I

heard the Roxy Music tape, I must say
I wasn't that crazy about it. When I saw
the album sleeve, I became very crazy
about it. could see the concept of
what it was. I became friendly with the
I

suppose the one
band later on.
became most friendly with was Brian
I

I

Eno, and I know Bryan Ferry a bit. This

was going to be a major band. They
left eventually because they got a fat
deal at Polydor. That's one of the prob-

lems of being an independent record
company-competing against a major
at the end of a contract.
When did you sign Robert Palmer?
I went to see a band called The Allen
Bown Set, in about '70 or '71. Robert
was the lead singer. I was really impressed with his talent and presence. I
didn't really want the band, but
signed them because wanted him.
Unfortunately, he left the band a couple of weeks after that. He told me he
I

I
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like Bavarian folk songs, Japanese mu-

sic, African juju music. He draws his
ideas from that music. Whatever he
finds that he's interested in, is how he
wants to direct his current projects.
He's never been as big as people expected him to be. But he's been really
happy with how everything has developed for him. He doesn't want to play
the music -business career game.

Let's talk about Compass Point. Why
did you set up that studio in Nassau?
Because at the time Jamaica wasn't
stable politically, and the communications in Nassau are a lot better. Also,
Nassau had become my home. What's

good about Nassau is that when you
take a break, you really have a break.

There's nothing really happening
there. The only thing you can do is lie

in the sun. The place has very little
personal character as such. If you
were to go and make a record in Ja-

Bryan Ferry of Roxy Music, a band
whose concept Blackwell loved.

ROXY MUSIC LEFT

to take a fat deal at
Polydor. That's one of
the problems with being
an independent record
company-competing
with a major at the end
of a group's contract.

maica, you'd tend to try and make the
people in the immediate vicinity react.
The good thing about Nassau is that
it's totally neutral. You can try any idea

there, and you have a better shot.
You'd probably reject

it

in any other

place.

Tell me about some of the artists you
signed when you branched out from
reggae in the late '70s. Grace Jones,
for instance.
I saw her in New York at the Russian

Tea Room. Nik Cohn, the writer, was
having a drink with her, and I think he
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it's fantastic, one of the five best al-

Was she off drugs and rehabilitated

dio, very shy and retiring, but they had
a very clear idea of what they wanted.
With them, the kind of record I wanted
to make was something that sounded
like a live group. I think first records of
new groups should not necessarily be
incredibly refined. think they should
be more raw in feel. The songs should
be good, and played well, and have an

when she was working on that record?
I wouldn't go as far as to say that, but
Marianne is a survivor. We'll hear a lot
of Marianne. think she has a bigger
future than a past.

excitement to them. Even if there's a
mistake, if the mistake enhances the
excitement, it should definitely be left
in. The main thing is to feel some excitement coming off the disc, because

How about the 8-52's? Weren't they
signed originally by Jerry Wexler at

that makes people want to see the

Warner Bros.?
No, they were not. I signed the B -52's
in New York, and later on Warner Bros.
signed them. One of the reasons they
signed the B -52's, think, was that

beautifully, perfectly produced, there

bums we've ever put out. We worked
the record very hard. It was another ol
the ones like Bob's had been 10 years
earlier. I felt, "This must sell immediately,

it's so good." But we didn't self

anything much in America -60,000 or
thereabouts.

I

I

I

had signed them. They weren't that
sure. When signed them,
signed
them for the world, excluding America
and Canada. didn't want to take on
the responsibility of America and Canada. didn't really figure out how I'd
market them, so I only picked them up
for the territories felt sure they'd sell
in. In fact, I was completely wrong.
I produced their first record in Nassau. They were very serious in the stuI

Marianne Faithfull's album was "one
of the best Island ever put out."

I

I

I

invited me to meet her. She'd made a
record already, "La Vie en Rose," and I
loved it. We put that out, then the album that went with it. didn't like the
second album we did that much, and I
liked the third one less. It was stuck in
a disco -queen type of rut. really felt
that Grace was a black New Wave act.
So I wanted to put a black New Wave
band together. That was The Compass
Point All Stars. At that time, the only
new black music that was happening
was reggae. Before we started recording, I pinned up the album -cover phoI

I

I

I

band. If your first record with a group is

hasn't really been a chance for the
actual band to develop credibility.
People are buying the record more
than the band. think a group almost
has to recover from that. Frankie Goes
to Hollywood is a classic example of
this. Their first record was sensational.
It was so good, but there was a serious
I

question as to how good the band
was. When that happens, a band has
to spend the next period of time getting credibility.
What happened with Frankie Goes to

Hollywood? You really dug them,
didn't you?

Frankie Goes to Hollywood is "recovering from starting so strong."

tograph Jean -Paul Goude had taken of

her in a G.I.-type haircut, because it
showed the image we wanted. I blew it
up really big, and I said, "We've got to
get a record that sounds like that."
Did you urge her into movies? She's a
celebrity now from Conan and James
Bond.
Definitely. That's where her future is,
her strength is, as a visual artist.
Let's talk about Marianne Faithfull.

A guy named Mark Miller Mundy
brought me a track called "Why Did
You Do What You Did?" It was full of
bad language, and thought it was
great. So I said, "Okay, I'll make you a
I

deal for it." I was doubtful how the rest

of the album would be, but he delivered the album [Broken English] and
56
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Yeah, definitely. I wish they had been

new. He put the person who is

better advised and everything. The
whole thing happened so quickly.

charge of A&R on to them, and he went

There were a couple of keys missing.
There wasn't strong management at
the beginning. There wasn't somebody
with experience who could advise the

band, the record company and the

in

to Ireland and met them. He rang me

and said he wanted to sign them.
loved the name, so said it sounds

I

I

good to me, and we began to negotiate with them. went to see them in
London. They were clearly winners.
I

producers, and who could keep everything on course.
They seemed to be asking for it, coming to America with this gigantic hype.
How did that come about?
It wasn't hype. What can I tell you? The
thing is, their record came out and sold
a huge amount in England. It was the

Again, they were people who were

fifth or sixth best-selling single ever.

them is still some way involved.

Then it was followed by the seventh or
eighth best-selling single in England.
So it wasn't really hype. It was there.
The records were sold. They were in-

They've kept everyone, including the

credibly exciting records. With that
came all the T-shirts, which again
came right off the street. They just happened. It was genuine; it wasn't hype.
People just would kill for those T-shirts.
Now in America you suddenly have all
this attention, in a country that takes a

long time to absorb something new
which doesn't fit into black radio or
AOR radio or whatever-something
which has got a sound of its own-and
it was very hard. So it was perceived
as hype, and they walked right into it.
I saw their debut gig at The Ritz in New

York, and my reaction, as well as the
reaction of many people, was that they
were the revamped Village People.
Yeah. Yeah. The Village People sold a
lot of records -15 million. I agree. But
there was no conscious attempt to recreate them. That's just how they were.

We'll have another record soon, and

thinking about their careers on a longterm, intelligent basis. They don't want
everything now. They're in for the long
run. They are exceptionally loyal peo-

ple, the most loyal group of people
you're ever likely to meet. Just about
everyone who has ever worked with
first fans they had.
Whose idea was it to put them together
with Brian Eno?
That was their idea; was violently
against it. I went to see them because I
felt that it was time to have a commerI

cial hit record. As a producer, Brian
had never cut such a record. He cut
some great records, but never ones
that were multi -platinum. U2's approach, and their logic for why they

Malcolm McLaren, whom Blackwell
says has "incredible ideas."

wanted to use him [as producer on The

THE SEX PISTOLS
and the whole punk
scene in England was
something that was
necessary. It was a
revolution of pop
culture, which had
gotten fat and gross.

Unforgettable Fire], and all their reasons made sense to me-in the long
still didn't walk away feeling they
were going to make a record that was
going to sell three million copies. But
on the other hand, felt that in the long
run it was a wise move; they wanted
his intelligence. In the end, I loved the
songs, but I was not that crazy about
the sound of the record. like their live
run.

I

I

I

performances of the songs better.
think they've grown considerably as a
I

be great. They're actually very

band since they made their last record,
with all the touring they did. By the end

good. The problem is, they're recovering from starting so strong. Most bands
that start that strong have a very tough

of the touring, loved every number
much more on stage than did on the
record. Four or five of the strongest

[Editor's Note: At press time,

songs they'll ever come out with are on
that record.

it'll

time.

Frankie Goes to Hollywood's second

I

I

its eighth
week on Billboard's "Top Pop Albums"
chart, having peaked at number 88.]
Let's talk about one of the best bands

Now for something completely different-Malcolm McLaren.
Malcolm defies all description. think
his records are brilliant. The last one

to come along in many years, U2.

How
we put out [Madam Butterfly] .
people can't buy that album, it makes

album, Liverpool, was in

Were you the original person to sign
them?
No. They were sort of brought into the

company by Rob Partridge [Island's
publicity head] in England. He's got a

very, very good ear for whatever is
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I

.

.

me so sad. The first album, Duck
Rock-brilliant. But it's too varied. You
see, I like literally all kinds of music, so
when a record like Duck Rock comes
out which has all kinds of music on it, I
57

love it. The problem is that most peo-

Before, I was selling this music to Ja-

ple don't. Most people like a certain

maicans and to liberals, hippies, and
college students. Now a whole new

type of music; that's why they tune into
certain stations. It wasn't news to me
that Duck Rock didn't sell. His records
are like bits of theater.
Many people think McLaren is simply a
great charlatan.
I don't think he is. I am a big fan of his,
in spite of the fact that he's written very
negative things about me in the press.

However, I'll put up with it because I
think he's extremely talented. His ideas

are unbelievable. There's nobody

refined; they should be
raw. The main thing is
to feel some excitement
coming off the disc.

don't talk to each other. It's stupid.
Egos-stupid, ridiculous egos. Idiots,
they're pure idiots. There's such a gap

there right now for a band which is
black and hard, and a little scary,
tough. You want something with an

[McLaren created and managed The

means freedom.] It reminded you of
the Mau Mau or something. It was perfect. It's what The Rolling Stones were.
Who's coming along now in reggae?

.

.

go on stage. So at some time you're
impotent; you can't do anything. So I
can understand him calling himself an

artist, as he does today. Why not?
What he really is, is a conductor. He
puts all these things together and releases them under his name. He talks
a bit on the record, and maybe tries to
sing. But you're not really buying him
as an artist. He's asking, "What do you
think of this as an idea?" think he's
got superb taste and style.
So he's not a con artist?
think a con artist is someone who
says he's going to sell you something
and doesn't deliver the goods. think
he delivers the goods. When he delivered [the single of] "Madam Butterfly,"
thought it was incredible. When he
said he was going to do an album,
said, "I don't think it's a very good idea
because I don't think you're going to
be able to sustain it." But I think every
track on that album is fantastic.
I

I

I

I

I

What he did with The Sex Pistols and

the whole punk scene in England was
something that was necessary. It was a

revolution of pop culture which had
gotten fat and gross. The essence of
rock 'n' roll should be emanating from
the streets, and have a sort of revolutionary -type edge to it. liked the idea,
but never really liked The Sex Pistols
I

I

because they just weren't musical
enough at all for me.
How did you feel about the New Wave's
early interest in ska and reggae?
I welcomed it because it gave this music credibility to a much wider market.
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Tell me about the terrific reggae band
Black Uhuru.
They're the best. The story is that they

edge to it. Black Uhuru was that. I'd

Sex Pistols and other bands], you don't

FIRST RECORDS
of new groups shouldn't
necessarily be incredibly

great.

around as talented as he is in terms of
their ideas. If you're somebody with a
lot of ideas, as he is, and you have the
energy, and the gift of gab, and drive
If you're the manager of a group
.

Duckie Simpson and Puma Jones of
Black Uhuru, a "hard, tough" band
that Blackwell has compared to
The Rolling Stones.

market became interested. It was

see it when I'd go into a restaurant with
them. Everyone would kind of clear out
because they looked
terrifying.
.

.

.

Their name was scary. ["Uhuru"

haven't heard anything recently.
think reggae is now part of world music. You hear bands from Australia like
I

I

Men at Work doing reggae, The Police,
Pretenders, everybody. Burning Spear
and Toots have now become like John
Lee Hooker, Muddy Waters or Lightnin'

Hopkins-the originators. But Bob was
so strong that afterwards people were
a little lost. They didn't know whether
they should try to be Bob. Before Bob,
no reggae artists had any direction to
follow, and they would be influenced
by various bits of music from the rest of

the world, and America particularly.
Now the new ones are being influenced by other reggae artists. The
whole strength of Jamaican music be-

fore was the fact that they'd listen to
country stations, Miami stations, and

so forth. They'd absorb all those
things, kinda try to play it. It wouldn't
come out right, but it would come out
as something great instead. That was
ska, and then reggae. Now they're either listening to disco or they're listening to Bob Marley's records. So they
don't have anything of their own any-

more. Now a song with a reggae
rhythm is acceptable in pop music. It's
good because that was brought from
Jamaica. It's bad because one of Jamaica's main exports is floundering at
the moment.
When you brought [Nigerian musician]
King Sunny Ade over to America, was
that an attempt to do for another type
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

of Third World music what you had

need to be in films as well, because

done for reggae?
Yeah. think his situation is very similar. It's back to a whole different aspect
of music-music and entertainment for

they're really joining into one business.

partying and dancing and having a

artists into scoring, performing, or having their songs in films. also feel that
one needs to be in the film business in

I

good time. It's not music that's necessarily going to be a structured show,
it'll just start and roll.
How did you find out about King Sunny
Ade?
Robert Palmer was very much into Afri-

You need to have access to putting
your music into other people's films,
and expanding the horizons of your
I

order tc have access to people who
are good video makers. Good to Go, in

a sense, is a long -form video-some

thereby using its knowledge, clout, financial stability and help, while being
able to offer the time, direction, and
style that Island has in the signing and
development of acts. At the moment
we're still reeling through the fact that
record -business economics has
changed violently in the last several

years. You never used to have to
spend the kind of money you now
spend for independent promotion. To
get records on the radio costs an awful
lot of money. It became more expensive because there are fewer stations
that are important and it's more impor-

can music, and he played me some

great music linked by a real story. The
two industries are merging. It's a good

Chief Ebenezer Obey. liked it very
much, so checked out the various
African acts. felt the one I could most
likely work with successfully was King

thing. See, Roberta Flack might not
have broken had it not been for her
song ['First Time Ever Saw Your
Face"] in Play Misty for Me. The radio

those stations.

Sunny Ade.

wasn't playing her records. The film
came out a year later, and then she

Are you talking about greasing somebody?
No, not at all. An independent promoter is like an agent. He will perform a
function because he has contacts in
that area, relationships in that area.
Also, videos are a huge cost now. To

I

I

I

What happened to King Sunny? He

came in a big flash and then was
gone. And he was great, too.
Management. It's very difficult to man-

age a band that lives in Nigeria and
travels 25 at a time. Getting their rec-

ords played on the radio is difficult,
right? So you're not going to get a
great, strong manager to get himself
involved in something like that. He's
going to work on something a little easier instead.

What about Island? Do you think you
guys did enough to push King Sunny?
Well, yes. think the problem was that
there were things missing in his band,
elements he should put into his band
that,
thought, would really make it
work. He should have three great African women singers-in African
clothes, because the clothes are fantastic. In a second, one would have
I

I

started selling. A song can register so
strong in a film that you can break an
act from that song.
So how's Island Records doing these
days?
It's having a hard time at the moment.
It's struggling at the moment because

we are in the middle of readjusting
ourselves and our focus to the fact that
I

want Island to be a film and music

company. But not with a lot of projects
in either field. think we expanded too
fast in terms of acts and personnel. We
tried to do too much. In fact, the right
way is for us to work in close cooperation with a very strong, major company,
I

tant to get your records played on

really go after a hit single and take it all

the way, a company like an MCA will
spend a half -million dollars on independent promotion and a video for one
song. That's one song, not one album.
It's worth it if the act is right. If the act is

right, what you're basically doing is
spending a half -million dollars on commercials for that act. But you can't re-

coup it on one single or one album,
unless you're incredibly lucky.
A

I

been able to break a whole black fashion aspect. It would have given the

band an additional thrust. Because
with music like that, or reggae, or any
music that isn't on the radio, you have

to keep the audience going. Unless
that cult grows, and at one point crosses, it fades out.
feel gave it a fair
chance. If he had a manager who was
together, I would do it again, if he had
the girls. His shows are unbelievable,
and love the records.
You're getting more and more into film
now. Your company produced Choose
I

I

I

Me, and more recently released The
Trip to Bountiful and Kiss of the Spider
Woman. What's the attraction of films
for you?
If you're in the entertainment business
on the music side, think you really
I
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King Sunny Ade needs "great women singers" in his band, says Blackwell.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 20
kHz.

Dimensions: 169/16 in. W x 33/8 in. H
x 11'376in. D (42 cm x 8.6 cm x 30
cm).

Amplitude Linearity: ±0.01 dB, 20
Hz to 20 kHz.

Phase Linearity: ±0.02°, 20 Hz to
20 kHz.

Dynamic Range: 96 dB.
S N Ratio: 101 dB.
Channel Separation: 100 dB.

Weight: 7.7 lbs. (3.5 k g).
Price: $429.

Company Address: c/o NAP Con sumer Electronics, P. O. Box 14810,
Knoxville, Tenn. 3791 4.
For literature, circle No. 90

THD: 0.0015%.

Output Level: 2.0 V rms.

MAGNAVOX
CDB650
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

Number of Programmable Selections: 20 "blocks" (see text).

Storage of "Favorite" Tracks on
Discs: 226 discs maximum; 785
"blocks" maximum (see text).

Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 20 watts.

It is to Magnavox's credit (or, more properly, to the credit

of their parent company, Philips, the co -inventor of the

But even as companies have switched to digital filtering,
most have opted to use two-times oversampling. Philips,

Compact Disc system) that their very first CD players, intro- starting CD player production back when reliable 16 -bit D/A
duced way back in 1983, employed digital filters and four - converters were hard to make, used 14 -bit converters intimes oversampling. While other makers of CD players were stead, and employed four -times oversampling to make up
employing steep analog output filters and a 44.1 -kHz inter- the difference in resolution. Other companies, starting when
nal clock (one-to-one digital sampling), Philips continued to true 16 -bit D/A converters were fast becoming available,
champion the four -times oversampling approach and the used two-times oversampling. Philips chose to wait until
virtues of digital filtering. Gradually, more and more compa- better chips arrived before adopting 16 -bit D/A convertnies switched to oversampling and digital filtration, which is ers-and has retained four -times oversampling even with
now the accepted standard for all higher quality CD players. the new converter chips.
60
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The first unit using this best -of -both -worlds approach that

I've had a chance to check out, the Magnavox CDB650, is
absolutely superb sounding. Among many other internal
circuit refinements, this player employs a special single chip decoder and error -correction system: The single D/A
converter chip actually contains two separate D/A converters, one for each channel, so there is no time delay between
channels. There's not much time wasted in getting from one
track of a CD to the next, either. The new low -mass laser pickup assembly has so little inertia that it moves f'om track
to track in 1 S or less.
While many of the circuit and structural refinements of this
player account for its outstanding audible and measured
performance, less technically oriented users will be equally
enthralled by some of its unique convenience features.
Perhaps the most talked -about new feature is what Magnavox calls FTS (for Favorite Track Selection). This not only lets

you program your favorite selections from a disc in any
order but also lets you automatically replay those selections,
without reprogramming, each time you load that disc again.
The system can memorize over 750 tracks; if you select an

Fig. 1-Frequency
response through left
(top) and right (bottotTO

channels of filtered
average of five tracks per disc, you can store enough output. Response
information to handle more than 150 discs in this manner! deviations from unfiltered
There's no need to tell the player what disc you've loaded, outputs were too small to
for it "recognizes" each programmed disc's unique digital be visible.
codes as soon as that disc is inserted. Magnavox does,
however, provide a sheet of stick -on numerals that you can
affix to the label side of the discs you've programmed into
the FTS system; these numbers can be used for reference if
"digital harshness," and any others who prefer a bit less
you want to change or erase a specific program.
In addition to FTS, the CDB650 has more common pro- high -end response, are free to plug into these extra output
gramming abilities. Up to 20 selections can be programmed jacks if they want to.
Finally, with an eye to the future, the Magnavox CDB650
for whatever disc is currently playing. Unlike many CD
players, this unit also allows you to program by index num- provides a digital output-handling data as well as subbers (if such numbers have been encoded on your discs). codes-for applications such as CM -ROM and digital signal
However, because this requires a bit more memory than processing.
programming by track number, you cannot store quite as

many index references as tracks. Finally, you can also Control Layout
program the player to start and stop at given times within a
track by punching in the times on a keypad; the CDB650 is
the first I've ever seen with this capability.
Another handy feature, for those of us who like to copy
CDs onto tape (for use in our cars and portable tape players
or for creating our own "albums" of selections from more

The power switch is to the left of the slide -out disc tray. A

large and elaborate display area to the right of the tray
indicates track and index numbers, time elapsed on the
current track, time remaining on the current track or the
entire disc, the current play mode, and whether or not FTS is

activated. Below the display area but above the major
than one disc), is a "Copy Pause" play mode. This inter- operating buttons are small, secondary pushbuttons. These
poses 4 S of silence between programmed selections, for select the play and time -display modes, allow you to review
the benefit of tape -search systems which use such pauses
as markers. Other play modes include "Single" (the player
stops after the current track is finished), "Auto Pause" (the
player pauses after each track until the "Pause" button is
depressed), and "Repeat," which can be used to repeatedly replay a complete disc, a program, or a short section of a

and check memorized programs, and activate "Scan"

(which automatically plays the beginning of each track on
the disc), the repeat -play functions, and FTS.
The numerical keypad, which is used for all programming
modes and for direct play of individual tracks without programming, can be tilted out from the right end of the front
track (whose beginning and end have been marked by panel when needed. Other controls for normal programming
are on this keypad. After a program is entered here, presspressing the "A-43" button).
The Magnavox CDB650 provides three sets of outputs for ing the "FTS" button stores it in the FTS memory for reuse
connection to audio systems. In addition to the normal whenever that disc is played again. The number keys are
analog outputs, which provide absolutely flat response, duplicated on the supplied remote control; this is the first
there is a second analog output pair which is filtered to CD player I've run across that offers number keys on both
gently roll off the highs above about 10 kHz. Those sensitive the panel and the remote.
The main operating pushbuttons, along the lower edge of
listeners who continue to mistake really flat response for
AUDIO/MARCH 1987
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The superior performance
made possible by 16 -bit,
four -times oversampling
was obvious from the
moment I began testing.
the front panel, are the "Open/Close" switch, "Stop,"
"Pause," "Play/Replay," forward and reverse "Search," and

"Previous" and "Next" track buttons. The search buttons
operate at three speeds, depending on how long you hold
them down. At first, search is audible and slow enough for
you to locate a specific point with 1-S accuracy. If you hold
the button down, the search speeds up somewhat but the
music remains audible, so this speed can still be used for

RESULT OF
BEOT COAAPCNENTS

I
Fig. 2-THD vs. frequency
at 0 -dB recorded level.
Dashed portion of line
shows effect of out -of -

band "beat" components
rather than true
distortion.

fairly accurate location of a desired portion of a track.
Finally, if you hold down either search button for about 10 S,

the highest search speed is reached. The signal is no
longer audible, and you must locate passages by using the
time indications on the front -panel display.
A headphone jack and its associated rotary volume control are at the lower right corner of the front panel. The rear
panel, in addition to housing the two different pairs of

analog output jacks, is equipped with the digital output jack

mentioned earlier and with a connector that links the
CDB650's remote -control system to that of some other Magnavox components. The power cord for the unit is supplied

separately and must be connected to the appropriate receptacle on the rear panel. Two shipping screws must be
removed from the underside of the unit before the player will
operate properly.

Measurements
The superior performance made possible by Magnavox's
new 16 -bit, four -times oversampling technique was obvious
from the moment I put the CDB650 on the test bench and

began measuring its performance using a new EIA-approved test disc. (This disc, by the way, is now available
from CBS Special Products as Test Disc CD -1. [The price
for the disc is $45 each plus $3 handling; write to CBS Inc.,
Columbia Special Products, 8th Floor, 51 West 52nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10019.] It has all of the test signals needed
for checking out a player in accordance with the soon -to -be -

approved EIA Measurement Standards for CD Players.)
A
B

Fig. 3-Spectrum analysis
of reproduced 20 -kHz test
signal from 0 Hz to 50 kHz,

measured through
unfiltered (A) and filtered (B)

outputs (see text).
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Frequency response of this player, measured from the normal outputs, was so flat that to present a graph of response
curves would have been meaningless. You wouldn't be able
to see anything, since the response line would fall on the
horizontal calibration line corresponding to "0 dB" for each
channel. As nearly as I could determine, response was flat
to within less than 0.1 dB over the entire audio range. I was
able to plot the player's response when outputs were derived from the additionally filtered outputs. As you can see in
Fig. 1, the effect of these filters is precisely what Magnavox
intended it to be: The response through the filtered outputs
was down by a bit less than 1.0 dB at 10 kHz and was about
2.5 dB down at 20 kHz.
Harmonic distortion at maximum recorded level was just
under 0.002%; more important, it remained at this low, low
level over most of the audio range, as shown in Fig. 2. As
usual, the dashed ine in the region above 10 kHz in Fig. 2

does not represert harmonic distortion. Rather, it arises
primarily from the presence of a single inaudible "beat"
above the audio band, as seen in Figs. 3A and 3B, which
show the spectrum from 0 to 50 kHz. The signal from the
"flat" output jacks (Fig. 3A) shows the 20 -kHz test signal,
the major out -of -band component that almost always apAUDIO/MARCH 1987

The component
that launches your
stereo system
into the future.

in stereo.
To get in on all the action, you need
to get your stereo system ready for video.
That's why NEC (the company behind
so many of today's video innovations) in-

With an impressive 130 Watts per
channel?' the A-1300 is potent enough to
rattle some window panes. There's a
built -on decoder for Dolby Surround
Sound -the same process used in movie
theaters. What's more, the A-1300 comes
equipped with NEC's most sophisticated
wireless remote control. It governs not
only the A-1300, but also an NEC cassette
deck, AMIFM tuner, CD players and an

vented the A-1300 AudioNideo Amplifier.

impressive array of NEC TVs and VCRs. So

In the past, stereeystems were just
for music. Then along came high fidelity
VCRs with theater -quality audio. And
blockbuster movies with Dolby® Surround
Sound. And a whole string of hit TV shows

you can add exactly the audio/video
components you want. And you can keep
track of them all with the -emote's
remarkable LCD display.

If you want to transform yoJr stereo
system into a true audio/video system,
visit your NEC dealer, where the future is
waiting.

NEC
We bring high technology home.

Dolby is a registered trademark of Doty Laboratories
'130 Watts per channel, continuous RMS, NIL stereo mode, both channels driven into 8 Ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz at no more than 0 02% 'HD

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: (312) 860-9500
NEC Horne Electronics (U S A) Inc , 1255 Michael Drive, Wocd Dale, IL 60191

Unweighted S/N was a
very high 100.0 dB, the
highest I've ever measured,
and A -weighted noise was
too low for my instruments.
pears at around 24.1 kHz in this test, and a couple of lowlevel spurious components in the vicinity of 30 and 40 kHz.
The signal from the filtered outputs (Fig. 3B) shows a very
slight roll -off of the 20 -kHz test tone and only a slight
decrease in the 24.1 -kHz out -of -band beat tone. However,
those extra components at the still higher out -of -band frequencies are no longer visible within the dynamic range of
the spectrum analyzer. Regardless of which outputs were
used, the 24.1 -kHz major beat was of very low amplitude,
especially when compared to poorer quality CD players.
Figures 4A and 4B show the analyses of unweighted and
A -weighted signal-to-noise ratios for the CDB650. The un-

weighted S/N (Fig. 4A) was a very high 100.0 dB (the
A
B

highest I have ever measured for any CD player). As for A weighted noise, it was simply too low for my test instrument
to register; hence the notation "Signal Too Low" in Fig. 4B.
Dynamic range was a never -before -achieved 115 dB! (In
CD testing, dynamic range is not synonymous with S/N. The

figure for dynamic range is obtained by measuring the
difference between maximum [zero] recorded level and the
THD amplitude generated by a 1 -kHz tone at -60 dB; S/N
is the difference between zero level and the noise floor.)
Linearity was nearly perfect, all the way from maximum
recorded level to -80 dB. De -emphasis, when activated by
a disc which had been recorded with pre -emphasis (only a
few use this additional noise -reduction technique), was ac-

curate to within 0.1 dB over the entire audio frequency

Fig. 4-S/N analysis, both
unweighted (A) and
A -weighted (B).

range. SMPTE-IM distortion measured less than 0.003%,
and CCIF IM was even lower, with a reading of 0.002% at
maximum recorded level and rising to 0.006% at -10 dB
recorded level.
Stereo separation, plotted as a function of frequency in
Fig. 5, was close to 85 dB at mid -frequencies and remained
around the 80 -dB mark even at 16 kHz, the highest frequen-

cy at which this characteristic is measured using the new
test disc. Maximum output.level from the player was 2.06 V;
this level was identical in both channels. Short-term access

time (the time it takes the laser pickup to move from one
track to the next) was no more than
S, and long-term
1

access time (the time it takes to get from an inner to an outer
track) measured approximately 3 S.
A 1 -kHz square wave, as reproduced by the CDB650, is
shown in the 'scope photo of Fig. 6. Like the square waves

Fig. 5-Separation vs.
frequency.
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reproduced by other players that use digital filtering and
oversampling, it is close to perfect. The departure from a
perfectly flat top in the reproduced waveform is due to the
absence of higher order harmonics and not to any ringing or
overshoot which m.ght have been present if steep analog
low-pass filters had been used. The impulse signal shown in
Fig. 7 further confirms the fact that excellent digital filters
have been used in this unit.
I am now using a new approach for measuring time delay
or phase error between left and right channels: I apply the
output of one channel to the horizontal input of a 'scope (the
X axis) and the output of the other channel to the vertical
input (Y axis). If the signals from both channels are perfectly
in -phase, a straight line tilted 45° from lower left to upper
right should appear on the screen. As you can see from Fig.
8, that's exactly the result I got when reproducing a 20 -kHz
signal at the left and right outputs of this CD player.
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SHIFT INTO DIGITAL DRIVE WITH RECOTON'S CD AD
.-:a4r

4

'

iia

.

Accelerate into the digital
dimension with Recoton's Compact
Disc Adapter. Designed by
award -winning audio engineer
Larry Schotz, this versatile accessory delivers the full impact of
digital sound-with no signal loss.
Just plug into the output
jack of your portable CD player.
Then insert the adapter into your
car's cassette unit. No wiring.
No permanent installation. Just
pure pleasure-to go. Pick one up
today and we guarantee you'll
never be driven to boredom.

RECOTON
THE PROVEN PERFORMERS
46-23 CRANE STREET. LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
1-800-RECOTON.

Enter No. 29 on Reader Service Card

The CDB650 is among the
best -sounding players, if
not the best -sounding one,
yet to be made, and its
price belies its quality.
Use and Listening Tests
When

Fig. 6-Reproduction of a
1 -kHz square wave.

I

first put a disc into the CDB650, the display

showed the total number of tracks and total playing time.
Other displays were almost self-explanatory, and for those
who haven't had much experience using a CD player, the
brief but complete owner's manual makes everything clear
after a few minutes of reading. After playing some of my
favorite discs on this machine, it was clear to me that here
was a true state -of -the -digital -art component. Remember
the overenthusiastic claim made by Magnavox in 1983:
"Perfect Sound Now and Forever"? Well, now the company
has come up with a machine that comes very close indeed
to realizing that early promise.
Nor is the CDB650 a particularly finicky machine. I subjected it to some rather violent vibrations during some of my
listening tests, and it neither muted nor mistracked. Disc drawer action is smooth and precise when loading and
unloading discs. Programming and using FTS is simpler
than it appears to be when you first read the manual. Once I
got the hang of it, I was fascinated by the player's ability to

"recognize" the discs I fed to it. Of course, here Philips is
simply putting to good use some of the identification data
that is part of the standard CD encoding format they helped

develop in the first place. Every disc has its own digital
identification code; the FTS system stores this code during
programming and uses it to select the proper program when
that disc is played back. Pretty clever, those microprocessors, aren't they? Some may regard such frills as superfluous, but I don't think that anyone listening to the CDB650 will
be able to deny that it is among the best -sounding CD

players-if not the outright best sounding one-yet to be

Fig. 7-Single-pulse test.

produced by any company. And surprisingly, its suggested
price belies its quality.
It almost goes without saying that the player was able to
handle my special "defects" discs without any mistracking
or muting. Once again, I couldn't refrain from digging back
for some of my earliest acquired CDs-the ones that I and
others had summarily dismissed as being overly strident
and harsh-sounding-and replaying them on the CDB650.
A few of the dozen or so discs that fall into this category still
were not as musically accurate -sounding as I would have
liked, but surprisingly, about three-quarters of them suddenly sounded significantly better. I know that this was not my
imagination, since I also played them on an early -generation
player that I keep around for just that purpose. The difference is real, and must attribute the improvement to the
digital filtering, the extremely linear 16 -bit D/A converters,
and the other circuit refinements that have been built into
this unit.
It's no secret that small, dedicated audio manufacturers
such as Mission, Meridian, and Distech have consistently
used early Philips CD players as the starting points for most
of their own high -end models, making internal circuit modifications in an effort to achieve better sound. I wonder if that
trend will continue and whether some of these manufacturers will now start modifying the CDB650 or its Philips equivalent. Frankly, I think if they do they may be wasting their
time. I honestly can't see how they can improve on what the
people in The Netherlands have come up with.
Leonard Feldman
I

Fig. 8-Interchannel
phase comparison at
20 kHz. Absence of
interchannel phase error
is indicated by 45° angle
of Lissajous pattern on
'scope (see text).
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It stormed onto the American performance scene. The Thunderbird Turbo

Motorcraft
spark plugs.
THE LIGHTNIN
BEHIND ITS
THUNDER.

Mntnreratt from Ford
EXCEEDS THE NEED

Coupe, moved by a sophisticated four cylinder turbocharged engine that's as
powerful as a V-8. And the lightning
behind its high -revving thunder:
Motorcraft extended -tip spark plugs.
Their nickel -chromium -alloy
electrodes are designed to cope
with the intense heat of today's
high-performance engines.

oft

There's a Motorcraft spark plug,
as well as a full line of qvalitymade Motorcraft parts, available
for all makes of cars and trucks.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
70 dB.

Sensitivity: External antenna, 30 ILV;
internal antenna, 250 µV/m.

S/N Ratio: 50 dB.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
14.8 dBf: stereo, 38.3 dBf.

S/N Ratio: Mono, 84 dB; stereo, 78
dB.

THD: Mono, 0.08% at

1

kHz; stereo,

0.08% at 1 kHz.

Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15
kHz, + 0.5, -0.8 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.

INC

put: MM phono, 2.5 mV; MC phono,
250 vi.V: high level. 230 mV.

Frequency Response: Phono,
RIAA ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz;
high level, 5 Hz to 50 kHz, +0, -1.0
dB.

THD: 0.5%.

dBf.

Input Sensitivity for Rated OutRecording Output Level: 230 mV.

AM Tuner Section

Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 10.3

1

kHz.

Image Rejection: 90 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 100 dB.
Stereo Separation: 50 dB at 1 kHz.

JVC RX-9V
A/V RECEIVE'F

Damping Factor: 45 at 8 ohms.

Selectivity: 38 dB.
Image Rejection: 40 dB:
If. Rejection: 65 dB.

Video Section
Output Signal Level: VCR out, 1 V

S/N Ratio: MM phono, 80 dB; high
level, 77 dB.

Equalizer Center Frequencies:
63 Hz, 160 Hz, 400 Hz, 1 kHz, 2.5
kHz, 6.3 kHz, and 16 kHz.

Equalizer Control Range: ± 10
dB.

peak to peak at 1-V peak -to -peak
input.

Impedance: 75 ohms.
Synchronization: Negative.
S/N Ratio: 45 dB.
Crosstalk: 45 dB at 3.58 MHz.

General Specifications
Power Consumption: 120 V, 60 Hz,
410 watts (510 VA).

Dimensions: 171/8 in. W x 5 in. H x

15 in. D (43.5 cm x 12.65 cm x
38.1 cm).

Amplifier Section
Power Output: 120 watts continuous per channel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
both channels driven into 8 -ohm
loads.

Rated THD: 0.007%.
SMPTE IM: 0.007%.

Weight: 23 lbs. (10.4 kg).

Price:
Company Address: 41 Slater Dr.,
Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407.
For literature, circle No. 91

R% -9V (M/AM COMPUTER CONTROLLED RECEIVER R.PRRROMIIMPa

POWER
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JVC
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I'm beginning to wonder whether the race to integrate
audio and video components into comprehensive home entertainment systems isn't leading to designs that are altogether too complicated for the average music lover to oper-

STEREO S/N . 76dB

STEREO THD 0 06%

ate. When you take your first look at JVC's newest and most
powerful (120 watts per channel) audio/video receiver, you'll

MONO THD, 0 OB %

probably wonder how its designers managed to cram so
many features into a single, relatively compact unit.

The RX-9V receiver is intended to serve as a master
control center for a variety of audio and video components.
You can connect a turntable, a Compact Disc player, and a
cassette deck. The audio and video tracks of a VCR or a
videodisc player can also be fed to this unit, and its audio
and video outputs can be connected to a TV mon for as well
as to the recording inputs on a VCR. Two sets of speakers
can be connected to the receiver, and either or both sets
can be switched on, as desired. If you subscribe to cable
TV, you can connect your cable to one of the antenna inputs
on the back of the receiver while the other antenna input
accommodates your regular FM antenna. Alternatively,
since front -panel switching between antennas is possible,

MONO 5/N 82 dS

Fig. 1-Mono and stereo
quieting and distortior
characteristics,
FM section.

you can connect two FM antennas to the system, each
oriented in a different direction.
The supplied remote allows you to control most of the RX-

9V's functions from the comfort of your listening/viewing
if your system includes certain other
compatible JVC components (such as some of their CD spread for mono signals and tends to increase apparent
players, cassette decks, and turntables), you can turn on separation when you are listening to stereo program materiand control their functions with this remote, which the com- al. A loudness -compensation control is also available for
pany has dubbed the CompuLink remote -control system.

use during low -levee listening.

The operating features of the receiver itself are mind boggling, to say the least. The RX-9V is equipped with a Control Layout
seven -band graphic equalizer rather than with simple bass
and treble tone controls. Not only can you store five of your
preferred response settings in the receiver's memory, but

As was true of earlier JVC receivers, there is not a single

rotary knob (or any other kind of knob, for that matter)
protruding from the sleek, highly graphic front panel. All

you can also select five factory -preset response curves. operating controls are pushbuttons. Three major illuminatThese five preset curves have been created and perma- ed, colored display areas occupy much of the front panel's
nently stored for such material as rock music, music with upper section. The first of these is devoted to the graphic
vocals, background music, movie soundtracks, and vocal - equalizer and spectrum analyzer, which JVC continues to
only programs. At the touch of a switch, the bar -graph -like designate as an "SEA" (Sound Effects Amplifier) section.
indications used to set response curves are transformed Below this display are the various pushbuttons needed to
into a real-time spectrum analyzer which lets you see the alter overall response settings, and those needed to call up
tonal or spectral content of the music to which you are memorized response curves. To the left of this display are
the power switch, speaker selector buttons, and the usual
listening.
Built-in microprocessor circuits, in addition to providing stereo phone jack.
The second, more centrally positioned display area prothe functions you would expect, perform certain "judgmental" tasks as well. For example, if FM stereo reception is too
weak or noisy, a circuit called QSC (Quieting Slope Control)
is activated, reducing background FM noise at the expense
of some stereo separation. Many tuner sections allow you to
preset your favorite stations for instant recall, but the JVC
tuner section goes farther. It can be told to scan for stations
whose signal strength is adequate and then store the fre-

vides a wealth of information concerning selected audio and

video program sources, status of the two tape monitor
circuits, volume and balance settings, and other audio functions. This area serves as sort of a flow -chart diagram for the

various signals you have chosen to send along to the
various outputs. Incidentally, it is possible to watch one
video program wh le listening to a completely different audio

quencies of those stations. (You determine what signal source. This feature makes simulcast viewing and listening
strength is adequate by dialing in a dB figure.) If the tuner extremely convenient. Program selector buttons are found
stops at a station you'd rather not store, you can bypass that
signal. Up to 16 station presets can be programmed in this
manner.
Among its other audio signal -processing circuits, the RX9V has an "acoustic expander" circuit; this simulates stereo
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

below this display.
The third display area is dedicated primarily to the tuner.
It shows tuned -to AM or FM frequencies, signal level, selected antenna input, signal strength in decibels, tuner preset
number, and the "stop" level for the scanning/preset func69

Response was flat all the
way up to 15 kHz, quite a
feat when you consider
that 19 -kHz rejection was
nearly 70 dB.

Fig. 2-THD vs.
frequency. FM section.

On the rear panel, audio inputs and outputs are grouped
together, as are video -component inputs and outputs. Two
separate video inputs (along with their audio track inputs)
are provided, in addition to input and output connections for
a stereo VCR. A separate TV monitor can also be connected. In addition to the usual 75 -ohm FM antenna connector,
the AM antenna terminals, and the supplied AM loop antenna, there are 75 -ohm coaxial connectors for an incoming
cable -TV line and for making an r.f. output connection to a
VCR. As I mentioned earlier, the second r.f. input can be
used, alternatively, for connecting a second, differently oriented FM antenna.
A pair of convenience a.c. outlets, the usual spring -loaded speaker terminals, an AM channel -spacing switch (9 kHz
for European use, 10 kHz for the U.S.), and terminals labelled "Synchro" (for use with other JVC components that
have CompuLink circuitry) complete the rear -panel layout.

Tuner Measurements
Figure 1 shows how FM signal-to-noise ratio and distor-

tion vary as a function of incoming signal levels at the
antenna terminals. Usable sensitivity in mono measured
10.0 dBf, marginally better than claimed. Stereo usable
sensitivity was a function of the stereo threshold and muting
setting, which, in the sample I tested, was set at around 28
dBf. For 50 -dB quieting, I measured a very low 13 dBf in
mono and 37 dBf in stereo, both better than claimed. Best
S/N ratios in both mono and stereo fell a bit short of JVC's

specs but were still very respectable for a receiver of this
type, measuring 82 and 76 dB, respectively. Harmonic
distortion in mono FM for a 100% -modulated, 1 -kHz signal
was 0.08%, exactly as claimed, but in stereo the THD was a
low 0.06%, as against the spec of 0.08%.

Fig. 3-FM frequency
response (top trace) and
separation vs. frequency
(bottom trace).

Figure 2 shows how FM THD varied with modulating
frequencies. At 100 Hz, THD was 0.07% in mono and 0.09%
in stereo; at 6 kHz (the other test frequency established by
the EIA's Standard), THD was 0.18% in mono and 0.20% in

stereo. These results compare favorably with those obtained for some of the best separate tuners have meaI

sured.

Figure 3 is a spectrum -analyzer plot of FM frequency
response and stereo separation. Response was flat from 30
Hz to 15 kHz, with maximum deviation from perfectly uni-

form response reaching -0.4 dB at 30 Hz and -0.6 dB at

tion described earlier. Tape monitor switches and various
other audio control buttons are found below this display
area. Farther to the right are buttons that control volume
level, channel balance, and tuning. Numbered station -preset buttons and other controls associated with the tuner
section are also located at the panel's right.

15 kHz. When you consider that this unit's 19 -kHz rejection
was nearly 70 dB, you can appreciate what a job it was to
design an FM audio output circuit that remains nearly perfectly flat in response all the way up to 15 kHz. All but a very
few tuners have measured exhibit a loss in response of
I

anywhere from 1.0 to 3.0 dB at this frequency. Stereo

separation, the lower trace in Fig. 3, was excellent. At the
three required test frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10
kHz, stereo separation measured 45, 52, and 41 dB, respectively. Figure 4 compares the output from a channel
At first glance, the fully lit front panel seems a bit intimidat- 100% modulated by a 5 -kHz signal (tall spike at left of the
ing and complex, but the owner's manual clears things up 'scope photo) to that of the unmodulated opposite channel
quickly. I found that after an hour or so of using the RX-9V, (shorter spike within the tall one). The few spurious compothe logic of its layout became apparent. From then on, it was nents farther to the right in the photo represent crosstalk at
easy to use all of its facilities, either via the front panel or the unmodulated channel's output, and consist primarily of
from the remote control.
harmonic distortion and very low -amplitude 19- and 38 -kHz
70
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Not Evolutionary,
Revolutionary.

Pioneer's Revolutionary 40" Projection Monitor
For the first time in history, projection television
lenticular screen, it produces a better quality
is no longer a compromise. Because Pioneer has
image than any projection system you've ever laid
discovered the secret to combining the bigness
eyes cn.
of projection TV with the brilliance and precision
But that's enoug_.-1 for comparisons. Because
of direct -view monitors.
once you see this revolutionzry creation in full glory,
It's called the Pioneer 40" Projection Monitor. you'll immediately discover :Tat this giant picture is,
And thanks to a revolutionary lens system, Perfect without a doubt, beyond compare. For more
corner to corner focus, and the only double -sided information, call 1-800-421-1-34.

V) PIONEER
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF A TRUE PIONEER
©1986 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Int., Long Beach, CA

Erie No 26 on Reader Se vice Card

The seven -band equalizer's
factory -set curves have
been well chosen, but you
can also set your own or
bypass the whole section.
dentally, while it was difficult to "push" the tuner into its
special Quieting Slope Control mode deliberately, the tuner

did go into this mode when I used generated test signals
during some of my listening tests. I was able to detect a
decrease in separation and an attendant decrease in background noise when the QSC feature was active.
Figure 5 is a plot of frequency response for the RX-9V's
AM tuner section. The sweep in this 'scope photo is logarith-

mic and extends from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. As you can see,
response is about as disappointing as it is in the AM circuits
of most high-fidelity tuners and receivers. The -6 dB point
was reached at a frequency of about 2.8 kHz.

Fig. 4-Separation and
crosstalk components for
a 5 -kHz FM modulating
signal.

Amplifier Measurements
The power -amplifier section delivered its claimed 12d
watts per channel of continuous power at its rated distortion
of 0.007% at mid -frequencies. At the frequency extremes,
however, THD rose a bit beyond the rated level, to 0.009%

at 20 Hz and 0.015% at 20 kHz. Figure 6 is a "threedimensional" plot of THD versus frequency and power output into an 8 -ohm load. While the levels of THD are hardly
worth getting upset about, JVC might well consider being a
little more conservative in their published THD rating, lest
they arouse the ire of the FTC.

What proved disappointing was the amplifier section's
performance when driving 4 -ohm loads. The receiver's current -limited power supply was able to deliver a maximum of
only 80 watts per channel; at that, THD was considerably
higher than it was for this power level when driving 8 -ohm
loads. At 50 watts per channel into a 4 -ohm load, THD at

mid -frequencies was back to its low levels of around

Fig. 5-AM frequency
response.

0.007% to 0.009%. It is not surprising, in view of the performance at lower output impedances, that JVC chose not to
provide a standard 4 -ohm power rating for this receiver.
Damping factor, measured with a test frequency of 50 Hz
and referred to 8 -ohm loads, was 71.5. Dynamic headroom
was a moderate 1.0 dB, again with 8 -ohm loads.

One of the most outstanding features of the RX-9V's
preamplifier/control section is its seven -band equalizer/ana-

lyzer. The five factory -assigned response curves in the
graphic equalizer's memory circuits are very much suited to

their suggested applications. But if you don't like those
curves, you can create your own and assign them to additional memory locations for future use. Figure 7 shows the
maximum boost and cut range of each of the seven equaliz-

er bands. If you are against tone controls of any sort, it's
equally easy to bypass the whole arrangement and restore
components. The horizontal sweep in Fig. 4 is linear and

totally flat response at the touch of a button. Figure 8 shows

the typical bass and treble compensation afforded by the

extends from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, and the vertical scale is 10 dB loudness -control circuit incorporated in the RX-9V.
per division.
Input sensitivity for the moving -magnet phono section,
Capture ratio measured 1.5 dB, using a 45-dBf signal as referred to 1 watt output, measured 0.24 mV. For the mova reference. Alternate -channel selectivity was 72 dB. Image, ing -coil inputs, 0.02 mV was required at the input terminal to
i.f., and SCA rejection measured 90 dB, greater than 100 produce 1 watt of output at 1 kHz. Frequency response for
dB, and 65 dB, respectively. Muting level was the same as the phono section was accurate to within + 0.6 and -0.4
stereo threshold, 28 dBf. To receive signals less powerful dB of the RIAA playback curve from 20 Hz to 15 kHz. Phono
than that, you must press the button which simultaneously overload at the MM inputs occurred with a 1 -kHz signal of
defeats the muting and puts the tuner into mono mode. The 100 -mV amplitude; 'or the MC inputs, overload was 20 mV.
reasoning here is that you wouldn't want stereo at such low Input sensitivity for the high-level inputs measured 22 mV for
signal levels because of the added background noise. Inci- 1 watt output. Frequency response for the high-level inputs
72
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"ls the sun coming up or going down?"

"1 don't know, the last thing 1 remember is you turning up the stereo."
That's the way it happens. The clean, clear sound of
Pyle Drive° car stereo speakers transforms an ordinary ride in
the country Into a spellbinding experience.

The new P./le Driver Pounder' systems make superior sound a
reality in virtJally any type vehicle. Innovative features like heavy duty
woofers, vo ume-weighted passive radiators, high fidelity dome
tweeters, and low -leakage 12 dB crossovers are computer matched

and hand built into custom tuned enclosures.

That same dedication to quality is built into Pyle's new Digital
Demand amplifiers. Powerful yet distortion free, Pyle Digital Demand
amplifiers provide the purest sound possible.

Make your next drive a spellbinding exper ence with Pyle Driver
Pounder' speaker systems and electronic components.

For the lame of the Pyle dealer nearest you write:
Pyle Industries, Inc. Huntington, IN 46750

rTt

II

A Harman International Company

Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card

The RX-9V is remarkably
designed and executed, and
I can't think of a more
appropriate product to
unify an A/V system.

ci
0.01

O.00i.

(both audio -only and video -related) was flat within 1.0 dB
from 8 Hz to 40 kHz and within 3 dB from 4 Hz to 75 kHz.
Signal-to-noise ratio for the MM phono inputs, referred to
1 watt output and with 5 mV of a 1 -kHz signal applied to the
inputs, measured an impressively high 83 dB (as against 80
dB claimed). For the MC inputs, using a 0.5 -mV input and
adjusting the volume control to produce a 1 -watt output into

8 -ohm loads, S/N was 70 dB. For the high-level inputs,
again referred to
watt output but with a 0.5-V signal
applied, S/N measured 80 dB, while at minimum volume
1

Fig. 6-THD vs. frequency
for five power levels with
an 8 -ohm load.

settings, S/N measured 87 dB below 1 watt output. Translated to rated output, this would be an S/N ratio of greater than
107 dB.

Use and Listening Tests
Even though this receiver didn't deliver as much power as
I would have expected at 4 ohms, I was pleased to find that
it was able to drive my reference speakers (which look more
like 4 ohms than like 8 at most frequencies) to lifelike sound
levels and even a bit beyond. The FM tuner performance

was excellent. As mentioned earlier, on the few weak
stereo signals that were nevertheless strong enough to
overcome the muting/stereo threshold, the QSC circuit
worked well, retaining adequate stereo separation while at
the same time reducing background noise and distortion
significantly. I have the feeling that this circuit is more than
just a simple "blend" type, since it seemed to counter the
effects of multipath more than I would have expected from
I

such a circuit. However, since I wasn't given a schematic of
the RX-9V and since relatively little detail concerning this
circuit is provided in the owner's manual, I'm only guessing

Fig. 7-Equalizer control
range.

about that.
I found the front -panel displays to be extremely helpful in
sorting out the many options and signal flow paths that are
available. While I like to think of myself as an independent
spirit when it comes to tone -control settings, I must confess
that I called up the equalizer's preset response curves more
than once during my listening tests. They really do help with

certain kinds of music. At other times

I

couldn't help but

switch the display to its alternate function of real-time spectrum analyzer. When I think of how much I spent for a seven -

band spectrum analyzer-in the form of a portable test
instrument-some years ago, I am amazed that JVC was
able to incorporate such a feature in a receiver that sells for
less than my test instrument originally cost.
Audio signals, including phono and CD, were in no way
degraded by passing through this receiver. Video signals
were also handled with what seemed to me to be little or no
degradation. In that respect, however, this unit acts only as
a sort of control center or switchboard, unlike some other

AN receivers now available that allow you to do some
video -signal processing as well.
Especially in view of the rising value of the Japanese yen,

at its suggested retail price of $720, the JVC RX-9V is a
remarkably designed and executed product. If you're plan-

Fig. 8-Loudness-control
characteristics at various
volume settings.
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ning to assemble an integrated audio/video system or simply to add some video components to your current stereo
system, can't think of a more appropriate unifying product
to serve as such a system's central element.
Leonard Feldman
I
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BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AUDIO

THE ONKYO INTEGRA TX -108
THE FIRST RECEIVER WITH SEPARATES PERFORMAN:E
In the past, buyinc a receiver over costly separate components meant sacrificing sound quality for the
sake of convenience and economy. The ONKYO Integra TX -108 sets a new standard for receiver
performance by prcviding sound quality normally associated with separates with maximum audio and
video system contro flexibility, all operated by 25 key wireless remote control.
The heart of the TX -108 is ONKYO's patented Real Phase power supply system. Real Phase insures phase
accuracy in the audio signal by placing a second power transformer between the main power transformer
and the filter/storage capacitors, duplicating the theoretical perfect charging current, pure DC. The TX -108
provides an RMS power of 100 watts per channel into 8 ohms and on IHF dynamic power of 295 watts
into 2 ohms, along w th precisely focused imaging and deep, tight bass.
Full audio/video f exibility is provided by 5 audio and 2 video inputs facilitating easy dubb ng between
video and audio sot..rces. A unique Sound Control system incorporates a dual band Dynamic Bass
Expander for superizr deep bass impact and definition, a Dynamic
Transient Expander to restore impact and dynamics to compressed music
sources, and a Simulated Stereo function for monophonic video soundtracks.
Artistry In Sound
Now, there's a new standard for receiver convenience and separates
performance. The CNKYO Integra TX -108.

°NUEVO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ. 074.46

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Motor: Low -voltage, 16 -pole synchro-

nous. with two-phase electronic
speed control.
Speeds: 3313 and 45 rpm.
Platter: 12 -in. (30 -cm) diameter, dynamically balanced, zinc alloy, 6.8
lbs. (3.1 kg).

Wow and Flutter: 0.035%, per DIN
45-507.

THORENS
TD 320
TURNTABLE
AND TP 16 MK III
TONEARM
Manufacturer's Specifications
Turntable
Drive System: Fi
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Rumble: Unweighted, 52 dB (DIN 45539), 64 dB measured with Thorens
Rumpelmesskoppler; weighted, 72
dB (DIN 45-539), 80 dB with Rumpelmesskoppler.

Power Requirements: 17 V a.c.,
140 mA, from external transformer
(supplied); rated total power consumption, 5 watts.

Tonearm
Effective Length: 91/8 in. (23.2 cm).

Effective Mass: - 5 grams.
Stylus Overhang: 16.4 mm, adjustable.

Offset Angle: 23°

Lateral Tracking Error: 0.18°/cm.
AntiSkating: Magnetic.
Bearing Friction: 0.15 mN in both
planes.

Capacitance: 100 pF, including cable.

Headshell: TP 63 plug-in wand.

Cartridge Weight Range: 3 to 8.5
grams with standard counterweight;
up to 12 grams with optional counterweight.

General Specifications
Dimensions: With cover closed,
17/6 in. W x 133/4 in. D x 61/bin. H

(44 cm x 35 cm x 17 cm); with
cover open, 1712 in. D x 161/6 in. H

(44.5 cm x 43 cm).
Weight: 24.2 lbs. (11 kg).
Price: $529; optional counterweight,
$10; extra arm wand, $25.

Company Address: Epicure Products, 25 Hale St., Newburyport,
Mass. 01950.
For literature, circle No. 92
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Thorens, now of Wettingen, West Germany, has been
manufacturing precision record -playing equipment since
the turn of the century, and their products have long been
favorites of many audiophiles. The TD 320 is a semi -automatic belt -driven machine that falls, pricewise, in the middle
of their current line.
The TD 320 is a large and solid turntable that weighs in at
just over 24 pounds. The 6.8 -pound platter is made of a zinc
alloy, and the base is constructed of an acoustically dead-

ening wood material that is said to suppress any resonances that might spoil the reproduced sound. The motor is
a low -voltage, 16 -pole synchronous type; a separate stepdown transformer is provided for the 120-V U.S. standard,

and transformers for other voltages are available. Speed
selection is electronic.
The Thorens has only three controls on its base: A motor

Fig. 1-Wow and flutter,

start button, a speed -selection and stop switch, and a

DIN unweighted peak,
tonearm-cueing lever. To play a record, you place the stylus over a 32-S period.
above the first groove, select the proper speed, press the
start button, and manually lower the stylus to the record with
the cueing device. At the end of each record, the tonearm

automatically lifts up and the motor turns itself off. As a
safety precaution, the cueing device locks the arm in the up
position when the platter is turned off. After years of using
completely manual turntables, it took me just a few minutes
to become pleasantly reacquainted with the Thorens' automatic convenience and safety features.
The turntable comes with the Thorens TP 16 tonearm. The
Mk III version of this arm, which we tested, uses the Thorens
TP 63 cartridge wand, a headshell permanently mounted to
a short armtube that plugs into the main arm assembly close
to the pivot. Cartridge mounting is via standard, half -inch
spacing. The counterweight supplied is recommended for
use with cartridges weighing from 3 to 8.5 grams; heavier
counterweights for heavier cartridges are available as optional accessories.

The arm is dynamically balanced, with tracking force
supplied by a spring. After the arm's counterweight is balanced for a particular cartridge, a knob on top of the pivot
assembly is turned until a dial indicates the proper downward force.
The anti -skating compensation is magnetic, adjusted by
turning the control located on the right side of the tonearm.
There are calibrated scales on the anti -skating device for

Fig. 2-Wow and flutter,
DIN weighted peak, over a
32-S period.

spherical or elliptical stylus shapes, and for dry or wet
record surfaces.
A plastic gauge is supplied for setting the proper stylus
overhang and stylus tracking angle. The TP 16 Mk III has no
height adjustment at the pivot, so five plastic spacers are
provided for placement between the cartridge and head shell for stylus angle adjustment.

(Editor's Note: As this review went to press. Epicure
announced that the TD 320 is now being supplied with the
TP 16 Mk IV arm, which has a nondetachable armtube. For
convenience in cartridge mounting, the new arm's head shell can be unlocked and turned upside down. According
to Thorens, the Mk IV's fixed armtube is more rigid than the
detachable armtube of the Mk III, because the joint between
the wand and the pivot assembly is eliminated. The new arm
also has a higher effective mass, 12.5 grams, which should
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Fig. 3-Spectrum of wow
and flutter from 0.125 to
100 Hz re: 5.0 cmrS at
3.15 kHz.
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After years of using
manual turntables, it's
pleasant to reacquaint
myself with automation's
convenience and safety.

Fig. 4-Rumble spectrum;
0 dB equals 5.0 cm/S.

Fig. 5-Speed drift over a
41-S period.
make it a better match for moving -coil and other cartridges
of moderate compliance. The Mk IV arm has the same pivot
bearings and the same tracking -force and anti -skating systems as the Mk III. The turntable is also available without an
arm, as the TD 32', for $409.)

Measurements
All measurements were conducted at the CBS Technol-

ogy Center in Stamford, Connecticut, with a Shure

ML140HE cartridge used for the testing. The cartridge features the Shure Dynamic Stabilizer, a combination brush
and damping system which helps keep the cartridge stable
and the stylus in the groove, and which helps track warped

Fig. 6-Speed stability,
referenced to 3.15 -kHz

tone and where 0 dB
equals 3.54 cm/S.

records. The Stabilizer was in use during these tests.
Wow and flutter was measured as ±0.13% unweighted
peak (Fig. 1) and ±0.08% DIN weighted peak (Fig. 2).
Figure 3 plots the spectrum of the measurements by taking
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the flutter output

from a wow and flutter meter. Rumble was measured as
-43 dB unweighted and -76 dB weighted, using an unmodulated record groove referenced to a 315 -Hz test tone.
The rumble spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Turntable speed
was accurate, with the TD 320 running 0.2% slow at 331/3
rpm and 1.2% slow at 45 rpm. Speed drift as measured over
time (Fig. 5) was negligible. Speed stability is shown in Fig.
6. The test for suspension resonance (Fig. 7), measured by
taking the transfer function between a force applied to the

turntable platter and an accelerometer mounted on the
platter, shows the primary resonance occurring at 6.12 Hz.
This is close to record warp wow frequencies, which are
most frequently in the range from about 4 to 6 Hz.

Figures 8 and 9 show the response to a mechanical
shock applied to the platform upon which the TD 320 was

resting. Figure 8 shows the output of an accelerometer
when the platform was vertically struck with a hammer close

to the turntable base; Fig. 9 shows the output of the cartridge caused by the same hammer strike. A frequency

Fig. 7-Suspension
resonances from 1 to
100 Hz. The major resonance
is at 6.12 Hz. See text.
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spectrum of the output caused by that same hammer strike
(Fig. 10), as well as measurements taken when the platform
was struck in and along the horizontal plane of the turntable,
show the turntable/cartridge combination able to achieve
very good mechanical shock isolation.
AUDIO/MARCH 1987
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The digital accuracy of a compact disc...
directly coupled to the world's finest integrated amplifier.
With Luxman's new D-109 Compact Disc
Player and 1N-109 Integrated Amplifier, the
digital signal is transferred directly from the
1)-109's digital output to the digital -to -analog

converter in the DI -109. There is no analog
conversion prior to the transfer.
It's simply the best way to maintain the
sonic integrity of a compact disc.

LiTIX MAN
A I)ivision of Alpine Electronics of America, Inc. (213) 326-8000
Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

The TD 320 gave me flat,
extended highs, a smooth
midrange, rock -solid
imaging, and excellent
isolation from feedback.

Fig. 8-Accelerometer
output vs. time for a
vertical shock applied to
the turntable base.

Fig. 9-Cartridge output
vs. time for the vertical
shock of Fig. 8.

The CBS Techno'ogy Center also measured isolation from
airborne sound. Figure 11 shows the difference between the

output of a microphone placed near the platter and the
cartridge output with the stylus resting in a groove and a
100 -dB SPL acoustic noise signal applied near the platter
surface.

The TP 16 Mk III's stylus tracking -force adjustment was
checked against a separate gauge and found to be quite
accurate.

Use and Listening Tests

Fig. 10-Spectrum (to
1 kHz) of output from
impulse of Fig. 8, where
0 dB equals 1 cm S per
1 g.

Setup of the Thorens is fairly straightforward and simple,
even for beginners. The instruction manual is easy to understand and follow. The only adjustment I would have liked to
change was that for the stylus vertical tracking angle. Separate tonearms allow you to change this angle by altering the
height of the tonearm itself at the pivot point. ThiS integrated

tonearm has no pivot height adjustment; all height adjustments are made at the headshell. When mounting a cartridge, you must guess which spacer or combination of
spacers must be used to obtain the proper height. If you're
mistaken, the cartridge has to be demounted and the process started again, a time-consuming and often frustrating
task. In defense of this system, the cartridge height will
remain correct once adjusted, even after changing tonearm
wands. All other adjustments on the TD 320 are simple, and

this is one of the few tonearms I've worked with recently
whose lift mechanism needed no adjustment in order to
work properly.
Once set up, the Thorens TD 320 provided a large degree
of enjoyment in my listening room. I used many cartridges in
my evaluation, but the Shure ML140HE was deemed typical
of what might be matched to the Thorens in a home setup.

On all types of music, this playback system gave a fine

Fig. 11-Isolation from
airborne sound is
indicated by this
spectrum (to 1 kHz) of
vibrations from a 100 -dB
SPL acoustic field near
the record surface, with stylus
resting in a groove.
Reference level (0 dB)
is 1 cm /S per 1 dB SPL.
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accounting of itself, providing rock -solid imaging, smooth
midrange, and flat, extended highs. Deep bass from the
Thorens was not as good as from my reference system. On
the other hand, due to the TD 320's excellent isolation, at no
time did I hear any acoustic feedback, even when listening

at high volume levels and despite the turntable's close
proximity to my loudspeakers.
As a medium-priced turntable and arm combination, the
Thorens TD 320 provides proof that the black vinyl disc can
still provide a measure of high-fidelity reproduction in the
home, and that LPs haven't yet been killed off by CDs.
Gary Krakow
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Continues to define the state-of-the-art...

ryston design philosophy
incorporates three
general concepts.
1. Musical accuracy
2. Long term reliability
3. Product integrity

/3

MUSICAL ACCURACY
Musical accuracy is reflected
throughout all Bryston power
amplifiers and includes the
necessity for wide -band transient
accuracy, open loop linearity
ahead of closed loop specifications,
and power supply design as an
integral part of the overall sonic
and electrical performance of a
power amplifier.
We have found that a simple
carbon film resistor can contribute
more static distortion to a signal
than the entire remainder of the
amplifiers circuitry combined.
We discovered that some
parameters of transistors must be
controlled as much as 1000 times
more closely before their
contribution to audible distortion is
rendered negligible.

under clipping for a period of 100
hours. During this time, the input
signal is cycled three hours on to
one hour off, to exert additional
thermal stress.
As may be seen, Bryston takes
very seriously the correct
functioning and long term
reliability of its products.

STANDARDS OF RELIABILITY
we consider this criterion
to be exceedingly
important. We have
applied techniques
and materials in our everyday
construction of electronic
equipment more typically utilized
in the military and aerospace
industries.
The power transistors used in all
Bryston amplifiers are 100% tested
for safe operating area, both before
and after installation in the circuit.
They are then taken to a "burn -in"
table when they are given a
capacitor load, a square -wave

INTEGRITY
Bryston contends that
the term 'best' should
apply to the honesty
pride and courage with
which we conduct our business, as
well as to the performance of our
products.
For this reason, you will not find
Bryston's products being
cosmetically "updated" on a
regular basis merely in order to
keep the customer's interest in
something 'new'. If we make a
change in the circuitry, it will be
because, and only because, it
yields a worthwhile performance
or reliability improvement.
In Canada:
r:)Ek;,,00r_i MARKETING LTD.

In the United State
INIU,S1OVIN1

RMONT

RFD *4, Berlin, Monpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 223-6159

input signal, and set at slightly

We discovered that under certain
actual conditions of speaker
loading amplifiers were incapable
of yielding high -power transients
without distortion.
Each of the various steps or stages
in every Bryston amplifier, from
the input section to the output
section, without exception, are
designed to optimize the musical
experience.

Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
(416) 746-0300

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15
kHz, ±3 dB.
EIA Sensitivity: 1.4 mV/Pa.
Impedance: 200 ohms.
Dimensions: 1 in. diameter x 8 in. L
(2.54 cm x 20.32 cm).
Weight: 12 oz. (0.34 kg).

Supplied Accessories: Shure
A55M cushion mount with 5/8-27
thread; cable terminating in twin
three -pin XLR-type male connectors.

Price: $800.
Company Address: 1216 Denmark

SPEIDEN SF -12
STEREO
MICROPHONE

Rd., Plainfield, N.J. 07062.
For literature, circle No. 93

The Speiden SF -12 is a one -point stereo microphone
consisting of two stacked ribbon transducers in a cylindrical
case, with the pickup axes fixed at 90°. The ribbon units are

open to the atmosphere on both sides and therefore respond to the difference in sound pressure between the two
sides. This pressure gradient corresponds to the particle
velocity of the air; hence, transducers of this type are called
velocity microphones. The ribbon velocity microphone was
patented in 1931 by H. F. Olson, and those made by RCA
were widely used in radio broadcasting for 30 years thereafter. (L. J. Anderson was responsible for the practical

design of RCA's ribbon mikes from 1929 to 1960, at which
time I myself assumed those duties.)
Ribbon velocity microphones are noted for having figure 82

eight, bidirectional, cosine patterns which are quite independent of frequency in the horizontal plane; this is because

ribbon widths are small compared to the wavelength of
sound. In the vertical plane, the pattern sharpens at high
frequencies because the ribbon is long compared to its
width. Olson found that this is a minor problem for pickup of
musical performances, because the sources in such cases

are in a horizontal plane. The frequency response of a
(properly designed) velocity microphone is uniform above

the resonance, which is placed at the lowest frequency
consistent with mechanical stability of the ribbon.
The twin elements of the SF -12 are arranged so that the
pickup axes are perpendicular. With vertical mounting, the
top element feeds the left channel and the bottom one feeds
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

JBL PRO SOUND COMES HOME.
Now JBL brings advanced state -of -the -studio and

state -of -the -stage speaker technology all the way
home.

JBL is the speaker of choice in renowned concert

halls and nearly seventy percent of recording

studios worldwide. JBL puts on a powerful li'e
performance on tour with superstar rock artists,
under the most demanding, sustained volume
conditions.
Using technology developed to satisfy these professional applications, JBL lets the home audience

experience pro performance, too.

The new J3L

home loudspeaker systems deliver smooth, flat,

accurate response with maximum power handling
capability.

Time domain and titanium technologies

throughout ensure full dynamic range and pre:ise
stereo imaging for exciting, true -to -live sound.
JBL.

The loudspeakers professionals feel most at

home with.

For more information and your nearest dealer call tol
free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 150 or write JBL. 240 Crossways

Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797

BBL
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Ribbon velocity mikes
are noted for figure -eight

patterns that are quite
independent of frequency
in the horizontal plane.
the right. The configuration is similar to the B & 0 stereo

700 OHMS

AT 67Hz

480 OHMS
AT 200 Hz

BOTTOM ELEMENT

mike which was popular in the early days of stereo, except

that the angle between the elements of the B & 0 was
adjustable, and it had bass -cut and interelement phasing
switches in the lower part of its case. recently had the
opportunity to check a 20 -year -old B & 0 and found that
these adjustments had become unreliable. Thus, I prefer the
I

SF -12, with its fixed settings.
According to the literature furnished by the manufacturer,
the SF -12 may be used for X -Y stereo or M -S stereo, the
latter requiring a matrix network to retrieve the left and right
audio channels. The X -Y arrangement of twin figure -eights

Fig. 1-Impedance vs.
frequency. The
resonances at 60 Hz
(top element) and 67 Hz
(bottom element) should
shift lower and smooth
out as the mike ages.

at 90° is referred to as a Blumlein array, after the inventor
who was experimenting with stereo at the same time as
Olson was working on ribbon microphones. This early work
has prompted Speiden to use the slogan "a brand-new idea
from 1931!" on the catalog sheet. (The interested reader
may refer to the July/August 1985 issue of the Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society for articles by me, Wes Dooley,
and Ron Streicher which describe velocity and coincident
stereo microphones as well as how to use them.)

SOUND SOURCE

's
Tp

The SF -12 is recommended for one -point pickup of entire
Fti

MICROPHONE

BRIGHT SCREW
(REFERENCE)

B

orchestras or groups of instruments. It should not be used
for close-miking because of the bizarre imagery that could
result. Another reason is that velocity microphones have a
large proximity effect, resulting in exaggerated bass when
used close to a source. Velocity mikes must have low-cut
equalizers if used c ose, and the SF -12 has none.
The SF -12 was developed and is being manufactured in
limited quantities by Bob Speiden, who operates a recording studio when he isn't making microphones. He patterned
the SF -12 after the B & 0, eliminating what he judged to be
unreliable features and using high-tech materials. I think he
has succeeded in converting a consumer microphone design into a professional -quality product. do advise the
reader, however, that the Speiden production and test faciliI

SOUND
SOURCE

ties are limited, and they may not be able to handle a
sudden, big demand for product or maintenance.

45* UP
AXIS OF
TOP ELEMENT

L1
I:1

BOTTOM

ri

ELEMENT

Measurements
Testing a ribbon mike's impedance is the best check on
its quality. The resonant frequency and impedance must
remain stable when the ribbon is displaced by breath puffs
against its edge; failing this test indicates that the element is
twisted or is dragging against the gap.
The first SF -12 I tested had one dragging ribbon, which
was caused by its resonant frequency being set too low.
The second unit tested, however, had resonant frequencies between 60 and 70 Hz, as specified (Fig. 1). Speiden is
using RCA -type ribbons, which have only transverse corruI

Fig. 2-Geometry for
directional tests of
frequency response. Note
that sound sources on
the microphone's axis are
45° off -axis for both the
top element (A) and
the bottom (B).
84

gations, and such ribbons loosen with aging. (A ribbon
design with longitudinal corrugations in the middle and
transverse corrugations at the ends, which I believe to be
more stable, is used by Beyer.) The SF -12's short ribbon is
similar to that of the RCA 77 -DX. Experience indicates that
its resonance may drift down to the 50 -Hz region after a few
months, and remain there for many years of dependable
operation. The sample mike's impedance curves, shown in
Fig. 1, are tolerably well matched and very similiar to that of
the 77 -DX. (A caution to home testers: Resistance testing
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

How to install a 100-Watt*MOS FET Receiver/a Dolby HX Pro Cassette Deck,
and an anti -resonant Compact Disc Player in every room.
Imagine cortrolling and enjoying a music system
throughout your house. In the bedroom as you get
dressed. In the family room as you relax. In the living
room as you entertain. Better yet, imagine all of this
music reproduced with consummate fidelity.
That's the idea behind the Kyocera Full -System
Remote Control network. With additional speakers and
Kyocera's tiny infrared remote sensors, you can enjoy

your music-and control your system-in any room!
Just as important, the Kyocera network is the first
remote system with audiophile credentials. You have
your choice of critically acclaimed MOS FET Receivers,
100 Watts/ch , continuous RMS. both ch arm/en. 8 Ohms. 20 Hz -20 kHz. 0.02% THD

Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

sophisticated three -motor Cassette Decks, plus a new
generation of CD Players with the Fine Ceramics anti resonant construction Kyocera originated.
So you don't have to settle for an audiophile system
that plays in only one room. Kyocera has the one
audiophile system that plays in all of them.

TiKYOCERa
Built right from the ground up.
Kyocera international, Inc .100 Randolph Road. CN 6700. Somerset, NJ 08873-1284 (201) 560-0060
Kyocera Canada, Inc., 7470 Bath Road. Mississauga, Ont.. L4T 1L2, Canad 7 (416) 671-4300
800-633-2252. ext. 224

High -frequency cutoff is a

bit lower than spec, but I
am willing to trade some
axial response to gain
flatter off -axis response.
This is very close to the low limit of - 60 dBV/Pa for 250 -ohm

electrodynamic microphones established in my JAES article. believe the SF -12 to be a state-of-the-art design.
The high -frequency cutoff is a bit lower than the specified
15 kHz. I do not criticize the manufacturer for this, because
microphone calibration above 10 kHz is difficult, particularly
when one has to compare a ribbon velocity mike to a lab standard condenser mike. I found the old B & 0 had a cutoff
of 11 kHz, so the SF -12 represents an improvement. Also,
some readers may remember my August 1980 "Equipment
Profile" of the Shure SM-81, a high -quality condenser mike.
Although the Shure's axial response cutoff was shown to be
I

A
B

about 16 kHz, the cutoff at 90° was about 11 kHz. In contrast
(Fig. 4), the SF -12 maintains at least a 13 -kHz cutoff

throughout its useful horizontal pickup angle, broadening
slightly at 45°. At 90°, where a near -ideal null of about 20 dB

is maintained, the cutoff frequency is still the same. The
Shure condenser mike, at 180°, did not maintain a uniform
null; the curve varied over a 12 -dB range. I am willing to
trade off a little axial response to gain flatter off -axis response. This is especially important in X -Y stereo pickup,
where there is no mike aimed straight at the centrally located performers.

Fig. 3-Axial frequency
response of top (A) and
bottom (B) elements for
plane waves and for
sources 24 inches from
the microphone.

(0 dB = -59.5 dBV Pa)

with an ohmmeter is a major cause of ribbon failure. test
with a very low, constant a.c. current, as described in the
April 1977 issue of Audio.)
also must add a note about ribbon soldering: The old
RCA ribbons were soldered, and Beyer does this also. Bob
Speiden, however, feels that he has selected compatible
I

I

materials for the clamps and prefers not to solder. Past
experience shows that unsoldered ribbon circuits may open
over time. Of course, this is not a major problem to repair.

Figure 2 illustrates the geometry involved in acoustical
response testing. It is important to note that the bright plated
screw (Fig. 2A) defines the back of the microphone, which

is opposite the sound source. If the microphone is turned
90°, the outputs will be out of phase.
Figure 3 shows the axial responses of the two elements.
(Referring to Fig. 2, note that sounds on either element's
axis are 45° from the direction in which the microphone is
pointing.) The curves are well matched, within 1 or 2 dB.
The first thing evident is that the responses roll off above a

-3 dB point of about 13 kHz. This is related to the path
length from the front to the back of the ribbon. If the path
length were shortened, the cutoff frequency would rise, but
the pressure difference and the output level would decrease. Such a decrease would reduce dynamic range, at
least with some mixers, due to preamp noise. Note that,
thanks to Speiden's use of the most efficient magnets available, the SF -12's measured output level was -59.5 dBV/Pa.
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Figure 5 shows that, in the vertical plane, the off -axis
responses are less uniform, but not extremely so. I would
recommend that you take care to position the SF -12 so that
all sources are within about 20° of the axis, vertically.
Figures 3 shows low -frequency responses measured at
24 inches, and the (calculated) plane -wave curves. The
response obtained in actual use will probably lie between
these curves; I have found that velocity mikes with a bass
roll -off for plane waves can make quite good recordings of a
pipe organ. The "lump" at 250 Hz is related to the overtone
of the ribbon resonance. I think the lump will smooth out and
shift to a lower frequency with normal usage over time. The
old B & 0 after 20 years had no lumps, and the bass roll -off
for plane waves was scarcely evident. However, to keep the
lumps within specifications during the break-in period, it
might be wise for the manufacturer to add more acoustical resistance damping.
The phasing of each unit was found to be standard and
correct when the bright screw was oriented as shown in Fig.
2. Compared to a Beyer M500 ribbon mike, the SF -12 was
very sensitive to wind, and I think a foam screen should be
supplied for wind (and dirt) protection. Vibration sensitivity
was found to be high; the top unit had a ringing sound at
390 Hz. Ribbon transducers have inherently low vibration
sensitivity because of the low mass of the ribbon, but if they
are mounted in a housing that "rings," the sound couples
acoustically to the ribbon. This can be remedied by applying damping material to the housing. The furnished cushion
mount provides adequate isolation. Magnetic hum pickup
was very low-as low as the Beyer.
My last test was to measure the frequency response of
each channel compared to that obtained with the outputs
mixed one-to-one. This was conducted with the bright screw
oriented away from the source. The sum curve resembled
the curves for the individual units quite well, except it was 6
dB higher in level. Therefore, it would seem the units are
phase matched.
AUDIO/MARCH 1987
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I was very pleased with
the transparent sound and
accurate perspectives of
tapes made with the SF -12.

Use and Listening Tests
used the SF -12 first as a backup mike to record a
Christmas Eve church service on a Revox A77 open -reel
tape deck. The reference recording was made on an Aiwa

Ribbon transducer
of the SF -12

I

F990 cassette deck with Dolby C NR and HX-Pro, driven by
an AKG C-422 stereo microphone set for Blumlein stereo.
(Please note that the C-422 costs $2,650!) While the AKG
was flown 20 feet overhead, the Speiden had to be mounted on a floor stand. used the Shure S-15 stand, which
I

can elevate a mike to 15 feet and is great as a substitute
for "flying." Though the AKG is not a low -output mike,
didn't drive the Aiwa's mike inputs directly; the Aiwa has a
higher input impedance and lower voltage gain than other
recorders I use. I had to use a pair of Jensen transformers
with a 200 -to -600 ohm step-up. These were mounted in a
I

steel box with XLR-type connectors plus the switches
which Jensen recommends to provide a choice of grounding protocols.
For evaluation, all tapes were played into my modified,
matched, and equalized Altec 604C studio monitor speakers,

in a listening room that closely resembles what is

recommended by the IEC. On the church recording, making

an effort to ignore the different auditory perspectives,

I

found that the SF -12 sounded very similar to the C-422. A
variety of sound sources was recorded: A brass quintet, a
cello, a bell choir, a pipe organ at maximum power output, a
choir and soloists, and 1,000 people singing. I concluded

COUNTERPOINT: A CLASSIC MIKE
The Speiden SF -12 was used to re-

It is often difficult to place a Blumlein

feet from the mike. Stereo placement

cord a concert by the Princeton Pro
Musica in Richardson Auditorium at
Princeton University. The program

(crossed figure -eight) mike like the
Speiden SF -12 so as to achieve proper

was excellent, with the first violins firmly on the left, and cello and bass on the

balance between direct sound from

right along with the soloists. Despite

consisted of works for a cappella choir,
Schubert's Fifth Symphony, and Bee-

the musicians and reverberant sound

thoven's "Mass in C" with full orchestra, chorus, and four soloists.
Both as a recording engineer and as
an amateur choir singer, I have been

is placed too close to the stage, the

by about 30° to improve stage pres-

the choir's distance from the mike, the
vocal distribution could be easily perceived, with the sopranos on the left,
altos on the right, tenors and basses in
the center.
Unlike past ribbon -mike designs, the
Speiden has quite a high output level,
about the same as the average dynamic mike's. had no problem using the
SF -12 with my home open -reel deck.
The recording was equal to anything
I've heard made with the best professional equipment.
The SF -12 is the ideal microphone
for the serious audio amateur or professional who wishes to use a minimum
of mikes; for its price, it is a real bargain. Amazing as it may seem, the SF -

had none of these problems. The

ence and slightly reduce pickup of re-

12 is

sound of the choir was very smooth

verberant sound. The resulting balance in the Beethoven was virtually

Speiden deserves our thanks for mak-

from the concert hall. If the microphone

frustrated for some time in trying to find
the right microphone to record the hu-

resulting sound can be too dry; too far
from the stage, and you lose presence
and definition. The best solution is to
have a good hall. As luck would have
it, this was the case at Richardson Au-

man voice, especially the unique,

ditorium. The hall (which accommo-

massed sound of a large choir. The

dates approximately 800 people) has a
high, vaulted ceiling and curved walls
interspersed with tall Greek columns;
this results in a smooth reverberation
time of about 2.5 $.
The SF -12 was placed 16 feet above
the stage, about 3 feet behind the conductor. The mike was tilted downward

frequency response characteristics of
even the best condenser mikes, to my

ears, add an unnatural edge to the
vocal sound and tend to exaggerate
such consonants as "t" and "s." While

this type of sound has come to be
commercially acceptable, I have never
been quite satisfied with it. The SF -12
and natural, but at the same time there

was no apparent loss of highs in the
sounds of the violins or trumpets.
88

ideal, even though the choir was located behind the orchestra, more than 30

I

the only true Blumlein microphone made in the world today. Bob
ing this classic microphone design

available again.

Charles P. Repka
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The SF -12 is an excellent

portable substitute for the
much more costly AKG,
and I recommend it to all
who own a quality recorder.

A
B

A
B

Fig. 4-Frequency
response vs. horizontal
angle for plane wave, for
top (A) and bottom (B)

Fig. 5-Frequency
response vs. vertical
angle for plane wave, for
top (A) and bottom (B)

elements.

elements.

F..

that the SF -12 would make a good substitute for the AKG in
remote -location recordings, as this would avoid having to fly

the mike and take it down again for a temporary setup. It
would also be simpler to use properly than a pair of single channel mikes.
One concert recorded with the Speiden was of a brandnew Yamaha grand piano accompanying solo trumpet and

pared to the 120° recommended for X -Y cardioids, means

that the Blumlein should be farther from the sources to
obtain similar perspectives and direct versus reverberant
sound. I had difficulty in positioning the Speiden far enough

from the performers, because the rear lobes picked up
audience noise. In two cases, to reduce noise had to
select a compromise location, which resulted in slightly
I

flute and assorted vocalists. The second was an operetta exaggerated perspectives and less room sound.
presented in concert form, with soloists arranged across the
stage and accompanied by piano. The vocals ranged from Conclusions
find that in applications where figure -eight patterns are
bass to soprano. Cassette tapes were recorded on the Aiwa
as above, again using the pair of Jensen transformers in desired, the SF -12 is an excellent, comparatively low-cost,
driving the recorder's mike inputs. I was very pleased with portable substitute for the C-422. It has the traditional ribbon
the sound and the very accurate perspectives of both tapes advantage of "condenser quality" without the aggravations of
made with the Speiden. Sound was quite transparent; there powering and the possibilities for sputtering or failure in damp
was no noticeable coloration due to the 250 -Hz lump or the environments. I think it could serve as a music -recording mike
13 -kHz cutoff. (Actually, I do not hear well above 13 kHz!) In for anyone with a cassette recorder who does not want to
fact, prefer the sound of these cassettes to any mass- carry a mixer and several mikes and stands. For the audioproduced LP or CD recording I've heard. Many commercial phile, a stereo mike will offer a better chance of making a
recordings are multi-miked; as a result, they have no real good tape in live situations where you can't experiment. I think
stereo perspective, especially when compared to record- the SF -12 would be great for live, on -site taping for the person
who only wants to use two tracks and two mike inputs.
ings made with a single stereo microphone.
I have a word of caution about using the SF -12 or Blum- recommend the SF -12 to everyone who owns a quality
Jon R. Sank
lein arrays in general: The included angle of 90°, as corn - cassette or open -reel recorder.
I

I

I
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THE COMPONENTS OF HIGH PERFORMANCE.

No one plays the piano better than Harman Kardon. Or the
flute. Or the guitar. Or any other instrument, for that matter.
No one has a better voice than Harman Kardon. Because
true -to -source performance is foremost in every aspect of
every Harman Kardon high fidel ty component.

Harman Kardon's years of experience add up to your ex-

periencing the full sonic range, excitement and subtle
nuance of live music. From hot rock to cool jazz, symphonic
grandeur to vocal timbre, Harman Kardon's technological
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excellence. No one engineers components that bring you
this near to live sound.

Advanced audio and video components from Harman
Kardon. We put the live performance in high performance.
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COMPACT DISCS

MAJOR MINIMALIST
The Harp of New Albion: Terry Riley

Celestial Harmonies CEL 14018-2,
two -disc set.

Performance: A+
Sound: AWith typical humility and little fanfare, Terry Riley has made his most

important recording since In C was issued more than 20 years ago. Imagine

the reinvented piano of John Cage's
"Sonatas and Interludes," the spontaneous orchestrations of Keith Jarrett's
KOIn Concert, and the melodiousness
of George Winston, all filtered through
the mind of the father of minimalism,
and you've got barely an inkling of the
power of The Harp of New Albion. But
you at least have a point of reference
for this vanguard work.

The title is derived from a harp

played by the winds on a cliff of Nova
Albion 400 years ago. Riley evokes this
image, and more, using a piano tuned
in

Riley altered the shape of contempo-

"just intonation," which is more rary music with his minimalist manifes-

mathematically precise than the to, In C. That epochal recording reject"equal -tempered system" and which
yields a slightly exotic sound .

Combining gifted improvisations
within a structured setting, Riley conjures rich orchestral timbres with rippling spirals on "The New Albion Chorale." That's followed by the plucked
Asian sonorities of "The Orchestra of

ed the excesses and drift of 20th -century music and stripped it to an essential core. That core has exploded into

the The Harp of New Albion, an exhaustive and refined statement from
one of the most exploring minds in

and especially for scintillating high -hat
on "Red Rain," long-time sidekick Jerry Marotta for solid supportive grooves,
Manu Katche for his African sensibility,

and Djalma Correa for mesmerizing
hand percussion on "Mercy Street."
Additionally, Linn drum, programmed
by Gabriel and others, is integrated
with the live drums on four of the cuts.

Tao"; the strings are damped, and

The CD also spotlights the vocals.
Puckish Laurie Anderson recites on
"This Is the Picture" (a bonus cut on

sound like an arpeggiated gamelan orchestra. Riley weaves his intricate
Asian atmospheres without resorting to

compassionate pioneer woman to Ga-

music.

John Diliberto

So: Peter Gabriel
Geffen 24088-2.
Performance: A
Sound: A
Like Picasso, Peter Gabriel mascliched Asian scales and melodies,
plunging beyond surface artifice into tered a traditional form of his art before
the spirit of Asian music. "Riding the unburdening himself of many of its re' Westerleys" moves from delicate gam - strictions. Shaking off the ornate filielan -like purrs to thundering orchestral gree of Genesis in the late '70s, Gabriel locked himself up with a drum machords in a vast dynamic landscape.
To hear The Harp of New Albion is to chine to reinvent his sound and modexperience a superimposed time com- estly shake up rock's notion of rhythm.
The clear, clean lines of So spring
pression of Riley's own music history.
The rollicking overhand figures of "Pre- into even sharper relief in the CD formonition Rag," the rapture of "Return mat. The music is not just a clever
of the Ancestors," the Gershwinesque background for Gabriel's insightful lyrromanticism of "Cadence on the ics about the joys and ironies of self Wind," and the minimalist subtext of realization; it has a life of its own and a
"The Magic Knot Waltz" are all culled personality that is, as we might expect,
from Riley's ongoing music pilgrimage. dominated by rhythm.
So important is percussion to GabriOne can hear the sensuous ornamental curves of Indian phrasing that Riley el that he recorded his drummers in

CD and cassette), and Kate Bush
shows off her angelic soprano as a
briel's disheartened settler on "Don't

has learned from his Indian vocal Brazil with a team of specialists who
teacher, Pandit Pranath. Playing a Bo- make it sparkle. The four drummers on
sendorfer Imperial grand, Riley con- So, often playing in tandem on the nine
jures up rich overtones and shadings, tracks, were each put to their best use:
Stewart Copeland for punchy bounce
fully captured on this CD recording.
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THIS MONTH'S
BIG EVENTS
ON CBS
COMPACT DISCS.

12

18

ND I Da f TROLDLE

co_IN JAMES HAY "Looking For Jock"
HIP 3VrAY "Hipsway"
MOTT -HE HOOPLE "Greatest His"
THE CASH "Sandinista!"

15

22

'The Best 01 Spirit"
TEDCA PENDERGRASS "Greatest Hits"
MAUREEN MC GOVERN "Another Woman
lo Lore"
SPIF IT

MAIAPA;
wilcycLIJIGN1:-ITAN

MOZA.21.: Piano Concertos Nos. 9 8 21
Petal] i

BERNSTEIN. Candide
Prif inal Cast Recording)

COMPACT

UED

DIG TAL AUDIO

Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly -growing catalog features
over 800 titles by superstar artists in all categories of music; ani our new state-of-the-art digital
mixing and mastering equipment assures you of the finest possible sound.
NV (14,, In,
Ente' No. 10 on Reader Service Card

Give Up." Gabriel's voice, although
more understated in the mix than ever
before, is still strong and uniquely res-

onant. The restrained strength, and
what it conveys on many levels, is what
keeps this voice the most reassuring in
rock music.
Susan Borey

True Colors: Cyndi Lauper
Portrait RK 40313.
Don't let the blue lipstick, orange

hair, and great gams distract you. Underneath all of Cyndi Lauper's attention -grabbing glitz is a serious artist.
Her latest album, True Colors, will simultaneously slam the most somnambulant listener to instant attention and
touch him on a visceral emotional level

few rock albums ever achieve-or
even aspire to, for that matter. This
admirable musician has created a demanding, entertaining, and sonically
athletic album that is utterly worthy of
the Compact Disc medium.
Lauper chose to release the gentle,
tender title track as the first single, per-

haps in an attempt to ease her audience into the heavier listening to come.

This cut is a gem; every nuance of
Lauper's hugely expressive whisper Chris Swansen and Phil Woods

soft vocal is captured alive. The ar- thanks to a sensitive blend of acoustic
rangement is splendid and deceptively instruments and synthesizers, and
simple. The rich, tubby drum, the un-

tasteful use of multi -tracking. For their

cluttered guitar, the delicate vocal efforts, they earned a Grammy nominaoverdub on her lead lines, the muted tion for best jazz performance by a
percussive explosions like mortar fire

group. The album is a tribute to the late

hitting a distant hill-all are faithfully Charlie Parker, and it includes some of
captured in this digitally reprocessed his compositions along with pieces
analog recording.
When Lauper rocks out and applies
her four -octave range to "Maybe He'll
Know" with its '50s girl -group leanings,

written by Woods and Swansen in his
honor. Parker's daughter Kim sings on
two of the tracks.
Woods and Swansen have a keen
or slips into the big, fat sounds of ear for big -band -style colors. Often, it
"Change of Heart," she proves she sounds as if a muted brass section is
can belt like a Marine yet still express mixed with the woodwinds, but unmutthe vulnerability that lies under the ed brass almost never is heard. Listen,
tough facade. Lauper takes enormous for example, to " 'Round Midnight,"
chances, pushing her voice to the limit where a synthetic muted trumpet line
of its ability and into the cracks be- enters, providing a nice foil for the sax
tween notes, going for the vocally and Kim Parker's voice. When the full
quirky effect as well as the beautiful. ensemble takes over, the pseudo She's always pushing, always stretch- trumpet section wails away, with the
ing, never playing it safe even when lead trumpet at the top of its range.
the effect doesn't quite come off.
Woods and Swansen, as producers,
Lauper and coproducer Lennie add to the illusion by placing the trumPetze are largely responsible for the pets in the expected position at the
terrific arrangements and production back of the stage, while Woods' sax
throughout this 10 -cut CD. The sinister comes through in similar style but in
angularity of "911," the floating, shift- the foreground. During the sax solo,
ing vocals on "One Track Mind," and cool woodwind chords accompany
the extraordinary pockets of silence in Woods. This is a wonderfully subtle mix

"The Faraway Nearby" all speak of in which real sax tracks have been
overtime in the studio on this one, and blended with the synthesizer. Then
the results are impressive. Digital re- everything pauses-even the artificial
production perfectly clarifies and un- woodwinds. By this time you're a bederscores the enormous amount of ef- liever, until they pull the rug out from
fort that went into making this album.
Cyndi Lauper deserves to be at the top
of the chart and on your CD shelf forever.
Paulette Weiss

under you as all the woodwinds slide
upward with an electronic pitch bend,
merging with a sustained note in the
brass.

In Woods' composition "Goodbye

On first impression, this album

Mr. Evans," Swansen concentrates on
quiet, cool woodwind colorations to accompany Woods' sax solo. And what a
beautiful solo it becomes, as he wanders casually through all the registers

sounds like a big -band recording. With

of his instrument. Steve Gilmore's

just a handful of players, Phil Woods
and Chris Swansen have created the

imaginative bass line provides a solid
foundation filled with interesting me-

Piper at the Gates of Dawn: PHI
Woods, Chris Swansen
Rykodisc RCD 10007.

effect of a much larger ensemble,
94

lodic twists and turns. Suddenly, a min -
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The clarity of Born Tuff
spotlights the careful
attention Eddy Grant has
paid to the placement and
tone of his synthesizers.
ute into the song, the electric brass its effect. In less than 21/2 minutes, an
enter with screaming trumpets that immense amount of emotion is packed
sear right through your head. Quickly

into this epitaph for Bill Evans.

things settle down, leaving only the
Swansen's title track captures the
memory of that fiery peak amid the spirit of Charlie Parker in a fast-moving
quietly glowing embers of its sound in
the background. Woods' cadenza during the final 20 seconds is magical in

rouser full of references to his music.
Parker's own composition, "Once You
Know She's Gone," shows the mellow,

lyrical side of his musical personality.
Some will object to the use of synthesizers and studio techniques to fill
out the arrangements. But the proof of

their validity lies in the beauty of the
musical results. Woods and Swansen
haven't attempted to synthesize a big
band from scratch. Rather, they have

extended the sound of their group,
adding color and effect to enhance
their musical intentions. Moreover, they

have done it with knowledge of what
the instruments should sound like, and

with consummate good taste. Rykodisc's transfer to CD is crystal clear.
Steve Birchall

Born Tuff: Eddy Grant
Portrait RK 40284.
Sound: B

The Next Logical Step

.

Meridian, the company which led the
way in demonstrating the true sonic
possibilities of the CD medium, continues to lead the industry with the
introduction of their new model 207
Professional compact disc player.
The 207 is built on two chassis. The
transport and all mechanical components
are housed in a chassis which offers
front loading convenience while carefully
isolating both the disc drive and laser
mechanism from external vibrations. A
separate chassis containing the audio
and control electronics is entirely free of
the electromagnetic radiation of the
transport motors and any microphonics
that might be introduced by their operation. These factors contribute to the
207's ability to reproduce the more
subtle nuances of a musical event.

.

Performance: C

Rock and pop have helped them-

.

selves to Caribbean music's trademark
The full function remote control capability of the 207 includes a recently
designed circuit for controlling the
output level. This revolutionary electronic gain control provides the highest
audible quality ever available with a
remote control, allowing
the 207 to be conveniently used to
directly drive active loudspeakers or a
power amplifier without requiring a
preamplifier.
In addition, the 207 provides an
auxiliary high level input and a full tape
loop, making this product essentially a
CD player plus preamplifier. The 207's
innovative design can simultaneously
improve your sound quality and simplify
your home entertainment by performing
as the control center for your system.
Select Meridian and take the next logical
step.

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN
Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL, LTD., P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

traits for a long time now. It's been a

smooth incorporation, easy on the
ears; indeed, using reggae rhythms
has become the stock way to lighten
up any rock song's guitar part. Caribbean artists have certainly borrowed
from rock and pop as well, at their best

using howling guitars to pump up a
passage, and at their worst cluttering
up an arrangement with competitive
rhythms or distracting instrumentation.
Eddy Grant, London -raised but Caribbean -rooted, sidesteps both the pitfalls and peaks of attainment on Born

Tuff by abandoning any attempt at
cross-pollinization.
Grant's rock tunes reflect a number
of mainstream styles, from The Kinks to

Pat Benatar to perky synth -pop. His
fascination with synthesizers is spotlit
by the CD format; its clarity shows his
careful attention to tone and placement

in the mix. "Melody of the Night," a
standout cut, is positively Springsteen96
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"Who cares how they sound.
These speakers have everything!"
When you realize how hard it is to make a simple
design perform correctly, it's easy to see why some
speaker designers use compensating gadgetry to
disguise the shortcomings of their basic components.
It's also easy to proclaim the virtues of these
"engineering breakthroughs." But it can be difficult
to hear the music through all that hardware.
Celestion speakers contain some of the most
sophisticated engineering you're ever likely to hear.
Or not hear, to put it more accurately. We design
speakers to vanish in the presence
of good recordings. To that end,
our engineers concentrate on

%/11-

77_

SL6S Treble Unit 8kHz

Conventional Plastic
Film Treble Unit 8kHz

making them as simple as possible,
There's a catch to this approach, of course. With
nothing to hide mistakes, we have to do everything
right. So we do everything ourselves (surprisingly few
companies can build a speaker from scratch) optimizing
every component. Then we combine them in elegantly
simple systems that function directly, truthfully and
musically.

Choosing speakers is no great mystery, Neither is
good speaker design, although there seems to be plenty
of mystification going around.
If you've grown tired of speakers
that give you everything but open,
transparent sound
and accurate imaging, arrange an
audition at your
Celestion dealer.
Celestion's award winning one-piece
And discover the
tweeter dome is
music that's been
designed to perform
without physical,
hidden behind all
hence acoustical,
that hardware.
distortions.

Our computerized laser interferometry
mapping system exposes imperfections in
driver performance so we can eliminate them.

CELESTION
Kuniholm Drive, Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746
(617) 426-6706
Celestion DL 8

Celestion SL 6S
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Robert Fripp has used
live, amplified acoustic
guitarists to build layers
of repetitive textures over
which he solos.
ish and as jubilant as any of the buoyant Caribbean songs on the album.
Grant's survey of styles, perhaps in-

Live!: Robert Fripp and The League of
Crafty Guitarists
tended to grab a wider audience, Editions EG EEGCD 43.
Performance: B
gives Born Tuff an uneven tone, but in Sound: A
this case a bouquet of subspecies is
In your mind's ear, imagine post -Eno
better than a garden of weak hybrids. Frippertronics synthesizing Philip
Susan Borey Glass serialism with gamelan's com-

OW YOU WON'T
BE DISAPPOINTED
WITH THE
SECOND BEST
For years the Linn Sondek
LP12 has set the standards by which
all other turntables are judged.
Our engineers built the new
Linn Axis with the same precision
as the Sondek ... but they've made
it more affordable.
In fact, for a lower price,
we've given the Axis advanced
features you won't find in any other
turntable at any price!
Exceptional precision is
provided by a pair of low
distortion, class A amplifiers
driving each of the motor phases.
A "smart" controller senses
the motor load and provides
higher voltage during
startup and reduces

the voltage (and noise) once the
platter reaches speed.
Electronic switching turns the
Axis on or off and provides a
smooth transition from 33 to 45
rpm.
An ingenious self -aligning
suspension system isolates the arm
and platter from the motor, base,
and external disturbances.
Of course, the Linn Sondek
LP12 remains the reference, but we
know you won't be disappointed
with our second best.
We haven't cut corners on our
legendary engineering ...
only on the price.
LINN

PRODUCTS

munal meditation and West German
guitar -choir precision, and you have a
pretty good idea of what Robert Fripp

and The League of Crafty Guitarists'
latest avant-garde CD project is all
about.
Tossing out tape loops in favor of 17

(count 'em!) live, amplified, acoustic
guitarists (students from his West Virginia Guitar Craft camp), Fripp creates
layers of repetitive textures over which
he more or less solos. These cleanly
recorded melodic meanderings range

from gentle, spiralling oriental scales
("Circulation") to modern dissonant
blips ("A Fearful Symmetry") and near neurotic frenzy ("All or Nothing I"). The

only electric guitar and electronic effects appear on the mesmerizing tone
poem, "The New World."

Combining exotic expressionism
with controlled enthusiasm, Robert

Fripp's Live! achieves a cathartic New
Age ambience with enough variety and
interest to elevate it above the monoto-

ny frequently found in much of that
genre.

Michael Wright

Tartini: Concerti per Violino. Solisti
Veneti, Claudio Scimone: Uto Ughi,
I

violin.

Erato ECD 88096.
Here are three Baroque violin concerti from Tartini, a slightly later, more
fruity Baroque than that of Vivaldi and
the founder of it all, Corelli. If you are a

"Four Seasons" man or woman, you
might find this set of movements an
interesting comparison. Oddly, there
were poetic accompaniments here too,

in words, but they were published in
some sort of code so as to be unread-

able in case officials of the Church
disapproved! Like the other Italians of
the time, and plenty more, Tartini was a

pioneer in fancy new fiddle tech-

Linn Hi-Fi
is distributed
udiophile Systems Ltd.
8709 Castle Park Dr.
Indianapolis, IN 46256

Aldburn Electronics
127 Portland Street
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M5R2N4

niques. He's not so far from his later
successor, the devilish Paganini, who
could probably play a concerto with
his teeth if he really had to.
Unfortunately, there are a few debits.

The recorded balance is oddly oldfashioned-maybe they still do it this
way in Italy. The main group of strings

is only around 15 players, but they
sound like 1,001 strings-okay, if exaggerated. But the soloist, Uto Ughi, is
blown up so much that in the main you
hear him as loudly as all the other in -

Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card
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the Mt I ntosh has the best sound yet of any

COMPACT DISC PLAYER . .
McIntosh has earned world renown for its
technological contributions for improved
sound. When you bLy a McIntosh you buy not
only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to

superior sound reproduction, you buy
technological integrity proven by time. The
McIntosh Compact Disc Player is the ne,,vest
evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.
For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7000
Compact Disc Player and other industry -leading
McIntosh products write:
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A105

BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

111[Inlosh MCD 7000 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
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John Adams' big piece is a
new synthesis, still clearly
minimalist but much fuller
and rounder.

struments put together. We haven't
done that with solos since the 1930s.
(Well, not often.) It makes for monotony, and it is distracting. Yet you may
like it that way, even so. And you can
always turn the whole thing down to
polite background music.
Edward Tatnall Canby

John Adams: Grand Pianola Music;
Steve Reich: Eight Lines, Vermont
Counterpoint. The Solisti New York;
Ransom Wilson, flute.
Angel/EMI CDC -7 47331 2.

No, this is not the early President. of

the U.S. Nor, for that matter, is there

any very audible pianola here. Just a
CD full of quite fascinating minimalist
music. Wonderful disc.
Minimalist music is easy enough to

recognize, whether in some exalted
symphonic format or in the most mundane of commercials. It repeats, in
hypnotic patterns, always the same but

always changing, by degrees. You
have heard it a million times. It started

Introducing Signet

MAXIMUM TRANSFER'
Interconnects.

with electronics. But the big news, of
course, is that it has been transferred
to live performance, where the job is
extremely demanding.

The two shortish pieces by Steve
Reich are of the classic sort, spare and
disciplined but arresting to hear. Reich
makes no compromises towards slick
popularity in the Philip Glass manner.

The big piece, by John Adams, is a
new synthesis, still clearly minimalist
but much fuller, rounder, less rigid,
with an easy variety that does not detract from its overall shape. loved it.
Edward Tatnall Canby
I

Red Hot and Blue!: George Wright
Banda DIDX 438. (Available from Ban-

da Records, Box 392, Oxnard, Cal.
93032.)

Back in the '50s, some of the best
demo records you could buy were the
George Wright theater organ record-

ings on the Hi-Fi label. In the early
days of the stereo disc, these records

truly stretched the limits of what the

Purely
and simply
the finest.
During the last decade,
Signet engineers have
greatly extended the limits
of phono cartridge and
stereophone performance.
Their own need to eliminate the variables of interconnect wiring in the lab
has led them to research
the properties of available
wire and the subtleties of
interconnect technology.
Out of this study has
come a full line of Signet
Maximum Transfer interconnects for both audio
and video applications.

Exhaustive research has

revealed that the most
significant improvement
comes from use of the
purest wire available:
OFC (Oxygen Free
Copper) and LC-OFC
(Linear -Crystal Oxygen -

Free Copper) wire. LC-OFC
wire is so pure, it would
take 49 miles of Signet
SK481 CD/High Definition
cable to measure just one
ohm of resistance!
Advanced construction
techniques are vital to

double -layer polyethylene
dielectrics, conductive
polypropylene, or Litz
wires to assure loss -free,
distortion -free, noise -tree
signal transmission. Lavish
use of gold plating of all
mating surfaces also
insures minimum loss and
long, trouble -free service.
Your eyes and ears are

the final arbiters of audio/
video interconnect qt,ality.
Your Signet dealer is confidently ready to advise on,
and demonstrate the best
interconnect performance, Signet Maximum Transfer
of course. So, where
interconnect for your
appropriate, Signet uses
application. Investigate
the Signet difference.
is
don't settle for
JL And
anything less!

sllgjIr'et®

4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, OH 44224
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medium could do. More often than not,

you were impressed (or appalled) at

what the medium could not do,

in

terms of bandwidth and distortion at
the inner grooves.

Over the years, the theater organ
has waned in popularity, and for some

time it looked as though there never
would be a CD of the instrument! Banda Records has corrected the situation
with this release, and a real stunner it
is, too. Wright plays on a large instrument in his home; it is in superb shape
and regulation, and has been beautifully recorded. One can hear rich tex-

tures with massive bass and nary a
hint of IM distortion.
Wright's program consists of a vari-

ety of pop tunes, and the playing
shows the same flair and wit that were

his hallmarks in the '50s. If you're a
theater organ buff,
heartily recomI

mend this CD.
100
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A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Stereo is more than just a sugges-

imide/aluminum films-and used

reflections generated by the cabinet.

tion of left and right. Ideally, it is the

them in drivers with specially contoured cones, domes and planar

Ard our elegent, lirear-achase

sonic image of an environment, recre-

ating the time and space of a live
performance. It's left, right, center and

all points in between. It's up, down,
near and far.

It's what we call a soundstage. This
third dimension (an audible depiction
of a recording's spatial cues) is the
designer's ultimate goal. At Infinity, it
has obsessed us throughout our 18
years of designing and building loud-

diaphragms, whose unique structural
properfies achieve wider bandwidth,
quicker transient response and lower
distort;on than conventional designs.
Since drivers alone don't recreate an
image, we have curved the enclosure's
front vertical edges so you hear sound

radiated directly from the drivers, not

crossovers insure seaim'ess transitions from driver to driver

we had one more 7oal io our
audible conquest of space: 'clue.
Realizing a proper soundstage ,n our
$45,000 Infinity Reference Stancard is
one thing, but achieving inuch of that

performance in an affordable 5ooksh.V speaker is another. So we invite
yod to explore our new RS Series-five
models, priced from uncer $1,50 per

pair, that affordably allow you to

speakers. Above all, it is a goal which
we have approached systematically,
through unremitting attention to drivers, cabinets and crossovers.

acoieve a new perspective...

Traditional driver materials
and designs proved inadequate for the accurate rendering of a soundstage. So
we developed new mate-

rials-like polypropylene
compounds and poly-

Infinity Systems, Inc
In Canada

9409 Owensmouth Ave

H. Roy Gray Ltd.

14 Laidlaw Blvd.

Chatsworth, CA U S A 91311
Marham, Ontario Canada L3P1W7

(818) 709-9400
(416) 294-4833

ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

STERLING STONES
remains the best live Stones album, as
it catches them at their crowd -baiting
nastiest (I love that moment before
Chuck Berry's "Carol" when Mick says
to the crowd, "You don't want my trousers to fall down, do you?"). Here, re -

mastering adds more presence and
oomph to the sound.

The packaging of the albums remains the same, with some notable
exceptions. The biggest is that after all
these years, Beggars Banquet is finally
released in the urinal -graffiti cover the

label censored the first time. Satanic
does not have a hologram on the cov-

er-but then again, it hasn't for many
years. Through the Past, Darkly no
longer has an octagonal cover, and the

florid pink inner sleeve of Let It Bleed
containing the credits is now printed
on mundane white paper. All cosmetic
matters, but noteworthy.
For me, renewing a close acquaint-

ance with all these great records has
been a task of special pleasure. still
I

regard this period as The Stones' best,
as it is full of performances that have

The London Albums, Remastered:
The Rolling Stones

Generally, the older the original, the
more improvement in the new edition.

Hot Rocks 1964-1971, London Early hits like "Time Is on My Side,"

66671; Aftermath, 74761; Between "Play with Fire," "Satisfaction," and
the Buttons, 74991; Their Satanic "As Tears Go By" (all on Hot Rocks)
Majesties Request, 80021; Beggars are the most surprising: Words beBanquet, 75391; Through the Past, come clearer (especially in "SatisfacDarkly, 80031; Let It Bleed, 80041; tion"), instruments are rendered with
more authority, and the very scope of
Get Yer Ya-Ya's Out, 80051.
Why, you might ask, is Audio addressing all these old Rolling Stones
albums? Well, friend, the whole London Records catalog of The Stones

the mix is widened.
The albums that benefit the most, of
those
auditioned, are Between the
I

Buttons and Their Satanic Majesties
Request. Buttons was a transitional
has been digitally remastered from the work, largely an uneasy interweaving
original master tapes. The producer of of acoustic textures and fuzz tones,
most of these records, Andrew Loog with songs that wore on their sleeves

Oldham, who was also the band's the influence of Bob Dylan's then -revomanager for years, has participated in lutionary songwriting. Satanic, then

aged extremely well. Heck, most of
these old records sound as fresh as
ever.

And you know what? On the material
I've compared to the CD versions (Hot
Rocks, Banquet, Bleed, and Satanic),
I

find that I actually prefer the LPs. The LP

sound generally has a warmth that in
the less forgiving CD format becomes
hardened. Hey, these were made as
LPs with the limitations of that format in
mind, and were intended at the time to
sound "dirty." The new digital remastering enhances the LPs substantially

while keeping them close to The
Stones' original intentions.
Michael Tearson

London 0 Hull 4: The Housemartins
Elektra 60501-1.

the remastering. And all the new pressings are on 100% virgin vinyl.
It thus is hardly surprising that these

and now perceived as The Stones' an

swer to the challenge of psychedelia
laid down by The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper

Sound: C

records sound better than ever-clearer, crisper, and more accessible. The
digital remastering has eliminated or at
least minimized the wash of noise that
almost invariably went with rock 'n' roll
records in the '60s, particularly the early '60s. And, of course, the new pressings are free of the clicks and pops the
years have worn into my old and battered copies.

earlier that year (1967), remains one of
the densest Stones projects ever, with
a host of exotic and weird sounds and

mystery. They're not very pretty, they

102

textures. In each of these cases, the
added clarity brought by digital remastering is a real boon.
Beggars Banquet and Let It Bleed,

the most recent studio albums here,
don't gain as much, but they do sound
finer than before. Get Yer Ya-Ya's Out

Performance: B

The Housemartins are a musical
don't wear the latest fashions, and they

don't play high-tech synth rock. Yet
here they are with an album and a
major record label behind them. What
is going on?
What is going on is that The House martins, four young lads from England,

are getting what they deserve-despite their "shortcomings."
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

Remote control sounds great.
If the components sound great.
Lots of companies let you run a component hi-fi system
from across the room. Some even let you do it with only one
remote controller. So...rid terrific? That depends ...on how
the components sourd. At Denon, we believe that superior
sound is the only thing that makes high fidelity worth the
money. And this philcsophy is evident in every new Denon
remote component.
About the DCD-1500 Compact Disc Player, Digital
Audio proclaimed, "The Denon engineers who created the

DCD-1500 should be horored in public." Denon's expertise
in making pro digital recorders and blank tape s reflected
in the three -head DRM-3JHX Cassette Deck. The DRA95VR Receiver uses the same power supply and output
circuitry as Denon's acclaimed integrated amps.*
So before you buy components whose most imprBssive
feature is a remote control, get yourself to a Derion dealer.
And listen to the remote control whose most impressive
feature is the components it controls.
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The Housemartins' U.S.
debut album lacks a sharp,
clean sonic quality, but
there is much good music
to be absorbed.

strong sensibilities of producer Jimmy
lovine and new coproducer Little Steven Van Zandt.
The shining beacon of Lone Justice

remains the nervy singing of Maria
McKee, who also cowrites all the music
and writes nearly all the lyrics herself.

Some of her songs are spacey ramblings reminiscent of a younger, less
worldly Stevie Nicks (the sermonesque
"The Gift" most notably). "Shelter" and
"Wheels" are outstanding songs, each

a churning plea for connection. The
opening song, "I Found Love," sounding like a deliberate shot at a hit single,

is a strong rocker in a classic mold,
cowritten with Little Steven. Maria's lyrics often seem conversational. This is
alternately a plus and a minus; the naturalism she is reaching for occasionally becomes awkward as she struggles
to make her words fit the music. Even

so, she's a whale of a singer, and

The Housemartins offer straight ahead rock/pop with a conscience.

Nonetheless, there is much good music to be listened to and absorbed on
The instrumentation is minimal-guitar, their American debut album.
drums, bass, and an occasional harHector G. La Torre

monica, plus piano on three tracks.
The vocals, favoring basic three-part

harmony, generally get a no-nonsense
delivery from lead vocalist P.d. Heaton.

Nearly all the songs on London 0
Hull 4 comment on the social situation:
Hunger, unemployment, social and political apathy. While often the lyrics and

music don't seem to match neatly to
form a seamless presentation, what is
being said and the appealing minimal
arrangements combine to provide very
good music.

If there is any drawback to this album, it is the production. Although the
band is certainly a throwback in terms

Shelter: Lone Justice
Geffen GHS 24122..

Sound: B-

Performance: B What a difference a year makes! On
the second Lone Justice album, singer

Maria McKee and guitarist Ryan
Hedgecock are the only holdovers

someday she will definitely be a star.
Shelter's sound is straightforward
rock, much like that of Tom Petty-not

surprising with lovine at the helm,
since he has done a lot of Petty too.
There are enough little touches both in

production and songwriting to keep
things somewhat varied. The deployment of multi -tracked McKee voices

and judicious use of guest backing
singers are prime ingredients in this.
Lone Justice isn't all the way there
yet; still, their evolution is an interesting

from the first (and Hedgecock too has
since left). The balance of the country and -rock fusion of the debut has been
tilted firmly to the rock side as the calico trimmings have been pared away.

one. Shelter is a better -recorded al-

Buttressing the rock edge are the

them some charm.

bum than the debut, and that is always
encouraging, but the jettisoning of the
band's country side (while probably a

smart commercial decision) costs
Michael Tearson

of looks and music, and the label is
obviously playing that up in its publicity, there is no need to avoid the latest

recording technology. The album
does not have a sharp, clean sonic
quality. The drums could have been
in

recorded and mixed tighter (less ambi-

ent) and with more presence. The
songs could use a stronger drive to
propel them, and a more solid drum
mix would have done the job. General-

ly, though, the final pressing is fairly
quiet and of good quality.
It remains to be seen how American
audiences-who usually like their rock
and pop to be much less thought-provoking-will take to The Housemartins.
104
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The first VCR that
makes a bad

tape good.

WOrillOr

In this imperfect
videocassette recordings look worse than
others. That's why NEC invented the new
DX -2000U. It's the world's first VCR with
Digital Noise Reduction -a computerized
system that actually improves the picture.
On the left is a dramatization of a
noisy videocassette. (Noise can arise from
repeated playing, off -air recording,

copying, etc.) You can see snow, grain,
and glitches. On the right is the effect of
the same tape, as it would be played on
NEC's DX -2000U. The snow has melted.
The fuzz has fled. And the glitches are
gone. Digital Noise Reduction not only
improves the picture on bad tapes, it helps
even well -recorded tapes look their best.
So if you want to see the cleanest

picture from any VHS cassette, see your
NEC dealer. He's got good news for bad
tapes: the DX -2000U with Digital Noise
Reduction.

NEC
We bring high technology home.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: (312) 860-9500.
NEC Home Electronics (U S A), Inc., 1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191

'Model DX -2000U Txith

Nose Red, Ton HQ, VHS Hi -H, and MIS Stereo reception

Noise reducrion affect dramatized

With its tight little band,
Eric Clapton's August is
good-natured and spirited
enough to make for some
very pleasant listening.
It," produced by Clapton and Dowd.
from the soundtrack of the movie The

Color of Money. (By the way, the

Clapton sounds more interested

soundtrack LP, on MCA, is an uncom-

here than he did on Behind the Sun.
There,
found his performance mechanical; he sounds more emotional
here. All in all, August is another fine
Clapton album. Not extraordinary, but
quite consistent and solid.

monly good one, featuring Clapton,
Don Henley, B. B. King and others.)
Throughout August, Dowd's stamp is
evident. He has worked with Clapton
for most of Eric's solo recording ca-

August: Eric Clapton
Warner Bros. 25476-1.
Sound: BPerformance: B August is another comfortable Eric
Clapton album. Even though nothing
really startling is going on, it's all goodnatured and spirited enough to make
for some very pleasant listening.
Phil Collins, who produced most of
1985's Behind the Sun, returns for all
but one track of August, working "in
association with" Tom Dowd. The exception is "It's in the Way That You Use

uncommonly generous and juicy place
in the final mix.

reer, and his reputation is well-earned
for not allowing subpar work under his
name to surface.
Most of August is up -tempo. Except
for "It's in the Way," there is a tight little
band with Greg Phillinganes on keys

Nathan East on bass, Collins or

I

Michael Tearson

Flaunt It: Sigue Sigue Sputnik
Manhattan 53033.
Sound: B
Performance: C+
Ever since The Sex Pistols, the Brit-

ish music industry (and public) has

drums, and, of course, Clapton on guitar. Five songs feature Leon Pendarvis
horn charts that are much in the style

of Collins' solo albums. Tina Turner
adds vocals to two tracks, and Procol
Harum's Gary Brooker contributes piano and vocals to "It's in the Way."
Throughout, the band's playing is very
fine. must note that Collins the producer gives Collins the drummer an
I

seemed fascinated with rock swindles.
Now here's Sigue Sigue Sputnik, the
latest in a long line of Frankie Goes to
Hollywood-ish contrivances. What SSS
is, is Tony James (formerly of Genera-

tion X) coming up with a Billy

THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT
COMPLETE COMPACT DISC CATALOGUE
ROB0-

PYRAMID

AMMONIA AVENUE

EYE IN THE Sky

0

0
cr
THE 3EST OF THE
FLAN PARSONS PROJECT

THE TURN OF A
FRIENDLY CARD

EVE

0

0

Er

JULTURE CULTURE

STEREOTOMY

GAUDI

1

4!

B11111

FEATURING "GAUDI " THEIR NEWEST IN A DISTINGUISHED SERIES OFCONCEPTUAL
ALBUMS, TAKING ITS PLACE ALONGSIDE "I ROBOT" AND "EYE IN THE SKY."
INSPIRED BY TH E LIFE AND WORKS OF ANTONIO GAUDI ( 1852-1926), ONE OF THIS
CENTURY'S MOST INNOVATIVE AND INFLUENTIAL ARCHITECTS.
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE AND ALBUM.
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Idol

sound -alike and a wholly ridiculous looking band. They can't sing or play,
and they can barely write.

World class automobiles are engineered to
a set of uncompromising standards, criteria which
also distinguish our new DIN -chassis car audio
series.
Each is built from a commitment to musical
excellence made 100 years ago. The same commitment that has made Yamaha the world's largest
manufacturer of musical instruments-from concert grand pianos to FM digital synthesizers.
We've also drawn on our extensive experience
in professional audio equipment used in concert
halls and recording studios worldwide. And incorporated features from our state-of-the-art home
audio components.
One such feature is our unique Variable Loudness Control. First developed for home receivers
and amplifiers, it ensures that low, mid and high
frequencies maintain proper tonal proportion at
any volume. So the sound is always well balanced.

Every unit has our new rotary head design for
superb bi-azimuth control, creating greater dynamic
range and full -frequency response in either tape
direction. Our improved MR II tuner circuitry automatically controls FM noise to optimize reception
of even the weakest signal. And our top models offer
an optional theft -proof removable chassis.
Visit any authorized Yamaha Car Audio dealer
today and listen to our full line of DIN -chassis
products. Your precision -engineered automobile
deserves nothing less.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation [ISA. PO. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622
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Elton John's pointlessly
busy arrangements are
meant to hide the empty
clichés at the heart of
some of his songs.
The album is a collage of James'
ideas executed primarily by Giorgio

descended, erasing first the memory

Moroder's digital arsenal of drum ma-

of the answer, and then the memory of

chines, synths, and outboard gear.

the question, so that for a long time

Only on "Love Missile" does any excitement result, although there are a

now John and Taupin have wandered
aimlessly. John has been turning out
albums virtually without content, exercising considerable proficiency in the
service of next to nothing.
The title, the cover, and the first cut
of John's latest album are particularly
bankrupt. If there is something worth

couple of amusing flops. The Sex Pistols were successful only because they
had an unusually gifted songwriter in

Glen Matlock. SSS's progenitor isn't
exactly an original talent. Nice logo,
though.

Jon & Sally Tiven

But then a sort of artistic Alzheimer's

saying about the studded -leather -jacket -and -chains crowd, John and Taupin

sion among all these tokens of disease. The clutter and congestion of

side one give way on side two to more
Leather Jackets: Elton John
studiously avoid it and present an focused arrangements and warmer,
Geffen GHS 24114.
empty fashion statement instead. more spacious mixes. Elton's harmonic
Sound: C
Performance: C+ Sometimes a song is so bad that John content sometimes shows some genuIn the beginning of their careers, El- and producer Gus Dudgeon resort to a ine progress, in terms of sophistication
ton John and Bernie Taupin seemed to pointlessly busy arrangement and a and heartfulness, even occasionally
know both the question and the an- mix filled with synthetic chatter and begging comparison to recent Joni
swer. The question was, "Where to hiss to disguise the empty cliché at its Mitchell. In fact, some of the songs are
now?" and the answer was a string of heart. John's tendency to use synthe- so tantalizingly reminiscent of John
pop albums that, for richness of har- sizers where formerly he would have and Taupin at their soul-searching
mony, melody, imagery, and lan- used a piano is a sad attempt to make best, one suspects the answer would
guage, rivalled those of Stevie Wonder up for the lack of real musical content. soon come to them, if only they'd reand The Beatles at their most inventive.
But there are some signs of remisthe question. Susan Borey

ON PERMANENT EXHIBIT AT

Spectacular Introductory Offer From RCA...

COMPACT DISCS
Just

00
plus shipping
& handling with
Club membership

Kitaro: Tenku Japanese New Age master returns with all -new magic! Geffen

!Wish Perlman

MOZART
Nos. 3 & 5

Robert Palmer: Riptide Addicted To Love,
Didn't Mean To Turn You On, etc. Island

TUE

I

DIGITAL

BLUE

m ni

115146

& Clear Masterpiece Theatre theme. Air On
A G String, more. RCA DIGITAL

Steve Winwood: Back In The High Life
153271

Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 6 (Pathetique)
Levine/Chicago Symphony Orchestra. RCA
153939

DIGITAL

133507

144529

Prince And The Revolution: Parade Kiss,
Mountains, Girls & Boys, others. Warner/
Paisley Park

140234

Richard Stoltzman: Begin Sweet World

Amazing Grace, Air, Pie Jesu, others. RCA
DIGITAL

150414

Peter Gabriel: So Sledgehammer, In Your
Eyes, Red Rain, etc. Geffen

114764

Vivaldi, The Four Seasons Pinnock/
English Concert. Archiv DIGITAL

154382

Bach, Organ Works Daniel Chorzempa
plays Toccata & Fugue in D Minor, more
Philips DIGITAL

ing Machine Dreamtime, Foolish Pride,
Someone Like You, For You, etc. RCA 123691

115356

Linda Ronstadt: For Sentimental Reasons,
My Funny Valentine, etc. Asylum

Daryl Hall: Three Hearts In The Happy End-

115193

114734

Rlmsky-Korsakov, Scheherazade Vienna
115415

PINNOCK MN
Elvis Presley: Return Of The Rocker King

Never, etc. Capitol

Of The Whole Wide World, Return To Sender,
Stuck On You, etc. RCA
164071

Dreams, If Looks Could Kill, Nothin' At All,
144276

115306

154570

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40 & 41 (Jupiter)
Chicago Symphony Orchestra led by James

Horowitz In London

Levine. RCA DIGITAL

DIGITAL

104810

Bizet, Carmen (Film Highlights) Julia
Migenes-Jchnson, Placid° Domingo; Lorin
Maazel conducts. Erato DIGITAL

154105

Schumann, Kinder-

scenen; more by Chopin & Scriabin. RCA
162507

Phil Collins: No Jacket Required One
More Night, Sussudio, Don't Lose My
Number, etc. Atlantic

120771

GENESIS

154265

Philips DIGITAL

115039

ASHKENAZI

Invisible

John Cougar Mellencamp: Scarecrow

Touch

Lonely 01' Night, Small Town, Rain On The

125074

Whitney

113333
James Galway
Kozuhito Yomoshito

164042

Scarecrow, more. Riva

154203

144512

Pavarotti: Mamma Title song, Vieni sul mar,
more. Arranged & conducted by Henry Mancini. London DIGITAL

1,5310

123682

Ito

154381

r

ono

173824

London DIGITAL

115426

153740

TOSCANINI
,:k...:ri ,

Wagner, Orchestral Highlights From The
Ring Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra/Solt'.

Alabama: Greatest Hits She And I, Why

Lady Why, Feels So Right, etc. RCA 120247

115527
134541
Heart What About Love?,These Eyes,

Mozart, Requiem Schreier leads the Leipzig Radio Choir & Dresden State Orchestra.

Concertos

Bob James & David Sanborn: Double
Vision. Warner Bros.

The &NOW. Cowed

Good Old Days), others. RCA

Nos.2&4

ZZ Top: Afterburner Stages, Sleeping Bag,
Velcro Fly, more. Warner Bros.

FORE!

WATER MUSIC

=

Have Mercy, Grandpa (Tell Me 'Bout The
RACIPAMINOV
Plano

Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms Money For

Phil./Previn. Philips DIGITAL

Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra

S THE NEWS

Handel

The Judds: Rockin' With The Rhythm

Concalphoonr Ortheobsft100

Nothing, etc. Warner Bros.

HUEY LEWIS

LIONa RIME

Overtures

Canadian Brass: High, Bright, Light

143811

Higher Love, more. Island

ROSSINI

104859

DIGITAL

Violin Concertos

10

SEETEOVEA

Kenny Rogers: They Don't Make Them Like
They Used To Title song, Hcld On To Love,
Aher All This Time, more. RCA
151174

3 (Er01.)

CM

170220

154201

COMIIIPIACT

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND AND SAVINGS!
Yes, take any 3 CDs for only $1 plus shipping/handling. You need
buy just two more selections at regular Club prices (usually $14.98$15.98) in the next two years.
HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
You select from hundreds of exciting Compact Discs described in
the Club's magazine mailed to you 19 times a year. Each issue highlights
a Featured Selection in your preferred musical division plus alternate selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to
you automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just
return the card enclosed with each issue of your magazine by the date
specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or you may
return your Featured Selection at our expense. Cancel your membership
at any time after completing your membership agreement, simply by writing to us.
FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL!
Listen to your 3 introductory selections for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with no further obligation. You send no money now, so
complete the coupon and mail it today.

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN
Unlike other clubs, you're eligible for half-price bonus savings
immediately! With the very first purchase you make at regular Club
prices, we'll send you a certificate you can redeem for a CD at 50%
savings! A shipping & handling charge is added to each shipment.
CD 33

CD Club, 6550 E. 30th St. Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194

- -YOUR SAVINGS START HERE- 7
DISC
=CLUB= Mail to: Compact Disc Club
P.O. Box 91412 Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES, please accept my membership in the Compact Disc Club and
send me the three CDs I've indicated below for only $1, under the terms
outlined in this ad. I need buy as few as two more CDs at regular Club prices
during the next two years...without obligation to buy anything further!
(Shipping & handling added to each shipment.)
RUSH ME THESE 3 SELECTIONS (Indicate By Number):
D

D

D

tam most interested in the following type
of music-but am always free to choose from
both categories (check one only)

10 CLASSICAL
20 POP/SOFT ROCK

0 MR.
0 MRS.
111 MISS

First Name

Initial

Last Name

(PLEASE PRINT)

Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone (
Area Code

Limited to new members; continental U.S.A. only; one membership
per family. We reserve the right to request additional information
or reject any application(s). Local taxes, if any, will be added.

WCS23

BJ

The Speaker Specialists
Where to buy Polk Speakers?

Living in the 20th Century
has the same bouncy and
spacey-sounding high-tech
pop that Steve Miller has
been doing for years.

AUTNOR17113 DEALER LIST
CANADA Call Evolution Technology, Toronto
for nearest dealer 1-800463-6395

King Roseville: Audio King St. Paul:

AL Mama: Audio Warehouse

Music

MS Columbus: Audio Advantage Gulfport:
Empress Jackson: Walters Audio Pas.
cagoule: Empress liagelo: Audio Advantage
MO Cape Girardeau: Stereo One Columbia: D S M Sound Lebanon: Sight
& Sound St. Louts: Sound Central
MT Bozeman: Thirsty Ear Great Falls:

AZ Flagstaff: Sound Pro Mesa:

Rocky Mountain Hi Fr

Hi Fr Sales lesson: Audio Emporium

N C Asheville: Mr. Toadt Stereo Video
Chapel CIA: Stereo Sound Charlotte:
Stereo Video. Tarts Gadaela: Tarts
Greensboro: Stereo Sound Kaanapolls:

Sinnlogkom (Homewood): Audition
Honbailie: Campbell's Audio Video. Sound
Distributors Mobile: Sound Advice
Montgomery: The Record Shop
AK Anchorage: ShirnekS Feirbaeke: Ho lts

AR Little Rock Leisure Electronics Searcy:
Sound Room

CA Amt.: Arcata Audio lokorilloll.
Sound Advice Berkeley: Sounding Board
Campbell: Sound Goods Canoga Park:
Shelleyt Chico: Sounds By Dave Duals:
World Electronics Fairfield: C S M Stereo
Unlimited Fresno: Banana's Hi-Fi Los

Amles: Beverly Stereo Mill Wily: World
and Mountain View: Sound Goods
N ape: Fulurvison Orange: Absolute Audio
Penamove: Calitorma Stereo Sacramento:
World Electronics San Diego: Sound Company San Frencisco: Stereo Store. World of
Sound San Gabriel: Audio Concept Saida
Barbara: Creative Stereo Santa Maria:
Creative Stereo Santa Monica: Shelleys
cd

Stereo Stockton: Gluskins Camera Audio
Video Thousead Oaks: Creative Stereo

Vienna: Creative Stereo Visalia: Metro
Stereo Walnut Cmk: High Fidelity ShoPPe
CO Arvada: Soundtrack Aurora: Soundtrack
loader Soundtrack. Wavelength Stereo
Calmed. Springs: Sunshine Audio Den Wt. Soundtrack Littleton: Soundtrack
Pooldo: Sunshine Audio Tlarrden:

All(110 King

Stereo Video Raleigh: Audio Buys. Stereo

Sound Wilmington: Atlantic Audio
Winston-Salem: Stereo Sound
ND Bismarck: Pacific Sound Minot:
Midwest Audio

NE Lincoln: Stereo West Norfolk: Mid City
Stereo Omaha: Stereo West

NH Concord: Audio of New England Laconia: Audio of New England New Leaden:
Noilh Star Electronics Salem: Cuomot

N J East Sarawak: Atlantic Stereo Franklin Lakes: Franklin Lakes Stereo Maple
Shade: Bryn Mawr Stereo Montclair. Perdue Radio Raritan: AC Audio Ridgewood:
Sounding Board Shrewsbury: Monmouth
Stereo Toms River. Rands Camera Weal
Caldwell: Perdue Radio
N M Albuquerque: Real Time Audio AImogordo: DA.K Electronics Carlsbad:
Reasons

NV Las Vegas: Upper Ear Reno: The Audio
Authority

CT Awn: Hi Fi Stereo House Fairfield:
Audio Design Greenwich: Al Franktint
Grohs.: Roberts. Hartiord: Al Franklin's

NY Albany: Clark Music Berne: Unicorn
Audio Buffalo: Speaker Shop Coming:
Chemung Electronics Elmira: Chemung
Electronics Fredonia: Stud. One Glens
Falls: Audio Genesis Huntington: Audio
Breakthroughs Masa: Chemung
Electronics Jamestown: Studio One
Menhasut: Audio Brealdriroughs
N ewburgh: Randons Electronics New York

Stereo HOLISe New London: Roberts

Noma: Audiotronics
DE Wilmington: Bryn Mawr Stereo
DC Myer Emco
FL

Raw

Springs: Audio Spectrum

Boca Raton: Gaol Video Drylona Beach:
Stereotypes R. Lauderdale: Copt Video
R. Myers: Stereo Garage Ft. Piers.: Sound
Shack R. Walton Beach: Audio International Jacksonville: Audio Tech
takeland: Sound Factory Merritt Island:
Southern Audio Mame: Audio By Caruso,
Capt. Video, Sympathetic Ear kepis:: Stereo

Garage Orange NW Audio Tech Orlando: Audio Spectrum Ponsecols: Fidler
Hi Fi Tallahassee: Stereo Store Tempe:
Audio Vision W. Palm Beach: Electronic
Connection

GA Atlanta: Stereo Village Aueusta: Stereo
City Delmer Stereo Village Macon: Geo,
girl Music Morrow: Stereo Village Savannah: Audio Warehouse Smyrna: Stereo

City: Audio Breakthroughs Electronic Work-

shop Rochester JB Sound Scarsdale:
Listening Room Syracuse: Clerk Music
Vestal: Han Electronics Wappingers Falls:
Rendhois Electronics

011 Cleveland: Audio Craft Cincinnati:
Stereo Lab Columbus: Stereo Lab Fairlawn: Audio Craft Rodlay: Audio Craft
Lime: Classic Stereo Mayfield Heights:
Audio Craft Toledo: Audio Craft Westlake:
Audio Craft

OK Lawtoo: Hi Fi Shop Oklahoma City:
Aucho Dimensions Ulu: Audio Advice
OR Beaverton: Stereo Superstores Foyle.:
Bradt ordS High Fidelity Portland: Stereo
Superstores

Adage linker Stereo Village
HA Howler.: Stereo Station
ID Boise: Stereo Shoppe Moscow: Audio -

PA Allentown: Bryn Mawr Stereo Moon.:
Sound Concepts Blakely: Hart Electronics
Bryn Mawr-. Bryn Mawr Stereo Camp Hill:
Bryn Mawr Stereo Erie: Studio One Frazer

Vision PeC110110: Stokes Brothers Sand -

Bryn Mawr Stereo Indiana: Sound Concepts

peat. Electracratt ?ale Falls: Audio

Jenkintown: Bryn Mawr Stereo John storm: Gary's Entertainment Kingston: Hart
Electronics Lancaster. G'n'T Stereo

Warehouse

Al Aurora: Stereo Systems Bloomingdale:
Alan's Creative Stereo Buffalo Grove:
Columbia Audio Video Carbondale: Southern Stereo Champaign: Good Vibes Sound

Inc. Dekalb: Audio Plus Hoffman Estates: Simply Stereo Highland Pad: Columba Audio Video Joliet: Stereo Systems

Lansing: Audio Clinic ML Prospect: Simply Stereo Naperville: Stereo Systems.
Northbrook: Alan's Creative Stereo Peoria:
Team Electronics Riverdale: Simply Stereo
Rockford: Columbia Audio Video Stummberg: Alan's Creative Stereo, Hi Fr Hutch

Springtield: Sundown One Sterling: Mideast Hi Fr Vernon Hills: Alan's Creative
Stereo Villa Perk: Fi Hutch Waukegan:
ALaris Creative Stereo

NI filoomlogion: Hoosier Electronics

Bluffton: E ley N 8 Stereo R. awn.:
Classic Stereo Lafayette: Good Vibes Sound
Inc

Marron: Classic Stereo Muncie:

Classic Stereo South Bend: Classic
Stereo Terre Haute: Hoosier Electronics

IA Des Moines: Audio Labs Feirfield:
Golden Ear Audio Video Mason My: Sound
World Sioux City: Audio Emporium
KS Junction City: Audio Junction Overload Park Audio Electronics Wichita:
Audio Visions Topeka: Nelson's

KY Bowling Green: Audio Center
Lexington: Stereo Shopper Ovation Audio
LA Gretna: Stereo Villaoe Lafayette: Sound
Electronics Metairie: Stereo Village New
Orleans: Stereo Village Opelousas: Sound
Electronics Shreveport: Audio Fidelity
West Manse: Audio West
ME Bangor Sound Source Camden:
Harbor Audio Video Westbrook: Hawkes TV
The Sound Cellar

MD Annapolis: Spaceways Sound Bat More: Soundscape Frederik:
c

Audio ftarillie: Myer Emco
MA Berton: Waltham Camera A, Stereo

Fitaborg: Fitchburg Music N. Dartmouth:
Creative Sound Systems Worcester.
Cr Corns

MI Mn Arbor Absolute Sound 111r.

miegbaor Almas Hi Fr Dearborn: Almas
Hi Fi East Laraine: Stereo Shoppe

Flanagan Hills: Maas wFl Grand
Rapids: Classic Stereo Ltd inn Mountain
Sound North Kalamazoo: Classic Stereo
Ltd

Lansing: Stereo Snoppe Panel.:

Sound Room Royal Oak: Absolute Sound
Saginew: Audio Shoppe, Court St Listening
Room SWAIM City: Stereo Shdppe

MN Brooklyn Center. Audio King Burns.
Ale: Audio King Duluth: Meld TV & Audio

Performance: C Even a quick listen to Living in the

Tarts Moorehead Car Anderson Audio
New Sem: Anderson Audio Ploevillo:

Soundtrack

New Henn: Audio Den Newington: Hi Fi

Living in the 20th Century: Steve
Miller Band
Capitol PJ12445.
Sound: B

Montgomeryville: Bryn Mawr Stereo
N atrona Heights: Stereo Land Philadelphia: Bryn Mawr Stereo Pittsburgh:
Audio Junction Cloakertown: Bryn Mawr
Stereo Reading: G'n'T Stereo Selinsgrove: Stereo Shop Williamsport:
Robert M Sides
PUERTO RICO Rio Piedras: Precision Audio
RI N. Providence: Eastern Audio

SC Charleston: Audio Warehouse Columbia: Stereo Shop Oreerwelle: Mitchell's
Stereo Greenwood: Stereo Shop ROW

Hill: Tarts Spantane: Stereo Shop
SD Rapid City: Team Electronics Sioux
Falls: Audio King
1/I Chattanooga: College Hi Fr
Cookeville: Network Entertainment
Johnson City: Mr Toad's Stereo Video
Kingsport: Mn Toads Stereo Video

Knoxville: Lindsey Ward McMinnville:
Network Entertainment Memphis: Opus II

Nashville: Hi Fi Buys
TX Arlington: Sound Idea Austin: Audio
Video Beaumont: Brous Audio College
Ratio.: Audio Video Corpus Christi: Tape
Town El Paso: Soundguest Ft. Worth:
Sound Idea Galveston: Island Audio
Houston: Sheffield Audio Hurst: Sound Idea

Longview: Audio Techniques Lobbork

20th Century gives the impression that
Steve Miller didn't have a whole lot to

say this time. Side one contains the
brand of bouncy yet spacey-sounding
high-tech pop that Miller's been doing
for years, including a couple of instrumental tracks. One cut, "Nobody But
You Baby," is more than a little reminis-

cent of Miller's hit "Jet Airliner." Side
two contains rehashed R&B, with four
songs originally performed by Jimmy
Reed and one Miller original. There's
nothing very fresh at all; it's an obvious
holding action.
Technically this is quite a fine job, as
Steve Miller albums generally are. The
sound of the band is bright and happy,
even on the moody songs of side one.
The result is music so lightweight it
nearly floats away. Pleasant for sure,
but it's all too easy. Michael Tearson

Between Two Fires: Paul Young
Columbia FC 40543.
Sound: B
Performance: B Paul Young is a first-rate singer, perhaps the brightest hope England has
produced since The Pretenders. His
band, featuring superior bassist Pino
Palladino and the newly returned -to fold guitarist Steve Boltz (nee Bolton),

is composed of great players who
have forged a unique sound. His latest
album is produced -by Hugh Padgham,
who has gotten some amazing sounds
from the fretless bass and Ian Kewley's
digital keyboards.

Ultra Electronics Odessa: Harold's Elec-

tronics Shamus: Worldwide Stereo
Temple: Audio Tech Telarkass: Sound
Towne Wear Audio Tech
Lawn shim only: Stokes Brothers Sall
Lake City: Broadway Music
VT Bodleian: Audio Den
VA Bristol: Mr Toads Stereo Video Charlottesville: Sound Machine Falls Church:
Myer Emco Leesburg: Evergreen Audio
Richmond: Gary's Stereo Roanoke: Audotronics Virginia Beech: Digital Sound
WA Bellevue: Northwest Audio Video Sell Ingham: GC Stereo Lynnwood: Northwest
Audio Video Gab Haftr. OC Stereo Center
Richland: Tin Ear Stereo Seattle: Definitive
Audio. Northwest Audio Video Spokane:
Flecked' (Hal's) TOInella: Northwest Audio
Video

WW Barboursville: Fed Piper Decide":
Pied Piper Huntington: Pied Piper Norgantorm: Sound Post Piedmont: Sound
Gallery

WI Appleton: Sound World Eau Clelre:
EME Audo Systems Green Bay: Sound
World Lacrosse: Sound World Madison:
Happy Medium Marinette: Sound Seller

Milwaukee: Audio Emporium. Wenn:

Edina: Audio King Merkel.: Audio King
Min...polls: Audio King Minnetonka:

Sound World

Audio King Rochester Audio

Sound Room

WY Cheyenne: Team Electronics Riverton:

So what is Young doing singing a
bunch of second-class songs?
Don't ask us. His first album had a
bunch of tastefully chosen songs ini-

single, "Wonderland," written by Betsy
Cook, stands miles above the rest of

the album, but doesn't even come
close to "Everything Must Change" or
"Tomb of Memories" from the last al-

bum (both of which were written by
Young and Kewley).

The record sounds are wondrousPadgham is a fine recordist and knows

how to hit the G -spot in your stereo
every time-but as a producer, Hugh
P. lets a lot go by him that, musically
speaking, really shouldn't get record-

tially rendered by Marvin Gaye and

ed. Steve Boltz is a welcome re -addition to the band, but he barely gets a

Don Covay, as well as a few originals

note in.

body said Elvis Presley was a writer,
either, but he managed to sustain a

Even though Paul Young's first record is his least polished, it still stands
as his best. You need not ask where
this one_falls. Hope that Paul remem-

which were-er-dispensable. Nocareer by selecting A+ songs and
cowriting with A+ writers. With two exceptions, all of the songs on this album
were written by Young with Kewley and

Palladino, and this combination has
only come up with one decent song
("Between Two Fires"). The first U.K.
10

bers what he's best at, and in

the

meantime, go out and buy the British
12 -inch disc with "Wonderland" and
"Between Two Fires." You'll have the
best parts of this album.
Jon & Sally Tiven
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THINK OF IT AS THE
WORLD'S SMALLEST DIGITAL PLAYER.

Now you can take the dynamics of
digital performance anjwhere. With
TDK HX-S. It captures ha purity and
n lances of digital sound like no other
h-gh-bias audio cassete
Specifically designed to record
dgtally-sourced matesiais, HX-S offers
fcur times the magneti: storage cape b lity of other high -bias cassettes available today. Plus Jnmatched high

frequency MOL MaxinLm Output
Level) for optimum per-b--nance
With all this gong fo- it, HX-S does
rr ore than step-up you- pocket -sized
p ayes It also acts like fuel injection for
your car audio system. And it can turn
a boombox into a portab e music hall.
TDK HX-S. One small step for digital.
Cne giant leap for music -kind.

TDI

THE ART OF DERF DR M ANCE.
TDK is the world's leadirq manufacturer of audio & video cassettes and t app., d
Enter No. 36 or Readar

1986 TDK Electronics DOW,

INTRODUCING THE FUJITSU TEN DUAL AZIMUTH.
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Auto-Revers2- neversounded better. Only a
re -calibrated -_ape head permits perfect sound
reproduction in Forward and Reverse. Fujitsu Tens uniqL Dual Azimuth System automatically
adjusts the tape head, realigning it with the tape.The result: an enhanced Dolby
and the full range of frequency response in both directions.
AZIMUTH

FROM $250
fiP FUJITSU TEN

TO $2000
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The Dual Azimuth Adjusting System introduced in
Fujitsu Ten's incredible $2000 Compo is now available
in the new "M" Series. Features of the M3 auto -reverse
cassette receiver include electronic tuning, pre-set
scan, Ultra Tuner (for superior FM reception), Dolby
NR, automatic tape program search, high power (56
Watts total output), 4 channels amplified, soft green
fully illuminated controls and, of course, the expensive
Dual Azimuth System. Like all Fujitsu Ten car
audio products, the "M" Series offers you high -end
performance at a reasonable price: $250-$350.

V TONE A

0 .....
1

FUJITSUTEN
51 MILLION UNITS.- ..34 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Write: Fujitsu Ten, 19281 Pacific Gateway Drive, Dept. 321, Torrance, California 90502.
1986 Fujitsu Ten Corp. of America. In Canada: Noresco Cana

ILI.

Ikrumr.

Inc., Tororld, Ontaric Manufactured by Fujitsu Ten Ltd.

Enter No. 13 on Reade- Service card
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Chrissie Hynde's familiar
low purr is missing from
Get Close, but when she
hits the mark dead -on,
it's worth the price.

cAudie

BOUND VOLUMES
BACK ISSUES
BINDERS/SLIPCASES

BOUND VOLUMES
Great Reading, Great Price!

better. But despite this hardship,

Chrissie Hynde-Kerr continues to
come through with a couple of songs
per album which are among the best written (and sung) of any year. Here
they are "Chill Factor," "Don't Get Me
Wrong," and to a somewhat lesser extent, "My Baby."
One must look upon Get Close as
yet another transitional album. Chrissie

was putting together the band as the
record was being made, and the personnel

differs greatly from track to

track. There are three cover tunes on
the record, and sad to say they're all
substandard. The recording was produced by Bob Clearmountain and Jimmy 'ovine, who have done fine with the
backing tracks but missed out completely with the trademark Hynde vocal
sound. There's an uncomfortable treble edge to her voice that's unique to
this recording, and the familiar low purr
is lost (wrong microphone, fellas). Yet
despite all this, when Chrissie hits the

A ready reference for
audiophiles! A full year
of AUDIO is carefully
hard -bound for easy reference. Complete
volumes for the years 1977 through 1984 are
available. Only $24.95 including shipping and
handling.
TO ORDER: Indicate year(s) requested and send
check or money order, NO CREDIT CARDS, to: AUDIO
Migazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036,
Ann: Bound Volume Dept. Allow 4 weeks for delivery.

BACK ISSUES
Single -copy back
issues of AUDIO from
1983 through current
issue are available.
(Note: April, August,
and October 1983 are
unavailable.) $5.00
per issue postpaid.

BINDERSISLIPCASES
Mainta,n your
AUDIO collection in
these top-quality
binders or slipcases. Binders,
$9.00 each; 31$26.00; 6/$50.00. Slipcases,
$7.65 each; 3/$22.00; 6/$40.00. Include $2.50
per order for postage and handling.
TO ORDER: Indicate issue/binder/slipcase. Include
proper amount for postage and handling. California
residents must include 6% sales tax. Allow 4 weeks for
delivery. Make check/money orders payable to: Old Del
Mar Emporium (ODME), P.O. Box 1126, Redlands, CA
92373. DIRECT TOLL -FREE ORDER NUMBER: 1-800833-6363. In California, call: 1-800-331-6363. Call
Monday -Friday, 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM PST. Use your Visa,
Mastercard, or American Express cart. $1560
MINIMUM CREDIT CARD ORDER.
iiii......_

mark dead -on, it makes it worth the
price of admission. Jon & Sally Tiven

Rockbird: Debbie Harry
Geffen GHS 24123.
Sound: C
Performance: D+
Debbie Harry and her creative clan

must have figured that the kids she
titillated 10 years ago have all become
junior investment bankers. Rockbird is
mainstream flotsam, perfect music for
yuppie beer commercials.
The little that this music has in common with Blondie is a liability now. As
reigning Snow Queen in an era of raw,
rough hyper -passion, Harry's deadpan

The
COMPACT DISC
CLASSICSTM

CATALOGUE
Quality Classical and Jan Recordings
For discerning collectors. Critically acclaimed classical
and jazz compact
discs. Many hard to -find titles. Major
labels. Imports.
Reasonable prices.

vocal delivery and drop -dead de-

Get Close: The Pretenders
Sire 25488.
Sound: BPerformance: A In evaluating any album by The Pretenders, one is forced to compare the
current work with the first two albums,
which is inherently unfair. Jim Scott's
contribution as guitarist, arranger, and
co -writer was highly underrated, and it
goes without saying that he probably

never will be replaced. The group
sound, as a result, has changed somewhat, and it hasn't always been for the
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

meanor were in brilliant contrast to her
ranting contemporaries. Now, against
reined -in. subdued arrangements,
Harry's carefully constructed persona
is barely visible, like a polar bear in a
snowstorm.
The blame for this album's tepid tone
doesn't lie solely with Harry. Producer/

arranger Seth Justman has gambled
on an "up-to-the-minute" sound, complete with machine -programmed
drums and bass and the ever -hip Uptown Horns. It's just that nothing about
it

is really strong enough to pull the

whole project up from a mediocrity that
Harry should be able to transcend.
Susan Borey
113
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Please send FREE catalogue.
Print
Name

Address
City
State

Zip

The Compact Disc Classics Catalogue
1061/4 Lexington Ave., Suite H
New York, NY 10016-8928

Everything you want to
know about digital audio
is now on video.
Audio's Len Feldman
leads you through the

world of digital audio
...on video cassette
available exclusively
through this special
offer.
When it comes to digital
audio, few people are more
knowledgeable about both the
technology and current industry developments than Audio's
Len Feldman.
And now it's possible to
benefit from his knowledge
and insight in a direct and
personal way.

Drawing on his more than
25 years of experience in the
audio field, Len recently gave
a series of digital audio seminars across the nation sponsored by Audio and Sony.
We've put the best of those
seminars on videotape...and
it's now available strictly to
Audio readers.

The most informative
59 minutes in the
world of digital audio
For your convenience, the
videotape is divided into four

sections: Essentials of Digital
Technology...Advances in
Compact Disc Players... New

Compact Disc Applications...
and Future Digital Technology. So you can locate specific
topics quickly after you've
seen the tape once.
Len explains digital technology...shows you the latest
applications...tells you what
features to look for when
comparing players...and even
unveils a few exciting new
breakthroughs not yet available in stores.
Just look at the subjects
covered: basics of digital

technology.. differences in

digital filtering, tracking,
error correction and other
key topics... advances in
compact disc players, including one beam vs. three -beam
laser.. new car compact disc
players... digitally -generated
texts and pictures... the latest

advances in digital recording... digital jukeboxes...
and more

back and listen to the expert!
Len is amiable and energetic.
He uses plenty of diagrams
and illustrations to clarify
important points. And he
livens up his talk with personal anecdotes. (For example,
he'll tell you how he roadtested a car compact disc

benefit from the
knowledge and
insight of one of
today's leading
digital authorities.

player-when no test stand-

The World of Digital Audio

ards existed.)

is available for the low introductory price of $19.95. And
it's available in either VHS or
Beta format. You should also
know that this videotape is
available only through this

And, of course, unlike a live
seminar, Len will "repeat"
anything you want again and
again for you-just use the
rewind button! Your VCR
may also have the capability
of freezing specific charts or
equipment on your TV screen.

offer in Audio-it's not sold
in stores.
So order your copy

today-and move
yourself fast

forward into
the digital
audio
revolution!

For about what you'd pay for
a compact disc, you can now

A cooperative effort of

Audio and SONY

rMAIL TO:

Digital audio
technology was never
so accessible
It's hard to imagine a simpler
or more pleasant way to get a
solid grasp of digital technol-

Audio P.O. Box 603 Holmes, PA 19043
Rush me my copy of THE WORLD OF DIGITAL AUDIO
for the introductory price of $19.95, plus $3 shipping and

handling. I prefer 0 VHS 0 BETA
0 Payment enclosed (PA residents add state sales tax)

Bill my: D VISA D MasterCard American Express

ogy-exactly what it is and

Account #

where it is going.
Just turn on your VCR, sit

Exp. Date

Simply fill out and mail the coupon below. For faster service,

Name
(please print)

CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-345-8112

Address

(Pennsylvania residents call 1-800-662-2444)

City/State/Zip

VISA, MasterCard and AMEX accepted.

Signature
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
BUSINESS ADS-$1.85 per word, MINIMUM charge

PER AD, PER INSERTION $45. All centered or
spaced fines $16.

NON BUSINESS ADS-$1.30 per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER INSERTION $30. All centered

Acoustat AR
BostonAcoust cs
B&W Carver
Camber Castle
Celestion
CWD Dual Fried
Haller Koetsu
Magnum Onky

Ortofon PS Audio
Revox Rotel
Shure Signet
Snell Sony

LVestern

Qualttv
Components

8EMETT 10UfID CORPORRT1011

SW 100 Amplified Sub'Noofers

S.O.T
Soundstream
Spica Stax
Sumiko Thorens

Qualified Sales
,tud

Below 20 HZ - Below $700.
P.O. BOX 565

Sound 0 Music
35, Pleasam SI Northampton. MA 01060 14131 581-9547

TM

RESEDA, CA 91335

1E1853451608

or spaced lines at $13.

ALL LINE ADS --First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $2.00
extra per word. One point ruled box is $15.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, VANDERSTEEN, HAFLER, PS AUDIO,
CARVER, NIAKAMICHI, MOSCODE, ACOUSTAT,
YAMAHA, KEF, BELLES, CONRAD-JOHNSON,
APOGEE, ADCOM, B&W, COUNTERPOINT, JSE,
NAD, JBL, SOTA, B&O, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,

ABC. Get LOW PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment-including highend and even esoteric products not

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO/CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
FULL AMOUNT.

PROTON, MIRAGE, DCM, B&K and any others you

desire. AUDIO ELITE, 414-725-4431, Menasha,
Wisconsin.

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the
equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection-no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied
customers nationwide. FAST delivery available. All products feature USA manufacturer's warranty. Call us for price

quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-4513868. V1SA/MCAMEX. The Audio Advisor, Inc., 225
Oakes SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER

THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three -time frequency

are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.

POWER

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at $8
extra for handling and postage.

PLAY.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he

Introductng the New Monster "M -Series"
Sonic Reference Standard Audio Cables

deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl-

edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
1 col x 1 inch
$316
1 col x 2 inches
$498
cal x 3 inches
$713
2 cols. x 1 inch
$567
2 cols. x 2 inches
$958
1

One column width is 21/2". Two columns wide is 41/4".
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.
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MonsterCable

Munster Cable Products. Inc

101 Townsend. San franc,sco. CA MO/
Tel

415 7 I 1 1055 Telex 4/0584 MCSYLII
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"...the first CD player

FOR SALE

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

AAAAAAUDIO CLASSICS PRE -OWNED EQUIPMENT.
All items in good to excellent condition except where noted
as is'. AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase M100 ($5200) $2392;
MARANTZ 500' ($1200) $194; McIntosh MC275 $1100;

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EX-

to crack the Class 1
sound barrier"

CHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

"International Audio Review "
J. Peter Moncrieff

Ammemillimaik
whir

FOR SALE

-

KINERGETICS KCD-20
Gold Series

Compact Disc Player

AA#1

Southwest Technical 207/A ($199) $75; Yamaha Br
($1600) $157. PREAMPLIFIERS: Soundcraftsman

RATING !!

Our WONDER CAPS® and WONDER SOLDER- have
been rated BEST in the world by reviewers and profession-

al experts. What do they say? Write TRT, Box 4271,
Berkeley, CA 94704.

ABSOLUTE LOW PRICES -QUALITY AUDIO!!!
We have a LARGE SELECTION of AUDIOPHILE
EQUIPMENT From mid-fi to high -end! FAST SERVICE! Trades Welcomed! EXPERT ADVICE! USA
Warranty! VISA/MC. 414-722-6889. AUDIO ENTERPRISES.

OUTSTANDING PRICES!!!

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

Audition this technological
breakthrough at your
Kinergetics Dealer.

Ir KINEROETICS

'AFA SR FOP_ INCORPORATED
6029 Reseda Blvd

Tarzana, CA 91356 .18181345-2851

CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MIS
SION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CON
SULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ACCESSORIES FOR AUDIOPHILE TURNTABLES
AND CD PLAYERS.
1) Audioquest "Super" Reflex Clamp
70.00
2) Audioquest Profile Auto Armlift
40.00
3) Audioquest Sorbothene Mat
35.00
4) Audioquest Sorbothene Foot
9 00
Set of Four
35.00
5) Audioquest Sorbothene Sheets
14.00
6) Sumiko HS -12 Headshell
30.00
7) Sumiko Fluxbuster FB-1
119.00
8) Sumiko Tweek
14.00
9) Tip Toes/Counter Feet
Call
10) Mod Squad CD Damper
23.50
Mods for AR ES -1 Turntables:
11) Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
for MMT, LVX, AR arms
12) Hum -shielding for AR Platters

30.00
39.00

Audio Advisor, Inc., 225 Oakes SW., Grand Rapids,
MI. 49503. 616 451-3868. VISA/MC/AMEX. Shipping
$3/item.

PE2217 ($550) $150. TUNERS: Marantz 10 $950, 10B
$1000; Revox 8760 ($1649) $539; Samsung TU3500
($240) $85; Standard Radio SRA200TLI* ($120) $12. INTEGRATED AMPS: Acoustech' $25; AR ($250) $48; Ken wood LO1A ($1500) $665, LO2A ($3000) $853; Samsung
SA3500 ($240) $89. RECEIVERS: Denon DRA750 ($550)

$292; Harman-Kardon SR900' ($370) $16; HeathKit
AR15' ($370) $29; Lux 71/2R ($SW) $128; Pioneer
SXV900 ($770) $347; Samsung SS3700 ($440) $193,
SS3590' ($239) $40; Sansui 5000' ($500) $29; Sound
Acoustics Labs SR2040 ($299) $100, SR2100 ($399)
$150; Stereo Voice 500' $25; Sylvania CR2743W ($300)
$54. SPEAKERS: Apature R8 ($400) $198; B&W DM6
($1390) $710; Bozak B302A ($358) $100; EV3OW ($455)
$264, T35A ($91.50) $45.75; Concept Plus wireless ($400)
$25; Hartley 218HS ($350) $250; JBL 3102 x-overs ($144)
$90, 2402s ($306) $190; Pioneer Quartet 50 $99; Technics
SB7000A' ($880) $160. TAPE DECKS: Realistic 8 -track
TR884 ($100) $59; Samsung cassette TD3500 ($170) $51;
Tandberg TCD310MKII cassette ($530) $265. MISCELLANEOUS: Magnavox FD1051 CD Player ($550) $275; Marantz EC7 Microphone ($64) $32; Numark ES701 Headphones $59; Plexus Head Amp ($110) $55; RG Dynamics
Pro 20 ($449) $150 Spectro Acoustics 210 Graphic Equalizer ($300) $57. See our other ads under the "M's. AUDIO
CLASSICS Buys -Sells -Trades MCINTOSH, MARANTZ
(Tube). conracliohnson, and other Precision Audio Components. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri. POB
176AAA, Walton, NY 13856 607-865-7200.

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO -SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens, Talisman,
Audire, Haller, Klipsch, Adcom, Quad, Sony, Compact Digital Players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
ADCOM GFA-555/MUSICAL CONCEPTS
Several circuit changes later, your Adcom GFA-555
will sound like the musical sweetheart you wanted it to
be! M-555FX $129/installed, Musical Concepts, #1
Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-8311822, 1-5PM CST.

ADCOM GFA-555/545 MODIFICATIONS FROM D.R.H.
are simply stunning. Our customers refer to them as night
and day difference in terms of spaciousness, depth, and
musicality. Call or write for details. D.R.H., 2275 East Bay
Dr., #1205C, Clearwater, FL 33546. 813-536-2904. After
6:00PM E.S.T. Member: AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY.
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Listen...
At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a

knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget. From
our large selection you can compare
Performance specifications and prices
ALL SOUND STAGE equipment Includes:

Abri

41e!"

30 -day best price protection
tree 3 -year warranty with parts & labor

free delivery
PLEASE. NO MAIL ORDER
NAD ALPINE
DENON KLOSS
ADS CARVER ALLISON STAR
M&K HAFLER ENERGY TERK
NEC LUXMAN SIGNET TALISMAN
DCm PROTON GRACE NITTY

BANG 8 OLUFSEN
DBX SOUNDFIELD
THE UNGO BOX
At,DIO CONTROL
ND SOUND

Call for store hours
(718) 961-9888

For more information contact.

may audio marketing ltd
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: (514) 651-5707

173 Broadway
NYC. NV 10007

(NW corner of
B'woy & Cortland!
Enter on Cortland!.
One flight up.)
OR
,84-10 Horace Hording Expwy
=TO, Meodow. NY 113651E,8 25 LIE I
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Before You Buy!

Time Delay
Reverberation
Crossovers
Noise Reduction

Compressor/Limiters
Expanders
Spectrum Analyzers
Parametric EQ

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll
show you why we're Better! Our Factory Direct
sales allow us to produce a Superior product and
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure.

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. A-3, P 0 Box 338
Stone Mountain, GA 30086
In Georgia Call (404)493.1258

'LE" vut.
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FOR SALE
ALABAMA -WEST GEORGIA
Audioquest, Belles, Creek, Dynavector, Futterman, Garrott,

Grado, KEF, Klipsch, McLaren, Meridian, MIT Cables,
Monster Cable, MOSCODE, NAD, Oracle, Premier, Promethean Green, Quad, Rauna, Signet, Spectrum, Sound stream, Souther, Thorens, Transparent Audio, Tube Traps,
VPI, Zapco and more. ACCURATE AUDIO 110 E. Samford Ave, Auburn, AL 36830. 205-826-1960.

When we say

it's good...it is!
Adcom + Apogee + AR + B&K+ Carnegie + CJ
Eminent Technology + Grado + HK + Infinity RS1b
Krell + Kyocera + Meridian + NEC + Pro Ac + SME 5
Spendor + Spica + Souther + Sumiko + VPI + MORE

and now, JADIS!

ALCHEMIST & TALISMAN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE
1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T
BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.

ALL THE BEST EQUIPMENT, expert advice and outstanding prices! SOTA, Klyne, Eminent Technology, MIT Cable, Quicksilver, Koetsu, Superphon, StraigthWire, Tube
Traps-more! Galen Carol Audio: 512-494-3551.

1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174

61 7 648-HIFI

Definitive StereoSouthern Style!
Apogee
Bang & Olufsen

Cello
DLntech
Entec
Goldmund
Janis

KEF
Krell
Linn

MC -2 TEFLON

FOR SALE

A TEFLON'" circuit board??? Yes!!! The new MC -2 is an
improved version of our highly acclaimed MC -1, rated "best

solid state preamp" by Audiogram. The MC -2 Teflon'
offers astounding inner detailing and delicacy. "Seeing
into" the soundstage has never been like this! Mil quality

ATTENTION!
FREE UPS SHIPPING!

glass/epoxy version of MC -2 also available. MC -2 will retro-

Nakamichi, Apogee, Magnat, Superphon, Meitner, harmani
kardon, SONY, AR ES -1 & ETL-1 turntable, Haller, Onkyo,
PS Audio, Grado Signature 8 MX, NEC Video, B&K. Trade-

fit into Haller DH -101, Dyne PAT -4/5 and scratch built
units. Recent retrofits by our customers have included the
PS-IVH and Audible Illusions Modulus. MC -2T (Teflon'l
$400/kit, MC -2 $269/kit. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson
Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822, 1-5PM CST.

APHEX PROFESSIONAL SURROUND SOUND DECODER! 9 separately adjustable outputs including subwoofer.
Cinema, Enhanced, SQ-8, Stereo modes all straight wire
quality. Fully infrared remote controlled. REAL TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH. List $895, now only $595!
TONMEISTER RECORDINGS: 301-229-1664.

ins welcome! DEMO SPECIALS-B&K ST -202+ amp
$499, B&K PRO -10 preamp $299, Magnat MSP-300 $999/

pr. Expert consultation available-ask for Cliff or Ward.
THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409 South 22nd. St., Newark -Heath,
Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520.

Phase Technology

Polk Audio
Quad
Quicksilver
Rega
Rowland
Signet
Spectral

McIntosh

Stax

Magneplanar

Van den Elul
Yamaha

Meridian
ANNOUNCING THE MUSICAL CONCEPTS

N.A.D.
Nakamichi

Factory Authorized Service
Consultation, Design and Installation
Quality Stereo and Video Cabinetry
On -Location Master Recording Service

audition
2829 18th Street South
Birmingham, Alabama 35209
(205) 870-3554
Mon:Sat., 9:30-6

ARISTON SUPER SALE-SAVE UP TO 62%. These renowned British belt drive turntables are now available at
below -cost clearance prices: RD40 $130. SALE ONLY
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST. Call ARISTON SUPER SALE,

416-531-8334 OR WRITE PO. BOX 653, BUFFALO, NY
14240.

ARISTON TURNTABLE BLOW-OUT SALE! SAVE 50%
TO 60% ON THESE TOP-QUALITY BELT -DRIVE TURNTABLES. STARTING INVENTORY OF 250 UNITS WILL
BE SOLD "FIRST -COME, FIRST -SERVED." COMPARABLE QUALITY TO THORENS, AR, & REGA. PRICES
START AT UNDER $100! CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. CALL (916) 345-1341
FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION! HCM AUDIO. VISA/
MC/AMEX. DEALERS WELCOME.

conrad-johnson
model MV -50

amplifier.

AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!

DENON, VANDERSTEEN, HAFLER, PS AUDIO,
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, MOSCODE, ACOUSTAT, YAMAHA, KEF, BELLES, CONRAD-JOHNSON, APOGEE,
ADCOM, B&W, COUNTERPOINT, JSE, NAD, JBL, SOTA,
B&O, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PROTON, MIRAGE, DCM.
B&K, and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, 414-7254431, Menasha, Wisconsin.

the conrad-johnson group
280018 Dorr Ave.

Rairtx, Virginia 22031

CALL US WE CARE!!!

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE
SPEAKER WIRE
NEW KABLES

ASK YOUR DEALER
KIMBER KABLE
2675 Industrial Drive
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
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THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS

GOLD PLATED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUDIO ABODE IS THE HIGH -END alternative for Dallas,
Texas. We feature products by Argent, Ariston, B&K, BEL,
British Fidelity, Chesky Records, Chicago Speaker Stand,
Clearaudio, Dayton Wright, Eminent Technology, Melos,
Morrison, Souther, Straight Wire, Sumiko, VPI and others.
(214) 369-2092, evenings and weekends.

AUDIO COMPONENTS BY; ADCOM - BERNING -

AR, PROAC, SOTA, PERREAUX, CJ, BEYER, STAX,
CONCORD, DENON, ENERGY, HK, KEF, NAD, NAKAMICHI HOME & AUTO, NITTY GRITTY, NILES, ORTOFON,
PARSEC, POLK, PROTON, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN, SUMIKO, GRACE, THORENS, VPI, CWD, AND MORE. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION AND INSTALLATION. NO
MAIL ORDERS, PLEASE. THE LISTENING ROOM, 1305

COURT ST, SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 48602. (517) 7923816.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES!!!
AAA CALL US for quality audio LOWEST PRICES
yes even on ESOTERIC AUDIO with FAST SERVICE
AND EXPERT ADVICE Call 414-722-6889. VISA/MC.
Large selection. AUDIO ENTERPRISES.
THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS!!

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES. We offer the finest in audio
equipment. Adcom, B&K, Tandberg, Revolver, DCM, Electron Kinectics, Beming, Glasse Audio, Threshold, Sota,
Souther Arm, Straightwire, Audioquest, JSE, Watkins,
Clearaudio Veritas Cartridges, (highly recommended The
Echo Muffs). We have lots of good used equipment. For
good deals on used and new equipment call: 412-6275525.

DYNAVECTOR - ELECTRON KINETICS - ENTEC
G RADO - JSE - KINDEL - KOETSU - MAGNUM DYNALAB

- MICRO SEIKI - MIT - MOORE FRANKLIN - PREMIER REGA - SHINON - SOUTHER - SPICA - STRAIGHT WIRE
- STAX - SUPERPHON - VPI - WELL TEMPERED LAB XSTATIC SYSTEMS.
DEMONSTRATORS & USED WITH WARRANTY; BEVERIDGE 2SW-2 $5000; BERNING TF-10HA $1365; NEC
CD -803E $450; PERCISION FIDELITY M7a $590; SIDE-

REAL ACOUSTIC IV $800; STAX DM-100/PR $2000;
STAX ESL -F83 $3500; SUPERPHQN BASIC/DM $300.
NEW WITH WARRANTY; ACCUPHASE AC -2 $255; AUDIO INTERFACE CST -8011 $240; DISTECH BLUE $1.55/

LF; DISTECH 312SC $2.55/LF; DYNAVECTOR DV -507
$500; GRADO 10MR $225; KOETSU EMC -1B & SA 1100B 4820; ORSONIC AV -101 $23; PROFILE II $110;
STAX CPY ECP-1 $375; STAX UA-7CF $150.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, 7805 GREENFIELD
STREET, RIVER FOREST, IL 312/771-4660 MC/VISA.
AUDITIONS BY APPOINTMENT SHIPPING & EXPORT
FACILITIES.

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey
TURNTABLES: Basis, Goldmund, Heybrook, Merrill,
The Well Tempered Lab
TONEARMS: ET, Goldmund, Well Tempered

CARTRIDGES: Decca, Garrott P-77, Grado, vdHul
MC10

ELECTRONICS: (solid state) Belles, British Fidelity,
Jordan, Leach, Magnum Dynalab (tube) Audible Illu-

sions, Melos, MFA Systems, Music Reference

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO area,
California: Acoustat, Conrad Johnson, PS Audio, Adcom,
Audible Illusion, Superphon, B&K, Moscodes, VPI, Well Tempered -Lab, Sonagraph, Systemdeck, MMT, Grado, AF
phason, MIT, Monster, Audioquest, Randall, Straightwire,
Spica, Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab & more. (714) 8615413, appointment.

For full information contact
May Audio Marketing Ltd.
P.O.BOX 1048.
Champlain, NY 12919.
TEL (514) 651-5707

CLEARAUDIO - COUNTERPOINT - DECCA - DISTECH -

AUDIO RESEARCH SP3A PREAMP-SILVER-$300, D75 -

SILVER -$400; ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPII-$795;
USED LEVINSON ML3, ML10, ML10A; LINN SARA
(USED); NAIM 42.5 & 110-$998; PHASE LINEAR 3600
PREAMP + DRS 400 AMP,-$550PR. SIGNET TK1OML
PHONO CARTRIDGE -$170; VANDERSTEEN IIC (USED) $898. CALL TERRY: (402) 391-3842.

FOR SALE

AUDIO RESOURCE is an AUTHORIZED McINTOSH

APOGEE CALIPER SPEAKERS, latest model and B&K
ST442 amplifier and Belles XLM Pre -amp. All like new.
(215) 567-4626 (Phila.) Eve.

FACTORY WARRANTIES. Buy only from an AUTHORIZED McINTOSH DEALER. Call for prices. AUDIO RE-

DEALER and SERVICE AGENT offering ALL of the latest
McINTOSH ELECTRONICS, FREE SHIPPING, and FULL
SOURCE, #1 METAIRIE COURT, METAIRIE, LOUISIANA
70001. 504-833-6942.

(RAM), Quicksilver
CD PLAYERS: Melos Audio, Harman Kardon

SPEAKERS: Focus, Kindel, Princeton Acoustics,
Spendor, Vandersteen

ACCESSORIES: AudioQuest, Chicago Sp. Stand
Goldmund, Livewire, Kimber Kable, MIT, Sims Vib.,
Sonex, Tiptoes, ToruFluid, Tube Traps, Tweek
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, used equipment. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri

12-7, Thurs 12-9, Sat 11-6. Closed: Sun, Weds.
PLEASE, CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT!

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-800-826-0520 FOR; NAD, PRO
, TON, H.K., HAFLER, B&W, TANDBERG, AUDIOCON
TROL, DAHLQUIST, dbx, NITTY-GRITTY, 3D, CWD, RE
VOLVER, STAX, M&K, BELLES, MOSCODE, FRIED, AU
DIOQUEST, THORENS, MONSTER, SNELL, ORACLE
PRO -AC, GRACE, GRADO, DCM, TALISMAN, TIPTOES,

FREE CATALOG. SOUND SELLER, 1706 MAIN ST.,
MARINETTE, WI 54143. (715) 735-9002.

PREMIER By SUMIKO

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
PREMIER FT -3

MMT OWNERS, REJOICE!
Ever wanted an easy way of precisely

adjusting VTA on your Premier MMT
tonearm? The device pictured here allows

you to raise and lower the arm post
without hassle-even while the record
is playing-and with no compromise in
mounting rigidity. Retro-fits all Premier

MMT arms and all tonearms with a
16mm arm post.

118

From the creator of the MDC-800 (THE A RM) comes the Premier FT -3. Continuing the
tradition of providing the best tone arm performance at any price, David Fletcher, with
the FT -3, again defines the state of the art. The FT -3 offers features and performance
found on only the best:
Die cast magnesium head shell
Adjustable azimuth
Adjustable VTA (unique rigid no compromise design)
Ultra rigid arm tube
PIB-1 Universal interface box
Advanced bearing design
Unique tone arm tube damping
Adjustable viscous damping at user's option
Decoupled counter -weight
Precise proportional anti -skating
P. O. Box 5046

Berkeley, CA

94705

415-843-4500

0111111111111
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FOR SALE
AUDIO RESOURCE'S LABORATORY is equipped with
over $100,000 of Audio Testing Equipment. Five technicians, all specialists in their fields, combine to form what is
increasingly considered the BEST source of personalized
audio expertise. Need PRECISION TUBE MATCHING?
We GUARANTEE the finest. OPTIMIZED CUSTOM TUNER ALIGNMENTS, REFURBISHING of RARE AMPLIFIERS, or stabilizing an ARC's appetite for service. AUDIO
RESOURCE offers specialized procedures performed by
certified technicians, including two PhD's. There are few
situations we cannot handle. FREE CATALOG. AUDIO
RESOURCE, #1 METAIRIE COURT, METAIRIE, LOUISI-

nd of any speaker.
Yes, your speakers
can sound DS if

ANA 70001. 504-833-6942.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox, Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,

Hatter, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

BRB MODEL 200 AMPLIFIER CLOSE-OUT. Exceptional
sonic performance thru advanced semiconductor technology and innovative circuitry. Superlative reviews. Originally
$900. Now $395. Limited quantities (408) 245-9864.
CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY by
PHONE. CALL FOR the HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-

1650. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown. Pa 19046.
CD -1 BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS
The Musical Concepts dual 16 bit, quadruple oversampling

--':7_7icago_S-peakerStanaAmerican quality and technology mode in the USA
312-745-5500
800.882-2256

they cost twice as
much. Chicago
Speaker Stands'
are rigid and
spiked to p.event
the movement
that causes
smearing and
blurring of the
musical event.
Chicago Speaker
Stands must be
heard. Over 25
Models. Prices
start at uncler $4C

per pair.

For more information see ad on page

CD player is here! Utilizing the best of European CD
technology and our proven modification techniques, Musi-

cal Concepts presents a truly musical CD player. The
question is simple! Can a CD player convey the emotion of
music and generate an emotional response, besides frus-

tration, in the listener? The answer, YES! The Musical
Concepts CD -1, a head turning experience for sophisticated listeners! CD -1 $495. Dealer inquiries invited. Musical
Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314831-1822, 1-5PM CST.

CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS, MONSTER CABLE,
LAST Cleaners at affordable prices. FREE catalog:
Class -A -Underground, 35 North Greenbush Road,
West Nyack, NY 10994. Visa-Mastercards, Friendly-Quick service.

remarkable!

CROSBY MOD TYPE I; 75 watt reference power amplifier
No new gimmicks, just the art of simplicity, quality; balance
Has replaced tubes; solid states costing $6000. Free Liter
ature: owner communication; cost; $1000. 2701 N. Rojo
Hobbs, NM 88240. (505) 392-4781.

Every once in a great while
e product comes along that
cffers performance which rises
ebove the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype. When this occurs the
rew level of performance
echieved can be readily Bard
ty both the ardent audiophile
End the novice listener.
Paradigm is a breakthrough
loudspeader that provides a
level of musical truth that

DAHLQUIST DO -20, WELL -TEMPERED TABLE, Van
den Hul MC -10, conrad-johnson PV -7, the finest CD play-

ers-our newest products-Champagne Audio, 723 S.
Neil, Champaign, IL 61820. Saturdays, 10-5.

DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS-SONY 501ES available now! Make your own digital 2 -track masters. Also
Spica speakers and Hefter PRO amps for ultimate monitoring capability. ACOUSTICAL CONCEPTS, INC., 708 Ashland Ave., Eddystone, PA 19013. (215) 328-9450.

DYNACO KIT BUILDERS -225,000 -LB BUYOUT! Tubes,

transistors, metalwork, raw drivers, circuit boards, etc.
Complete 200/200w "Black Box 410" transistor power amp
kit, $299. Owner/repair manuals (any), $6 each. Stamp for
list. SCC, Box 551AM, Dublin, OH 43017; (614) 889-2117.
VISA/MC.

E imply must be heard.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18 DB/OCTAVE.
Kits available. Transient -Perfect, $175. Subsonic/Bandpass Filters. Free Flyer w/reviews. ACE AUDIO, 532 -5th
Street, East Northport, NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable.

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS ADCOM, AR, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIOSOURCE, AU -

DIRE, BRITISH (MUSICAL) FIDELITY, CHICAGO,
CREEK, DUAL, GRACE, GRADO & SIGNATURE,
GOLDRING, FRIED, HEYBROOK, KENWOOD BASIC,
KYOCERA, LINN, LOGIC, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
NITTY GRITTY, PREMIER, QED, RATA, REGA, ROTEL,
ROYD, SHINON, SPECTRUM, SPENDOR, SUPERPHON, SUPEX, TALISMAN, TARGET along with LAST,
LIVEWIRE and others. EARS, P.O.BOX 658-U, W.COVINA, CA 91790.818/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS.
MCNISA. MANY MONTHLY SPECIALS, PREPAID SHIPPING -SEND STAMP!!
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above all.

In the U.S.:AudioStream Corporation, Bo,: 1099, Buffalo, NY 14210
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc. 4141 Wesson Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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Audio. Video
Car Stereo

audio-technica
li

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER!

Lowest Prices on All Major Brands
of Audio, Video & Car Stereo
FULLY WARRANTEED

When was the last time you
changed your stylus? If you cant

remember, then it may already
be too late!!
We specialize in phono cartridges, factory original replacement styli & record care items
only!!

F

EXPERIENCE, INTEGRITY AND THE LOWEST PRICE
ANYWHERE. Authorized dealers for Yamaha, Denon,
KEF, Carver, Canton, Tandberg, Perreaux, Sumo, Lux man, Infinity and many more. AudioNideo Exchange, 57
Park Place, NY 10017. Call 212-964-4570.

GET IT FREE!

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Sota, Hafler, SAE, Audire, Thorens, Adcom, Klipsch, CD
players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

The SOUND Approach

GARROTT P-77 RIGHTLY CALLED DYNAMIC

Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S.
Major Credit Cards Accepted
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

ig (800) 221-0906 ci,::?3,

FOR SALE

"call us- (516) 499-7680

COIL! Musical, fatiguefree, superb tracker, affordable.
For dealer call Audio Advancements: 201-857-1422.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO-LOS ANGELES: Linn, Naim,
Rega, Thorens, Halter, Creek, Rotel, Energy, Conrad Johnson, British -Fidelity, Spendor, Superphon, MordauntShort & more. (818) 571-1299, (213) 283-0001.

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR

lia,

3I

FREE PRICE QUOTESR

AND VISA/MC ORDE S
N.Y. STATE (516) 599-1112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

0

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A, Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm

orroron sHuRIE sTaNTon

FOR SALE

HAFLER AND DYNA MODS BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS
HAFLER DH -101: SUPERMOD IIIN, MC -2, MC -2 TE-

FLON'
CROSSOVER AUDIO: Here you'll be treated with respect
and genuine concern for your best interests. Featuring:
Counterpoint, SOTA, PS AUDIO, Well Tempered Lab, Vacuum Tube Logic, Eminent Technology, SME, Spica, Meridian, Sonographe, Van Den Hul, MIT, Pearson Audio, Premier, B&K, Talisman, Monster Cable, Sumiko, Magnavox,
Lazarus and more. Free Shipping within New England.
CROSSOVER AUDIO, 10 Tate's Brook Rd., Somersworth,
NH 03878. Call (603) 692-5452.

HAFLER DH -110: M-110SX (successor to highly rated M110SN)
HAFLER DH -100: M-100SX, making opamps sound like
music.
DYNA PAT -4/5: MC -2, MC -2 TEFLON
FOR ALL PREAMPS: TeflonsR", outboard power supplies,
LIPS II regulators
HAFLER DH -200/220: M-200FX (200), M-220FX/500 (DH 220/500)
HAFLER DH -500: M-500FX (early 500s), M-220FX/500
(late 500s)
HAFLER DH -120: M-12OFX, 60 very sweet watts.
ADCOM GFA-555: M-555FX, a sweetening of the agressive nature.

FOR ALL AMPS: toroid transformers, high performance
filter capacitors, deluxe gold connectors, special wiring,
total dual mono conversions, Teflon' capacitors.
SOON: mods for Dyna tube and solid state components
Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant, MO
63031, 314-831-1822 1-5PM CST, Dealer inquiries invited.

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems are

misled by well meaning-but misinformed-salesmen, maga-

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Adcom, Audire, CWD, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage, Monster Cable,
PS, Sony, Superphon, Talisman, Thorens, CD players.
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

HAFLER-NEW AMPLIFIER!
Hafler's bold new amplifier, the XL280, is so accurate that it

can be directly compared with the ultimate reference-a

zines, and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is
superficial or incomplete. As a result, many expensive "mistakes"
are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high quality audio dealership in the
United States.
Founded by pianist -acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, and
recording engineers throughout the U.S.,
Europe, and South America, rely on Gala
Sound for audio systems tailored to their
specific needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
a definitive audio system from Gala Sound. Phone (do not write)
Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.

straight wire with gain. In stock at $600. Also in stock: DH -

MARK LEVINSON THRESHOLD McINTOSH KEF B & W ACOUSTAT MERIDIAN
CONRAD-JOHNSON REVOX BRYSTON BELLES RESEARCH NAKAMICHI

LANSING MI. & MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES! FRIED, Meitner/Assemblage, ESB/Mondial, Robertson, Quicksilver,
Oracle, Thorens, Auditions & sales, relaxed atmosphere.
Appointments only, Newsletter. "Jemstone" box 240,
DeWitt, MI 48820-0240. 517-669-9544

GALA SOUND )--1
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 (716) 461-3000

100K $175, DH -100A $225, DH -110K $360, DH -110A
$440, DH -120K $260, DH -120A $320, DH -220K $400, DH -

220A $500, DH -330K $385, DH -330A $460, DH -500K
$675, DH -500A $850. Export units slightly higher. Accessories too! Three year warranty on assembled units. Visa
and MasterCard. Worldwide exporting. Free delivery to
ALL zip codes (PR and APO/FPO too). OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145,
513-523-3333, TLX427791.

HAFLER PREAMPS, POWER -AMPS, TUNERS & ACCESSORIES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE
CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341 VISA/MC/
AMEX.

JBL PARAGON SPEAKER SYSTEM, very efficient,
smooth response, open sound, beautiful walnut, excellent
condition, $2700 (new ones are $10K), Seattle, (206) 7823297.

KRELL PAM -3 MINT CONDITION, $1975. Call Richard
(weekdays) 9-3 at 617-253-6908.

LAST RECORD & CD CARE PRODUCTS! LOWEST DIS-

COUNT PRICES ANYWHERE! ALSO STYLUS CARE,
VIDEO CLEANERS, AND CASSETTE CLEANERS. ORDER TOLL -FREE 1-(800)222-3465 (except California)
916-345-1341. MCNISA/AMEX.
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AUDIO GALLERY

America's largest selection of Turntables, Tonearms, Cartridges & Accesso-

audioquest

ries. Also, state of the art CD Players, PCM Units, Amps & more. 40 pg.
current price sheets $3. Write or call:

Audio Gallery 2718 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90403
Tuesday - Saturday (213) 829-3429

FOR SALE
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
LINN LP12 MODIFICATION & NEW LINN PRODUCT
Zener diode Valhalla modification. Tremendous improvement at low cost, $8. Visit our SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM and hear these remarkable Linn prod-

ucts: the NEW Axis turntable, Index Speaker, K-9 mm
cartridge, Preamp, Poweramp. Visa and MasterCard.
WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Free delivery to ALL zip
codes. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and

sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Information! Wilsonics, 2510 47th Street, Suite AA, Boulder, Colorado 80301, (303) 444-3889 evenings
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! FULL WAR-

RANTY -Most Audio Brands!! C.D. Players -Car Products -Computers & Peripherals. Your One Stop Electronics Supply Headquarters!! ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS,
996 ORANGE AVE., P.O. BOX 151, WEST HAVEN, CT,
06516, MC VISA/AMEX (203) 937-0106.

MARK LEVINSON MU AMPLIFIERS, latest model, mint
condition. $3400 per pair or offer. Have shipping containers. 415-866-1964 or 415-283-2815.

MARK LEVINSON: ML -10 Pre -amp $2100, Pair ML -2
Amps $2400. Both Mint. SONY EL -7 both manuals, 46
tapes 16 are new $150. 206 282-8371.
MARK LEVINSON ML -10A PREAMP, 9 months old mint
$2095, Sound Labs A-2 mint $1195, Advanced Audio, WA.
(206) 472-3133.

Products to bring your music to life.

FOR SALE

Phono Cartridges

MARANTZ 10B $600, #THREE CROSSOVERS $600PR.,
#0ne preamplifiers $500pr., #16 $250, 7T $150. McIntosh
C-32 $1,000, MC -225 $300, 1700 $300, 1900 $450, MX -

110's $250-400. MC -240 $425. Eagle 2A scarcely used
$940. Lux M12CA poweramp $300. C120A preamp $200.
Gold Aero exceptional tubes (numerous types) stocked.
Complete retube kits shipped fast! Mogan Neglex 2534

interconnect cable $.60', 2513 speaker cable $2.50'.
Denon demos: PRA -1000 preamplifier $275. DR -M33 cas-

Speaker Cable
LiveWire BC -2, twisted pair, OFHC.
.5C/ft
LiveWire BC -3, twisted 4 coductor,
.75/11
LiveWire BC -4, spiraled 4, OFHC.
.95/ft
LiveWire Type 6, polypropylene.
1.50/ft + $20/pr. prep
LiveWire Type 8, polypropylene.
3.00/ft + $30/pr. prep
FMS Grey 3, tubular teflon core
10.00/ft + $30/pr. prep

Interconnecting Cable
LiveWire Reference, foam polypropylene, 100% shield.
45 00 per 3 ft pair
96.00 per 20 ft. pair
FMS Gold, 4 conductor FMS field balancing geome'ry.
65.00 per 3 ft. pair
201.00 pen 20 ft. pair
FMS Blue 3, tubular teflon core, AQ Superplugs.
135.00 per 3 ft. pair
543.00 per 20 ft. pair
Tonearn sets with teflon plug, 4 feet
Reference 58.00 FMS Gold 88.00 FMS Blue 169.00
:

McLaren 602 Straight line preamp.
McLaren 402 Full feature preamp.
McLaren 702 Stereo power amp., 100/100.
McLaren 902 Mono power amp., 250 watts.

1135.00
1435.00
1195.00
2390.00/pr

Sorbothane Accessories
35.00
12.00

40.00
12.00
15.00

Accessories
AO Superclamp, solid Delrin reflex clamp
AO Superclamp Plus, Delrin reflex clamp/damper.
AO Record Brush, over 1000000 carbon fibers.
AO Electro Stylus Cleaner.
TRT's Wonder Solder, (1511)
A0-10 Headshell, 10 gram, LiveWire leads.
AQ-16 Headshell, 16 gram, adjustable azimuth.

45.00
75.00
15.00
35.00
15.00
45.00
45.00
Profile Pro -Lift, end -of -record -lift-off
45.00
LiveWire Headshell Leads, pure copper litz.
7.95
AudioQuiet Sound Paneling, made to order, 45 colors,
80 00/pane1+8 00/sq ft.
any size up to 5x1Oft

Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music
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AQ CD -1, 16 bit 4x, includes 4 AQ Sorbo 'eet.
95.00
AQ CD -1R, 16 bit 4x, remote, 4 Sorbo feel
795.00
AQ TCD-100, tube hybrid, remote, 4 Sorbo feet. 1695.00

AO Soloothane Record Mat.
AQ Soiloothane Record Damper.
AQ Soilbothane Isolation Feet, (set of 4)
AO Solbothane Vacuum Tube Dampers, (met of 4)
AO Sonbothane Self -Stick Sheet. self adhesive.

LINE DRIVE -a system control center designed specifically for your line level components: CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.
LINE DRIVE -the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it
with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with how clean and accurate the
Line Drive sounds.
Available from Mod Squad Dealers everywhere. Or direct from The Mod Squad, Dept. A,

542 Coast Highway 101. Leucadia, CA 92024, (619)
436-7666. For a complete catalog send 52 (refundable with order). Ask about our 2 -week money -back

395.00'

Chace of 8-100H (2 2mV), B -100M (1 6mV),. B -100L ( 5mV)
'You may trade -up by using your old AO cartridge bward higher models.

McLaren Audio Electronics

-Audio Advertiser Since 1979 -

40.00
125.00'
160.00'
195.00'

404BH (2 2mV), 4048M (1.6mV), 404BL (.5m")

Choice of

MELOS TUBE PREAMPLIFIERS, AMPLIFIERS, & CD PLAYERS: Vitamin enriched electronics for a healthy
sound system. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-8238.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ (Tube), conred-lohnson, and

Retip

$5.00
195.00
250.00
295.00

AO 8-100, Machined Aluminum Body. 595.00

Compact Disc Players

LINE DRIVE

guarantee.

AO M-1, Induced Magnet Cartridge.
AO MC -4, High Output (2.5mV) MC
AO MC -5, High Output (2.5mV) MC
AO 404B, Hollow Boron Cantilever.

sette $325. R.C.A. ribbon microphones: 77DX $475, BK11A $190. Handpicked tubes 1963 vintage many types.
S.A.E. MKV1 tuner w/cabinet $275, MK1B preamplifier w/
cabinet $200, MK1VDM poweramplifier $225. BoothroydStuart Meridian amplifier system $400 w/moving coil.
Crown DL phono modules 1/2 price. Onkyo sealed TX -25
$125, TX -35 $185, Sony LC90-FeCr $11, LC60-FeCr $6,
LC90-SLH $9, LC60-SLH $4.50 elcaset tape. Teac AL -700
elcaset recorders factory sealed $1,100 originally, $299,
RX-10DBX DBX sealed $225. Panasonic SH-3433 quad scope $300. Mitsubishi DA -R8 $150. EV 7445 quadraphonic encoder $475. Teac remotes $50. Pioneer RTU44
quadraphonic recorder Ai/remote $1,250, RG-1 $75. IBM
SOFTWARE, Apple 2+ $300, Three 'iv/256k $350, drives,
cards, software. Sony TC854-45 quadraphonic w selsync,
new capstan motor!, remote $1,200, TC-765 W remote
$600. Ortofon transformers STM-72 $25, T-10 $60. 900
prerecorded r t r $7, /track $18. Require collections prerecorded openreel, McIntosh, Marantz (tube) units, Sony,
Teac, Advent Dolby units, oddball pieces, accessories.
Desire preeminent consignment items. Money back guaranty. Mail Order Specialist! Shipping worldwide except AIR
CANADA! Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester Street, Wellesley, Mass. 02181. Telephone: 617-CEL-TICS, 617-2358427.

other Precision Audio Components Bought -Sold -Traded.
See our other ad at the beginning of the classifieds. FREE
Catalogue. Audio Classics 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri. POB
176AFS, Walton, NY 13856 607-865-7200.

Price

For more information:

(714) 240-0604
629 Corriino de los Mares #306
San Clemente, CA 92672

-rtrode,u_ad
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Southern California have you heard VANDERSTEEN *

*
Ali

WELL -TEMPERED LAB * VAN DEN HUL * MIT *
COUNTERPOINT * B&K * MOD SQUAD * SPICA *
ET -2 * GRADO * STAX * VPI * NfrrY GRITTY *

co

*

Swipe

Introducing the New EC -1 Preamplifier - $1995.
AUDIOPHILE NEWS BULLETIN #2: Here's what they said over there... Now
"...could really compete with the best tube electronics in the domain of a
spatial presentation..."

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUP -

PLIES IN STOCK. IF YOU'RE USING ANY OTHER

.

"...we were able to recover the many micro informations of sound ambiences and subtle changes of modulation in the music reproduction..."
"...the stability of imaging never varies in any kind of speaker design..."
REVUE: DU SON - October 1986

.......

....

'
.

METHOD OF RECORD CLEANING YOUR RECORDS
ARE STILL DIRTY! SAVE YOUR RECORDS! INVEST IN

A NITTY GRITTY. NITTY GRITTY MACHINES ARE
QUALITY CONSTRUCTED AND EASY TO USE. WE
ALSO STOCK REPLACEMENT PARTS AND THE NEW
CD CLEANING MACHINE. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2223465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CANT BE BEAT!
HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.

Full reprint available upon request.
st
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30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

..

...(215)357-7858

NO DEALER IN YOUR AREA? Call ELECTRONIC CRE-

SOLE U.S..4. & CANADA DISTRIBUTOR

Orlando, Florida.Fl

MAGNAVO
--__:-.

ATIONS for: B&W, Canton, Conrad Johnson, Crown,
DBX/Soundfield, Dual, Grado, Harman Kardon, Koetsu,
Kyocera, Magneplanar, Monster Cable, Marcoff, Nakamichi, Nitty Gritty, PS Audio, Sony, Sony ES, Sota, Syrinx,
Spica, Sumiko, Stax, Technics. Competitive prices. Visa,
MCl , Shipping, World-wide. 305-831-1010, Visit our store in

AM

-- ---

SUPERPHON * ORACLE * AUDIOQUEST * RAUNA *
MIRAGE * SYSTEMDEK * KOETSU. Hear these components and more as you never have before in the south land's most comfortable and knowledgable store. Call for
your free newsletter. MUSIC BY THE SEA, (619) 436 7692. Open Tues.-Sat., appointment. 542 Coast Highway
101, Leucadia, California 92024.

you can experience the same musical realism over here:

i -_-----

FOR SALE
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FOR SALE
ORDER TOLL -FREE 1-800-222-3465. ACOUSTAT AL-

CHEMIST AR ARISTON AUDIOQUEST JBL
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New, 16 bit Magnavox CD Players are great

2
Smoother, airer, more musical sound
new models: CDB 650 and CDB 460 on sale!

Closeout sale on 14 bit models while supplies
last. FD 1041 /FD 2041 and FD 1051 priced from
$159.88.

BOSE BOSTON GRACE GRADO HARMAN/KARDON HAFLER JVC KENWOOD LAST LIVEWIRE
MONSTER CABLE NITTY GRITTY PETERSON

MCINTOSH

PREMIER SONY SOTA SPICA STAX

SEARCH, DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL, CITATION,
ALTEC, JBL, TANNOY, CJ, ELECTRON KINETICS,

STRAIGHTWIRE SUPERPHON THORENS TALISMAN VAN DEN HUL. CALL FOR LOW PRICES. MOST
ITEMS IN STOCK. HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISA/

KOETSU, DYNAVECTOR, AUDIOQUEST, SOTA,

MC/AMEX.

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MAR ANTZ, AUDIO RE-

EV, EMT, THORENS, WESTERN

TUBE

& SOLID STATE, BUY -SELL -TRADE, MAURY
CORB, (713) 728-4343, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON,
TX 77096.

Philips based digital circuitry employed in our
reference: P.S. Audio CD -1A.
Nothing sounds finer to us than this heavily mod,fled unit Hear for yourself. $800 less trade-in.

MCINTOSH TUNERS & TUNER-PREAMPS MODIFIED by

RICHARD MODAFFERI, the DESIGNER of the MR77 &

MR78. For details contact: AUDIO CLASSICS, POB
176AFS, Walton, NY 13856, 607-865-7200, 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fri.

-Audio Advertiser since 1979-

95 vassar sr
cambridge, ma
02139

61 7
ALIDIO

PREMIER MMT & FT -3 TONEARMS & ACCESSORIES
BY SUMIKO. PLUS TWEEK COUNTERFEET COUNTERPARTS FLUXBUSTER SOUNDTRACTOR NA MIKI. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800222-3465 FOR ORDERING AND PRICES. WE CAN'T BE
BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341 VISA/MC/AMEX.

.zeMnaognn,e2p3a0n1

VPI Bricks $25. TipToes, short or tall, 3 for $10. Monster X -

Terminators, 4 pair, $50, Interlink Reference "A", 1 meter
Mark$75O

Jefferson

Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, VA 22202. (703) 521-

547-2727

0836 evenings.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,

Tweak Your System ... see what it can do.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc. -the world's largest, most
sophisticated audio cable specialty manufacturer, ..dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable
systems design.

Perfection Through Innovation And Material Qualihc With a combinction of state of the art design and utilization of the most superior inner component materials, Esoteric Audio USA creates high definition cable systems
thalami sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest -quality materials include oxygen -free high conductivity copper
windings, state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires, teflon' "virgin litz" wires, teflon'
dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics. superior copper connectors with teflon dielectrics, special 5% silver solder,
and much more.
Cables That Approach The Quality
Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric
Audio USA's new era of cable
design, we offer exceptional cables
that are sonically transparent and
uncolored, yet maintain excellent
imaging, phase coherency and
dimensional character...cables
that enable you b experience every
subtle nuance your system is capEAU
inC
able of.
RR3 Box 262
Make A Sound Decision. Replace
your inter -connect and speaker
Winder, Georgia 30680
cables with a new set of high defini.
t,

lion Esoteric Cables. Tweak your sys-

Phone: (404) 867-6300
Telex: 80-4294

tern -and achieve sonic superiority!

Call or write today for the dealer
nearest you.

-Teflon" is a registered trademark of DuPont.

Dealer and sales representative inquiries welcome
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CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -PROFESSIONAL CON SULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

SAVE 50-70% BUILDING YOUR OWN SPEAKERS.
Choose from 15 esoteric kits or design your own. Featuring
Dynaudio, Focal, Morel, Seas, IAR Wondercaps, Shadow
phase correct electronic crossovers, AC acoustic foam and
much more. Our tenth successful year! Catalog $2 refund -

able. Or order Designer Manual for $15 get catalog free.
AUDIO CONCEPTS: Dept. AU, 1631 Caledonia St., La Crosse, WI 54602. (608) 781-2110.

NEW ENGLAND LISTENERS: CROSSOVER AUDIO in
New Hampshire provides world class sound at many price
points. We offer: Counterpoint, SOTA, PS Audio SME,
Eminent Technology, Well Tempered Lab, Meridian, Vacuurn Tube Logic, Sonographe, Carnegie, Van Den Hul, MIT,
Pearson Audio, Spica, Premier, B&K, Talisman, Magnum,
Monster Cable, Sumiko, Magnavox, Lazarus, Mogami and

more. Free shipping within New England. Call or write for
free newsletter/advice. CROSSOVER AUDIO, 10 Tate's
Brook Rd., Somersworth, NH 03878. Call (603) 692-5452.
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FOR SALE
SIDEREALKAP
THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEP-

TION TO BE THE FINEST SOUNDING CAPACITOR

SOTA's Reflex
Clamp is Here!

AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TODAY.
FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR

LOWEST
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER

i=f

WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

7%

`Ei

O

SONY PCM501ES DIGITAL PROCESSOR $650; dbx

at

rn
a)

1BX-DS compressor expander $250. 1-512-492-1486 after
6pm CST.

Cu

Ready to Hear LP Perfection?
SPEAKERS! CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-222-3465 TO DIS-

COVER TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON MANY BRANDS
OF QUALITY HOME LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS INCLUDING ENGLAND'S FINEST. ALL WITH U.S.A. WARRANTIES. HCM AUDIO (916) 345-1341.

TEAC X7RMKII $295; INTEGREX DOLBY $150; both
mint. Classical open reel tapes, mostly Barclay -Crocker,
SASE for list. Harman-Kardon hk400xm cassette $225; HK
EQ-7 equalizer $150; dbx 21 decoder $75. Norman Tetenman, 20 Whitebirch Lane, Commack, NY 11725.

80
ui

SOTA's new record clamp combines simplicity
of use, elegance, and unequalled performance. True Reflex action. Rigid, massive, yet
decoupled during play. The ideal match for
the SOTA Supermat.
Capture part of the SOTA achievement.
Experience how perfect an LP can sound!
Warning: Both may be addictive!
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SOTA
ndustr,es

U.T.C. AUDIO TRANSFORMERS NEEDED. LS -845, LS 58, LS -56, LS -22, LS -6, LS -7. Jeffrey Medwin, 6800 Elmwood, Kansas City, MO 64132.
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mm
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P.O. Box 7075. Berkeley, CA 94707
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VPI, EMINENT TECHNOLOGY, DISCRETE CABLES
at affordable prices. FREE catalog: Class -A -Underground, 35 North Greenbush Road, West Nyack, NY
10994. Visa-Mastercards, Friendly Quick Service.

LOUDSPEAKERS
A&S SPEAKERS IS NOW CARRYING COMPLETE audiophile loudspeakers systems from VMPS, Scan -Speak,
Euphonic Audio, and Nelson -Reed. Also available is the

widest selection of speaker components and kits from
Focal, Audax, Dynaudio, Peerless, Becker, Jordan, SEAS,
others. Featuring Dick Olsher's Dahlia Debra. Free Cata-

1-i
LOUDSPEAKERS
ABSOLUTELY UNPARALLED IN EXCELLENCE!
Audition these remarkable, patented JSE Infinite
Slope loudspeakers in your own home on our 7 DayNO RISK AUDITIONING Policy. We'll pay shipping
and offer a FREE 1 YEAR subscription to Audio.
Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Haller, Thorens,
Apature dealers. SOUND UNLIMITED, 178 Main St.,
Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584-0131.
MC/VISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

log. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207.
(303) 399-8609.

ARE THE BEST SPEAKER SYSTEMS really available
only by mail? Send $1 for our 60 page color catalog.

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub woofer & pro. JBL, ADDAX, SEAS, polypropylene drivers &
crossovers, $2 Gold Sound, Box 141A, Englewood, CO

Acoustic Interface, POB 6632A, Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

80151.

The VMPS Super Tower 11a/R is a very large
floorstanding, ultra low distortion, high efficiency
speaker system designed for audiophiles seeking
high output levels and dynamic range, extremely
low levels of coloration, and the most extended
bass response available in production loudspeakers.

As Stereophile (9/3 Ap 86) comments: "...the
11a/ R deep bass competes directly on quality and

extension with the Infinity IRS III._Further, the
deepest bass is sufficiently effortless that you can

hear and feel the entire bass spectrum at live
listening levels, without distortion or coloration.
The VMPS is very coherent for a large cone
speaker...fit) is remarkably flat and realistic in
timbre...imaging is natural. In fact, if you try light
chamber music, and close your eyes, you will have
the impression of listening to a good small monitor

with excellent imaging...The issue is not whether
the VMPS are "digital -ready"; it is, rather, whether

digital for analog) is VMPS Super Tower Ila/R
ready." (Anthony Cordesman)

Write for the full Stereophile reviews of the
STlla/R and the Original Subwoofer, plus
brochures and test reports. Other VMPS models

include the MiniTower II ($329ea kit, $439ea
Shown: The Audio Control Phase Coupled Activator 7M

Excite.
Fulfill. Reclaim.
The Phase Coupled Activator TM
digitally reconstructs lost music.

Lurking beneath the surface of every record - and
most CD's - are ultra -low fundamental notes that
have been lost from the moment they left an
instrument. Lost to microphones, recording processes
and mastering. Even the best cartridge, biggest woofers
or most advanced CD player can't bring them back.
.. The first bass -recovery device that we can
unhesitatingly recommend to audiophiles."

- High Fidelity

Using patent pending intelligent circuits the Audio Control Phase Coupled Activator detects harmonic artifacts
and digitally reconstructs the previously lost portion.
Musically. Without introducing unrealistic by-products.
"The Phase Coupled Activator added clarity and
definition to the bass."
- Stereo Review
"Compared to other bass enhancers, the Phase Coupled
Activator reigns as state of the art."- Chicago Tribune
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That's because it isn't really an "enhancer" at all;
it's a restorer. Designed and built in America by a
company with a 10 -year reputation for quality and
value. Packed with extras like a separate video circuit
that works wonders on bass -shy rental tapes, cable and
regular broadcasts. And a built-in 18dB/ oct. programmable electronic crossover.

"My stereo now sounds (and feels) like I have always
fantasized the 'ultimate sound' to be. Outstanding!"

- D.H., Torrance, CA

Discover why initially skeptical reviewers and audiophiles are raving about the Phase Coupled Activator.
Enjoy live performance bass. Visit your nearest Audio

Control dealer or write us for more information.

AudloControll TM

6520 212th St. S.W., Lynnwood, WA 98036 12061775-8461

assem).. Tower II ($439ea kit, $599ea asssem),
Super Tower/R ($699ea kit, $969ea assem), or

three highly acclaimed Subwoofers (Smaller,
$229ea kit, $299ea assem; Original, $299ea kit,

$375ea assem; Larger, $439ea kit, $549ea
assem) the John Curl TPC 1 Electronic

Crossover ($449), and the CISO Series of

bookshelf speaker systems. Prices include free
shipping in USA and kits are supplied with fully
assembled cabinets.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Itone Audio

3412 Eric Ct. El Sobrante CA 94803
(415) 222-4276
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston; Dynamic
Sound, Washington DC; Par -Troy Sound, Parsippany NJ;

Encore Audio, Lee's Summit Mo; The Long Ear, Coeur
d'Alene Id; Sound Stage, Syracuse Ut; Shadow Creek Ltd,
Minneapolis Mn; Mountaineer Telephone, Beckley WVa;
Arthur Morgan. Altamonte Springs FI: Efficient Stereo,
Torrance Ca: Sounds Unique, San Jose Ca; Itone Audio, El
Sobrante Ca; Eclectic Audio, Livermore Ca.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
AUDIO RHAPSODY OFFERING KINDEL SPEAKERS-a
mating of competent experience and intelligence. By appointment in Long Beach serving LA and Orange Counties.
213-498-0867.

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED se-

JSE LOUDSPEAKERS! THEIR SECRET: INFINITE

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EX-

SLOPE CROSSOVERS. Experience them at home. 10 DAY MONEYBACK AUDITIONS, FREE SHIPPING. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-8238.

CHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CASH for your USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT. WE BUY by
PHONE. CALL FOR the HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 8861650. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown. Pa 19046.
DO YOUR SPEAKERS ALTER the sound that your amplifier sends them? Altec Lansing Professional Components

in our traditional enclosures let you hear what is really
there! Christian Audio, (501) 751-2430. 9:00-3:00 CST, or
leave message.

ASTLE

ranty. $1296/pr shipped prepaid. Ten day home trial.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 63703. (217) 5298793.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Audax, Dynaudio, Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Morel, Vifa, and more! 10-

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: THE LEGEND GROWS with
the unbelievable C,3L minimonitor. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ

800 polypropylene capacitors. Catalog $1. Meniscus,
3275W Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 534-

(201) 464-8238.

9121.

GUSS LOUDSPEAKERS

k,.,

LEGACY -1/8 LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO REAL DESIGNS: Probably the most accurate speaker system you'll
ever own. Samarium Cobalt leaf tweeter hands off to a 11/2"
European dome. Vocals are recreated by the most remarkable cone driver anywhere. A multi -chambered, slot -loaded
dual woofer configuration extends bass response to 16 Hz.
Biampable through Tiffany gold binding posts and high
definition cable. Elegant 43" tower design. Ten year war-

$3000 to $12,000
(Monitors: $50,000 to $100,000)

"The loudspeaker equivalent of the Holy Grail" ...
"Orchestral climaxes emerged with so much power
and realism, one could hear what the third clarinets
were playing while the orchestra was raging triple
fortissimo" ... "Guss's speakers must be given the
last word so far as the current state of the speaker builder's art is concerned." ... from review in VIDEO
EQUIPMENT BUYER'S GUIDE. (Guss System 2,
$9000).

We also design custom "Theater in the Home" AudioNideo systems, from $15,000.
By appointment only. (212) 888-3339

PRINCETON ACOUSTICS REFERENCE
LOUDSPEAKERS: the speaker system that has
solved remaining speaker problems and features:
right size, good efficiency, utmost transparency,
superb imaging, impeccable bottom end, and more
Audio Connection in NJ: 201-239-1799.

JSE INFINITE SLOPE Speakers-fastest delivery. TONMEISTER: 301-229-1664.

TAPE RECORDERS
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

HARTFIELDS: JBL-Professionally built, choice of finishes, loaded or unloaded. This may be your only chance to
own a pair of these most sought after collector loudspeakers. 313-229-5191, 7-11 PM EST.

STIRLING

JBL, ALTEC, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and
speaker systems. JBL Studio Monitors. Pyle Drivers. Now

shipping: Model 19 reproductions. Call! Low prices, free
flyer. Rick Marder, AHCo. (201) 561-8123.
LEGACY LOUDSPEAKERS BY REEL TO RESIGN combine Edge -of -the -Art design with Old World Craftsmanship.

A marriage of the finest speaker components from England, France, Denmark and the United States. "... excep
tional value" says The Sensible Sound. "... a world class
speaker" E.H., South Carolina, ".
the best speaker enclosures I've heard" I.M., Massachusetts. Exquisite cabinetry. Quality assured by a ten year warranty. Auditioned in
.

the only relevant environment-YOUR HOME. Retail or
factory direct. From $886/pr shipping prepaid. RTRD, 2105
Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217) 529-8793.

ell1111111111111

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
GRAMOPHONE BRITAIN'S ONLY SANE AUDIO MAGAZINE says "MKIV tonearm + MC -2V $89 reproduced test
records with unusual accuracy & tonal naturalness" New
FORMULA V tonearm $125, MC -7V/3 cartridge $125. High
output MC -3L/2 $89. Pay no more for transparent master tape sound. Visa'MC. Reviews $1 bill. Mayware, P.O.B. 58,
Edgware, Middx. England.

THE ORIGINAL G.A.S. SLEEPING BEAUTY MOVING
COILS super elliptical-list $240., special $79., Thalia II
preamp-list $299., special $149. SAE hi -output moving
coils, Shibata-tip 1000LT-list $260., special $99., elliptical
1000E-list $240., special $79. Visa/MC/Money Order,
(213) 726-9999, S.A.E., Inc., 1502 Gage Road, Montebello, CA. 90640.

01111111111111111.

CONVERGENT
AUDIO TECHNDI

SL -1 VALVE PREAMPLIFIER

For more information contact:

may audio marketing ltd
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: (514) 651-5707
124

- compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the
fastest growing high -end electronics manufacturer.
- call or write for the name of your local dealer.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive W. Henrietta, N.Y. 14586 716-359-2700
AUDIO/MARCH 1987

TURNTABLES

BUILDING ON SUCCESS
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY AIRBEARING TONEARM:
Glides along your records like silk. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ

Developed from the legendary MS20, the
new MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25Ti is an
advanced high efficiency two-way system, with

(201) 464-8238.

8" bass unit, Titanium tweeter, and overload

MERRILL MODS FOR THE AR -LYNN -ORACLETHORENS-SYSTEMDEK. ACRYLIC LEAD OUTER
PLATTER WITH CLAMPING RING, ACRYLIC ARM
BOARD, SUBCHASSIS, HUM SHIELD, MOTOR
WITH POWER SUPPLY AND SPEED CONTROL,
AND OTHERS. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125

protection.

I

At $250 the pair, the

MORDAUNT-SHORT

MS25TI is available in Black Ash or Walnut
laminate.

CENTRAL AVE., MEMPHIS, TN 38104.

Mordaunt-Short

SOTA TURNTABLES: BEAUTIFUL CRAFTSMANSHIP &
UNSURPASSED SONICS delight your senses. AUDIO
NEXUS. NJ (201) 464-8238.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400

...,

U.S. distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic.

BRISSON INTERCONNECTS, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA
PolyPhasors, MI -330 in any configuration, including tonearm sets and Camac terminations for Goldmund and Levinson. Brisson hookup wire for audio constructors, MIT wiring
harness for INFINITY RS -1, custom threaded Tiptoes for
any component, ASC Tube Traps, Wonder Caps & solder,
Resistas, connectors, etc., $1 catalog. Michael Percy. Box
526, Inverness, CA 94937. 415 669-7181.

DB-3 ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS ARE
available at any frequency, with Gaussian (6,12 dB), Butterworth (18 dB) and In Phase (24 dB/octave) slopes. Also
custom versions. Level controls, less than 0.0008% THD,
five year warranty. Frequency change at factory or in field,
generous credit for exchanges. DB SYSTEMS, Main St.,
Rindge, New Hampshire 03461. (603) 899-5121.

TUBES & ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes,
mods., system design, new & used components. Amperex,
EE, GE, Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania, Tungsram. Exclusive

US rep. Siemens/Telefunken. Great prices. ConsultanV

SERVICES

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818)

FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before you
banish your 'record-player' compare AUDIOPHILE albums
from MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD LAB, NAUTILUS,
REFERENCE RECORDINGS, and prepare for another
surprise! SOUND ADVICE (816) 361-2713. Some BEATLES Collections, many OUT -OF -PRINTS available.
UHORS. Sale prices.

446-5346.

RECORDS

FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG: Extensive listings on
Audiopl'ile records, CD's. Accessories, and Equip -

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, VARIOUS SLEEVES, MULTIPLE BOXES, 78
RPM SLEEVES, LASER DISK CASES. CABCO PROD-

ment at AFFORDABLE prices. Write: Class -A -Underground. 35 North Greenbush Road, West Nyack, NY,
10994. Visa-Mastcards. Friendly-Quick Service.

UCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 661, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201.
MCNISA/AM-EX. By phone (614) 299-0476.

supplier to manufacturers, dealers, clubs, individuals.
Douglas Kent Smith Consulting, 240 W. Pike St., Canonsburg, PA 15317-1163. (412) 746-1210.

How the rich get richer
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HIGH -END SOUND...

0

CD PLAYERS

Counterpoint's

SA -3 PreAmplIfier
and SA -12 Dual

SA -12

nel Hybrid
Power Amplifier

Winner.

MR 'Best Buy' Award
COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Adcom, Klipsch,
Acoustat, PS, Sony, Spica, Fried, and more. (See our

Haller ad.) READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
J.S. AUDIO OFFERS A LARGE selection of CD players at competitive prices. For more information Mon.
thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232. J.S. Audio, One
Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD 20866. We honor
Visa & M/C.

...while enjoying maximum range, detail,
and extraordinarily high sonic verity
up ICH PEOPLE are notorious
.for finding extreme quality

at tow cost...bargains like our

SA -3 PreAmplifier/SA-12 Dual
Channel Hybrid Amplifier corn-

bination. 'Best preamp under

$1000: said Audiogram about
the SA -3. Our SA -12 amp gives

you 85 watts of powerful unblurred stereo amplification
and earned a Class IA sonic
rating from prestigious IAR.

SA -3 and SA -12 Package

AUTO SOUND
CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-

FACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
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For 1987, $1987
800-247-6468
FREE
(619) 453-9090
()COUNTERPOINT
Call today for our in-depth
report on the new genera don of hybrid MOSFET audio
technology

(if you live in California)

Counterpoint Electronic Systems. Inc.
P.O. Box 12472. Dept. A. La Jolla, CA 92037
Telex: 284902 CPT UR
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Proven

COMPACT DISCS

A SINGER'S DREAM!

Accessories

from QED !

04i

.14$4)

TO TOM CARS
Free Catalog of CD's.
Same day shipping'if you order
before 12:hoonEDT.,

4,

111

.

,VA DISCOUNT per disc on orders
of 10 or more.
125° for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call Toll' Free to order:
USA 1-800-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303
-

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

P 0 Box 616. Clifton Park. NY 12065

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove

518-664-2550

most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it

C.D. passive pre -amp CD -P

DOOMPACT
SC

ENTRE

works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. AU,

P.O. Box 338,

(404)493-1258
Stone Mountain, GA 30086
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: MO41493.6879

DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI-

CATED REELS (2/4 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
$1.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct -to -Tape

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

COMPACT DISCS-AT LOW WAREHOUSE PRICES.
Now in our fourth year. Over 6,000 titles available. Free

Treat yourself to a new Prof. Johnson Recording! In response to many requests, we now offer music by AARON
COPLAND: "APPALACHIAN SPRING SUITE" in the original version for 13 instruments, and "EIGHT POEMS BY
EMILY DICKENSON." Marni Nixon sings the "Poems" in
this premiere recording of the composer's orchestration of
these important American songs, with Keith Clark and the

Input expander IX 4
For more information on
the whole range of
QED Products contact:

may audio marketing ltd
P 0 Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: (514) 651-5707

08035.

catalog plus regular updates and monthly specials starting

at $10.99. OZ WAREHOUSE, 5246A Memorial Drive,
Stone Mountain, GA 30083. (404) 292-5451.

COMPACT DISCS

Pacific Symphony Orchestra (RR -22). 33-1/3 rpm Pure Ana-

logue LPs ($16.98) or Digital Master CDs ($17.98) available at audio and record stores, or order direct, postpaid,
from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco,
CA 94107 (415-355-1892). Visa/MC accepted. Free catalogue and reviews. Dealer inquiries invited!

Call for FREE catalog.

ALL DM MUSICIPIC:
CT call

COMPACT DISCS

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

ders welcomed. Send $3 for comprehensive catalogue.

Treat yourself to a new Prof. Johnson Recording! In response to many requests, we now offer music by AARON
COPLAND: "APPALACHIAN SPRING SUITE" in the original version for 13 instruments, and "EIGHT POEMS BY
EMILY DICKENSON." Marni Nixon sings the "Poems" in
this premiere recording of the composer's orchestration of
these important American songs, with Keith Clark and the

Players available. NYCD, P.O. Box 20232, London Terrace
Station, New York, NY 10011

OVER 1000 USED CD'S $9.49 OR LESS. We buy all
CD's. Monthly catalog. Fast service. Audio House CD
CLUB, 4304 Brayan, Swartz Creek, Michigan, 48473, 313655-8639.

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

0
8

1 -800 -ALL DISC

41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611

PHILE, EUROPEAN & JAPANESE IMPORTS. Special or-

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

1-452-0205

Requests welcome
24 hours a day.
Retailer prices available

COMPACT DISCS-CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/AUDIO-

SYMPHONY OF THE BIRDS. Professionally produced
musical composition created from natural bird calls. Multi
octave pitch reduction enhanced with harmonious blends.
A must for butts of creative audio. On Record or Cassette,
$6.95 postpaid. Order today or send for free details. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Quality Productions, P.O. Box 417,
Orangeburg, New York 10962.

MD ACCESSORIES

1,110,2

Pacific Symphony Orchestra (RR -22). 33-I/3 rpm Pure Ana-

logue LPs ($16.98) or Digital Master CDs ($17.98) available at audio and record stores, or order direct, postpaid,
from Reference Recordings, Box 77225X, San Francisco,
CA 94107 (415-355-1892). Visa/MC accepted. Free catalogue and reviews. Dealer inquiries invited!

SCRATCHED CD'S? DON'T WRITE THEM OFF. Most
superficial scratches can be removed easily. Complete
instructions only $5. Robert, 1126 West Limberlost, Tucson, AZ 85705.

CALL US
FOR QUALITY AUDIO
AT THE LOWEST PRICES,
EVEN ON ESOTERIC AUDIO,
WITH FAST SERVICE
SOUND ADVICE:.. without the price

VAN DERSTEEN AUDIO
WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
116

(914) 666-0550

(209) 582-0324

P.O. Box 673

Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673
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SIEFERT RESEARCH

COMPACT DISCS

HYBRI-DOME. A NEW ERA IN LOUDSPEAKER
The Go Anywhere

0

CD Carrier as see"

onri

II,
'

0'.

`'

0

with its hybrid

mating of metal and polyamide. Th s two-piece construction uses an optimally stiff aluminum dome supported by a highly -compliant polyamide suspension.

termination that can't be achieved oy one-piece metal assemblies. In contrast,

one-piece soft plastic or fabric domes experience mid -spectrum breakup
difficulties. Thus, the new HYBRI DOME provides unmatched smoothness,
transparency and effortless, uncolored sound reproduction.
At the heart of the Magnum Ill is a new, unique Six -Octave Midrange
Driver® The exceptionally -smooth response (100 Hz to 8 kHz, ± 2 dB) of
this four -inch, polypropylene -cone driver extends with minimum group delay
over one octave on either side of the 25013.000 -Hz crossover frequencies.
Magnum III uses an expensive Third -Order 250 -Hz Crossover Network 3 that is just below middle
C (262 Hz) and well below our extra -sensitive 400- to 1500 -Hz hearing region.
The final element providing a robust low end to below 36 Hz (-3 dB), is the Integrated Tuned Port®
that shares the enclosure's 3/4 -inch wood material, preventing audible air turbulence.
These synergistic features give the Magnum III its low -group delay, exceptional imaging and 38 -Hz

®

fie

Carries

14 CD's without
jewel boxes

Key to the new Magnum It's (3 -way Loudspeaker system nattral sound is

its exclusive HYBRI-DOME High Frequency Driver

Aluminum's stiffness extends response to over 24 kHz and the compliant
plastic suspension permi:s operation down to 1500 Hz and provides edge

,

;.'

DESIGN

plus $1.50
shipping/
handling

PA residents add 6% tai

Light Durable Soft Velour Lining

Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315
in.PA.215-860-9015

MC/VISA

P O Box 1463 Southampton, PA 18966
PRE -OWNED CD'S WANTED! Top dollar guaranteed.
Free info. The CD Link, 410 -AU Weaver Lane, Simpsonville, SC 29681-8908.

WANTED TO BUY

to 24 -kHz response within ± 2 dB. The compact enclosure (only 22Hx13.5Wx14D) is available in walnut,
oak, or black -lacquered natural hardwood.
We invite you to audition the Magnum III at home for 30 mays. If it does not meet your requirements,
the purchase price will be refunded with no hassle.
For the complete story on the Magnum III,
or its highly -regarded predecessor, the Maxim
III (two-way system), call or write. VISA and
MASTERCARD accepted. PRICE: $799/pair,
31212T Ballard Rd., Malibu, CA 90265
plus $34 UPS.

SIEFERT RESEARCH
(213) 457-4239

1986 Siefert Research

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

MISCELLANEOUS

HAVE YOU NOTICED NATIONAL PRICE increases on
"collectible' tube electronics? Vast exporting is driving up
prices drastically. When buying, or selling, contact AUDIO
RESOURCE for unquestionably the best prices on McINTOSH, MARANTZ, ALTEC, etc. Keep our "audio resources" in the USA. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 METAIRIE

MAIL ORDER

NEW IDEA? American Patent in Washington, D.C. will
assist you through Research and Development! Free Kit 1 -800-257-7880.

GRADO CARTRIDGES-TONEARMS, lowest

prices.

TONMEISTER: 301-229-1664

COURT, METAIRIE, LOUISIANA 70001. 504-833-6942.

MARANTZ MODEL 510M PROFESSIONAL SERIES Amplifier. Unit wanted for personal use. Steve, P. 0. Box 591,
Alpharetta, GA 30201.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Thorens. Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers. etc.
TOP CASH. Scott Dowling, 9908 Dames Drive, Temple
City, CA 91780. (818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, JBL. John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird St., El
Cajon, CA 92020. (619) 449-9155.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, PARAGON, WESTERN ELECTRIC Tube equipments, old speaker systems, triaxials,
coaxials, woofers, drivers, horns, crossovers, from W.E.
RCA, Jensen, Altec, JBL, E.V. Trusonic, University, Tannoy. Tel: 818 576-2642, David Yo, POBox 832, Monterey
Park, Ca. 91754.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
COMPUTERS PC XT AND AT COMPATIBLES: High
Quality, Low Prices. Assembled, Kits. Monitors. Printers.
Software, Etc. Dealer Info. MicroMagic. Box 18009, Seattle, WA. 98118. East: 202723-7404, West: 206/325-7601.
SALES -MONSTER CABLE. If you are energetic, hard
working and love audio, we need you! Small, fast growing
audio accessories company is looking for bright sales
minded individuals for management positions. Insert your
ideas in sales, marketing strategies. Must be familiar w
audio industry and have sales exp. Growth opportunities
abound. Call Julie at (415) 777-1355 between 2-4PM pacific standard time.

MISCELLANEOUS
OLDTIME RADIO BROADCASTS .
Classic programs
on high quality tapes. Mystery and adventure! Comedy'
Drama! Music! Free catalogue. Carl A. Froelich, 2 Heritage
Farm, New Freedom, Pennsylvania 17349.
.
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TOMORROW'S HEADPHONES
TODAY
Digital music has challenged the engineering capabilities of the world's leading headphone manufacturers.
AZDEN CORPORATION (A .eader in transducer technology for 35 years) proudly
introduces 3 new models designed to provide maximum performance for Compact Disc,
Digital Audio Tape, and standard analog recorditape formats.
Utilizing the latest state-of-the-art designs, materials, and manufacturing techniques,
Azden delivers great performance and maximum comfort.
DSR-50 (Full-sized headphone)
$79.95
DSR-48 (Lightweight headphone)
69.95
DSR-88 (In -ear earphone)
44.95
As with all great audio products the proof is in the listening. For more information and
the location of your nearest Azden dealer please contact us.

AZDE14 147 New Hyde Park Road
Frankin Square, NY 11010 (516) 328-7500

QUALITY YOU CAN HEAR

127

REO RECEIVERS/TAPE DECKS/EQUALIZERS/HEADPHONES Al
0 ACCESSORIES/VIDEO RECORDERS/COLOR TELEVISIONS/1

MAIL ORDER

AD INDEX

ABARGAIN: NAMIKI DIR FNDR $59; TECHNICS STY-

LUS GUAGE $59, 100CMK4 $335, 305MCII $2-5,
SYSTEMS AUD

S COMPACT DISC PLAYERS/TUNERS/ RAC

EPA500 $295, EPA250 $275, STAX PRO/LAMBDA (#3)
$629, PRO. LAMBDA (#1) $395, SIGMA/SDR7 $395,
LAMBDA SRD7 $345, SRDX $99; GRACE 747 $199,
707118 $179, F9E(S) $135, F9E(S) RUBY $169, F9E(S)
STYLUS $79, RUBY STYLUS $129; ACCUPHASE AC3
$199; DENON 103D $159, DL305 $325, DL303 $199,
DL304 $245; DYNAVECTOR 23RS(MR) $199, 17DS(MR)

$385; AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-F3MC $125; KOETSU

BLACK $519, ROSEWOOD $699; FR64fx $325,
FR1MK3F $185, FRMC45 $199; SIGNET XK50 $199;
PROTON 450 $175, PROTON 540 $179; TURNTABLES
AVAIL; BEATLES & F. SINATRA CD AVIL; WANTED: IBM/

AT & HARDDISK DR; SEND SASE, BOX 3334, RIDGE WOOD, NY 11386; SHIP COD; ALL UNUSED; ALL DAY
(212) 619-2888; (305) 487-1048; (718) 366-0360.
AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (oppo-

site Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and
(800) 833-0071.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranties on: Nakamichi, Re vox. Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown,
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Haller, B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc.,
1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

BRITISH HI-FI DISCOUNTED SME V $1295, Wharfedale
708 $325, Celestion SL 600 $895, Koetsu Black Gold Line
$395. Quotations; $1 bill. STEREO: P.O. Box 774, London,
NW7 3ST England, U.K.
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SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.
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$39995 JVC
RX.13V11
Remote Control Receiver ;oo

537995

J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selection of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and
the new DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY
COMPETITIVE PRICES. We provide six years of audio sales experience, candid honest advice and full
warantee on all products we sell. For pricing and stock
information call: 301-890-3232 or write to: J.S AUDIO,

One Childress Court, Burtonsville, MD 20866. We
honor Visa/MC and COD. Monday-Friday 11AM7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.

WHOLESALE AUDIO, VIDEO, TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES cables, antennas, car radio, CB radio, cartridges,
watches, calculators, computers, speakers. radios, adaptors. FREE CATALOG. 718-897-0509. D&WA, 68-12 110th
Street, Flushing, NY 11375.
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CROWN, REVOX, TANDBERG, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, N.A.D., HARMAN.KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, KEF, D.C.M., E -V,
J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALITY
COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MANU-
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authorized MC11110511 dealer
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sales restoration repairs

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES
HOW TO ORDER EY MAIL:

#1 Metairie Ct., Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 833-6942
23 PARK ROW, DEPT. AM0387, NY, NY. 10038

.mt800-221-8180
In New Von, Alaska and Canada CALL (212) 6.3.01416
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have remote.
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The System...
The components you see were designed for the perfectionist
who desires remote accessibility
and uncompromised performance.
They are not inexpensive.
They are the finest we can make...
which means they are the finest you can own.
Each epitomizes its genre.
Each attains the pinnacle of perfection.
If you are in a position to invest in the finest in
music reproduction,
consider the Nakamichi Series -7 System...
PA -7 STASIS Power Amplifier, ST -7 AM/FM-Stereo Tuner,

CR-7A Discrete Head Cassette Deck, OMS-7A11 CD Player, and
the CA -7A Control Amplifier...arguably,
the most sophisticated preamplifier conceived by man.
You may audition Nakamichi Series -7 Components
at your nearby Nakamichi dealer.

raNakamichi

Nakamichi U S.A Corporation

19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502 1-800-421-2313, CA 1-800-223-1521
'STASIS is a trademark of Threshold Corporation.

